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l Introduction

A' rrntlerstanclirrg .r'rerricullrr t.ltr'ric ircross thc cirrriirseri.rr rs
vcr_\' 

.iltiportatlt 
to a high*.rv trxnsportalion enginecr firr llanninu

and dr-signs of nr-u, highw,ay and also i'or operational intprovcrnent
,t'the existing lacilities. The trafllc c,n rnclian r.ads is hetcroccne-
ous in natule. as it rs cornposed of a nurrber.olvehicles cato-s;;nes.
Vchiclcs uith r.arying static ancl ciynamics character.istics sharc ihe
sfrnre r.lrtl space. The pccLrlia,rir.f ir *itle rurictr ,l'thc rcrrie rr-
llrr lr,ltes. oatcl) \\'tlh ils arrn tlrslr,tl tlr.rr.:t.turi:Lrt: rr,g.rrtlinl lltr.
cLintcn:irrns lrnrl spce<ls llttilinecl git,c risc lo ecrlirit.t conrltlcr [re_
hu"i.Lrr .i rlistrib,tion rvhen the corstiiLlenrs irrer-rcr rvitlr .rc
anothcr along the roadtvav. thercb,v resulring in laclt oi'llinc rlis.:i-
pline I l-l]

The renn'piacernent of vehicles' inclicates ot.the lcft whecl ol
a vehicle tlorn the edge of the pavement r.vhen the vehicle rs in
motion lll. Wheel load applications on the firll c:arriagew.av ri.idth
llrL- sL,rcr,llv non urif.rrr tirstributetl^ ard nr.st tralll.:ki,,g',s,".:,,
[() ore ui llong certain blnds o1- sntaller u,irlth. clillcil u.hecl putlt.
Tlic elrirr.ctcristie of'lilteral prlrtc,c.t cif rcrricrcs ilcr()ss rhc
llil\ clne nt u rdtlr arc inrltol-tx111 to knou, u,lretltcr the rrlri.lic is clrlrr:-
rtelizeil ir. dist.ibtrtio, .t,er. tltc nai'ernent dettrr.nralt,, o'er tltc
pil\e.re,t *irlth. It is thr'path.f'rlraxirnurn repr.riti.rs tlr.t is tLis-
trcsser-l rnorr,, irncl cracl<ing ancl pavernenl dglrrn)tittions arc colt_
tlncd ntostlv ro the area having the ntaxilrr-rrrt rvhcel load repcti_
tions. In the simulation ol ntixerl trafflc flou,.. it is rcquireil to as-
sign thc position olvehicles w,ithin a lane r.r,he. it e;ters rhe r..st
section.

2. Nced lor the studv
\nlrlrtjr'lrl tlesrgn ol lttrrurnunts teLluu!,s sclciLtrrrr rl rlar.Llltlt.

rlcsigrr rrailic r.lLr,c tirr co.rl).tiltion oi- the ntrrrtre r at re Pcritr.n:
of stlrrcllr.ri rrrle loads clrr'irrg the rlesiu, pe.iocl. Kn'ri lctrrru .l
latcr-al placcrnerrt characlcrislics ol' \\heei .l c.nrnrertr.rr rullrtru.
across thc pavel.nL-nt u,idlh i: nurcssJr\ ttr l(nus rrlrulitc,r.Lhc 1ml,
fic is cltannelizecl or distrihLrre,l,rrcr.rlrc Ir.l\enl(,nl rirtlrh. Ir is thc
peth ol-the,*rrir,trr, repetiti.n: that is trisrr-csscrl ,rtrre urrtr c'reri
irrg anrl l)e.nare,t clelbrr*rtrt, lre c.rilred lar,:li, rrr rlrc ar-e ;r

Ir tritrl It,rtiltrt,lll \\lt!,r, \r,t,l t..t\elll ,,il\. I,,.,.rr,,. ,. .,. .t] ..,
stresscrl or lItth trn tlta I)ll\ er)lrnt !.illthl!\ the pl\ L,nt!|t ,lesrunt,r,
lir r'rlrlirre l'lcriblc plrrr.rtrL'rrl: lor lltrlLrre .lultnsl l'.lltf r, .rl,l trLt-
riirg a.ri tlre lino*lccigc is.rs. Lrscfirl i, ern.iuctr,g rrlsrs iir crrrl
t[ltrng thc strltctLlral pcriirr-rnancc of paVettrenl sttrrcturc\ aILl :rlsrt
lirr evltlL'tli.g lLrnction.l pcrt.r'a*rnces of'par'errenrs. ricncc fi.rrr
both point ,l'r'ie*'r.rl-design of Iexibre purc,enr antr parc.rcrr
lnarntcflaltce ntanageme,t, Lane tlistributi.n ol ,trxctl tr.liie flr)\\
rs,tmost necessatv [-]]. This lrlso *.rll pr()\.e to be.st,rirl lirr hettcr.
trlt fllc nt.tnltucnterrt.

-1. Selection 0l'r0acl stretch
l llc strcrcl)cs .l a r*'o Ilrrre r0uil lrnrl iill intelrrerlrrre irrnc r.rr,l
lrl'ini: eartlrcn shoLtlclers ot r urvi,g *.irlths ol p..r t. tiir. e .rtrli
tions are selcctccl lbr the prcsent sttrrlv.
Thc firlloning eriteria ri.erc lrtlrrltletl Irr tltr. rtlentrt]t,rtrun cil.sites
on llexrble pa\'lrlrenls.

L fhe stretch is to bc on Nll's, state Itighu.irr_ i)l nt,rlur
rlistrict t-ouds rvith a lcnuth ol uhoLrt (l 5 l<nt

I llte:Lrrtch sltrrLrlri L,e strlright ltrtrl ltr.r,l lrrrr -rrrss rtrir(i.
Itntl nutltrr !ro\\ (lrit ltue rr orl.: J 
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ABSTITACT

Expansive soil is aploblematic soil clue to its low strensth and swell-shr-ink behavior. The expansir.e soils tenrl tos*e1l and shrink with respect to increase attcl rlcct'cuse of nroistLr.e cortenr" IVIorcover, blacl< cotton soil lcxplr,si'c s.il) i-s:)reseot in many parts of Krishna ancl Guntr.rr clistricts o1'Anclhra Pratlesh in which state,s ncr.v capitirl ".Anrara'ut'i,, rvlLsannounced' So, it is necessary to fincl out cost etl'ective .raterials for stabilization r-rfblacl< corto. soils *,hic1i rvill slrceconol-nv of the state while constructing tlexiblc plvement. Thc gco{cclrnical plopcr.tics lilic rrrJLxir-nir.r Ll11, 11911.5j11,

quany dust replacements. L.rlluence ol 10%,2()c/c,30vo,rl07c, -507:. 60.i ,,,r.ati:,-',,r q",,.,.,1,clusr .u c.,rpricti', rrti cBi{are presented' Flexible pavement thiclincsses for l0o/o,20%,30%,10%,50(r/a,60% ani i(),.it ol r-cpl.ceurerrt ol.r1L.rr.r.1,rlLrstare also mentioned' From the results it can be provecl thlt up to 40vo of cluarry clust shorvs a pr.onrising irflucnce orrstrength characteristics of black cotton soil in construction ol ilcxible par,e:nrcnt. Tl',.r. 
".. 

z1 t1,pes .l llcxiblr-: pilvcr)rr.tsrvith bituminous course as surfacing. For easy understiudin_q these are narnecl as type l, 2, 3 ancl :1. pavcrrerrt tlrickncsstsare calculatecl forz,5,l0,20.30.50, 100 and 150 rrsa (rnirliirn sranclard axrcs).

I(e1'rvurds: flexible pavemenrs, CBR, exprnsive soil, NIDIJ, ON,{C.

r.INTRODUCTION
Frour past fcw years therc has been un cxtutrsir,c

utilization of land for vrrious purposcs. This resLrltecl in
the decrease in the aviiilable land. Sr,tb -srade is thc
important component of flexible ptvement a-*s it pr.r.rvides
lal.eral support to the pavemeDt. Constrlrction of roatls over
the sott subgrade such as black cotton soil; adverselv
rrllcct lhe strength ol tltc plrr\.lll!.lu rcsujting irr ir. sh,,rt.r.
Iit'e. To avoid this sitr.ration, highrvuy construction rgclcics
used to rentove the soft so.il and replace it u,ith the soil of
_uood engineering properties. But, it l.ras becolne cosl
efl'ective to replace the sofi soil. These sitr-rations fbrced
the hi_qhway construction agencies to look lor othcr
altet'natives to improve the char.acteristics of sott soil.

Major soil cleposits of ner.vly fonnecl state Ancllu.a
Pradesh and capital of thc state Anrarava(l,ri are lJlacli
cotton so,l. Black cotton soil is also one of the sott soils
'r iric!i luve a verv peculiar behavior of srr,ellinc lnd
.;r,,lking rvhen exposecl to climatic chan.qcs and hence it
w'as founcl troublesorne from erigineering cousicler-atious.

Soil stabilization is one of the ntost suitablc
a.lternatives which are wiclely usecl .in pavel.nenr
construction. This technique irrproves [l.re erlgirrccr.inu
properties of soil such as stl.engtlt lurcl ulso L,conomicill.

In the presenl stucly cl.rarry c1r-ist is chose n lis the
stabilizer. Quarry Dust is the dust prorlucetl tr-onr tprar.r.ies
during the production of assresate tirr various
constnrction prlrposes. euarry ctlst xs clisposcrl irr tlte sitc:
itself, is producing a great cleal of clisposil problcnrs. If it
is successfully usecl in soit stabilir.lion oi black cotron
soil in the Amaravathi region it will help [o so]ve sornc
problems of Audhla praclesh i.e., pr.obien.rs relatetl to
economy and problenrs related to disposal of tlr,rarry cllLst.
Also, quarries in Konclapalli re-eion in rvhich the dLrst is
produced, are very near to the Anlaravathi ciry (ls sholvn

in Figur-e-l;, rvhiclr irr tur-rt u,ill t.r-.1uce tltc ii.irlr:i,\rj t.liii.,rr
costs.

2.I,ITERATUITE
Akshaya Kumlu. Sabat [1] due to stlLriliz;rriorr of

cluarry r'lust along with llyrsh thcre is irrcr.clLsc rn 26,a(ti.
45Va itncl 28% ol soakecl CBI{, anglc of interirLec tLrril
cohesion, rcspccti\,cly.

I{ohit,\,lahent [2] ir is obser.r,eil tllrt llrc l0 ro lil
percentiige acltiition oI ciuar.rv tlLtst slrurvs iirclur.rse in
t-naxiDtttnr dr-v clerrsity lncl dccrclsc in 0ltlinrUrrr lil\ri5tL,.J
contelit. Also it is recorntrrenrlccl 259),c acldif ivc ol qLtrrr.1,
dust to the grlnnlar sLrb blrse posscss [irc cor.ttirrut_rirs
clevelopment in strength and clut.abilitt, oi the roacl.

Agapitus Altarrctirlc .-\riti.lLl lirc strrrlv LcsLrltr,rl
thlt the conlbinlrtiorr olct.rrrr-rrt u itlr 11rrlr.r.,\,tlLrst Lrp lo 2{),.i
inrplovenrerrt in CIIR virlne altl stLerrgth. -j.lrc 

clrc.nrirll
conrpositiun Iilr conrbinecl rtrix Prot,idc., lhcr stultriiLr, :rrr,i
tlLrrabiJity ot tlrc lravcntenr.

Alianbi D O. l4l rescrrch pr.edicls tltrit lirc. t1t,r-t.,.,
dust stabilizcd -{ives ntore cconolnrclLl lLirtl slrr ir,q: iri
constrlrction ,f plr'ernent. 209f qLru.rv clLrst srlbilizlti'rr
inrltr-oves thc propc:rtics lil.c Liquirl lirrril. r,llr:tic lirtrit.
nnximunt clry clensitl (MDD). Cllilornil brur.in-9 rltio
(CBR), unconfinccl conrpressivc strcrcth (UCS).

J. Jll,lprJ [5] rdclition o1. clilLrr,,,.tlust tu cllr, rvjll
protrrut the su'trllitr!'nutut.r ltnd inaLelrs.: Lhr Cill{ vl,lri..
rvhiclr lceLls ro thc re(lucliotr in thiclincss. It i; ptissible ii;
use 309t rePllcentent of cllr_t,u.itlr clLtLr-r.1,i.lL:,.t crn be
aclapted to tLre villlrge rolrds.

Onyelori,u Ken C. f6] qLrurrl,clust clirr bc ldclcil t,r
exptnsive soil in or.tlcr to havc goorl pol:ous. ilccr.ulLsL: irr
ch.rrability ancl co]rcsion ett. anJ rlt.- prr,pcrtius Iilic sllir.1r.
rough ancl angLrllr shlLltcs irnIrLrr,-s tirc slr.urtriir lt;irtrust i,l.
in te rlocli ing.
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l. I ntroduction

From px5l lis relrrs thcrc hls bccn.rr crtcnsire Lrlilizaliorr rrl lantl

lirr rlrrir,us purposcs.'lhis rcsLrlted in thc tlecrelsc irr lhc irrltrlrrblc

lanrl. Also there has bcen a gratlr,tal increase in pupulirli()n tlui-lrr-
r1a1'. clLrc to the incr-else in birth rates anrl decrcascs ol tlelrth rtles.

\\'ith the irrclcasc o1'populirtron. there is rrec-d ibl thc arailable

lund lirr vlirious cunstnlction purposes. This phenonrenon crcllted

an incrcuse irr the demand of sand. This resulted in construction ol'

bLrrlrlings and othcr civil r-nginecring structures on rvcali. or sofl

soil. Bccar,rsc of soft sorls having low shear strcngth irnrl higlr

st'clling. gror,rntl irnpror,ernent techniques srrch as soil stabrliza-

rion and rc-inlbrcenrent arc cnrployed to inrprore rncchltnicltl bc-

har ior ol sorl.

Atje| a te$, researches. rt ri'as fbLnd that stabiliziitron oi soil is I
\\'ir\'-oLrt tbr ali the probler.r.rs. Sr)il stitbilizati(rn is thc rtiriitrrrLr of

erternal nratcrials 1o soil to improve the propertics ol soil. Soil

stlbilrzation is one of the lrost suitlble alterrlrtives ri,hrch urc

ri,ideil Llsecl in pavcmcnt conslruction. Generalll litnc .tnti ccnrettt

are userl as adclitive to black cotton soils to improve its gootcch-

nical properties. IJut. in recent days. nrany of Ihc u,astc rnatcrials

illc teslc(l 1o inrprove thc blrrcli cotlon soil propcrlics. l$l FLu i,l
srrr;h llrstc rnutcrilrls urc tlv ash" nrunicipal \\'irslc. aug shell pt,*-
drrr. quilrrv tlusl. riec httsl<. grottrltl nUtshcll llourlr't. tUtlsltltttiUtt

wllstc c1c. lt is llrelcly kno$'n thltt. owlng to tilc colr\tlLtetr!lt (,1

clpitrl citv Amlavatr" thcle u'ill be lalge civil e onstrLrctions. rnfl-a-

structurc. ancl roircl nctu'olks constrrrcte(l in lirtLrre l0-2() rcars rn

i\ndhnr [)radesh. As it is alreudl JiscLrsseti thut nrost parts ol ,\rr-
rarrti ulc covered by BCS. if rve use soil stabilizatii)n tcchniques

lirr rOatl ncl\\r)rl( cotrstrttcti0tt. larqc lttltrtttnt tll'c.0 l,rtllr rrill [r.'

sll\ e (1.

l.l. Black c0tton soil

Ilris trpc o1 soil is rrrilc rLp ol rolcltnic roclis:tntl l;trlr lllltuL soiL

r: ills() l\no\\n as'regttt'$hi'h i: rlr-tired firrtl l l.'ltLuLt rr,,r,l

rcgutll'. Illlicli sorI is also [norln us Bllrck (]otton Sorl ,r-r !r,ttutl l.
an inrportant clop u'hich is grovn'u in this type ol siril. fhe soil

content is rich in calcitrrn c;rtbcrnete. potush. lirtte lttttl t lt:trc:ittttt
crtrbonllc but ltas pttor ph()sph()ttts cr)rrlent. Il is rtt,,:llr ioLrttii irt

lurclts sLrclt as Cttjlni{. N{adhla I'nttlesh lttttl Malrrrt:tslrtlr 1l Ls lt!s,,

tirLLntl in sti.rtcs lil(c Tamtl NaLlLr..'\ttrlht-:t [)r.tricslt lttrrl KrLrrr.tl:Lli.t

l. t.l. S(uhilizution ol bl:rcli e otton soil

llcplaecnrcrtt rrl'crplnsirc s()Ll \\illt lt t.tott-crltltltsi\t r1)illrliill Ls il

!onttrou tttetlrod rtt' rc'tlttcirtg shrirtli-s$ el l t isl<. l lorr tt cr . .rlictt llrL:

)oil ol stratunr cxtentls too cleep ancl itt that cilse this rtlctho(l i: nol

cconon'ricaily ctlicient. ['he bcst lnstho(l is to sirtllrrt. lrril ptcvttrt

potentill crplrtsiun il'tlre high ntoislurc cotltetll eiut i,e tr.tltilt-

tlined [61.

1.2. Clenrrnt

( enrcrrt is I brnr,lcr. l strbsliutuc Ltscti tn c()ltstr-'rlr'li\)Jt lllilt \cis.

ltlr|dcn: lrntl lrtllrcres t() r)tilcr rlrltlctial:. binrling the ttt io.gclllrt

f ctne nt is Lrscd u'itlt tirre aggregltc to prodttct 11lr)rltll l\rr lllii:olr

r-v. or rvith sanrl ancl gravel aggr!'gates to pro(lucc cottcrclt'. .'\tt

increase in Ccmcut contcut gcncrally'caLrses itterclts.t itt st|ettgtit

unrts(ri(tcdusr.dislrihuliorr.rndrepro(lurlioninanrrrrrdiurr.pro\i(ledlhtorigirnl$orkisproperlreilt'tl.
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A STUDY ON CONVENTIONAL AND NON-CONVENTIONAL ENERGY

AND CARBON DIOXIDE EMISSIONS IN VISAKHAPATNAM

Seshagiri Rao Boddut,S.Nagu Prasanth2 and Prof. S.Balaprasad3
tAsststant Professor, frept of Civil Engineerin; Oil;::tritute of engineering & Technologv, Anakapalle,

2Assistant professor, Dept. of Civil Engineering, PVP Siddhartha Institute oJ'Technologt, Viiayawada
t piof"rror, DLpt.-of Civil Engineering, Andhra (Jniversity, Visakhapatnam, India

Abtt."at-Tl* *d*trial revolution brought many changes that inclucle exponential increase in

dernand for energy across the world. Out of India's total prirnary energy supply, coal contt'ibutes

39.5 percent, peiioleum contributes 24.5 percent, and natural gas contributes 6.9 percentages'

Among all the GHG'S COz is the prime one responsible for the climate change at global scale'

Hence, the present stldy aimed at eitimating the carbon dioxide emissions due to existing p()\\er

consr.rmption of tte study area and the power production based on combustion of tbssil tlues. l'he

present iruOy address the estirnation of power consumption of the sfudy area of conventional energy

tased on Visakhapatnam city and COiemissions due to the prodnction of power by convcntional

thermal power plants. The average energy consumption of the study area of Visakhapatnam city is

7395.6lMWh per month. The production of this amount of energy from coal based thermal power

plants require un urr.rug. amount of 3455.287 tonnes of coal per mouth and the average anlount ol
^CO: 

emissions from 
"oul 

fr.|l.d power plants is 7 544.601 tonnes per month. To generatc thc enet'gy

,.q.,i.ed for Visakhapatnam city from natural gas based thermal power plants, the total average

amount of natural gas required is 209.42ML per month and their CO: emissions is estimated as

3g07.53 tonnes per month. The petroleum based thermal power plants need 1 1832.9'7 barrels per

month to generate same amount of energy of Visakhapatnam city and 5608.97 tonnes pc'r ftronth of

COz releaies into atmosphere. Coal based thermal power plants emits highest amount of ClOz tvhtch

is around twice than the COz emissions from nafural gas based thermal power plants. The ac'laptation

of non-conventional energy souroes such as solar/wind energy that can generate the energy rvhich is

reqr.lred for the study area of Visakhapatnam city results saving of at least 3807.53 tonnes per tnontlt

I.INTRODUCTION

An increase in the levels of GHGs could leadto greaterwarming of the atmospherervhrch, irt

tum, conld have major impact on the world's climate, leading to accelerated climate change. Water

vaporr, Carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide global atrnospheric concentrations ol carbon

dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide have increased from 280 ppm to 379 ppm, 715 ppb to 1774 ppb

and 2'70 ppb to 319 ppb respectively, befween pre-industrial period and 2005 (IPCC ,2007). 1'he

projected sea level rise by the end of this century is likely to be 0.18 to 0.59 meters.

THE OBJECTIVES
In 

'ierv 
of the present scenario on climate change and its adoptability the present study \\'as taken trp

',r,ith the fbllorving objeotives

o To study the Green House Cases (GHG) emission clue to the porver crirrsumptiott antl Jt;'rilLle tit.,t.t

lropr thern"ral power plants ancl suppliecl for to rneet the demaucl o1'a rcgion in Visakhaprttrattt.

o T. stucly thc altcrnativc mcans fbr the rcductions of GHGs gascs duc 10 thc etlissions o1'lhcrrlriii

power plants because of the power consnmption of Visal<hapatnatn t it r'.

{ffi
i#;#r:.t

of COz emissions.

Kelm'ords- GHG's, Vi m, Coal, Natural Petroleum, COz

IJMIMW
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1': n *, r 1,,Abstract

,lf: l'r" drrven ejecror reriigeratiou IiarrrcrrorL uil.r. rr)r h^,,^,:,

:i';fiffi:l#:,:#.::,,1n, o,,.,u L. u g".,,"lJrl' 
trrc bettcrir ur srrarsrrrhrrr

;::',::rl:?jJ*r[,r r",::J,i:i; :lslil']]i:i1i:!.fil:::Tirr'T;i:;l'Il 
:;:l''Jl"'ll;i':; li::ll::rr;'" lrlli ir:iii::i

::::i:3,:'ilH::l^lr.:r.:1[::ill1;x:iillJi ii:r[:Hx:iiii:l'Tifii]i:'ii;lrri]:''l' 
::li':' '"" ' ' ".''' "

eotl\ergent or con\ergent-d,.l*ttnt,'n't' ptt"t". ,t:tri'- 
q ilccororllS lo lltts thr

,,,.rio,ip,.s,,,e;;j."#Jfii:lil.J,l,l3;.;,11:,il,,1,1i:;i!i.:,:#ftJ:;l;liil;l ll:;::u:[::il il: ' i, 

"':::.'],:,,,.::
,c c\i,r,urar.r.,.n;,;;.,:,';;;l;:'1,,,:lll;l;,1;;ll';ljllf:l['],::'lll,.i,;] :]:;'il:'l]:

%s]I,,,-,:.,.!!1trirjrtl:tllltcs..lllj{,,\.it.1]().,\llLlIIlpe[atLl|c(te]l]].lr]i)''\\(]!.:,;]iit'.::llrrt]:.l)|

l. Introrluction

Or,er tire past fe*, years. the
rresses and increrrrcrrt ,,, on".f,1"tt',,,,rr! 

.11 q11,r: \ \ir\,r

H$iHri[",:,.:iiill,tt[*;iiii:tjilHl:.i:*ii::i:]i'rr.;,i;.1 :L'|,('|'|'
run, ro make rrtiiizatio, 

"i,"il, :il,:ii1,j:l:;;',il ili;iii::if:f::::li: il;::..1,0r1,r",::1 
.,J,,,.ui,'.,,,,.,i,,,, : ( .\ , ii r.

,;- xx;;;tl':ff! illi,:itt"li{filli,'iJ]:i.',.T,':1,-.#[;yi:'x;;lil::[i"]:1ill;Hl',;:t: r;l;:: lr::".1i;: ,'
;1i11r* ili:rii;J;jirilt"iltr::'":[r'""::mr;xi*ru,i#[1*l,rri,:rilffi rl;r;ni: :i ,:i;i.;1' ,,

'tiil:[J:I:J,1'il3 liTtfiifi:\jilr'i:l]it"l;J'xll]:::,,?:ti;r l;lll;ilil.il:':ll,liilliil'1,: ,llr: I.." ' 
., 
" '";''r' '

rrr. rtrisc i,r,,,.,.,,,,,'."'l,l' l'1,:''..ri':':i;rtrt1,t-'
.^-,)_,llnirola.l,lpothericarandc\prorator\ irrr".r,,,,,,..... .., 

rrirllic\\,,r.\. ,ir,. \1t)ri :rrrirur,r.l l,',r,.

lc*pcralrrre u.arnr Sourcc rr",i"rii,'l',,ii'J, ']j,lj,,l \\ rrtr

.\tllnerorr( hrm^rt,-,;^^r \ ('r'u r\(ll /c\5

kiltglrquids inclrrdingRili Kt2.l . Rt.rJr. Rl.l,. *,rl:tl::,:] 
rcri ri:crrrrrurr riarrr..

g R4l0A su' u, *;;i?,,;;rJd,r,n n,,,, a,,r.,,r...r.; rc - R2-1ili R2(,0 . R6u, *.,)li]'"":1.: ii:llll'"''', i, \\ri,,,,:i. '., L:i rr rq,i
::il:r?l'ri'::,ffHililir;ilr;,ilj:l,iliit,,r jiil$;;il.xli]:::ri*:lii:; 

l:lli;,r;:: ir,l'r;,,;. r ,1r,, 
.;,

r sirg R4r0A gu, u, 
"o,r,,',,g,,.0,J,r.;,;ril,,ll,;,L1jJlll,XJ]ii.,Xil:f,,.i?i: ,::lllil:;;

2. Schematic model of ejector refrigeration system
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Efl'ect of Alkali Activators on flonrllr0ssive Strength ol'Gr:opol\'illcr
Mortars with GGBS and Nletakaolin

B. Snna ru CulNDR"\ Kutvt,.rR', K. R,\ItESHr

, 'Department olCivil Engineering, K L Llnit,erstt.t, (iuntLtr. ,4ndln'ct I'rutltt.tlt, lntlitt
' Deparlmenl o.l Civil Engineering, P. L'. P. Sicldhartha In.stitute oJ Technoktgl', Konuru, l,'i.jovutr,ot.lu, lntliu
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Al)stracl: F.nergy saving in building lcchnol()g) is aruong tlr. n)()st critreal plobic-nrs lr th!- \\'()rl(i. Ihus. rt rs J

ner'd to dcvclop strstainable aitcrrrativrrs t() ca)n\.nlroniil ,rrrlcre te utilrzrng nrorr co\ ronnlr'lltiil ti'irnrllr
Inatcnills. One ol the possibilities lo work ciut rs thc nrassi't usage ol'irrtlustrral \\astes Ilko llyash. grot,nil

granulatcd blast l'urnace slag (CCBS). rice hLisk ash. rnctaklolin utc... to turn thern to Lrsctirl cnvironntcnllrl

tiionctly and technologically advantageous cernentitious nratcrrais. ln this study, grounrl granulated blast furn.rec

stag (GGllS) and n.retakaolin is used to produce of mortar with the ellect olalkalinc aclivator concentnrtiorr

N'lortar is prepared by using alkaline solution of sodir.rnt silicate rnixed with sodiurn hydroxide. 'fhe tlxcd ralio

of sodium silicatc to sodium hydroxide is 2.5 and lhc L:or)centriltion olsoriium hydxrxidc' is 8M tol0M. It is

lbLrnd that as the rnolarity incrcascs the conrpressivc stren.qth ot'cubr:s increuscs. (lonccntration cil I0M NlOl-l
prorl)()tes the bcst properties ol rnortar by achicvirrg thc grcirtesl eornprcssive strrngth. I'hc irsctl ol alkulrnc

itstrlf qains superior propcrties *'htclt load to the :ilsteur f,crirrrlc tirc nr('sl rnlrrcslinl illrllr(,rj l() pr()rlucc

sustainablc concrcte. This papcr prosents tire rcsults blsed on e,rlrclirr.rcntll stutll'ol'nrollrity ()n eonlprcssiv(

strcngth ol geopolymer mortar.

Kayx,ords: C'onpressive Strength, Geopol.y,nter Morlar. Si;,diunt Silicate, Sutliunt Hydro"ridc. Nlolaritl'.

I n troduction:
Oi'(' prodr-rction is based on de-calbonutiorr ol lirrrc

ri hiirh is an energvintensive process. I ti)n ol

sr,.rcr'rhi'usc- gas (C'O:) is gcrtr'ratcd drrc frr

nr:rrrLifactL:.rrng of I ton of ccment I l]. 
-['o 

rcdrrcc this

cnri\sron in eoncrete production, pozzolans arc

lnlruduced ris a replacentent to portland cerrent. This
p\rzzolanic cement is known as geopolymcr. This

alkali-activated cement is an alumino-silicate based

inrrrganic malerial l2-4) lt is lormed lhrough

hvcirotherrnal synthesis of alurninosilicates rn

prcscnce ol' alkaline silicate solution or roncL-lrtrillc(l

lulkalrnl: solution. This pr()c0ss rs knorvn us

llcopolymcrization [5, 6]. 3D polyrner rc charns antl

Sr-O-Al-O bonds arc tbrmcd in this procr:ss [:, 8]
'l'lie rlatcrials used contain minerals such as Sr (f)y,

asir anrl slag) and Al (bcntonitc, kaolinc and burnr'tl

clay). Aggregatcs used in geoprtlyn-rer pastc are

rluartz, basalt, granite, sanclstonc antl linrestone

rvhich reduce porc dcnsity anci crack tirrrrration anil

elso economical [9-lll. Ther setling tirnc o1'

r:copolvrner paste rlecreascs u'ith an increasu in tir-
ash ljnencss, lhe flor.v. strcngth, lnrl rirl,inu-
shrinkage characteristic,s of nlortars \\,erc alsrr

intprovr,ti due to the use of finc t1y ash [5, l2]. Due ro

the creranric-like propcrty, geopolymer is fire rcsistanr

Il]1. Specimen and aggregatc sizs are the trvrt main

lirctors that govern gcopolymer bchavior at clcvatcd
lornperatures (800"C). Geopolynrer is hcncc a user

liicntllr: nlatcrial rvith high comprcssive strerrgth rnti
Irirv ()O1 enrission and has Ire lurti i]cr(l rcsrsttrnt

prtrperlies | 4]

Experinrental Ntaterials:
.l 

hr' nrain rlrr rr.Irlcriirls trsctl rn this stLrtlt rs gr'()trn(l

grurru)rtcd hltst furnuec sllg t(i(illSt ,r0ri

nlctirkrr(,lin. I'hr tlrrcness ()l'particic srzc is thtn

drtr:rrnincd hv using Sieving Arralysis. Thr: C(iBS rs

supplicd by JSW Cenicnts, lndia :rnd Nletrrkur.rlirr rs

supplicd by Kaornin Industries, (iujarat, lntlia.

Furthermorc, other ra\\,'materials arc sand, alkalr

actjvators ancl tap watcr are use:d in thc prcsc:nt stndv.

Alkaline activalc)r uscd in this study is sotliurn

srli,.atc (NalSi(),) nrrxcd rvitlr sodium hydlorrdt'
t\.Lr)tll I l5l

!lrthurlolog'r:
Rlr.r rlriltenals arc niixctl and stirred to cr'tsrir\'

hurnogeneity o1'mortar. Sorirunr silie atc is supplieti rn

dilrrtcil serlutirrn *,hile socliunr hydroxidc rs rn lirrnt of
pellcts. Thcrctirrc, sotlium hyclroxidc u,as drssolvcri

ir.r ivl.rtsr to obtain two dillcrcnt concentrations r.vhie h

rur(' 8M and l0M to explort' the optimunr

rrur)rrflllrltlion. Tlrrn st-rdiuI.Ir siIicatc (Na:SiOr] rrr1h :r

llr,,-,i ntol,rrrlr r,,as rttrxcil ,nla) \11()ll ll the ntrrtllrlrt:

I :i ln rrrder 1O provirlt thc bcst iicllval()r solulrLrrr
'l iic soiutron shoulrl bc lieshlr. Prepirrr:ti bctorr
mrxing to 1-rptinrrze l!:actiVily ol thr- llkalrnc
rctivators. Alicr the mixing, nrortar is porrrcd 1nt()

mokl lor 24 hours. lhe mold rs rn size r.ll'7O.(rrnrn x

70.6mm mm x 70.6mnr. Thc nrortar get hardcn lastcr

by using ambi0nt curing and it is casy to bo renrovctl

t'r, rrt tltc rr),,1,1 I iltet. th( rflur1.r1 ,'.,r.'t,anr c ,i:ir':l

I)i()\'('\s rI) l0\)il1 ter'tlpL-ralure unlll 1i'sting ilivs !i l,

ilrr(l lS alil\'s I h.: cr,nrpltssrra :ircngtir rs ntL'ilsuit(l ali

tlr,.' ugc .1. 
'l 

lrnLl ili rllrl's usrrrg t \)nlpfcssr()r) Iesiin,l

WCSET 2017025 Copyright e 2017 BASHA I(ESEARCII CllrN'lRL. AII rrglrts reserved
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AI}STRACT

Eorth i.; the ttuturul .\lot'oge t'a.\L't't:oit'/or',grc,rrtrtlwittet'wltit'lt nork.s like'rt tortduil

lo transpot'l w'oter lbr lurge di.slttttc'es urrd Ltl.stt Lt(1,\ Lt.\ tr trttltttul lillet'nrsLlLu tL,

irtt't't,ose thet qttctlitl' of wutct' hr t'attrot irr! .srr.:1tt'trdcd .solitl.t Lttrtl rnit t'oltiitl

contarnination. Groundx:uter is not ottly cotrfittttl lo otrl.t ul ltttt'tit-'ttltu'tlc1tlh,r.: ii

tlepend.s ctn the exi.;tecl geogruphic:ul t'onclitiotr,s untl it i.t rapleni.shttl or ra<ltur,gt'l ht

precipitation through rain ancl snon'bul now u cla.r's in nto.f orit.t'o.f ureu.s ol lhe tv'ot'ltl ,

people are.facirtg serious \t,oter shortagt, problems a.\ lhe rate oj v,olcr c'otlsutltl)lit)n

.'/'oJJds lhe rttte ctf ttotural repletris'ltnrerrt. l)Lrt' lo tapicl irrdLt:tt'iuli:ttlion ttrtcl irtct't'tt.:rtl

nttmbet" of'vehic:le.s the c:ouc'entrution ol lteul thut i.s relau.siug iu lo llta tttrto.splrat'r'

keelt ort irtcreose.s ul ctrr alurnt rnte v,hit'h disttrt'bs lt.tdrologicttl t'.t'tle uttd ratlut't'.: llrt'

rctte of'ttrutuol roin/hll. Apurt fi'ttnt tlr<t.;e t'ed.\otls clflut'nts li'ottt lht'inLltt.:trir''
inatleclttote clruinuge .\'tr.r/s//?.r inllttcttc'a thc ut,uilultilit.t, ttutar rL'.\()ut'('('.\ ltolh itr itt
tlttctrtlitt: ond c1ualit.1,. Rem<tte Sensing otttl Geogrupltic'ol Irtf orntotion St .ilcirt

tec'hniques emerged in to di/fbrent lields oj science over tlte last lltree clet'aclcs.1v'ou a

tlt,tt"s geo spatiol tec'hrutlog.t' dcl.r ar e.ssetttiul tot.tl lot'gt'tttutdwuler.sttulit:s.

Kev rvords: Ground Water, Earth. Iilter nretiirr ('ico spatiitl techttologr

http:/iwww. iaeme.com/IJCIET/i ndex.asp ecl itor(rr iaerne,c:onr
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optimi zation of urban Public Transportation System in

Vijayawada - A Case StudY

Shvirnt Prakash Kogantir, K()rnmineni Hemanlhrt lta.i:rr. Sa,i.ia Satishr and \l' Srri \:lrendr:r'r

l:1s.sls/anl Pr"1"'sto'" D(l)ttrtnt(nl ttl ( trrl Engrttcct ittg A l' {'jri r 
''r'rrrr

-r.,1.!.ris/(?/r1 5,,r,1rrr,,,i,,:., Dt:ltLrrrntLut itl Cit ii f.tt!in,'i't.irtg. l'R St(lLllturth(t [irt.qitt''tt uty ( o11t'si'

7'r1,,.g., 1t,,, t, I t, t ;1 rt r t I ht t r .s, t i i' I r't t r i i tt ir,q t t i t i l' L t t t t

,\bstra ct

travcl trrne ralues trl reflcct ctlrnlbrt and ctrnvcllicncc

Kr:tttttttls. Ptrhlic Trnsputulittrt' 7sfix11 l:thic'It':: l'i'itttuttutlu

l. Introduction

w'irici, ii right since IIrc c\istcncc

trlnsPort svstenl is il pt-elc'1tllsllc to

cilrs of rnott)rc\cle s l'11

0l irtl llllTJtlL\e ll,lbli.
kceP 1lco1'1e itotlt ttsinl
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Ahstract: E,nergy saving in building technology is among the most critical problems in the world. Thus, it is a
need to develop sustainable alternatives to conventional concrete utilizing more environmental friendly
rrraterials. One of the possibilities to work out is the massive usage of industrial wastes like flyash, ground
granulated blast furnace slag (CCBS), rice l.rusk ash. nretakaolin etc... to turn them to useful environmental
friendly and technologically advantageous cementitious materials. ln this study, ground granulated blast furnace
slag (GGBS) and rnetakaolin is used to produce of rrortar with the etfect of alkaline activator concentratiou.
\'lortar is prepared by using alkaline solution of sodium silicate nrixed with sodium hydroxide. The fixed ratio
of sodium silicate tr sodium hydroxide is 2.5 and the concentration of sodium hydroxide is 8M tol0M. It is
found that as the n.rolarity increases the cornpressive sfrength of cubes increases. Concentration of l0M NaOH

v promotes the best properties of mortar by achieving the greatest compressive strength. The used of alkaline
activation system is the best method to prepare industrial byproduct concrete. lVloreover, alkali activated product
itcalr aoins superior propefties which lead to the system become the most interesting method to produce
sustainable concrete. This paper presents the results based on experimental study of molarity on compressive
strength of geopolymer nlortar.

Kqtwords: Compressive Strength, Geopolynter Mofiar, So

Introduction:
OPC production is based on de-carbonation of lirne
rvhich is an energyintensive process. I ton of
greenhouse gas (COr) is generated due to

manufacturing of I ton of cement []. To reduce this

emission in concrete production, pozzolans are

introduced as a replacement to portland cement. This
pozzolanic cement is knor.vn as geopolymer. This
alkali-activated cement is an aluntino-silicate based

inorganic rnaterial l2-4). It is formed through
hydrothemal synthesis of alumir.rosilicates in
presence ofalkaline silicate solution or concentrated

alkaline solution. This process is known as

geopolymerization [5, 6]. 3D polymeric chains and

Si-O-Al-O bonds are formed in this process [7, 8].
The materials used contain minerals such as Si (fly
ash and slag) and Al (bentonite, kaoline and burned

clay). Aggregates used in geopolyr.ner paste are

quartz, basalt, granite, sandstone and limestone
rvhich reduce pore density and crack formation and

also econornical [9-ll]. The setting time of
geopolymer paste decreases with an increase in f1y-

ash fineness. The flow, strength, and drying-
shrinkage characteristics of mortars were also
imploved due to the use of fine fly ash [5, l2]. Due to
the cerarnic-like property, geopolymer is fire resistant

[13]. Specimen and aggregate size are the two rnain

factors that govern geopolymer behavior at elevated

temperatures (800'C). Geopolymer is hence a user

fi'iendly material with high compressive strength anel

lorv CO2 ernission and has fire and acid resistant
properties [ 4].

Experimental Materials:
The main rar.v materials used in this study is ground

granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) and

metal<aolin. The fineness of particle size is then

deterrnined by using Sieving Analysis. The CCBS is

supplied by JSW Cements, India and Metakaolin is

supplied by Kaomin Industries, GLr jarat, India.

Furtherrnore, other raw materials are sand, alkali

activators and tap water are used in the present study.

Alkaline activator used in this study is sodium

silicate (NalSiOl) nrixed with sodiurn hydroxide
(NaoH) [s].

Methodology:
Raw rnaterials are mixed and stirred to ensure

hornogeneity of nroftar. Sodium silicate is supplied in
diluted solution while sodium hydroxide is in forrn of
pellets. Therefore, sodium hydroxide u,as dissolved

in water to obtain two different conceutrations rvhich

are 8M and l0M to explore the optimum
concentration. Then sodiunt silicate (NarSiO3) with a

fixed molarity was mixed into NaOH at the ntodulus

2.5 in order to provide the best activator solution.
The solution should be freshly prepared before

mixing to optintize reactivify of the alkaline
activators. After the rnixing, rnortar is poured into

rnold for 24 hours. The mold is in size of 70.6mm x

70.6urm rrnr x 70.6nrm. The rrortar get harden faster

by r-rsing ambient curing and it is easy to be renroved

from the mold. Later, the tlortar experience aging
process in room temperature until testing days of3. 7

and 28 da1,s^ "l-he compressive strength is measureci at

the age l, 7 and 28 days using Cornpression Testing
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ASSESSMENT OF GROUND WATER QUALITY IN
DESHMUKHI VTLLAGE NALGONDA DISTRICT,

TELANGANA
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ABS'I'RACT:

The prinrarv ob.iective of the paper is to assess the sroLrrrclwater qLrality o1'tlre Deshnruhhi villagc

\.,aleonda district of Telangana. All togethel li -qroLrncl*ater sanrplcs rvere collc-cted fronr the.*1t,1,",q bolc

ri'ells, out oluhich two sanrples narlelr'. sanrple nt-rs. I I and ll *ere alrcady filtered and used lbr drinl.ing

purposes. The sarrples lvere analy'zed by using r"arious phvsical and chenrical lrethods. The paranrelers

such as PH, TDS, EC are analyzed b1'Lrsing portable instrulnents whereas majol Cations like Sodiurn.

Potassiunr, Calcium and Magnesiunr are anal!'zed b1' photo spectrometer and lon chronratographl . '\ll thc

Anions are analyzed in the laboratory by titration nrethods and chenrical anallsis of the ground uater rt ir

fbuncl that as per the Indian standards. only one sanrple is e.rceedrng the perrnissitrle linrit ol'1000 rrg I lirr'

TDS and 2 samples are exceedin,g thc perrnissible Iinrit ol Fluoride. [-lon,evcr nLrrrber rtl santplr' i'
exceeding the desirable limits fbr nrarr_r indir idual iLrns such as I lsanrples are' erceecling in soditnrr

concentration. 10 sarnples are erceeding irt ( alciunr and \lagncsir.lnr concer)trations. I I sanrples ar-e

erceeding in Carbonate concentration, and 9 sanrples are exceeding in bi- carbonate concentratiolt.

Ke.y W'ords: TDS, Sodiunt Absorptiott Rutkt, Resirlual Sorlium Curbonute, Sulinitr

1. INTRODUCTION

l.l OVERVIE\\' :ln recenl tinres. there has been a tlen.rgrcltrus inclease in denrarrd ibr freslr*ater anrl wuter'

shortage in senti-arid regions dLre to popLrlation increase. urbanizatiorr. indLrstrializatiorr. and intense agricultinel

activates in many parts of India. Due to inadequate suppll o1- surthce waters, nrost of the people in lnclia are

deperrding rnainly on groundwater resources for drinking and donrestic. irrdustrial" and irrigation uses. Ilence.

knowledge on hydrochemistry of fi'eshrvater is irnportant to assess the clualit5r of qrounclrvater in anr arelt thrt

inf'luetices the suitability of water for donrestic. irrigation. and industrial needs. Inrportant hldrogeolL,!lie ll
factors such as rainfall, nrineral r'reatherins. topr:graphic relief. ancl biological activitr in a givcn Arcl:u'c

itt-tportant for controlling rechare.e and hrdro qeochenrical reactions responsible tor chenrical c()nsrrlLrcnl\

colttalltitlating the groLrndwater. \\'ater qrnliti has deteriorated due to increasecl lrrrnran populatit)lt. lilpi(l

urbal-rization, and un-scientific disposal of rvaste arrd inrproPel w.tter nnlltgentent. ,-\l)thropogenic activities lilic

poultrl' farnts, various industries including chernical and phirrnraceuticals. sewage release ol reactive pollLrtalrts

b1'chentical industries arethe main cause lorthe degradation ofwaterand soil quality,in the rvaterslrecl. \\'hen

groundwater is pumped and used for in'igation, evapotranspirationr'evaporation process and percolation plars a

crucial role. lt increases the concentration of certain elenrent like fluoricle r.lhich has irtrportarrt rrelutirc ellutr:
olt hut.ttan health. Thus the contaminated water flori,s bacli to the glounduater reserroir and pollLrtins tltc s()ur'!(-.

A cttntatttination ntight also cotre frorl pesticicles ancl tertilizers rrhen I'arnrers sprcacl thcse lhroL.rgh thcir llcltl:

or to altcrnate wastewater and sroundrvater lor irrigation. T'lrc- inrpact ol'this type olirrigation rrill be one rrt'tltc

ob.jects of this study.

l)age (r()
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Guest Editorial Preface

An algorithm must be seen to be believed. 

- Donald Knuth

Optimization problems solving is an active research area including approximate and exact algorithms. 

Designing and implementing optimization algorithms are based on several methods such as branch and 

bound methods and dynamic programming. These optimization algorithms have superior performance 

in many problems. However, in several applications, the search space increases exponentially with the 

problem size. This exhaustive search is impractical in solving such problems. In order to overcome 

the limitations and to solve efficiently larger scale of combinatorial and highly nonlinear optimization 

problems, a set of more flexible and adaptable algorithms are compulsory. Based on this inspiration, 

numerous algorithms usually inspired by natural phenomena have been designed and developed by 

researchers to solve engineering problems. Some meta-heuristic search algorithms with population 

based framework are capable to handle high dimension optimization real-world engineering problems 

in several domains including medical, industry, education, and military.

Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), 

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC), Firefly algorithm (FFA), Artificial Immune System (AIS), Intelligent 

Water Drops (IWD), River Formation Dynamics (RFD), Social Group Optimization (SGO) algorithm, 

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) and Charged System Search (CSS) are efficiently designed and 

implemented. Such algorithms and their developed schemes provide superior performance in extensive 

range of problems such as pattern recognition, image processing, neural network training, function 

optimization, data mining, and combinatorial optimization problems to support various applications.

The current special issue includes seven articles as follows. In the first article, Moghaddam et 

al. formulated the block-model problem as an optimization problem using descriptive mode and 

statistical mode. A genetic algorithm has been designed to optimize the formulated block-model 

problem. The authors constructed one shared function from multiple objective functions to perform 

optimization for this shared function. An evaluate for the proposed approach has been carried out in 

multiple samples and various situations including dichotomous relations, signed relations, ordinal 

Special Issue on Bio-inspired Computing 
in Engineering Problem Solving
Nilanjan Dey, Department of Information Technology, Techno India College of Technology, Kolkata, India

Amira S. Ashour, Department of Electronics and Electrical Communications Engineering, Tanta University, Tanta, Egypt

Suresh Chandra Satapathy, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, P.V.P.Siddhartha Institute of Technology, 
Vijayawada-520 007, Andhra Pradesh, India

Radha Tamal Goswami, Director, Techno India College of Technology, Kolkata, India
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Abstract

The exponential rise in software technologies and its significances has demanded academia-industries to ensure low cost

software solution with assured service quality and reliability. A low cost and fault-resilient software design is must, where

to achieve low cost design the developers or programmers prefer exploiting source or function reuse. However, excessive

reusability makes software vulnerable to get faulty due to increased complexity and aging proneness. Non-deniably

assessing reusability of a class of function in software can enable avoiding any unexpected fault or failure. To achieve it

developing a robust and efficient reusability estimation or prediction model is of utmost significance. On the other hand, the

aftermath consequences of excess reusability caused faults might lead significant losses. Hence assessing cost effectiveness

and efficacy of a reusability prediction model is must for software design optimization. In this paper, we have examined

different reusability prediction models for their cost effectiveness and prediction efficiency over object-oriented software

design. At first to examine the reusability of a class, three key object oriented software metrics (OO-SM); cohesion,

coupling and complexity of the software components are used. Furthermore, our proposed cost-efficient reusability pre-

diction model incorporates Min–Max normalization, outlier detection, reusability threshold estimation; T test analysis

based feature selection and various classification algorithms. Different classifiers including decision tree (DT), Naı̈ve

Bayes (NB), artificial neural network (ANN) algorithms, extreme learning machine (ELM), regression algorithms, mul-

tivariate adaptive regression spline (MARS) and adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) based ANN are used for reusability

prediction. Additionally, the cost effectiveness of each reusability prediction model is estimated, where the overall results

have revealed that AGA based ANN as classifier in conjunction with OO-SM, normalization, T test analysis based feature

selection outperforms other state-of-art techniques in terms of both accuracy as well as cost-effectiveness.

Keywords Software reusability � Cost-efficient reusability prediction � Evolutionary computing � Object-oriented software

metrics � Web-of-service

1 Introduction

In last few decades software technologies have grown

exponentially to meet major socio-economic and scientific

demands. Non-deniably, software is one of most

inevitable inventions made that has revitalized human life

by making it more efficient and productive. Software sys-

tems have been playing significant role in science and

technology, business, finance, medical, defense, space

technologies, numerous industrial utilities and security etc.

Being one of the un-substitutable needs of the human eco-

systems software industry has increased significantly thus

inviting major enterprises to explore opportunities and
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On the Design of Fractal UWB Wide-Slot

Antenna with Notch Band Characteristics

Sudheer Kumar Terlapu, P. S. R. Chowdary, Ch Jaya,

V. V. S. S. Sameer Chakravarthy and Suresh Chandra Satpathy

Abstract A coplanar waveguide-fed ultra-wideband (UWB) fractal wide-slot

antenna with notch band characteristics is proposed. The radiation patch of pro-

posed UWB antenna is designed using cantor set fractals by introducing triangular

fractals. The bandwidth is enhanced by introducing symmetrical triangular-tapered

corners at the bottom of wide slot. The proposed antenna has a size of 26 × 21

mm2 and has operating frequency over the UWB range (2.8–10.3 GHz) except at

the notch band frequency 5–6.3 GHz. The proposed cantor set of fractal wide-slot

UWB antenna is designed and the performance of the antenna is verified by

observing the antenna parameters such as return loss, gain, VSWR, and radiation

characteristics. The results show that the designed antenna with compact size has

good impedance bandwidth over the UWB range (2.8–10.3 GHz) and improved

radiation characteristics with required notch band.

Keywords Antenna ⋅ Ultra-wideband ⋅ Notch characteristics and fractals
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DWT-PCA Image Fusion Technique

to Improve Segmentation Accuracy

in Brain Tumor Analysis

V. Rajinikanth, Suresh Chandra Satapathy, Nilanjan Dey

and R. Vijayarajan

Abstract Because of its high clinical significance and varied modalities; magnetic

resonance (MR) imaging procedures are widely adopted in medical discipline to

record the abnormalities arising in a variety of internal organs of human body. Each

modality of the MRI, such as T1, T2, T2C, Flair, and DW has its own merit and

demerits. Hence, in the proposed work, a unique computer-assisted technique

(CAT) is proposed to evaluate the abnormalities in MR images, irrespective of its

modalities. Proposed CAT has the following stages: (i) Discrete Wavelet Transform

Based Principal Component Averaging (DWT-PCA) image fusion, (ii) Tri-level

thresholding based on Social Group Optimization and Shannon’s entropy, and

(iii) Watershed segmentation. This approach is experimentally assessed with

MICCAI brain cancer segmentation (BRATS 2013) challenge database. Experi-

mental results confirms that the proposed approach is efficient in offering better

values of Jaccard (84.33%), Dice (90.86%), sensitivity (99.93%), specificity

(90.67%), and accuracy (95.74%) compared with the single modality registered

brain MR images. Hence, the proposed work is extremely significant for the seg-

mentation of abnormal region from the brain MR images registered using Flair,

T1C, and T2 modalities.
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Antenna Array Synthesis Using Social

Group Optimization

V. V. S. S. Sameer Chakravarthy, P. S. R. Chowdary,

Suresh Chandra Satpathy, Sudheer Kumar Terlapu

and Jaume Anguera

Abstract Circular array antenna (CAA) design has become a complex and most

explored research problem with the advancement in the wireless personal and

commercial communication systems. In this paper, the circular array synthesis is

performed using novel social group optimization algorithm (SGOA). The synthesis

technique employs both nonuniform amplitudes and nonuniform spacing between

the elements. The array synthesis problem is translated as an optimization problem

with amplitudes and inter-element spacing as two different design variable sets with

suppressed sidelobe level (SLL) along with beamwidth constraint as objectives.

The SGOA synthesized 30 and 60 element CAA, produced a very low SLL when

compared with uniform CAA maintaining the same BW.

Keywords Antenna array ⋅ Social group optimization ⋅ Fitness function

Sidelobe level
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Abstract

Stroke is one of the widespread causes of morbidity worldwide and is also the foremost reason for attained disability in

human community. Ischemic stroke can be confirmed by investigating the interior brain regions. Magnetic resonance image

(MRI) is one of the noninvasive imaging techniques widely adopted in medical discipline to record brain malformations. In

this paper, a hybrid semi-automated image processing methodology is proposed to inspect the ischemic stroke lesion using

the MRI recorded with flair and diffusion-weighted modality. The proposed approach consists of two sections, namely the

preprocessing based on the social group optimization monitored Fuzzy-Tsallis entropy and post-processing technique, which

consists of a segmentation algorithm to extract the ISL from preprocessed image in order to estimate the stroke severity and also

to plan for further treatment process. The proposed hybrid approach is experimentally investigated using the ischemic stroke

lesion segmentation challenge database. This work also presents a detailed investigation among well-known segmentation

approaches, like watershed algorithm, region growing technique, principal component analysis, Chan–Vese active contour,

and level set approaches, existing in the literature. The results of the experimental work executed using ISLES 2015 challenge

dataset confirm that proposed methodology offers superior average values for image similarity indices like Jaccard (78.60%),

Dice (88.54%), false positive rate (3.69%), and false negative rate (11.78%). This work also helps to achieve improved value

of sensitivity (99.65%), specificity (78.05%), accuracy (91.17%), precision (98.11%), BCR (90.19%), and BER (6.09%).

Keywords Ischemic stroke · Ground truth · Social group optimization · Fuzzy-Tsallis entropy · Segmentation · Performance

evaluation

1 Introduction

Brain stroke is one of the harmful sicknesses in human com-

munity with increased morbidity and mortality rates. The

recent statement by the World Stroke Organization (WSO)

confirms that brain stroke is the second principal reason for

disability in people [1]. 2016 annual report of WSO also

points that every year 17 million individuals suffer due to
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stroke worldwide, among them around 6 million die due to

severe stroke and remaining 5 million people experience per-

manent disability.

Usually, a brain stroke is caused because of neurologi-

cal shortfall and also the disruption of blood supply due to

malfunction in brain blood vessels which will diminish the

oxygen and the nutrient supply to the brain tissue [2,3]. In

order to plan for the treatment process, it is essential to know

the reason and location of the stroke. After getting the cause

and region of stroke, the doctors can initiate and execute

probable treatment procedure to heal the patient.

Due to its significance, recently a number of semi-

automated and automated procedures are developed and

implemented by the researchers to locate and localize

the brain stroke region. Usinskas and Gleizniene [2] pro-

posed a six-stage computer-based examination procedure

to detect the center of ischemic stroke lesion (ISL) using

two-dimensional computed tomography (CT) brain images.
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Abstract

Ensuring the aging resilient software design can be of paramount significance to enable faultless software system. Particularly

assessing reusability extent of the software components can enable efficient software design. The probability of aging proneness

can be characterized based on key OO-SM like cohesion, coupling and complexity of a software component. In this paper, aging

resilient software reusability prediction model is proposed for object oriented design based Web of Service (WoS) software

systems. This work introduces multilevel optimization to accomplish a novel reusability prediction model. Considering

coupling, cohesion and complexity as the software characteristics to signify aging proneness, six CK metrics; WMC, CBO,

DIT, LCOM, NOC, and RFC are obtained from 100 WoS software. The extracted CK metrics are processed for min–max

normalization that alleviates data-unbalancing and hence avoids saturation during learning. The 10-fold Cross-validation

followed by outlier detection is considered to enrich data quality for further feature extraction. To reduce computational

overheads RSA algorithm is applied. SoftAudit tool is applied to estimate reusability of each class, while binary ULR

estimates calculates (reuse proneness) threshold. Applying different classification algorithms such as LM, ANN algorithms,

ELM, and evolutionary computing enriched ANN reuse-proneness prediction has been done. The performance assessment

affirms that AGA based ANN model outperforms other techniques and hence can be used for earlier aging-resilient reusability

optimization for WoS software design.

Keywords Web of Service · Aging-resilient · Software reusability prediction · Evolutionary computing · ANN

1 Introduction

Software can be stated as one of the most significant inven-

tions made till which has triggered human life more efficient

and productive serving various applications ranging science

and technology, business, finance, medical, defense, space
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technologies, numerous industrial utilities and security sys-

tems etc. Stating it as an un-substitutable entity of the present

human life should not be surprising due to its vital role

towards enabling efficient functional activities. These sig-

nificances represent the importance of robust, efficient and

reliable software in human life and allied purposes. In gen-

eral, a software system encompasses various modules and

packages, sometime called components which encapsulate

significant related data and functions. A software compo-

nent represents an independent substitutable segment of the

software application, such as program, a section of program,

classes, modules and tests cases, which executes a distinct

function [1]. It is a coherent software package which can

be developed independently and can be used as a supporting

functional unit. It can function as an interface unit that can

connect other components to constitute a larger software sys-

tem. In practice, all system processes are placed into distinct

classes so as to maintain semantic relation between compris-

ing data and functions in each modules or classes. Intend

to reduce computations, human resource and time required,
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h i g h l i g h t s

• The proposed descriptor uses first order derivatives to encode the image rather than using masks.

• The proposed descriptor considers only the local diagonal pixels values rather than the local neighbour pixels.

• The proposed descriptor calculates the micro-patterns based on the first order local diagonal extrema number pattern.

• The proposed descriptor yields a high face recognition rate.
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a b s t r a c t

This paper proposes a simple and novel feature descriptor for face recognition called local diagonal

extrema number pattern (LDENP). LDENP produces a compact code of facial features which is obtained by

encoding the directional information of the face image. Further, LDENP micro-patterns are created using

values and indices of the local diagonal extremas (i.e. minima andmaxima) using first order local diagonal

derivatives that extract the directional information. Moreover, the proposed algorithm partitions the face

into several regions to facilitate extraction of features from each region individually. Consequently, the

extracted features are concatenated into a single feature vector which is used as a face descriptor. In

this work, only the diagonal neighbours are considered, hence, the dimension of the feature, and the

computation time to recognize the face are reduced. Therefore, the curse of dimensionality problem is

solved. Experimental results are carried out on standard benchmark databases like FERET, Extended YALE-

B, ORL and LFW-a. Moreover, efficiency of LDENP descriptor is asserted by comparing recognition rates of

the proposed method with other existing local-descriptor based methods.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years, biometrics for identifying human features has

increased significantly in large populations. Moreover, humans

are recognized based on their physiological and behavioural char-

acteristics such as face, fingerprint, palm veins, hand geometry,

iris, retina, gait, voice etc. [1]. Among biometrics, face recognition

is an active research area with noteworthy contributions. Bio-

metric authentication, human computer interaction, surveillance,

* Corresponding author.

E-mail address: rajkumars@vit.ac.in (R. Soundrapandiyan).

forensics, and crime investigation are major applications of face

recognition [2].

In a face recognition system, representing a face in the form

of a face descriptor is an important step [3]. A face descriptor

can be able to recognize a suitable representation for every face,

moreover, the efficacy of a descriptor can be determined by its

ability to extract features from an input image. Additionally, an

efficient descriptor must have the ability to differentiate between

intra-class and inter-class structures with minimal time complex-

ity. Lately, several researchers have proposed successful methods

to extract the representation of a face, and computed efficient face

descriptors. However, these methods fail to recognize faces under

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2017.09.055

0167-739X/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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a b s t r a c t

The paper proposes a novel metaheuristic Socio Evolution & Learning Optimization Algorithm (SELO)

inspired by the social learning behaviour of humans organized as families in a societal setup. This

population based stochastic methodology can be categorized under the very recent and upcoming class

of optimization algorithms—the socio-inspired algorithms. It is the social tendency of humans to adapt to

mannerisms and behaviours of other individuals through observation. SELO mimics the socio-evolution

and learning of parents and children constituting a family. Individuals organized as family groups (parents

and children) interact with one another and other distinct families to attain some individual goals. In

the process, these family individuals learn from one another as well as from individuals from other

families in the society. This helps them to evolve, improve their intelligence and collectively achieve

shared goals. The proposed optimization algorithmmodels this de-centralized learning which may result

in the overall improvement of each individual’s behaviour and associated goals and ultimately the

entire societal system. SELO shows good performance on finding the global optimum solution for the

unconstrained optimization problems. The problem solving success of SELO is evaluated using 50 well-

known boundary-constrained benchmark test problems. The paper compares the results of SELO with

few other population based evolutionary algorithms which are popular across scientific and real-world

applications. SELO’s performance is also compared to another very recent socio-inspired methodology—

the Ideology algorithm. Results indicate that SELO demonstrates comparable performance to other

comparison algorithms. This gives ground to the authors to further establish the effectiveness of this

metaheuristic by solving purposeful and real world problems.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction and motivation

Optimization methods play a vital role in solving engineering

problems. The exact optimization methods or deterministic meth-

ods may not be computationally efficient in solving complex non-

linear and multimodal problems that exist in most real-world ap-

plications [1,2]. In the past few decades researchers have resorted

to a number of methodologies inspired from biological and natural

systems have been proposed for solving complex optimization

problems. By far the majority of nature-inspired algorithms [3] are

based on certain characteristics of biological system [4,5]. Recent

literature [6,7] advocate that the largest number of nature-inspired

algorithms is categorized as bio-inspired algorithms. Closer to
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the bio-inspired algorithms are the swarm based algorithms [8,9]
which seek inspiration from the collective or swarm behaviour
exhibited by a number of animal species. The collective intelligence
as exhibited by a swarm towards achievement of shared goal forms
the key idea behind swarm-based algorithms. A large number of
homogeneous agents in an environment function through mutual
cooperation to achieve desired goal. Another popular category is
the Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) which may be categorized under
bio-inspired algorithms and seek inspiration from the processes of
biological evolution and natural selection. Few examples include
genetic algorithms [8], ant colony optimization [10] based on the
interaction of ants, fish school search [11] based on the collective
behaviour of fishes in order to survive and many others. Many
algorithms find motivation from physical and chemical systems
too, as reviewed by Fister Jr. et al. [5] and Biswas et al. [12]. A few
examples include, but not limited to Simulated Annealing [13–15]
and Harmony Search [16,17] which find their base in physical pro-
cesses; while Chemical Reaction Optimization [18] is an example
of chemical-inspiredmethodology. A very upcoming and emerging

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2017.10.052

0167-739X/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Abstract The financial time series is inherently nonlinear

and hence cannot be efficiently predicted by using linear

statistical methods such as regression. Hence, intelligent

predictor has been developed and reported which is suit-

able for nonlinear time series. But such predictors require

that the past financial data are available at the location of

the predictor which is not the case in many real-life situ-

ations. Hence, when the financial data are available at

different places and a single intelligent predictor needs to

be developed, the task becomes challenging. In the current

work, this problem has been addressed and solved using a

low-complexity artificial neural network and employing

incremental and diffusion learning strategies. In the current

study, distributed prediction of three different types of time

series such as exchange rates, stock indices and net asset

values has been carried using incremental and diffusion-

based learning strategies. The results of different days

ahead prediction of two proposed low computational

complexity-based functional link artificial neural network

are compared with those obtained by conventional intelli-

gent method. The results of simulation-based experiments

reveal similar or improved prediction performance of the

proposed distributed predictors compared to conventional

one. In addition, saving in band width, memory and power

are achieved in this method.

Keywords Forecasting � Distributed forecasting �

Functional link artificial neural network (FLANN) �

Incremental learning-based FLANN and diffusion

learning-based FLANN

1 Introduction

Distributed computing is an inevitable computing para-

digm in the digitized world because data have been con-

verted to big data. In most of the current scenarios, data

used for research are not available at a common place

rather it is distributed across several geographical regions.

To access and process the data, it has to be transmitted to

the processor which is costly in terms of time and com-

puting resources. For efficient computation, instead of

transmitting the total raw data, it may be processed in its

location and information (obviously less in size) of the

processing might be transmitted to another location for a

global decision. Very little work has been reported on the

development of intelligent predictor using distributed

learning strategy to suit to the situation when the past data

are available at discrete locations. This study focuses on

the financial data forecasting using a distributed learning-

based forecaster. People want to invest in different types of

financial schemes for various reasons like to make money,

keep pace with inflations, meet some financial goals and so

on. Financial investments include stocks, bonds, mutual

funds, etc. In this process, they need to know the trends,

status and nature of the undertaken financial investment
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Image processing plays an important role in various medical applications to support the computerized 

disease examination. Brain tumor, such as glioma is one of the life threatening cancers in humans and 

the premature diagnosis will improve the survival rate. Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) is the widely 

considered imaging practice to record the glioma for the clinical study. Due to its complexity and varied 

modality, brain MRI needs the automated assessment technique. In this paper, a novel methodology based 

on meta-heuristic optimization approach is proposed to assist the brain MRI examination. This approach 

enhances and extracts the tumor core and edema sector from the brain MRI integrating the Teaching 

Learning Based Optimization (TLBO), entropy value, and level set / active contour based segmentation. 

The proposed method is tested on the images acquired using the Flair, T1C and T2 modalities. The exper- 

imental work is implemented and is evaluated using the CEREBRIX and BRAINIX dataset. Further, TLBO 

assisted approach is validated on the MICCAI brain tumor segmentation (BRATS) challenge 2012 dataset 

and achieved better values of Jaccard index, dice co-efficient, precision, sensitivity, specificity and accu- 

racy. Hence the proposed segmentation approach is clinically significant. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

Brain tumor is one of the life threatening diseases for human 

community. The mainstream of brain tumor commences in the re- 

gions and associated parts of the brain. Bauer et al. [7] reported 

that, glioma is the most common brain tumor with the maximum 

morbidity and mortality rates. Based on its severity, brain tumor 

can be classified as the low and high grade gliomas [18, 34] . 

The availability of the latest therapeutic technology can help 

the human community in the early detection and examination of 

the gliomas during the screening inspection process. When the lo- 

cation and nature of glioma is identified, then the possible treat- 

ment procedure can be provided to cure the disease. After detect- 

ing the tumor, the oncologist will plan the one of the following 

treatment procedures; (i) radiation therapy, (ii) chemotherapy and 

(iii) surgery. In which the radiation and chemotherapy are recom- 

mended to slow down the tumor growth and the surgical proce- 

dure can be used to completely remove the tumor region [18, 34] . 

Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) is the widely adopted proce- 

dure to record the brain abnormality using various modalities for 
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the clinical study. The recent advancement in MRI technology helps 

to provide the complete details about the internal brain sections in 

the form of a three dimensional (3D) picture [7] . After recording 

the image, 3D or slice based analysis is carried out using a cho- 

sen image processing scheme to locate and localize the tumor for 

superior diagnosis and treatment planning. 

The brain image processing literature presents a number of 

methods to examine the abnormality using the MRI. The mod- 

ern MRI examining procedures includes the neural network based 

approach [2,18,34] , watershed segmentation [47] , clustering tech- 

niques [1,9,37] , fuzzy c-means algorithm [17,22,23,48] , edge detec- 

tion algorithm [6] , ANFIS approach [50] , Gaussian mixture mod- 

els [12] , cellular automata [49] , multi-level thresholding [13] , and 

heuristic approaches [24,32] . Moreover, recent work by Despotovic 

et al. [16] highlights that, combination of several techniques is es- 

sential to achieve better segmentation accuracy. Except the neural 

network based approaches [18,34] , most of the above said tumor 

segmentation methods are modality based approaches, works well 

on the brain MRI registered with a particular modality. 

Hence, it is recommended to develop a unique segmentation 

and analysis tool for the MRI dataset, registered with a variety 

of modalities, such as Fluid Attenuation Inversion Recovery (Flair), 

spin lattice relaxation (T1), T1-contrast enhanced (T1C) and spin- 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patrec.2017.05.028 

0167-8655/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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Abstract 

A nano sensor can be charged using nano batteries. Various methods like energy 

harvesting had evolved to optimize the power utilization. These methods are helpful to 

prolong the network life time. Finding the optimum combination of parameters like 

maximizing the network lifetime from the limited available battery source and minimizing 

the noise in the channel for minimizing the energy consumption is a challenging task. We 

model this problem as a multi objective function problem and proposed a data 

aggregation scheduling method which uses the genetic algorithm. The results prove that 

this method slightly outperforms the method in [17]. 

 

Keywords: WNSN, Bosonic, Data Aggregation, Nanoscale communication, Base 

Station, Genetic Algorithm. 

 

1. Introduction 

With recent advancements in nanotechnology, energy consumption techniques for 

wireless nano-scale sensor networks (WNSNs) have become many researchers topic. 

Since battery power and bandwidth are the two limited resources available in WNSNs 

recharging the nanosensors is a great challenging task for many researchers today. Many 

researchers had proposed energy harvesting methods to power a nanosensor since it is 

very difficult to deploy batteries in nanosensors. Since the nanosensors have to aggregate 

data to the base station, increasing network life time with minimum energy consumption 

is the major research interests of many researchers today. Hence in this paper we propose 

the model for the multi objective function for finding an optimal solution which is a 

optimum combination of these variables. 

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the 

background for the communication model in WNSNs. In Section III we introduce our 

optimization problem. Simulation results are presented in Section IV, and the conclusions 

in Section V. 

 

2. Background and Related Work 

Operating in the THz frequency allows nanosensors to consume low energy while 

providing connectivity in the nano to milli meter communication range [8]. The nodes use 

pulse based communication and Rate Division Time Spread On-Off Keying (RD TS-

OOK) [8] as the modulation mechanism. Wireless Nano-scale Sensor Networks (WNSNs) 

can operate over terahertz band ranging from 0.1-10 THz and this THz band enables 

nanosensors to consume low energy. And this is reason how nanosensors could detect 

nanoparticles like hazardous elements in the atmosphere. Since the WNSNs can sense and 

control important physical processes at the molecular level these are used to enhance the 

performance of many chemical and biological processes [3, 15, 16]. 
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Abstract Effective resource distribution to regulate load

uniformly in heterogeneous cloud environments is crucial.

Resource allotment which is taken after capable task schedul-

ing is a critical worry in cloud environment. The incoming

job requests are assigned to resources equally by load bal-

ancer in such a way that resources are utilized effectively.

Number of cloud clients is very great in number, degree of

approaching job requests is uninformed and information is

tremendous in cloud application. Resources in cloud environ-

ment are constrained. Hence, it is not easy to deploy different

applications with unpredictable limits and functionalities in

heterogeneous cloud environment. The proposed method has

two phases such as allocation of resources and scheduling of

tasks. Effective resource allocation is proposed using social

group optimization algorithm and scheduling of tasks using

shortest-job-first scheduling algorithm for minimizing the

makespan time and maximizing throughput. Experimenta-

tions are performed for accurate simulations on artificial data

for heterogeneous cloud environment. Experimental results

are compared with first-in, first-out and genetic algorithm-

based shortest-job-first scheduling. Validity of the proposed
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method noticeably gives improved performance of the sys-

tem in provisions of makespan time and throughput.

Keywords Load balancer · Cloud platform · Heterogeneous

cloud · SGO algorithm

1 Introduction

Cloud computing implementation has expanded essentially

among organizations of all limits and individual clients. It

has surfaced as a standout among the most vital processing

method of the time. It is a utility administration where var-

ious servers are associated with Web. Clients need to rent

or lease resources according to the use on hourly premise.

Resources of cloud incorporate processors, software, stor-

age, hardware, and so forth. Nowadays, every online client

is making use of the cloud either directly or the other way

round, in part or altogether for their own or business pur-

poses. Resources are plenty, like the Web, for the client to

get access to cloud. Business undertakings of different scale

can utilize cloud computing without stressing on owning,

refreshing, support, copyright, enrolling, and so forth. It has

been viewed as the same stride as the utility computing after

grid computing. Estimation of pricing technique is “pay as

you go” on hourly premise. In cloud computing, extremely

measurable resources are delivered as a utility using Web

to various external clients [1]. A promising IT expansion,

operation, and delivery model permit authentic delivery of

resources and services over the web [2]. A resource provision

method is proposed which integrates a common organizing

rule for delivery of resource components, and a structural

process as well as a cost-effective method—mainly a union

of utility and grid computing. Cloud features are virtualiza-

tion, elasticity, and scalability. Any device with IP address
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Abstract Organizations generally prefer data or knowledge

sharing with others to obtain mutual benefits. The major

issue in sharing the data or knowledge is data owners privacy

requirements. Privacy preserving association rule mining is

an area in which data owner can protect private association

rules (sensitive knowledge) from disclosure while sharing the

data. To safeguard sensitive association rules, individual data

values of a database must be altered. Therefore, privacy con-

cerns must not compromise data utility. A methodology that

optimally selects and alters the transactions of the database is

required to balance privacy and utility. Particle swarm opti-

mization is a meta-heuristic technique used for optimization.

Hence, an approach with particle swarm intelligence is devel-

oped to select a set of database transactions for alterations

to minimize the number of non-sensitive association rules

that are lost and to maintain high utility of the sanitized

database without compromising on privacy concerns. The

projected method for hiding association rules was assessed

based on some performance parameters including utility of

the transformed database. Experiments have revealed that the

proposed method accomplished a good balance between pri-
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vacy and utility by minimizing difference between original

and transformed databases.

Keywords Data sharing · Association rules · Sanitization ·

Optimization · PSO · Computational intelligence · Sensitive

knowledge

1 Introduction

Substantial advancements in data storage have led to rise

in inexpensive data storage methods for databases. These

advancements in storing and analyzing massive amounts of

data present a challenge to people and organizations for trans-

forming this data into valuable knowledge. Data mining,

which involves extorting the undiscovered patterns that are

original and valuable from mass repositories of data, is effi-

cient in overcoming this challenge [1]. Organizations with

similar businesses are ready to collaborate to obtain mutual

profits [2]. Important patterns might be inferred and shared

with partners while sharing the data in the collaboration.

Recently, privacy preserving data mining has become an

essential research domain [3–5]. This paper concentrates on

the privacy concerns of data owners toward the knowledge

extracted from their data, before sharing the data with others.

The major functionalities of data mining which involves pri-

vacy are as follows: (a) privacy preserving association rule

mining (PPARM) [2]; (b) privacy preserving classification

rule mining [6] and (c) privacy preserving clustering [7].

Association rule mining builds rules in the form P ⇒

Q which represents the associations that occur simulta-

neously(i.e., P and Q together occur frequently) in the

organization, for businesses development and for profitability

enhancement [8–10]. Association rule mining requires min-

imum threshold support(MST ) and confidence(MCT ). MST
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Abstract Privacy-preserving data mining is an embryonic

research area that addresses the integration of privacy-

preserving concerns to data mining techniques. Classification

is a problem in data mining which builds a model to clas-

sify the data and then identify the class label of unknown

data based on the constructed model. Large amount of data

is necessary to build a more accurate classifier. Sharing

of data is one of the solutions to have enormous amount

of data. When sharing the data among business associates,

some sensitive patterns which can be derived from the data

need not be revealed to the others. This situation raises a

motivating issue of retaining the shared data with high qual-

ity by hiding some sensitive patterns. This paper addresses

the problem of classification rule hiding by projecting a

novel method based on data distortion approach. To select

the best possible way of altering the instances and then

selecting the optimal instances which reduces the loss of non-

sensitive classification rules, a computational intelligence

technique binary firefly algorithm is adapted with necessary

changes. The transformed data set will be shared to the oth-

ers which reveals only non-sensitive knowledge. A set of
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experiments were carried out to estimate the effectiveness

of the proposed approach against existing similar ones by

considering the performance measures miss cost, artifacts

and deviation between original and transformed data sets.

The experiments and comparisons have proved that the pro-

jected method preserves the privacy of sensitive classification

rules as well as maintains quality of the transformed data set

also.

Keywords Data sharing · Classification rules · Sanitization ·

Optimization · Firefly · Computational intelligence ·

Sensitive knowledge · Data transformation

1 Introduction

Efficient ways of collecting and analyzing the data become

a crucial task due to the progression in information technol-

ogy. Along with traditional methods of analyzing the data

like statistical methods, data mining techniques are useful to

extract the useful knowledge from data sets [1,2]. Many data

mining techniques like classification, association rule mining

and outlier detection are available for analyzing the data and

then useful to extract the knowledge in different formats by

the data owners. But on the other side, these algorithms also

become a problem in privacy point of view [3]. Data min-

ing techniques combined with other methods may disclose

private data. For an instance, mining on the medical data set

can help in recognizing the identity of an individual person.

In addition to the privacy of data, another issue is privacy of

sensitive or private knowledge.

Data sharing is the common issue in business organiza-

tions to discover the global knowledge which is useful to

identify the important patterns and therefore to improve the

profits [4]. But some sensitive private knowledge which can
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Data sharing among the organizations is a general activity in several areas like business promotion and

marketing. Useful and interesting patterns can be identified with data collaboration. But, some of the

sensitive patterns that are supposed to be kept private may be disclosed and such disclosure of sensitive

patterns may effects the profits of the organizations that own the data. Hence the rules which are sensitive

must be concealed prior to sharing the data. Concealing of sensitive patterns can be handled by modifying

or reconstructing the database before sharing with others. However, to make the reconstructed database

usable for data analysts the utility or usability of the database is to be maximized. Hence, both privacy

and usability are to be balanced. A novel method is proposed to conceal the classification rules which are

sensitive by reconstructing a new database. Initially, classification rules identified from the database are

made accessible to the owner of the data to spot out the sensitive rules that are to be concealed. In the next,

from the non-sensitive rules of the database, a decision tree will be constructed based on the classifying

capability of the rules, from which a new database will be reconstructed. Finally, the released reconstructed

database to the analysts reveals only non-sensitive classification rules. Empirical studies proved that the

proposed algorithm preserves the privacy effectively. In addition to that utility of the classification model

on the reconstructed database was also be preserved.

Povzetek: Predstavljena je metoda strojnega učenja, ki skrbi za privatnost podatkov.

1 Introduction

Significant improvements in data storage have led to rise

in inexpensive data storage techniques for databases. Im-

provements in storing and analyzing enormous amounts of

data present a challenge to people and organizations for

transforming this data into valuable knowledge. Data min-

ing, which involves extorting the patterns that are novel and

valuable from mass repositories of data, is efficient in trans-

forming the data into knowledge.

Various data mining algorithms are in usage for mining

interesting patterns from the collected data. Patterns like

classification rules, association rules and clusters can be

discovered with mining techniques. On the other side, in

order to get the mutual benefits data will be shared among

the collaborated organizations. But, some sensitive infor-

mation or patterns may exist with in the data which is to

be maintained as private, since the revelation of sensitive

information or pattern may affect the business deals of the

data owner and violates the privacy issues of the data owner

as an end user. Hence, along with the need of sharing and

collaborative mining, the importance of protecting the in-

formation or patterns against disclosure is one of the most

important point in the security issues of data mining [1, 2].

To preserve the sensitive information or patterns from un-

wanted disclosure, privacy preserving data mining (PPDM)

has emerged as a security area in data mining and database

field [1, 12].

1.1 Classification of approaches in PPDM

PPDM is an interesting research area in the data mining

community. It concentrates on the privacy issues of

individuals or organizations which are violated due to the

disclosure of sensitive information or patterns. PPDM

converts the original database into a transformed database

in such way that no sensitive data or pattern can be mined

from the transformed database. Various methodologies

exists in the literature, for this transformation to protect

sensitive information or knowledge. A taxonomy for the

PPDM techniques based on a set of parameters is discussed

and the taxonomy is shown in Figure 1.
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Abstract 
 

As the size of the biomedical databases are growing day by day, finding an essential features in the disease 

prediction have become more complex due to high dimensionality and sparsity problems. Also, due to the 

availability of a large number of micro-array datasets in the biomedical repositories, it is difficult to 

analyze, predict and interpret the feature information using the traditional feature selection based 

classification models. Most of the traditional feature selection based classification algorithms have 

computational issues such as dimension reduction, uncertainty and class imbalance on microarray 

datasets. Ensemble classifier is one of the scalable models for extreme learning machine due to its high 

efficiency, the fast processing speed for real-time applications. The main objective of the feature selection 

based ensemble learning models is to classify the high dimensional data with high computational efficiency 

and high true positive rate on high dimensional datasets. In this proposed model an optimized Particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) based Ensemble classification model was developed on high dimensional micro-

array datasets. Experimental results proved that the proposed model has high computational efficiency 

compared to the traditional feature selection based classification models in terms of accuracy , true 

positive rate and error rate are concerned. 

 

Keywords 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Feature selection is an important and essential technique used in data filtering for improving 

machine learning models on large databases. Different feature selection models have been 

implemented in the literature, each of them uses a feature evaluation measure to extract feature 

subsets on the same databases. Learning classification models with all the high dimensional 

features may result serious issues such as performance and scalability. Feature selection is the 

process of selecting subset of features so that the original feature space is reduced using the 

selection measures.  Feature selection measures can be categorized into three types: wrappers, 

filters and embedded models.   
 

Extreme learning has wide range of applications in different domains like face recognition, 

human action recognition, landmark recognition and protein sequence classification, medical 

disease prediction [1]. Extreme Learning Machine can be defined as a single-hidden layer feed-

forward neural network (SLFN) with learning model [2-4]. The traditional optimization 

approaches like gradient descent based back-propagation [5] evaluate weights and biases. The 

proposed technique is responsible for decreasing the training time effectively through random 

assignment of weights and biases. The above extended EL method results better efficiency and 

performance as compared to all traditional approaches. But, EL has two major issues, those are:-  
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Abstract :Recently, ensemble learning models have become popular and widely accepted for high dimensional and 

imbalanced datasets. Most of the traditional ensemble classification models are processed with limited feature space 

and small data size. As the size of the feature space increases, traditional ensemble classifiers select a predefined 

number of features for classification. In this paper, a novel feature ranking ABC and ensemble classifier is 

implemented to improve the accuracy and performance of high dimensional data. The main objective of the proposed 

ensemble learner is to classify the high dimensional and imbalanced data for complex pattern analysis. In this 

proposed model, a hybrid artificial bee colony (ABC) is used to rank the features for ensemble classifier. In the 

proposed ensemble model, different base classifiers such as naïve bayes, feed forward neural network, and improved 

decision tree are used to analyze the performance of high dimensional medical datasets. Experimental results are 

evaluated on different high dimensional medical datasets including ovarian cancer, diabetes, lung cancer, and 

DLBCL- Stanford. Experimental results proved that the proposed model has high computational efficiency in terms of 

F-measure, error rate; true positive rate and accuracy are concerned. 

Keywords: ABC, Neural network, Ensemble classification, High dimension dataset. 

1.INTRODUCTION  

During the last two decades, different feature selection methods and classification models have been used for 

prediction and diagnosis of different cancer diseases. Today, with the exponential growth of technology, it is merely 

impossible to use these conventional methods for cancer prediction due to the high dimensional features and 

imbalance properties. Machine learning models are used to classify different medical datasets such as microarray data, 

clinical data, and proteomic data as input. Most of the traditional approaches consider the features as independent and 

linear. Most of the biological systems are non-linear and its parameters are interdependent, thus machine learning has 

become better choice. Curse of dimensionality is another problem, where there exist more variables and fewer 

examples. Both machine learning and conventional methods suffer from this problem. This problem can be resolved 

by either decreasing the number of variables or increasing the number of training datasets. Sample-feature ratio must 

be more than 5:1 every time. Machine learning algorithms can be categorized into three broad types, they are:- 

Supervised machine learning, Unsupervised machine learning and Reinforcement machine learning. Supervised 
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This paper proposes an adaptive normalised pubband adaptive filtering
(NSAF) to accomplish lhe betterment of r.iSRF per:fofmince. lh.thE
propclsed NSAF, an extended adaptiveness is,introduc€d,from its variants
in two ways. ln the first way, the step,size is set adaptive, ana in itre
second way, the selection of, suU'Uanai is sbt" adaptive. Hense, the '

proposed NSAF is tefmed,hllp'As'Variable step-size-bdsed NSAF'with
selected'sybb_a.1ds (Vj,*NSAF)",Experimental investi$alions are'€arried *
out to demonstrate the,peiformance (iii terms of, conVelqence) of 

,the

vs-sNsAF against thb convenfionai NSnr and its stat+of-thE-art adaptive
variants. The results report the superior performance of vs-sNSAF over
the traditional NsaF and its. variants. lt is also proved for its stability,
robu.stness againit, noise and subitantial Corputing compleX,ity.
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The journey of successful adaptive filtering begins from normalised least mean square (NLMS)
algorithm, due to its simplicity and robustness against noise. However, the algorithm suffers due to
increased correlation of input signal. This eventually results in least .onr"rgin." rate (Sankaran &
Beer i997). Hence, the adaptive filtering in subbands has been reported in the literature (De
Courville & Duhamel, 1998). The subband adaptive filtering has reduced the computational com-
plexity further, and it has also mitigated the mean squared error (MSE) to a possible exrent (Gilloire
& Vetterli, 1992; Lee & Un, 1986; petraglia, Alves, & Dinia 2000; Shynk, 1992). The benefits of
subband adaptive filtering technique have further increased when the length of the impulse filter
increases (Sandeep Pradham & Reddy, 1999).

Numerous techniques for subband adaptive filtering have been reported in literature and,
hence, constructed the family of subband adaptive filters (SAF). ln SAF, the desired and the input
signals are subjected to decomposition to form non-overlapping subbands with the aid of filter
banks' Later, the decimation of the signals in the subbandi ol.urs, and every single subband
makes adaptation of a sub-filter individually in its respective adaption loop (Gilloire & Vetterti, 1992;
Petraglia et al', 2000). Since the subbands are paid attention in a separate manner, the subband
structure is found to decrease the computational complexity as well as attain an enhancement inthe convergence rate. However, aliasing as well as the band-edge effects resulting from the
decomposition and decimation steps peiformed in the frequen.y l"oruin have an adverse effect
on the convergence rate to a greater extent (Gilloire a vetterli 1gg2; Morgan, 1gg5). All these
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Abstract This paper extencls the adaptive normalized sub-bancl aclaptive liltering (NSAF) by
introducing variable error bound ald memorizing the error cclnvergence. The variable error bound
atternpts to vary the updating point of the filter coefficients. The error rnemory aids in updating tle
p.oint based on the history of error rather thal the prcvious error. The extended adaptiveness
significantly iurproved NSAF in tenns ol convergeuce, conrplexity and noise robustqess- The algo-
rithm is also proved lor its stability though the step-siz.e is varied. The churac.teristics ol the step-size
are also investigated to deternine its significance and nature on minimizing the elror. The superi-
ority of the MVS'SNSAF algoritlm is provetl against conl,entional algorithm usir1g the aforesaicl
analysis.
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l. Introduction

The trend of adaptive liltering begins irom normalized least
nrean square (NLMS) algorithm, because of its simplicity
and robustness against noise. However. the algorithm sulfers
due to high correlation ol input signal. This evintually r.esults
in.poor couvergence rate Il()i. Hence. the adaptive filiering in
su.bbands tras been reported in the literature tql. ffr. subband
adaptive filtering has reduced the computational complexity
further and it has atso mitigated the rnean squared error to a
possible extent I I 1, I 3, I 3. lal. The beuefits of subband adaptive
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filtering techniqr.rc have hrrther incr.eased, when the length of
the impulse filter increases Il(Jl.

Nurnerous subhand adaptive filtering techniques have been
reported in the literature ancl hence, consrructed the family ol
subband adaprive filters (SAF). In SAF, the input signal and
the desired signals are decomposecl into non-oveilapping
sub-b.ands by the filrer ttanks. Later, the dccimation of fhe sig_
nals in the subbands takes place ancl every single subband
makes .rdaptation of a sub filter indiviclually in iis respectivq
adaption loop [11.]21. Since the subbarrcjs are paid atiention
in a separate manner, the subband .truaruaa is found to
decrease the eomputational cornplexity as well as attain an
enhancement in the convergence rate. However, aliasing as
well as the band-edge eflects resulting frorn the deconrposition
and decinration steps perlormed in the frequency domain arc
found to have an aclverse effec( ou the corivergence rate to a
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INTRODUCTION

AEC is measured as a renowned method to administrate the

acoustic echoes formed by the mechanical audio terminals [l]
[2] [3]. Based on this technique, the Adaptive Filter (AF) is

lngiged lor identifyiug the path of echoes amongst the

terminals of loudspeaker and microphone and consequently the

resultant outcome of the filter is rnodelled in to an electronic

design ofthe acoustic echo which is condensed for evatling the

acoustic echo from the microphone signal t4l t5l. Although

A.EC can be predicted as a chief application for identifying

systems, modern hands-free telephones and systenrs for

teleconferencing create several restrictions on the ponventional

adaptive frlters [6] [7] [8].

The primary restriction is due to the input speech signals whicl'l

are cotored when compared with white noise; next one is the

path of echo wlrere ihe.impulse response is long and sparse.

Tlris indicates that a lot ofcoefficients are adjacent to zero or

equivalent to zero , [9][l0]. Therefore, the well-known

Normalized least mean square (NLMS) technique is not

*Corresponding author: SamuYelu B

Deparhnent of ECE, PVP Siddhartha Institute of Technology Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh, lndia

the signals of speech whieh are recurrelrtly colored moie-when distinguished with white noise Tltis

;;;;;:,,p1.-[.;,;-u o-r"rvs-sNinr i..r,niqr. for identifying rhe Echo cancellarion,svstems (ECS)

hy deploying NSAF sysrem. iere, th" ,r.niition count in tie input/output signals is evaluated for

;;fi";ih; polynonrial 
"r0., 

i*,rtifri.* setsol'a.d.io.signals iuch as speech, audio and song. In

addition, the proposed *.frnlqu. it 
"it"parcd 

with traditionil algorithrns like NSAF' VS-NSAF' SS-

f-fiai-Vi-iNSif anl IWS]SNi.CR and inrprovements in the implemented technique is proved'

suitabte for AEC, because of its rate of corvergence for Spar'se

Echo Paths (SEP) l"5l [29]. The most excellent approach to

suggesl .onuttg"ntu iJ Uy SuUtand AF(SAF) method that

,.iiis on u ta*"pling method which is almost equal to SAFs

witlr significantitruiture ttll tl2l [13]. in addition,-NSAF has

propotid that exposed improved performance, together with its

complications that are adjacent to lhat of the NLMS technique

ir4l u5l il61.

Furthermore, an astonishing means to quicken the convergence

is to exploit SAF, as it could whiteu the colored input signals

throughout the process of filter bank investigation [17] [18]

[9]. The NSAF method involves snhanced convergence

evaiuation when distinguished with the colored input signals of

NLMS [20] t2l1 1221.. additionally, the complicatiou of the

NSAF is cornparable with NLMS for an extended AF firnction'

Consequently, to accomplish both quioker convergence rate

and reduced steady-state error; several Variable step-size (VS-

NSAI') teclrniques were irnplemented. Most recently, for

initializing the convergence rate of SEP in NSAF, balanced

copyright @ samuyelu B and Rajesh Kumar P,2018. this is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the

creative commons Athibution L.icense, which perflrits unrestricted use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided

the original work is properly cited.
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purpos: of increasing the electrical length through compti_
mented octagonal shape is to increase the volumetric area for

using CsA-Algorithm
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the signal to pass through. In clonal selection algorithm, an an-
tigen is treated as the solution for a problem, that is recognized
by the anti body. Each a$ilody represents a possible solution
to the problem. Inorder to'demonstrate the performance of the
octagonal model it is compared witn tne experimental existing
values of the regular square paiih. In this proposed work the

CSA methbd is useH,+d.calculate the value oJ the side of the oc-
tagon.

2 CorusrnucloN oF Souane pATcH:

2.1 Review Stage

The constructional details for a square patch antenna is consi-
dered initially with a ground plane on one side of the dielec-
tric substrate and radiating patch is on the other side. The
patch is made-up of conducting material (Copper). The di-
mension of the square patch is calculated for operating the
antenna at 3GHz. the height of the substrate is taken at 1.5mm,
the substrate chosen is FR4_epoxy and it offers good dielectric
constant. For good antenna performance, a thick dielectric
substrate with low dielectric constant is chosen and it offers
larger bandwidth, better efficiency and good radiation.

At the first iteration the patch size is taken as 50mm, and
then a small portion of the patch is cut like a square in the cen-
tre, thus forming a slit and resembling a 2"d iteration as a frac-
tal structure [ ]. The side of the 2"d iteration square that is cle-
tracted from the centre in the form of a slit is 20mm. and thus
making the enter patch size to be optimized for a side of
30mm nearly. Theoretically the side of the patch is calculated
and matched to the width at a frequency of 3GHz, given by

w : Cl(Zfr.fi(*.1)/rr:30mm ... (1)

The bottom of the substrate is covered 
"r,jtir"ty 

by a ground
plane and offers good fringing field between patc-h ancl
ground plane making the antenna to radiate. At this point

lnvestigation on Octagonal shape complimented
Microstrip antenna for low frequency operations

P. Venu Madhav, Dr. M.Siva Ganga Prasad

Abstract- Recent communication systems have a large demand for obtaining addressing the control, sense, identification, data and video
transmission. Many researchers have contributed to overcome these limitations with various ideas and methods and still some researchers
are carrying it forward to meet the ever-increasing demand for small antennas ['l] and welcoming challenges. This paper describes the
work carried out on optimized octagonal shape complimented from a square patch[2] for a dimension that is computed using the clonal
selection algorithm(CSA-algorithm) to perform the complement slit in a square patch that resonates at a frequency of 3GHz. when
compared with a Square patch that resonates at the same, but gives better performance, offers better radiation characteristics, gain and
bandwidth. The details of the construction, simulation and fabrication results are discussed and found to be more suitrable for small
frequency applications.

lndex Terms- Microstrip patch antenna, radiation pattern, VSWR, Octagonal Structure, Square patch, Gain, bandwidth.

a

1 lnrRooucrtor.t
rffhe recent trends in antenna modelling is miniaturization
I of antennas for small system applications. A typical wire-

less network and mobile systems demand small antennas.
A. \A/heeler[3] who started working on small antennas inl947,
showcased the performances of small anibnnas, introduced
the fundamental limitations of small anCbnnas.::r:rThqqe re-
quirements have stimulated t['9. study an&searcl-r for small
antennas laying new design and irurovative ideas in geome-
trical modelling of the antenn'6b. Impgcla+ce matthing of an-
tennas particularly for small size is a di'fficult task. One of the
metl'rods to overcome the impedance matching is by using
metamaterials, use of materials with single negative, transmis-
sion line model etc.. but the use of few metamaterials for fabri-
cation and verification of the model is limited to simulation
only. Many of the antenna models are currently fabricated
using FR4 as the dielectric substrate as it largely.available in

. the market and costs less. various methods to enhance the
antenna parameters for better performance have been dis-
cussed by earlier researchers. For small antennas, the most
important factor is the balance and unbalanced geometries of
the antenna structure and the feedline to over or minimize the
measurement errors.

Clonal selection algorithm is a better choice for a smooth
shape. It shows how two geometrical models adaptively intrude
anrl act upon increasing the electrical length of ihe pitcn. ff,e
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1 lrurnooucnoN

I N medical imaging, differe:rt modalities replicate different details of hu-

I man organs and tissues. For example, Magnetic Resosance lmag-
- ing(MRl) provides low density soft tissues such as blood vessels, where
as Computed Tomography(CT) provides clear detail about bone tissue
and also provides the reference for location of the lesion[1]. As it is
known, dose reduction lowers the radiation exposure risks, but at the
same time decreases the image quailty. By its nature, CT involves larger
radiation doses than the more common, conventional x-ray imaging pro
cedures[2]. We briefly discuss the nature of CT scanning and its main
clinical applications, both in symptomatic patients and, in the screening of
asymptomatic patients. We focus on the increasing number of CT scans
being obtained, the associated radiation doses, and the consequent can-
cer risks in adults and particularly in children. Although the risks for any
one person are not large, the increasing exposure to radiation in the popu-
lation may be a public health issue in the future. The use of CT has in-
creased rapidly since 1980's, according to recent surveys, it is showing
that more than 62 million CT scans are currently obtained ever year in the
United States, as compared with about 3 million in 1980's. The largest use
of CT scan, however, have been in the categories of pediatric diagnosis
and adult screening, and these trends can be expected to continue for the
next few years. The increase in use of CT scan in children has been driv-
en primarily by the decrease in the time needed to scan, which is less than
a second, and also eliminating the need for anesthesia to prevent the child
from moving during image ac-quisition process. The major growth area in
using CT scan for children has been presurgical diagnosis of appendicitis,
for which CT appears to be both accurate and cost-effective.

The radiation doses from CT scanning are considerably larger than those
from corresponding conventional radiography. Michael F. McNitt-Gray [3]
discussed that the radiation doses to a particular organ from any given

CT scan depends on number of factors, such as number of scans, the
tube.cunent and scanning time in milliampseconds (mAs), the size of the
patient, the axial scan range, the scan pitch (the degree of overlap be'
tween adjacent CT slices), the tube voltage in the kilovolt peaks (kvp),
and the specific design of the scanner being used. Patient dosimetry and
evaluation of image quality are basic aspects of any quality control pro-
gram in diagnostic radiology. lmage quality must be adequate for diagno
sis and obtained with reasonable patient doses [5]. As per the recomman-
dations of lnternational Commission on Radiological Protection, No dose
limit applies to medical exposure to patients, but diagnostic reference
levels or reference values have been proposed by the lnternational Com-
mission on Radiologic Protection [6]. Thomas Lehnert et al. said that it is
always the relative noise in CT images will increase as the radiation.dose
decreases, which means that there will always be a tradeoff between the
need for low-noise images and the desirabilityof using low doses of radia-
tion[4]. The low dose CT scan image usually suffers from serious noise
and artifacts by using analytical reconstruction methods. lt is always pref-

erable to have standard imaging techniques that diminish the patient dose
with reasonable image quality [7]. As part of implementation efforts, an

important clinical requirement has been addressed that low{ose CT
(LDCT) images need to be improved in the Electronic Health Rec-
ords(EHR). Khalid et. al., proposed an enhanced dynamic quadrant
equalization for image contrast enhancement, in which input image histo-
gram is divided into 8 subhistograms by using median values. For individ-
ual subhistograms, clipping of histogram is done by the average pixels.
New dynamic range is assigned to each subhistograms and HE is done
separately. This approach preserves the mean brightnessl8]. As there is
no guarantee that the contrast will always be increased by the histogram
equalization[t], Aaptive HistogramEqualisation has been applied on low
dose CT scan imageto improve the contrast.
This paper gives a comparative study related to performance of the image
fusion techniques. Organization of this paper is as follows; Section 2 ex-
plains the image enhancement techniques. The principle of PCA and DWT
image fusion techniques are discussed in section 3. ln section 4, fusion
performance assessment techniques are explained. ln section 5, the
results of fused images for two different data sets are compared with PCA
and DWT applied to medical images by implemeding in MATLAB.

Hybrid Image Fusion Algorithm using

DWT Maximum Selection Rule and PCA
Surya Prasada Rao Borra, Rajesh K Panakala, P.Rajesh Kumar

Abstract- The main objective of medical imaging is to obtain a highly informative image for better diagnosis. A single modality of medical

image cannot provide accurate and complete information in many cases. ln brain medical imaging, Magnetic Resonance lmaging (MRl)

image shows structural information of the brain without any functional data, where as Computer Tomography (CT) image describes

functional information of the brain but with low spatial resolution especially with low dose CT scan, which is useful to reduce the radiation

effect to human body. ln the field of medical diagnosis, lmage fusion plays a very vital role. Fusing the CT and MRI images gives a

complete information about both soft and hard tissues of the human body. This paper proposes a two stage hybrid fusion algorithm . First

stage deals with the enhancement of a low dose CT scan image using different image enhancement techniques viz., Histogram

Equlaisation and Adaptive Histogram Equalization. ln the second stage, the enhanced low dose CT scan image is fused with MRI image

using different fusion algorithms viz., Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The proposed

algorithm has been evaluated and compared using different quality metrics.

lndex Terms- Image fusion, lmage Enhancement, MRI lmaging, Low dose CT, DWI PCA
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Abstract

Now a day's precision and accwacy are the major
parameters to say the quality of the images. Some
authors have been discussed the few algorithms on this
to reduce the noise present in the images. Capturing of
an image by mistreatment camera is totally supported
the idea of realistic pictures. The matter of findlng the
amount of ways proposed by Monte that are needed so
as to confirm that human observers cannot understand.
A new noise estimator was introduced i.e. interval type-
2 fuzzy sets (IVTZ FS), SSIM and Fuzzy g"rr"ti.
algorithm. The objective of this paper is 6 grve
information and techniques which are useful to
enhance quality of the computer generated pictures,
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HabibullatUohanrmad, A.S. Chanclrasekhara Sastry

Abstrnr:t:

lVireless sensor netrvorks are highl1'tunrtiunal in hazar:rlous or clistant environments, n-s they are ofgleat htlp
to moltitor retnote locations. To gather physical iniorntation, such as ternper.ature, htrni'irlilv, and so on l\,SNs

are utilized. But, thc collected data is u.seful on.lyr.r,hen transm.itte<i to tl,e base station (ItS) and to the external

intblmation world through the BS. The m{*jor concern in *ireless networks is holv to consen'e tlre potles

euer'111- srch that uetnorli lil'espau cirn be prokruging signilicantly. The research wei.k focruses on del,elopiug a

{l-D}r)C ((ircrrrlarrDeternlinistic linergxllTfuitrnt Clustering) protr:col along *'ith sectorization concept i.e.

ptirelS" deterministic ntodel wliich can rnake effectir.e use of elustering to orgauize the IVSN. C-DEC protocol is

pcn'edul, distributive, svsternize atrtl crrcqSr eificienl protocol. It minimizcs uourputatiotal overirearl+ost to
self-structllre sensor ne&l'ork,'fhe obtainetl results of tlre simul;rtinn prove that the liftrspan of tl.rt": netn'or*

has been exteuded iu terms of its per{ormairce and data trausier tr'ith respect to eneqy iousumptiol.
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Abstract

Service sector ls expecting more innovations in the lield of robotics and automation due to manpower

shortage, changes in society and increased level of affordability to the people. This paper presents

development of an intelligent service robot to monitor activity of an elder person or differently abled person. ln
particular, this paper presents development of 'Person Follower Algorithms' and their implementation using

hardware-software codesign methodology. This work also includes usage of adaptive neural network-based

fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) for implementing a robotic task. The intelligent service robot is developed by

integrating an lP camera with a Nl single board rapid input output (sbRlo) which has steering ultrasonic

sensor. The sbRlO is chosen to take the advantage of existing system and it is suitable for Hw-software

codesign. The efficacy of algorithms is validated by conducting a set of experiments in our research laboratory.
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Abstract

Most ofthe research works carried so far concentrated on decoders and interleavers.
The performance of Turbo codes depends on different constituent components such as
encoder, decoder and interleaver with metrics of bit error rate and complexip. In this
paper a new interleaver structure using sub interleavers is proposed to provide a faster
turbo codes for channel with less effect of noise. The major concern of this work is to
find an optimum number of sub interleavers which satisfies certain limits of bit error
rate and processing time. The simulation was performed using MATLA,B and the
results shows that the processing time has been reduced to about ro% than the
conventional block interleaver.
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Abstract

' Due to the sparse multipath characteristic of the chqnnel, millimeter wave (mmWave)

, channel estimation can be treated as a sparse signg| recovery problem. By exploiting\-' 
the channel sparse characteristics with 

"o*pr"rriv4 
sensing (CS) theory, sparse signal

recovery algorithms can be used for channel estir4pfiion. Orthogonal matching pursuit

(OMP) algorithm is one of the most popular CS rearinstruction algorithms. Hence, in

this paper, we present OFDM-based mmWave spaf$p indoor channel estimation using

thp (-)MP qlonrithrn Ffnwcrzer thp cnrnnrrta+i^nal effnrt fnr OMP rerncins high errpn
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Abstract

Topakgy optirniznfisil sf Du*l oct*gonsrl Array *ilfennft
for hw fi"equency aFplications

p. yenu ililadhavr*, Dr. ll{ SivtGruga prqsad:

i Deparncent o"fEfucn"oxies & 
.Coyntuyydan 

Engineering,Sesearc* i'c&ofur, r(r L'nirereir).; Guntur]Dep*xmentarEt***,":u*:;:ffii*6#f 

,,:#,:,*'a;;';*,Guxtt,i

obiecti'esl Efeient a$tefllf design f*r us+ in eot*tttunicatio* srstEms ir alteri.ug tlie f*e of tlie arts$rla r:roc6ling. Tlre ever-incre*xingd**r**d for pol'ianrle and efiieient a;t"r'ren is uraki*s risey:"l -T t or"*top ;r*oraril e models I lJ u*ing artrr.a*ced ar:tenna ur+deiias iools

e*r*t'aiuk o* it* size' eflitieucy and gain. st*cly o:r matehing teciuriqtres. iJiog t"okriquerr \rE$ *lsu to be roarideled.Fiudiugs: Micro strip patch ar*eur.lns *ith't cot*itleratrle sirourrr oiradiaaiot. loo" *ui rnhen fsbricated ou F&4. liglrt rveiglrt and areconf*,nable lo ruite a*y application' TIii* paper pmi*"* tlr. ,t"u;go.;irrrtl;ti* aucl tesii*g *f, JJ;;;gorral patch. the topology algo-rithm [3] is B*ed to opdrr*ea the dze a*ei *hap. oi th"patch *'here- o*hrgofls are rpaeed in t-i:e farr* of an snay to add'r*e optirnizr*tierr onrize and fits into *'ireless. applicatioas' Appiicationiin$roye*retrrs, it u prolro*"a *rodel is tesie<l i* ilre sta*tl*r; *nteiurs test bench

ffi?$:ffi!*:?ffiI}.e 
irtts:'ated eircuiianalvzer''"".;iotusilia;;r*J i;;r ta *per.are nt u r.*oo.rrt rreq*er:ey of 1.$ ou= rr*rr, g.*a

xeJ'tords: Micro sEip, Rariiation Pattetn, Folarizat-iot'r. i's\R1o**garc! soruttw.e, square Fatcii Gain,Bati&r.idrlt,

Q:ta:,ZIIi@ {1} 
2. Ocfaganrrl Siruulntion

1" IntrocluctiCIn

The i&*€sse inrerest iu u:ienrrw1.r integruted circuits(MlC's) the
de*ign of *rtEan&s fot applieati*as, re[uirc a radi*tiug elameut
i,i.irieh offnx higlr d.ireed:.iry. *nflatte,ri*j rudinrisn. The-p*th aud
the grouud plane are sepauted bv a cliJlectrie *rb*trate is {r ud-
cro*htp. The octago*nl *hape i* used as r:*diator aad this sinrplifie*
the ar:alysi* and perfornu*c* precliction. The patel: i* photo itoh*,l' o* t&e dietrectric subrhate(FR4). The relative permini.r,.iry of the
substrate i* an i::rporta:rt paraulite, i$ coasider.'

Mierostlip pateh **t*r:::es ra.{iate priruarily becsuse tf tlre
&ingint fleldx betr+'er* ihe patch edgc ancl tlie 

-eround laue. For
goad arrtenna p"n'fo*rraner. u thi.k di.ie*t .ic cut si;ta har-ins a iorv
dielrytrie consta't is desirar,fu si'ce thi* provittes t 

"tr* "giir-""y,larger baad*i<{ih aad t}ic be*er raeriatiorr, u,,, irrrr"*-* the anteru:a
*ize. To dedgn a cornpact rnicro*kip pot"t n"to** ldehe, dielec-
fi:c coasta&* ,rust ,f,e rrsed r+tieh are less etEcient aid resnlt in
lrr{r'r"r1r'ei' handqidtli.

. Mierostrip radiation iuferrra is a ref*sed clroiee hy rnnuy of
the r"escarcher'* becaus* sf, it ot?ers t** poofi1*.-hig:. jir;.ti"rty.
l-rroadl:ad acd co$lpn{t. The quarit-v lhctor of the anieruro **ine u}i-
crortrip ir gir"en as

lr{rece Rlt aud .X.r 
"lre :irf.e&fis r^adi*tion resirtatue and reae-

tance. 
-re*pectir,ely. 

&rtenri* perfonr:arces eor*idered are resa-
nauce fi'equencI. Q a* a parft$leter to indicate ha*tlwidth. mrri r:e*o-
sa^t radiatian r*$ifite*Ee. In dis.eur*ian. the erTectil-i r.olu:re of

discussed by uriag tonnnlized r with the ef?ertire heiggrt h; tliat is.
r,ih. $er,egal army processiag techniqueo are pre*ented*in 

I I I J-[l S]"

Ftttlirrg n{echauismt
The lr:ost effEcrire feed rneche*irrn i* a stot li*e feed. Txre trxnsitien
is de*igned tu couple sig**ls to tlrr slot Spnr the tran*mitter or re-
teir.'er eircuitry. Thi*technique is alsu easyio fabrieate. The feeding
tcchriquc cau be dir.ided ilts t\r,.o categories. l. Ditectty eo*plef
and 3..Electlorn*gletically ccupled t**iitioas. In a clire* coupled
kc'sitio:r- a wi.e or * s$lde!' caftr€ctio* aci as the di'ect cu*e*t ga*:
md pr,rvides the elesrrical ecntsct; In electrrcruagneti""d 

";6il;kausiiiqu.the couplirrg of tl:c *i.gml i* througt electroruagrietie
fielde. kr ttrris rnndel. a direet coupkd microstriffi*r feed tlaruitio*
techniqtre is $sed. The condur:ti,g striy ix rnrcrier i'widtrr as coftr-
pareei to the patch and rhis kind of frttl armngeflent lrtu the a€l-
vatrtage thet the feeel can be etehffl o* the sar*e iub$trate to pror.irfe
a planar structure"

Hou,rr-a.. ns the thicloe.*s eftbe dieleetric *ubstrate lleins
used. ificrrarer. surffice wnr,e* aud spuri*rrr feed radiation also ili-
c.r'ease s. u'hich hanrpers thc bardrvidth of tlre *nterura. The feed ra_
dratron also leads to turclesiled croxs pol.l"ized radiation" Thix
utclhod is adrautageou* due t* its simpleplaualsttcture.

The figrue I belorv is * 3D vierv ofoctss*nal xft.uch:re chosm
pateh mther tlma flre other xhapes. ?he reasoniehirxj it is the eulier

'esesreh 
is done oa tLe recta*g,lar. square, cirr,lar and hexaEo,

patch nricrostrip patch alrteutras.-But. the,rrlraent,"*"*of, fu prog;;
irrg in tfte dime*sional *rc,delling of a.ntesrra consideriog raetori ttratsphelical r':rdius r is used as a that relfltes rtith Q aud iflfluerrcr the size reduction. alrd sther parametmx. tr\ihen

cap;-right & 1018 '{uthors' this ir rn &p€E accejs artiel* disrribured uader rllt-creafir,e cornmons A$r.ibnrisn r.ic*nsc,,r--r, a"--uarrsricted use, disnibution, aad rcproduition in ao3. medi,*, prarided tbe origiualiffiffirop*rq.cired.
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Radiation properties of biconica.l antenna of unequal cone angres have not been widely reported as compared to equar angre biconicar
antennas' Biconical antennas with cone of 

";si;i; nrr o.Jn *iolil;;;*J: rn thi; p;;;;;;"ir..iro1"""r"ar 
antenna with upper cone of

e0" and lower cone or 120.'u'sr"t t['i;i;#*.,il 
iltr"d r";;id;;"J; u'iiri..tion, tro;r;#;;;"drz. A finite biconicarantenna has

limited bandwidth due to its 
'ui'ptiti'N"ii".X itl 

"as.. 
to free space. u;;.rr antenna 

"f 
t", 

";;;;; ;;sre e0. and bottom cone of
angle 1 20' with edses terminat"d in ittict 

"-"i.r ""ro*o, i. piop*Jr"i'il;;l;. characteristics ;;;;t*" loss of the antenna are
investigated' Unequal biconical untunn"-aitr"iiili r.ri,,.'ur'.ii"ri"ri" ,"iro* rru.. between t*o.on-".rri"ces and provide wide base

for support' Th6 proposed *t"t"r i. .ritrirll- iloo"rn *ir"r"so"-#m;;#.. 
in L, s, c, X, Ku and K band frequencies.
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Abstracl-The adoption of smart antenna system is a promise

to the solutions of the wireless communication impairments like

inefficient utilization of frequency spectrum, signal fading due to

multipath propagation, etc. The smart antenna works in

conjunction with digital signal processor which is responsible to

adjust various parameters of the system in order to phase out

interference signals and to enhance reception in the desired

direction(s).

' In this paper, an attempt is made to develop various adaptive

beamforming algorithms that lead to overall improvement in the

performance of the smart antennas. Three complex adaptive

beamforming algorithms like Complex Least Mean Squares

(CLMS) algorithm, Augmented Complex Least Mean Squares

(ACLMS) algorithm, and Adaptive Nonlinear Gradient Descent

(ANGD) algorithms are considered for beamforming in smart

antennas. Characteristics like Half Power Beam Width (HPBW)'

Side Lobe Level (SLL) and Mean Square Error (MSE)

convergence rate and Tracking the desired signal are considered

for the evaluation of performance ofthe smart array.

Three new hybrid algorithms are proposed using the convex

hybridization. The hybrid algorithm is formed by the convex

combination of any two of the three algorithms in pursuit of
performance improvement. The performance of these hybrid

algorithms with respect to the important array characteristics is

evaluated. It is identified that each of the three hybrids is

superior to its individual filters.

Keywords- ACLMS; ANGD; Beamforming; CLMS;

Hybridization;

\-, I. INTRoDUCTIoN

A number of modern scientific applications such as sensor

networks, target localization, environmental monitoring, life

sciences and biomedical engineering require estimation

techniques with co-operative data processing. A new class of
estimation techniques that make use of the adaptive strategies

are usually called as adaptive techniques. Adaptive techniques

are employed to establish co-operation between individual

nodes in order to increase convergence time. These techniques

are equipped to preprocess the data to standardize the

dynamical range of the input signal with local learning

capabilities. These optimizing techniques calculate the local

estimate of the desired parameters and are particularly useful

when communication resources are available in large scale.

Adaptive algorithms ensure maximum connectivity with the

network and improve the degree of co-operation among the

network resources [1].

Smart antenna by its nature is not smart; however, the

signal processing algorithms used in its processor make the

array smart. The smart antenna improves the capacity of the

cellular and mobile systems by its adaptive beamforming

capability. The ability of the smart antenna to place nulls in
the exact direction of the interferers also makes it a reliable

tool to provide satisfactory services to the users ofthe cellular
and mobile networks. The performance of the smart antenna

depends on its array characteristics like smaller HPBW,

smaller SLL, speed error convergence, satisfactory tracking of
the desired signal etc. Since a high speed data transfer

involved in cellular and mobile networks, smaller value of
BER is also desirable when smart antennas are employed for

this purpose.

Several investigations are conducted on deployment of
CLMS, ACLMS and ANGD algorithms on smart antennas.

These new class of complex adaptive algorithms have

benefitted the smart antennas in important aspects like high

gain and directionality characteristics. However, CLMS

algorithm has proved to be suitable for stationary signals,

ACLMS algorithm for non-stationary signals whereas, the

ANGD algorithm is suitable for nonlinear input signals.

II. COMPLEX ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS

A. CLMS Algorithm

The Complex Least Mean Squares Algorithm developed

by Widrow in 1975, extbnds his earlier LMS algorithm to

process complex signals in the fields of digital signal

processing, wireless communications, bio-medical engineering

etc. The development of the CLMS algorithm as explained by

Widrow in [2] is as follows.

The instantaneous estimates

Etle'z(k)ll = ]l.'tt)l
Elx(k)xH(k)l = x(k) xH(k)
E[x(k)d(k)] = x(k) d(k)

(l)
(2)

(3)

Where e(k) is the eror signal, d(k) is the desired response

signal, x(k) = [xr(k) xr.G)]r is the complex input

signal vector and (. )His the hermitian transpose of the matrix.

The 'stochastic' cost function is defiried by

Cu^4es.ott-c-> Lh&
rl--fG
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Bandar canals of Krishna River in vu ayawada.
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Abstract: In the state of Andhra Pradesh Krishna river water is being used for domestic purposes including drinkingwater supply for several villages, major panchayats and towns, for irrigition in the delta, for fisheries, industry, religiouspurposes, etc' Eluru and Bandar canals of Krishna river in Vijayaiada has human interference ttrrougrr irrigation,
domestic use, discharge of sewage, industrial wastes, immersion of idols etc. by which water quality get changed.Assessment of temperature, pH, total alkalinity, turbidity, chloride, hardness, dissolved oxygen, total dissolved solids,calcium, healy metals and pesticides were carried out mgnthly iuring June, 2015 to June, 2016. Results showedsignificant alterations in the physicochemical parameters'- tfrapaiyzea oa'ta-or water body was interpreted in relation to

\ ' '*,P
L* Keywords: Krishna River, Eluru canar, uX6 $$ g# ffiUU.+rmical parameters, heary metals, pesticides.
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The water is an important source "t] . i, ptuy, un,. ng'f . I,""flion of Studied area
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of water exist on the earth

water,2Yo in frozen i
the lakes, streams,

supplies because ofhij
sustain. Most of the

developed on the

signifies the role of
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,*f*--w1111ry*lfu*
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wastes, runoff from urban and agricultural areas and6psipn
of soil. Water with variable turbidity and a varietf o.f /,
substances that contribute to the taste, odor and color of ttr#. _ /_*

water can necessitate extensive treatrnent. {
With this view an attempt was made for quality i:"

analysis of physicochemical parameters of water in selected
areas of Krishna canal in and around Vijayawada. The study
gained importance to understand and identify water
contamination and reliable management of Krishna canal
water quality.

Study Area
Vijayawada is a commercial city located on the Materials and Methods

bank of river Krishna in Krishna district ofA.p, Iodiu. One liter of water samples were collected in a clean

The northem, north western and south western oarts polyethylene bottles from all samplg locations of Krishna

of the city are covered by a low range of tritts, w6ltJ tn" ca.nal and Eluru canal. The sample bottles were pre-treated

cenhal south western and north westeri pu.tr u.. 
"ou"r"O 

U, with dilute nitric acid dried and rinsed with sample water

rich and fertile agricultural lands with three *uJo. i11igutioi and-subjected for analysis. Samples weie categorized in five
canals. The Ikishna river passing on south *dBf*.,'"r"i sections, as listed in Table l. Analysis was carried out and

passing on the North-East bf tne city, Vijayawada ir 
"fr"r"" 

average values are reported.

as the study area and. these Bandar and Eluru canals are the Table l. List of collected samples

important sources for recharging ground water.

ecosystems. Life, prosperity and civiljTation revolve around
water in the world. Civilization dffiloped around water

!".dr_.: 
that could support agr,i,gflffire, iransportation and

drinking. It has been estimat9..{#fiat about l40b x t0 t5M 3

#his e 7 % i s ;*;ffi $ tlLi$ lKffi;r
The freslll&ter availability in ,
I groun*1$$lm much mo-re,ip$s'%
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In nanocatalysis, nano materials as catalysts are
med rapidly in homogeneous and heterogeneou catalgic

ryplic*i*ns. One sf the oldest methods that are used in
nxlo*Eience; nanoparticles of metals, semiconductors,
exidE& rnd other compounds involve the use of

catdysts. Surface science studies have

significantly to our fundamental

. s*ding of catalysis. Most commercial catalysts,

ge perlrced by mixing shaking and baking The

n@to structures of rnulti - componenl mixtures are

r& lrydl controllsd. Synthesis skucture and

Siiw'&rrnan*e rrlationships of these catalysts are not

ffe?*rty rlell understood. The various active sites of
pgnmrrcial nanocatalysts proves to be vague due to their

crxrrylex physic*chemical properties at the nanometer

rc*lc, Though lhese catalysts are not characterized

WWty. they exhibit significant characteristics as

e*alysls.

$foltklnt Cbll,lrclctlstls of Ranocr talysts:

r High catalytia activitY

e Adsorbenl

t l.ar$e surface arca

* vuiety raoge of aPPlication$

r Rangc of po*tible chemirlries

t *snel0aryg:lnrner*Jion

r l{atural ar:d *ynlhdic

'l'hr:w significfft ch*rncteri*tic properties of eatllysts

make thcm very urcful in the industry, Different types of
Henocrlaly*ts utcd In inelu*try cnn li*tcd ul follows.

**rsn.I*rmar al*crrffu* ra Fh umr*ry wd &rorarh *r,ro*l.sr6mdrr'*rr ,&rr* xzt_iiiitiiiiiifrw* il7t(*attx*)
A Review sn the Rore of Nanocumrysis in rniu*rtry

,^^-*-'Ppr-\.1-Ti':iff 1:l[1];i'H[?;o,il:ri;*1--f,:Hf,l'u,wu**u
'uepertllEnt ol.Frtshman Englneering PVP $iddhanha lnltitutc of Trctrnotrry, Knnun, Vij*y*vtxb.

r(nrre*pondlng *uthnr

ABSTRACT

T!re topic of nannmnteri*l* has haome sne of the most imporrrnl division in tht p,rex*nr crarcwwsh.
Tle.rmrch bring drivcn both by.*u.*i. .oriosity and ttre pro*ise ,i;i;irrilirriiCIn*. Irlercs in tk
qrnthxit of nnnomsteriats hasgained remarkabt imporrance aitcr the oirror..y #ii,* ruturc*, w* carfu
mmuh*' In the alea of organii synthesisn a rapiOli lio"il n;i; 

"r,ifi-ir"olr"s 
rhe u-re of nanrma?eri*ts as

*S".y l t*i.ty of homogeneour 
"nd 

t eilrogcti'co,s ciralyric appf irutior-L Nanocatalysis. M*t*lr and

met8l oxides in rano'scale hsve e-xhibited great pote-ntial for theiiappticitions as catalytic ,ut*iials, rryartctYcter
&tument adsorbents, pigments. flocculant!, coatings, sar rrnro*,ion exchangers, magnaic recordi*gdeviccs"
magneric data storage dcvices, lonen and inks forLrigraphy, magnetic ,*soian"" imaging; bioreporatian and
*pdkinc. This review outlines the role of nanomateriais ai carafysls or rupport*o and i'romorers of exalyst io
Sn prcparetion of chemicals at Indushial rcale.

NfY WORDSI Nanocualysts, Carbon nanotubos, Supporters of catalyst, Metal - metal oxide nanoprticles'

Carbon type: Cnrbon, Carbon black, Graphitc, Cabon

nano tubes, Craphene, Fullerenes elc.,

Metals and Oxides: Alluminium, lron, Silver, Cobalt,

Titanium dioxide, Zinc oxide, &.ide of Alluruiniusr,

. .silicon dioxide, Oxide of lron, Calcium oxide etc.,

'0thcrs: Clay, Quantum dots etc.

. Reviery of Literature: Carbon Nano Tubes (CNT'r) as

Supporters in catalysis

. l, the welt-known Heck reaction, precious meral' Pd was used as active catalyst. CNT,s - Supported pd
: catalyst has better catalytic altivity, gooa *aUiiity, casier

separation and more satisfactory rcusabiliry whe*
compared with the traditional homogeneous p{OAc}:,
PdCh catalysb in Heck reaction.

GHsl + CHr=CH-R +Ft-
' CotlsCH=CHR

i R=coot.t. ph, cooct-tr,co0cHlcHr
' 

Formic acid is a non - toxic rnd non * explosivu

lilr'.li, room remperature. Surh ,,t"uniug;i are fevored
tot,potential applications in snmil psrfitlle fu*l $ell.
uflruoll supported pd cotalysts have piayed a kuy role irr
direcr.furrnic acitlfuel ceil cataiyst';il;h in recenr

mT b:.:y-e of rheir goocl nctivtiy u,,J ufro Ju. ro morc
elflcrent Pd metal ulilizulion nnd krwrr metnl loadings.

suppolted ptt * mernt _ oxide ;;t"tfi; Gr*
*,T1. I :tnibir signi t'tcani r-r*ri"r,y -oi iiiuity ro,ttl{1graliorr.of dor to nlerh{nol. lly6rog.notiJn'Jf

, C()3 w65 consictered as much uscl.ul ecomrrrir:ul snrt
elFective wnys in fixing targe u,noo,ir* olc*iii.d t.u,

URPB 4(6) w*w.lJrpb.conr Nsvenrber-li**u*ffi r*rr Prg* 291
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Literary transration or transration in literature is not a new worci. From

:':: 
,T***"r'r:.1.*:Ot* iiave ierotU stories, transtated frorn one tanguage ro

otfier language. without transrations we would be caged in a mono_curturrar
realm, knowrng neither our own ancient heritage, nor the heritage of othei-
cultures. we wourd never think about the 'Grobar viiiage, which unites ail the
cultures and traditions of various countries. Literary tinurrtion, *r;;r,; ;;;
intellectuality and lead to innovations not only in literature but in severalfields
also. People would not be abre to read Leo Torstoy, shakespeare, Dostoevrky,
Karl Marx. chekov, Maxim 6crky, Ibsen. chinua Aehebe. Rabindranath ragore,
Srisri etc. rvithout transrations" we never understand severar theor;eJ rike
Marxism. Leninism, Maoism, Feminisrn. Modernism anti the ptlitoEopnies <rr

great thinkers. since the 1gg0s, translation as practice and as ti."r" n*
become central to comparative literature. Regardress of the ,"*"r*'r,
suggested by bilingual dlctiolraries, it is common knowiedge thar people do not
say exactly the same tfiings in different languages. coming tr: rvriters, point of
view it is a challen$ng task to the translator to interpret the views of ihe
original writer in hisy'her mother tongue. This paper elucidates the importance
of translation studies, various translations from west tB East and East to west.
This paper not only gives the idea of translation but it also r-,,, tu-
trsn$fs.imafi$s"c mer@ one,*rllt4,a;,;rLrer rulture. rt (oncentrates rn
Tony Morrison's new book 6od r-lelp the Cl;tawr.,;ct"t is transiated into other
ianguages.some short stories have been written in various rndian ranguages

has*tt,.on'.tka tfierne:of soo Hetp the child a*d other Afr.iran acd urdul,Arabic
!iter"ature.

TACTUAL AND FACTIOUS gLTMENTS IN TRANSLATICIN

WaheedBh$dl*+t .S,Rha il(r;,nrari

{$sofig4,"rat* .;*;r**:ii' tsi*y,,f*g;;a,e X?echnalogy. Chir*ta}
{Asst. professar, pvp siddhartha tnstituie oj reii,i,Jogy, vilayaiado _ ry 

'

+,) C*pvr{gkt YfiDA Perbli*irjrer

4,s*tyaP,h an'll(*qnari

ffiE&FW -,: :' Walx*'6d5hafiah..,ai ty*F.lr*iriKur*ar,i
Effi

' ]:.::::..
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Abstract

The notion of ma:cimisor of a subset of an Almost Distributive
Lattice (ADt) is introduced and certain properties of these are dis-
cussed analogous to those of annihilators. Mainly, Ahnost Boolean

algebras (ABA's) are characterized intenns of their annihilators and

ma:cimisors.

Keywords: Boolean algebra, Almost Distributive Lattice (ADL), .Ahumt

Boolell,n algebra (ABA), associate elements, arrnihilator and maximisor.

.;

L fntroduction '''

It is well-known that a compiemented distributirre lattice is called a Boolean

*ig*bru a,cl that a ring with unity, iu which every element is an idempotent,

'CorresPonding author
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Influence of Nnno Matsriars in &{rdicine rn, o*iig*"*iuuon
Nannapaneni us*a &*,ni'*, 3" 3*v*nir, R*yapnti srewivas* &*gl* y, [tr*numsnt&* &.ao]tDept' 

of Freshrnan Engineering, Prasarl v potluri sidrib,ifih" r""in * 
"ri*""rrrj6,?affiH:uijayawada, A.p.2Dept' of crre*i:nv;Pirr*r]a colrege or"s*s *rr'i[i***, Bapatla, A.p. s?z r0r

"uepr" ot L;hemrstry,Andhra Loyola Collegq Vijayawada.

..,..,. 
*C*rro*p*uding rafhm; ffi-fr,{eik rrsnt*xp*a*niu[*r*uuiySgfi*uil.eqrn

A*$TftACT
-- '' Nao$ partictres, 

$sc*u** oftksif *pecia* pr*p*tti*s xttracied re***rckur* &*nr both tkeqx*ti**l a*d pra*td**lp*i** *f view. Manv offsrts hav* bren nr*de in it* paur fi-. ddrr-;**;i;;Jilffi1,ffi; *nd nax$sciem*k*wledg* tu gel n'tnumateriul^s with rletermineg iril*r*uty*ffioilt*rixs cre obj**ts with ih* th:ee cxtmnaldirxl*xsi*as at tlrc xffi$s*al*' TIt* rxaia typ* $f naa*reat*ri* ***i-k-*edlieimal -efrit;*#; rx*rrrir*r:duersrrexom*terial*. m$a} nanoBarti*les, r*agna{io nannnylyills, nyqry g-r *-tl**eiil&;#; iffiffi}[[:*l*lrdrirnere, Iipas*r:**, , prlyn:m naracumBari{es, and hi*degraJatt;-b*-*. I, ihis a*icle, rrs h*ve prr:vieled *eimrise revie* sf th* ftr$t c*Irlr{rs;} and p*pular. nancrnareria]s rir., l[#*, --rb*. ;;;[g,,;5*#{ex-ru}, xcx}-r:slecrim*" eirct]*ia {eirconiurn axict*},.dendrinrers, gold and silo*, *****i*ltu r+}ieh a'e c*rwxt}y usad in medi*atr {idd-Alth{}l}gh expa*etia$$ nrs ras hieh bilr xaf*$-cf nano**ri*ir*1, ily:l *ry**rd}.r;v;:*#ffi:Xrffiilt
vrers' it is predieted \1 ryPtecSo1ocry elkx ts rvnlve.and *sdi'i" tli{IerE*r freldx rf }ife sei*ncss a*d irua*kiwenrentq b*ins applied i,* rnsdici,;i#u *rryryxl*, ri$ue ;#.d;#;;;;Hilffi;;T iliffi ,lIcrusial role in reatrnentof human diseaces and alie i,r il;rs.t&;rffi;t;-i-;gy.**!" 

4'J'ts'vl,

IffiY wons$: ?u{an$material** narto{*ehn*r*ry, ear&*n n*nsrubn6, na*romedicin*.

T.IFITRODT,filOH
Nanotechnologt is th* 'ls*ierce ryrd teaka*fup where dinrersions ffid toleranccr &re in the rangr *f,0'I a.offistsr (nm) to..l00 rwr plav a critic*lrol*,".N,#r**l*uilS'#ffi#;#r;;;r}*** 

*n eppti*atiors':? of omparticles as x'ettas longer tenn resesrch thar invorves the #il;;;i;;;;#Jrobots ro make rearmenrv, 
at &e cellular level' Naaot*ch&logy l* ***sid**d;;{;rii"ci#i-r.e-w bs*a**e sf is rpeci*r pr*perti** r* *resrsnexprodnct* rvith totally;*;t;il;silss $n* nnre*oniwfr* *n *u& porun*ur io * nid* r*g* or*pplieariax*.Th* oxi*ting l:Bslt*I s$re system is focused on ireating dise*ss ruG, *r*.pi*u*ti,,rffi**u] Faueut$ ere g*rerxl,ynst tssl$d xxti'l pkyriological re tnken and sent to kLrutaries ioiLuryuil, irr--r*irm t*-- $y*$tsnl$ {rr* $rc$sr}'and thry meet with t}rir physicians. when ymples of tissue 

"r 
LfiJ ril;';'&;'*"eral days aad ean beins*n*lnsita if tlre di***se is at ss early *t*ga consrqumrly, *u", dil;;;; ;}i*;; ranrit 6xg *fier rakingr*ut in tiae hr:**v. ln ariditiurr to v*riou* ln*rsq* **, er*1"i*"*nt* *. {#eelr.;iiJ*}Nr**g},, bi*}r:rsr, ixmetrrdogy, meelicint, nredical.technology- information-and cornrnunic-ation technology, etc. It is anticipated ,6atna*+techn*1*gy will har* a hug+ porttive in{lurnc* *n hurngn he&l*r. gsslcelly";*ilmx pros*4s€$ *f livi*6organisms occur a( nensmet,e scale. Fmteias or cetl naembran*r *J;ffi6;iJr-eil;*i,s tike DNA are ofthis dirnension- with nnns{echnology, theseiiot"ci;J-"il;;; g;ng t" b* u-u-, g*aia-.H;ffi#J;ffi;

{* r*:rsrlEtr€ sccle, rnakcr ir an esceatial fsstrxr *f praedur& *fr aio**ai*:"p;;; in p*st gen***ic era.
"'*' Naxmcale deviccs arc similsx in siss to largc biomatedlu* **"4 *. m*pters *n*l enxyme*. Fl*a***sle dnrise* whi*hare crmller than ?0 nm can moYe in and sut of blood vassels as they circut-t- trri-rr& *a-*L-rilffi;:ffi;ffi;
" sf flsllotechnology in the field of bicmcdicine present 8n opp*.n*ity to fight -c;* **; dre*d&l dir*ases" Anarea with rcar-term poteatial is drtecting molecutes iisociated *iui oisius*, ;;;il ;T#;:%#:

neexudege*erative diseas6, mcllittsn * **}it d"ry"g sitrosr"$ri$er ;;il;*;*ciared rritl: infceti*ns,*uch a$ pethoge*ic bacteriq firngi, atrd Hfy.yirusec. f*imrylq in fu {rld nf**Jfr}apy. prornising nuvalrxnqparticlcs wilt rerpond ta-ex*r*elly qfplictt physical ctimuli;n *y* thsr msk* it;;;ikble th*r*peulice *r=f{erapeutic delivery $ystsrns' Hurl* t**knoi*gv is e*n us** in ui*n**rffir$;#; in"**o*p*** imp}rnr* *rv-'a scaffotds for tissue engin**rrd pmaucxlN*ote"r,n"iogy p*rln *o-up*ih* i*t*im x**ryrioo by nrm-sv.gaiiins ih* 
"[n-tiJor*r 

t*e t,*em Spirriu* *r n*o*ruiui,"ui"fixpJiaitity of rhc materi*t*

Nanomattrials nnd nanop*rtitles ln mtdfuile! A 
3ry appronch: In fuilre, nenotech$ology will +nable a shifr ro" preventive medici*e an! thi use.of .point *f rnr*" dixgffi*ic* t* qui*kly'irt#ry _li*_&r,Ix eonfta*x* xoth*lnboratory analy*is, "p*int of carc" msting i*prrfcnred *rfu*u to tiru piti*t, *t trr- ;;- ;;;* i* r*q*ired. J*st a*kitx cre arailable t*d*y for. rys&*rl t* int*;o inrr*nt mr""***" *[rruG#il;;';ffi; di*gn**tic ki* wiltbecorRs available to te$t whether a pers$n isgenetically prettisposed,"u ffiii" il;;;;, 

", 
f-r--ii-'rl*i*i

$JrmPtonns of a diseas*. Lo:rg be{bre any physiologic*t spnprams .f ,il;i#;;';;;;, - **r-, i-, **.1patient in the cofiifon of her r:rvn home; witl i:e abti tt f{r a sampk *f blsed rx *atina'a*Ji*** ,ir* s*rnple i*ro **mall chip' 
fhe- -chip 

r*nsist* *f *a:m*eal* $easors wLich witl deieut pfiriieulrr *i***** *ss***ated witl cortsin
cliseases, and will culcklv provitl* feedbaek to the d*crororpariear. ;piiri"f*i;,r1-gil-,#iilrlil il,ditr;
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Tlie,e.urretrt pr*p*sn},rf tlrc:r*g**r'*h is t* e*'tixa*iqn:r{ retr+lted s*hstanr:** hy a*i*g higlt-

perfornrance Iiquid clrromatographic r*etlrod hrs been developed and validsted for tlic

drsterminntion of A,vanafil. Rev*rsrd-phase chronratogmplr; was p-erf'urmed on Waters 346Q

UV 2$95 purnp, Waters 29r$ PDA 2695 punrp Softwar* f,nrpr:rter' photodiode anay detectt't'

*ring A*E e,le {?5S nr*r u 4,6 gr*r,,$ gm prlrtie le,sizx} c*lunr* ltiilh pH 43 *ufle* *etha*t>l

i* *lle ratiu *f $0:tr * a$ xr*bile phzme A anri acetonitrile *s mobiie phase B at * f18w rrte,clf , .t
m{,/nr.ilr, by ,Ar**lsnt elutiiin *ith U\r <Jr:iection at 74fl rlnt. B*+r:rtery and Lin*arlrg wil*

ohs*Rrert ar*l| rvi{hin th* linritr, i.11'.* rxr:rc 1}l;tn S.}9 f*r *'*tt**ntratii}h rertge *{ l-*Qt* lS*\n

levsl, f*r li*etrity **d tir* ?:, re*sv*ry r.vac wifliir tlre trCH acceplanct limits of Si-l tr 3*h 1 litr
all the ixrpuri;i*s" T}e finrit of q$e*tit*tisn fl"SQ) xnd trimjt uf:ds1*p1i*rr{1"&D} w*t*{*uadx*
,ha lrxii ilran *,45,*/o.'T?i* $1cth${t w*r valid;rter:l as p*r iCH guide}ines. 'l"he lt$D {c*ixlra-f'ay

and inter-da1' 
.<3.A% 

T{SD) prccisiorr rvere louud ro be lesE thafi I 9a. The perceniag*

r,*rirw*r-r *as'ir,gn*d'ngrlerlle*l \iitk th9.l*6*,*U unroilnt il.l t,r* p:tr*rniaee*ti+al fi:nlrulirtir.*;.

*:crnr th* niethad ralisl*tio,l slat*i, ir r:*a b* e.one{ud*,d tlrat ttrr* nt*tlt*ri ix sir*ple, .*p**ili*:.

H*.r.rv*rrls

4vanai'il.

Cstirilati** *l Ilulated

$ub$tanres,

Liquid Citr*nratrrgraph!'i

rserrry&lsiw .M$"*irffs*s|le.?l$s:-*v3*sm-
{ i t t r t t /7 t }}r!!j}}E &tjg:$ r
E'rrl,;llli tr}*l&li
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A rt s a nd ff* i* t't**, **luttf * l ndi a

*{otrtsponding astlwr: lJs*a tfuni !ti. Lrtpar{nwnt oJ ltrethtnnn lingineering, {,r*sud L' potluri Sit*llwrtlttt

lr"tr*krte *f Tire&r*i*p', {trs*xl, $lJuqpnrgr{*. l**&*, ir"*J:+$J#4#*f t46l?; L-mnif: **ntuayxtx*xiusfu***til3l,ii7

gxmil t*nt

A}STTIAS?

{rexffis*JqFi$WtNirr.* ***e:,(t wit* Qt *ii}wrxt *ura l* the prts*ttt *;itafg #*grxd.xri*x lt*lt ?ttNt qf, *lt*tou.iptap wxs *tu#irt<f *y

sr*$jrelirrg #m a*?g lD +*$riaus h#*rnotianal dott/c*tn* rw lkvanni:arir*t-rtc,twnrsndtd Nrrss co*liti,tns. 4!s.a, a x*bilitj:

lrtfr.r:*iry triglt-p:$t*r*aww lkluirt tlro*wragrqpA.r'at*illod t+rtr *ttahlishtrl.fi>r tt*lysis qf tkt ttrug in ilt{ prei;*{tt! oTo,urrnu {

$Sope r+x,r$rx"{l* ** 3$il.dx;4:ttr;r x'i;fi 
"xrrcfolfixr 

***$k?*xf rf'ltr"ff*$ cri#r*,l*r*'w slcp*f*rd d*tti*ti** {fi*t}i *f t}.55?J?;

.tri$l) rcltirr rn*gr I !w* I "#5 l9r, t* {).5671}9{a itt #ar ciete o1 rrtr*-,fu v prttisiort studies, vheret* {.le yala*s ranget! Jrom I .fi4709i

t** dntg k degrad*d it wtid resdt in de.crease of therapeuit *etivity awi sale t-v.
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Determination of Silver (I) using the oxidation of O-
Di-Anisidine (ODA) with peroxydisulfate - By

catalytic Determin ation

I. INTRODUCTION 
',,"aldehyde 

2-pyridylhydrazone by peroxodisulphate is found.

p. R. Bontchevtu et.al., proposed a method for the oxidation i.', .'l' 1q'*i". 
solution strength of the silver 0'2-{'8 pgml can

of sulphanilic *ia *iir, p*;;i;*", ;*nol;;;;; 
""be 

determined' and as a stabilizer l0-80'ngml in the presence

silver(I). The un-catalysed kinetic equations of the and 
ol.1''o,ohenanthroline' From the oxidation the samples

catalytic reactions, influence of the acidity, tt 
" 

t"-p..ut*",, ,,, *"*,*3111t1:.i.1" !::]t-' 
nm and l'"* 445 nm' Ali A'

' : , Ensafit*ret.al., presented Silver has a very strong catalyic
and the activator concentration are carried out. In view of j

-- -- -'-" -' 
-' --l,rlllilli,Jieffect on the peroxodisulphate oxidation of Brilliant Cresyl

that catalytic method was proposed to determine l-35 ng of
^+- Ag per ml wnn 2.3 percentage relative enor. Few metal 

f i:!!:'2:ve in the presence.of l'Io'Phenanthroline as an activator'

,!- 
ions along with silver was also presented. Safavi At2r et.al., 

The reaotion is monitored by using uv- spectrophotometer

proposed a sensitive and selective determination of silver 
for determining the rate of change in absorbance of brilliant

based on fl,. *turvti;;;;(il", on the oxidation 
cresyl blue at 635 nm at a temperature of 30oC' Ag(l) is

of Janus Green by peroxodisutfar" *ur-a.u"rof.af i, ,r* 
identified at 0'3 - 1500'0 ng/ml' The LoD is 0'l ngiml of

reaction activator is o-phenanthroline. The rate of the 
Ag(I)' Silver in samples were successfully canied out' Qin

decrease in absorbance of Janus Green found to be 615 nm 
weitsl 

. 
et'al'' 

.proposed 
a catalytic method for the

*li,l,: p.p"li:iir t: colcentrlion_orslver in the range i"ffiifilfiSfi:l:|il:1|il,:l:ilfJffi;:}l}
of 0.3-4.0 ng mL(-l). The theoretical LOD was identified as ;;;.;; :;;;-;:,:';
0.25 ng ml-(-l). The method was applied to the 

of Ag(I) on the rate of a ligand substitution reaction between

determiiation of tt. uptuk" of silver by plants, lake water, 
potassium fe*ocyanide and 4'7-biphenyl-l'10-

photo€raphic sorutions, green prants and other variety or fffil'l-YT";:J;l;1'$#:H:lfJ;::,:"rTjTJll
samples. A.M. Afonso[3] et.al., described a method for the

determination of silver by using kinetic fluorimetric method. th" range of 0-0'040 pe/mL molar absorptivity is

The catarytic effect on the oxidatio, ;';il;ffi;- 
2'43x.106L.mot-l cm-l' The reaction influence on

variables and interference of foreign ions were reported. The

lAndrews 
B.s.Ar 2M v Satyanarayanar 3v 

D N Kumar abbaraju, aMalleswara 
Rao D

l'sAssistant 
Professor, GITAM, Visakhapatnam, INDIA.

2Assistant 
Professor, Department of Chemistry, PVP Siddhartha Institute of technology, Kanuru, Vijayawada,

INDIA.
alecturer, 

Department of Chemistry, PBN College, Nidubrolur INDIA.
randrewsugc@gmail.com, 2mvsku@yahoo.com, 3nagendra.git@gmail.com, amalleswararaodarsi@gmail.com

Abstract: A Catalytic method for simple and accurate determination of silver is based on the catalytic effect of Silver (I) ion

on the oxidation of Ortho Di Anisidine(ODA) by peroxydisulfate is was determined. ODA is used as an indicator in acidic

medium. The rate of the decrease in absorbance of ODA (at 450 nm) is proportional to the concentration of silver in the

range of 0.3-4.0 pgl mL. The theoretical limit of detection was 0.25 ltgl mL. The method is free from most interference. The

method was applied to the determination of silver in Lake Water By using different temperatur€s pseudo-first order rate

constants are measured as a function of catalyst concentration. The LOD and relative standard deviation for Silver(I) were

45 mol.dm-3 and0.6oh respectively. The coeflicient of variance ando/o error were in the range of 0.907- 0.238,0.1-0.30olo

respectively. River and other water samples from the Samalkota, East Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh state-INDIA

were carried out for analysis by using ODA. . 
o

Key words: Silver (I), ODA, Cutalytic Determination, peroxydisulfate.
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Enigma of Generics
Yarlagadda Pavani, Asst professor, PVPSIT, India.
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Dr. M. SubbaRao, Head of the department of chemistry ,ANU, Gunturr lndia.
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Abstr4ct: while the generics medicines act was brought with the noble objective of bringing down the cost of medicines to the

reach of common man, in practice the same exploitation in the name of branded generics is going on in a threebule or four

fold cost.

Keywords 
- 

Generic drugs, bioequivalent copies, pharmacological effects , chemical name , primary health

l!.!!-: I i 
t::l 

ll1itn'"' "'

i-\lillliffi So we can see that a generic drug differs from branded drug inr. rN't RODUC'I'ION,*lt7g;fi,..";41.., ........**,;,,""*e 
Do we can s

rtltwj/l:l;!::,1. "," 
- ,Wffitwo aspecrs.

Generic drugs are identical or bioequivalent copies of brand ffih#ffi
itilli.il:.1:L1i.=r: 1 Tr _l- ^__lname drugs, that have exactly same dosage, intended *", - 

t, l-. It should display chemical name or generic name on the

effects, side effects, route of administration, risk, safety and:,,i:ii7ri(istrtp

strength of the drug' In other words, their pharmacological 2- Its MRp value should be printed at 40o/o of their counter
effects are exactly same, as those of their counter parts. ,:: . p,rts.

The term may also refer to any drug marketed under its 
=h India these two condilions are not followed-

chemical name without advertising, or to a chemical makeup ofr' +

drug rather than the brand name, under which rhe drug is sord. ; atT#TJt;ffffi1lffi "L:fffi;T tiffi:"ffi:l
In most cases, generic products become available after the + differet branded name, which is slightly different &om the
patent protection afforded to a drugs original developer , branded name, they are using since decades, and called them
expires. In most countries patents give 20 y-e*ars protection. ,. branded generics.

.:lSi

II. Mam TTrnne-, 2- The MRP of these branded generics is printed on rhe srrip

e usually sold for ;f(|fi; t n*"i f.i"o,, at the same price is 100% as their branded drugs , as it should

than their branded equivalents. one reason for this is that, the be printed at 40%o MRP' So our branded generics are creating

competition increases among procedures, when a drug is -r?:i,,!,]., ::;;"rT:":"$: ffir:"o; "#:ffiH,J"rr:I"#::
Ionger protected by patents. Companies incur fewer costs in : -,-

_ creating generic drugs - only the cost of manufacturing,+#i.jexpect 
that our illiterate people can see through these two

V without cost of development and testing- and are therefore misrepresentation'

v 
maintain profitability at a lower price. Because of the above factors we can assume that the generic

Generic drug companies also receive the benefit ofthe previous cost at about MRP 40% at Retail Price, when compared wittr

marketing efforts of the brand-name company, including their branded drugs at price, when compared with their

advertising, presentations by drug representatives, and branded drugs at MRP 100%' So lve expect that MRP 40%

distribution of samples. Many drugs introduced by generic would be displayed on the strip. But, alas, the MRP is Pritted

manufactures have already been on the market for a decade or at l00o/o

more, and already be well known to patients and provides, To clearly say. that, if astrip of l0 generictablets costs atRs.
although often under their branded name. 40, the MRP displayed on the strip shoulcl be Rs.40 not Rs

Generic manufacturers clon,t incur the cost of drug cliscovery, 100. This misrepresentation of the cost of branded generics

doesn,t bear the burden of proving the safety and efficiency of medicines is giving scope to lot of exploitation of the rvealth of

the drug through clinical trails, since the trails here already the people'

been conducted by the brand name company.

r94 lIMCI862r

Noble price winner Amartyasen said, No Nation can progress,

if the primary health care system, Primary education system,
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Singte crystal X-ray diffraction signature, Hirshfeld surface analysis and

global reactivity parameters of 3,5-dichloropyridin-4-amine

p. Krishna Murthy", P.A. Suchetanb, V. Pavan Kumar', K. Nageswara Rao", G.V. Ravi", M. Balajiu,

N. Usha Rani'*

"Department of Chemistry, Bapatla Engineering College (Autonomous), Acharya Nagarjuna University Post

Graduate Research Centre, Bapatla, A-P., India.
bDepartment of Studies and Research in Chemistry, University College of Science, Tumkur University,

Tumkur, Karnataka, India.
.Department of Freshman Engineering, P.V.P. Siddhartha Institute of Technology, Yijayawada.India.
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Abstract - The title compound 3,5-dichloropyridin-4-amine @CPA) was purchased from commercial source; single

crystals were grown at room temperature by slow evaporation in methanol as solvent and solid state structure

authenticated by spectroscopic signature like SCXRD technique. 3,5-dichloropyridin-4-amine (DCPA) crystallizes in the

orthorhombic with space group Pna26 a:13.3 11) A, c = 3.8678(3) A and a, = f =I :g0oVolume/A3

= 665.73(9'), Z : 4. The crystal featuring C(6) chains of

interactions in solid state DCPA was pe
?Pj7m_)ffi

'd$$.$ cuhted from energy difference between thewith single crystal X-ray analysis. G

IIOMO and LUMO;the plots revealed..that charge delbcalization'within molecule.

Keywords:3,5-d.ichloropyridin4-WiislxRD, ruotn&rllrr=1,ff HOMO and L:UtuIoi17lergies'

: :",

l;;.:.a41;, ' ' !,:11:, iii dffi.solve [7] stru solution progmm using Charge::::: -n ;:::: i.:= u+li&.rvrvv t.l .o:rExre:x(:p; r--o----- ------o

I.InrnouuFTION Fhpping and the ,try"tfi was refined with the ShelXL [8]

Pyridine scaffolds are t.V,t6gifairg blocks for

agrochemicals, pharmaceutical S-ff*fu.ffii s and are oftbfl

part of biomolecules such aft'ffiiffi8mous pyridthe

nucleotides and alkaloids. It is a used as solvent

and reagent in industry' Halogenl ed iscafftilds

possesses benchmark in biological+Sctivities, such as ::dtC 
*:d:,7

anticancer [], antiviral [2], anti-tub&cr#siW[3], anri- H ]"ry.fi
ffiffi"i.:rl'##,rr;J"#'",i";effi.ffi##Hy;=.r*Il,s"J-t#,1$ t'T'::".' carcurations were carried out

16l. 
-- -o---'- -'tti 

**=.=*,],Jr,.i,rtu.,.,I ,f*+*.i4-t.earogram 
PLATON [9] within the winGX suite

From the above significance of pyridine motifs #t# tr -tiof:T[" molecular and packing diagrams were generated

motivated towards the crystallization, solid state structurs using the software MERCURY [11]'The crystallographic

authenticationas well as calcuration of global reactivity data and refinement parameters are listed in Table l '

parameters of 3,5-dichloropyridin-4-amine (DCPA) along 2.2 Hirshfeld surface analysis

with Hirshfeld surface and finger print analysis it would be

moreuseful. 
r-'--'-"-'r---- - 

CrystalExplorer3.lt18]isagraphicaltoolwhichaccepts

CIF file as input file for the generation of 3D-Hirshfeld

II.EXpBRIMENTAL surfaces U2-l4l and the related 2D fingerprint plots [15-

3,5-dichloropyridin-4-amine was purchased from Alfa l7]are unique for every crystal structure' 3D-Hirshfeld

Aesar and suitable crystals were grown fro* m"tt arot Uy surfaces and 2D fingerprint plots assist to identify the type

slow evaporation at room temperature. and nature of packing of molecules in their solid-state' The

dno.. surface mapped with rainbow colour scheme' bright

2.1 X-ray crystatlogrophy red colour code denotes with-ve symbol (shows contacts

A suitable prism shape crystal was selected and which is shorter than the sum of van der waals radii)' +ve symbol

mounted on a Bruker APEX-II CCD diffractometer using mark with blue colour code represent longer than the sum

graphite monochromated MoKa (1" = 0.71073 lit"O"iai of vander Waals radii andzero symbol mark as white color

and CCD detector. The crystal data was collected at 296 K. code signifies intermolecular distances close to van der

The structure *as solu"J using Olex2 software with the Waals contacts'

Nz-Irr...Nr hydrogen bonds running pff$.frtii'tiin;$.,ffi
|dffi l);i:::i::ii'.,im

and quantitative analysis of intermolecular

feld surfaces and 2D-finger print plots along

,ii.!!)r,.r,

I struchre,
tvr

re stnptiifti

kaedusi{6
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--- The extraction is found to be pH sensitive and the affiniiy*

Ashes of the bio-materials are more 
"fffi

Kqt words: Methyt Orange Dye, Pollutio; i.*+*i+io:sorbents, Aeschynoifficne asp€ra, Ficus religiosa, Applications.

continuous and expanding research in tffj$l #ffi Mhchekiru/$#4ios-ii.fr-Wfanocomposite Films. F. Mogaddasi etMbglleini

T,:,&fre'iic and Thennodynamic aspects oJ the

W,#nfl Orange from aqueous solution by

Using Bio-Adsorbents Elimination Of Methyl

lAssociate professor, Andhra Loyola College (Autonomous), Vijayawada, Krishna Dist, Andhra

Pradesh,India

2Assistant 
Professor, P.V.P. Siddhardha College of Engineering, Vijayawada, Krishna Dist.,Andhra

Pradeshr lndia.

Abstract - Bio-adsorbents derived from plant materials of Aeschynomene aspera and Ficus religiosa have been probed for

their surface sorption abilities towards Methyl Orange Dye using simulated waters. The physicochemical parameters such as

pH, time of equilibration and sorbent concentrations are optimized for the maximum removal of the Methyl Orange Dye.

,fi*"i,3,il#r!.,!,!he 
dve is high when the pH is nearlv 3'

Iiffr7.,ffi.i$iti:materials. oh of extraction is effected in

presence fivefold excess of anions: the intd,ffiererr"€ anion>divalent )monovalent. Co-cations have

showed less interference. Themet al samples.

,r,,,..=*i='=ffi ;:'"T#3H-:iliX,J:""1.T":"i,T::;J.f *,H;
,:+

Recentpastresearchindevelopingffffutimcontrolmetffi, "t tovards aquatic life'$l 
.its 

removal..from waste waters,

indicates that the sorption nature of Biopur*.r and bio-wastes ass"!#gs importance. 'Mi{al et al studied the removal and

of floraorfaunaoriginareo"tn, yexplored"irr"A*.,,,,.-,.r;,6i:y olaet-q3i=ipffi".fr:*. wastew-aters using waste

in their native form or chemically ,ffdiffk form in controlling:jrr,. 
: materials. Chen S et al. probed the equilibrium and kinetic

the polluting ions in wastewaters. Thpsi'methods are proving aspects of Methyl ffiange adsorption on activated carbon

to be potential alternatives to thea-ehffil and traditional derived from PnhWgmfupsaustralis. Ru Jiang snrdied the

methods of pollution prevention .qwriI *" stimulating removal of tt&tliyt;Orange from aqueous solutions by

Our research group is thriving in this 'ffi#.W.r1r*,?M...- 
,,,

bein developed. while probing the biomateriul$'K'F8 "',lr"in"";;;; ;;:";;r;;;::';;; i" 
""*i^""ii,W==*ffi

researchandsomesuccessfuleco-friendly-",I'.,ftf',ffi.tpf.:ffiToco*,tThornPlant,Thesemethodssuffir

plants for their ability to control dye pollution, we noticed_ -economical 
rndeffective method is still etuding the

affinity of some dyes towards Aeschynomene aspera und 
researchers.

Ficus religiosa plants. In the present wotk the sorbents

derivedfrom these plants have been probed. The present work is a thorough study on the optimization of

Environmentar researchers are working on 
.developing T:;::::r::::l:f";,"ir":oilr'#:,:/";ryi;:;;,"';:::"

effective methods for the removal of_.dyes 
. .uoT Dye from polluted waters using biomaterials derived from

wastewatersDifferent methodologies based on Electro-kinetic 
the leqves and stems of Aeschynomene aspera and Ficas

coagulation, ion-exchange, membrane. 
. 
filt1ti3n, 

religiosa.
electrochemical oxidation and photo-catalytic degradation

process have been developed but these methods have one or II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

the other disadvantages, especiatly non-economical when , r\ rrrr'rrr.,ar e --,1
apptied to large scates. In this contest, ,r" ;;;;; 

(A) cHEMrcALs and REAGENTS: All chemicals used

probing the bio-sorbents derived from bio-waste materials for were of analytical grade'1O pp?n solution otMethyl

their sorption nature toward,s the dyes. 
uv ,rorvrr.rD rvr 

orange Dye was prepared by dissolving a requisite

amount of A.R. grade Methyl Orange Dye in double

distilled water and it was suitably diluted as per the need.

Orange Dye From Polluted Waters
'Y. Hanumantha Raor 

2N.Usha Rani

al studi

210 lIMC18612
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Abstract - The current proposed methodology of the research is to determine the related substances present in Neostigmine

by using high-performance liquid chromatographic method. the developed method was vaHdated for their accuracy and

reproducibility. Reversed-phase chromatography was performed on Waters 2489 AY 2695 pump, Waters 2998 PDA 2695

pump Software Empowel photodiode array detector us_ing 8 (250 mm x 4.6 mm, 5 pm particle size) column with pH

for Estimation of Related Substances in Neostigmine

with UV detection at 220 nm. Recoverylifrnd

was within the ICH acceptance limits of 85-

of detection (LOD) were found to be less than

formulations. from the method,rffiion data, it can be corrcluaed,.*Lat the method'', s-$jgrnle, specific, precise and accurate
4,J.2

for the determination of Neosti+mtffifiharmaceutigprmUf,atron{. "i,5U

:,'; , -jFl

Keywords: Neostigmine, Estimat[oiil;Xp!t.d sunstancEE6$9ili,{,,1,4ffomatography. ,#,i:iil|j

L IUfnOd ....:::::...::.:.:.::.::: t;, ;:: _@
.. .i*{"' ;.i

Neostigmine methyl sulfhte (Figure E}-Iiiifrh$,g:"rllyLknownEs', 
" 

,There 
a1e,se":t?+ are reported in the literature for the

[3-(dimethylcarbamoyloxy)ptrenyll+rimithyrararium;methyl 1 :sliTatq :f,r6{96:=.Stue 
content in the bulk drug and

-sulfate. Molecular formuia Cl3HrrNro;Siifffi*'*.igtt f,oimulatig-;ryr1!=(q' nt methods such as titrimetrv' IrV-

33440 *; 
lrru*=.'*#,i1Hiff"fir"f"tl#;,:;i?iil,ilil,Tti[JJ1ffi:

Neostigmine Methyl sulfate is a quatemary oni3trn- " $n1um it 
",/"ifro. 

has tried to develop a simple robust stability
anticholinesterase. Neostigmine Methyl sulfate InjeCfion iffih, titi;;ilg analyical method by using HpLC for the esrimation

associated with less initial tachycardia and better protection of impurities in Neostigmine pharmaceutical substance. In the

against the subsequent cholinergic effects of Neostigmine present work a simple analyical method was proposed for the

Methyl sulfate than a mixture of Atropine and Neostigmine Lstimation of impurities in Neostigmine by using reverse

Methyl sulfate. Neostigmine is used mainly for its effects on phase liquid chromatographic has been developed and

skeletal muscle in myasthenia gravis and in anesthesia for validated as per tCff griiaemes,,. In the present work we

termination of the effects of competitive neuromuscular developed simple, rapid and accurate reverse phase liquid
blocking drugs' chromatographic method for the determination of Neostigmine

Neostigmine Methyl sulfate is extensively hydrolyzed in the and its impurities'

blood. In one study, following intravenous administration, the il ****l,rt6l,***Els) -

Pry,,,,.1fi#fA,"t te of 1.0 ml/min. bv isocratic elution

#tiii"fiittrin the limits 1RP 
: more than 0.99 for

concentration range of LOQ to I50% f"rfffo, [";;;ffid
i'. i''. ",%,,

tts% ) for all the impurities. The timit 
1ftffiuip.*

0.05%. The method was validated as pe-r IGH gilidelines+The RSn fot intia.day aud inter-day (<,0% RSD) precision were

found to be less than I Y".The perccnfugO recovery was in go6d agreement with:therlabeled amount in the pharmaceutical

plasma concentration declined to about 8% of its initial value I 
-

after 5 minutes with a distribution half-life of less than one 
-q*.

minute. Elimination half-life ranged from about 15-30 f n d
minutes. Trace amounts of Neostigmine Methyl sulfate could I*Ar"- 

-$*- ll
be detected in the plasma after one hour. In a study in non- ""x'r- '{} - c - hl{Gi-{s};e

, myasthenic patients, the plaSma halfJife waS 0.89 hours. Figure: 1.1 Chemical Structure of Neostigmine Metilsulfate

187 | ;MC18O26 @ 2018, IJREAM All Rights Reserved'
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\-L,

from Delhi, who comes to meet his aunt Sli
N\t/r,

the expatriates who have taken their sh{[ffi

who is Fokir's mother. Nirmal, out of,,Id,?e for Kusum, h !.i. fu$ees on the island. The action of The Ilungry Tide is set

on the Sundarbans, an island ofJiffsi=bff. The Hung,rJ,,_H-=.r.1H1#s the frontier=te,-1 ory of the Tide Country where

divergent cultures, traditions affiLaaAn$es work together for-fenturies. The:;sto+$is narrated in a balanced way
: :,4H. r;i

involving natural currents. Theffif the novel is,ffictu@withllthe nature's *""1.1,]3;u"ts logically dividing the book
t&:;:. J 1:

The Hungry Tide (2004), one offfii[ffi,pieies of The

Amitav Ghosh. It won the 2004

Award for fiction. This book narrates the story

Bengal to study marine mammals - dolphins, whales,

dugongs and so on. She happened to meet Fokir, the local

fisherman who is willing to assist in her research to locate

marine mammals. She also meets Kanai Dutt, a translator

from Delhi, who comes to meet his aunt Nilima. Years

before, Nirmal, Nilima's husband and a Marxist ideologist

helped the expatriates who have taken their shelter on the

Sundarbans, an island of Marichjhpi. Kusum is one of the

refugees, who is Fokir's mother. Nirmal, out of love for

Kusurn, helps refugees on the island. The action of The

Hungry Tide is set on the Sundarbans, an island of Lusibari.

251 lIMCIS739

A Post Colonial Perspective of Amitav Ghosh's

The Hungry Tide

KRISHNA. M. Assistant Professor, PVP Siddhartha lnstitute of Technology, Vijayawada, India.

Email: krish.morlaa@gmail. com

Dr. POLI REDDY, R. Research Director, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Guntur, India
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Abstract: The Hungry Tide (2004), one of the master pieces of Amitav Ghosh. It won the 2004 llutch Crossword

Book Award for fiction. This book narrates the an Indo-American cetologist. Piya Roy visits

Sundarbans in Bengal to study mlring,

local fisherman who is willing to assist

on. She happened to meet Fokir, the

hammals. She also meets Kanai Dutt, a translator

's husband and a Mamist ideologist helped

Award for fiction. This book narrates the sory of Pryp Roy, ,.,' "{6W" together for centuries. The story is narrated in a

undarbans ina#fu,;$;lanced way involving natural currents. The plot of the

in iaiand of Marichjhapi. Kusum is one of the refugees,

fies the frontier territory of the Tide

cultures, traditions and languages

novel is structured with the nature's turns and acts logically

dividing the book into two sections: The Ebb and The

Flood.

The Hungry Tide (2004), one of the master pieces of

Amitav Ghosh. It won the 2004 Hutch Crossword Book

Award for fiction. This book narrates the story of Piya Roy,

an Indo-American cetologist. Piya Roy visits Sundarbans in

Bengal to study marine mammals - dolphins, wltales,

dugongs and so on. She happened to-meet Fokir, the local

fisherman who is willing to assist in her research to locate

marine mammals. She also meets Kanai Dutt, a translator

@ 2018, IJREAM All Rights Reserved.
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Environmental Impact Assessment-A Methodological
Approach
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Abstract - Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a key aspect of many large scale industrial applications. It is a

method helps to analyze the potential environmental impacts of major developmental projects. Un fortunately both the

process and the outcome of EIA can be difficult and confusing leaving local communities unsure as to how a

development might affect them. This guide is intended as a broad introduction to the Environmental Impact Assessment

of the environment indications including physical

which could be integrated to analysis

enough in the planning stage of projects
"^--

forselectionof environmentallycompati..!"llesitffl7fi,f,$.={i4,q and such other environmental safeguards. The

basic steps immersed in EIA are screeffib, scoping;$rilsetine daiC,:impact identification, prediction, evaluation,
'r,.::::::;; ,::;i;:i;;,i:;iii;:i:;.:.!.::.:!.: i

ffi!, #,r-"iii's=*xram
.rrt, l

mitigation, EIS preparation, r*9.,y..i;w-"Ena'-c'iivirp-.,nmen!,l'aufiiti''inioffig public participation at various

steps. EIA can be formed into a usetul,tool to identify the environmental quality oi,".."r but only if local people feel

process of systematic identification and .rufu.tioo 
:ni, 

,,;-,E66Natio""i Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) U'S.A' in

potential effects of proposed projects, plans, programs';i""="*-1969 first of all provided the environmental irnpact

legislative actions relative to physical chemical and assessment guidelines through Council for Environmental

biological components of atmosphere .The present era of Quality (CEQ).In India, the detailed notification of EIA

fast development and growth is aimed at raising the was issued in the year of 1994 which the Ministry of

quality of human life by providing greater Environment and Forests provided guidelines for project

opportunities for jobs, better provisions of basic proponents to have EIA and prepare an Environmental

requirements and comforts, healthy environment ensuring ImpactStatementpriortoclearanceoftheproject'

physical and mental well-being of humans. Also growth

and development lead to several environmental damages 
II' ENVTnoNMENT TMPACT ASSESSMENT

like pollution of the atmosphere depletion of natural The changes caused by a development project on the

resources, energy crisis, occupational health hazards , and landscape and ecology of the area and on the quality of

global environmental problems like climate change water and air along with that on various socio-economic

ozone layer depletion, and loss of aspects of human life is defined as impact. Impacts could

biodiversity. Thus, development is subjected to some be categorized in different manners:

environment impacts' Ii is realized th" 
1",f."1" ,' (i) positive and negative impacts: Some of the

development project is going to be established, I1-
prediction and assessment of its impacts;ffi; 

development actions have beneficial impacts while others

necessary , so that measures could be taken to reduce

3S6 | IMC1S659 @ 2018,IJREAM All Rights Reserved.

t::tr/#l/!" :: aa 'tt I i i

The term environmental impact 
" , hai dome,to I .' Irnnltt ?fssessffin[ffill.it is a procedure to plan some

1* have a variety over the tuu ,"r"ruit'l 
"j-ir"j 

iq" . ddveiop'mbnt ,,,r.irftl. *ith well-defined environmental

Boul, to,,,'-ttiffi due to the activity both during

dev,eld:ii#*fftLl*--ire and oroduction stase have minimum

Key words: screening,

preparation

aluation, mitigation, EIS

I.

Rosenberg and others 1981, Bean hffiHli}

I{irst 1984, Larkin 1984). Here, *"'?.4ffi,,}i$:i}} ,lp* ."-!, e and production stage have mtntmum

definition: environmental impact urr"rt*"nffiH!ffilfll]1itrt#j,(,, lmftural system and the population in the area.
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analysis.

better resources ofwater in a particular area can be obtained

by continuous monitoring of water quality. Hence, water

resource modeling involves monitoring of surface water and

groundwater. Water quality analysis involves determination

of different types of parameters - physical, chemical and

biological. In order to arrive at a reliable assessment of water

quality and to consolidate all these parameters, a simple way

of expression of water quality, considering the most

significant parameters, was proposed and it has been

expressed as water quality index (WQI).

Water quality index involves summarizing numerically the

values of various water quality parameters and expressing it

as a single numerical value. Thus, a single value denotes the

quality of a given sample of water. Some of the water quality

parameters considered for obtaining WQI are total alkalinity

Comparison of Qualities of River Water and Groundwater

Assessed by Water Quality Index

'C. L. Monicar'M. v. Satyanarayana,'R.L.N. Charyulu, 
oD. 

Sarada Kalyani
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cyrillu cym onic a@yahoo. com, 
2 
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Abstract- Water quality index (WQI) values of both river water samples and groundwater samples collected at dilTerent

locations along Krishna River in Andhra Pradesh, India, are presented. Seven locations are chosen for the purpose and nine

water quality parameters are considered for obtaining WQL During determination of \MQI, the standard values of water

quatity parameters recommended by I and Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS)

are considered. Most of the grou
ri\r;l;rll:1.:l+

06iicentration of chloride content, alkalinity,

hardness, total dissolved solids and electriffi nding river water samples. Turbidity values are

samples are found to be of poor qu*Ilty as indicated by their WQI values ranging fiom 46 to 91. The river water samples

obtained WeI in the range 39 to ffili-,cdn be concludt l{86. -Lth,.e pdy that at most:i{ the locations considered, the river

water samples are of better

W oliy p oro*iiigg,E Kiit n,r"1,,frifi n,

,,(TA), di$solved (DO), electrical conductivity (EC)'

Arbidity. (TD..Y,;ii#r!,q ardness (TH), total dissolved solids

(rDS), i(f-), chloride (Cl*), etc. For instance,

Pesco lh [l considered WQI based on 20 water

quantitatively are resulted due to developiffi
areas like human activities in urban areas, indud

in order to assess the quality of river water

iiiban discharge. According to this study, the

and agriculhral renovations, etc. Hence, the
'lif parameters for calculation of WQI can be

'idnimized 
without affecting the accuracy in expression of

quality of water. There are several such studies [2-8]

involving expression of water quality in terms of WQI.

In this background, the present study was aimed at obtaining

the quality of both river water and groundwater at the selected

sampling locations along the river and comparing the quality

of water samples in the form of water quality index.

II. MATERIALSANDMETHODS

For the present study, 7 locations were selected for collection

of water samples. The first sample is from Muktyala of
Jaggaiahpet mandal and the last one being at Surayapalem of

Gollapudi mandal. The distance covered along the Krishna

river between first and last sampling site is about 90 km. At

each location, the river water sample was collected and a

gtoundwater sample from the village adjacent to the river was

: .$;;9,.
Groun4,,,5,i,1ffi olumetricanalysis,Instrumental

.:?,.'

+il:;
: lritt l

. t:11 .

'+.r.a:4!lt):t:;6fu/:r-a

Surface water and groundwater are the b?i#.l$..-ffiffi of,water.

The changes in water resources Uotfrti1,ffi1*tivgly-,.and

32IIMCI8CHEM65I O 2018, IJREAM All Rights Reserved.
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Role of synthesis and characterization Techniques of nanostructures for the

l. The increased ce area to volume ratio

:rr f.quantum confinerne.,.nt e ect

'i"iliiti:1lri)ue to this n6hoiffiriutr differ from the bulk material.

Nr$$o materiats tihiffi$$rge surface area to volume ratio

$$,;Xo 
this no d ft@..#-"${*cupation in the surface sites

.".ir,,,{,lfdreases and the.;tS,fi lpic distance between the atoms

and tleE=.,i;,6hiit11hg force increases between the

.,,,,,'atdms strength'o€nttfll,tEi4J should increase it represents the

deposition biological synthesis using Bacteria, nngi.::i;:.ffi riir a remarkable manner.
lrlanotechnology and Nanoscience is multidisciplinary#

III. r.q.snrcATroN TECHNTeUESresearch activity to errhance the industry requirements to

fabricate Nanoscale devices to improve The efficiency of
photovoltaic cells, sensors, lasers, fuel cells, photo

detectors, Energy storage device. superconductors, bio

medical devices. Nanoparticles show excellent applications

in different fields of life.

In this paper, we discussed propefties of nano materials and

fabrication techniques to control size, structure,

morphology of Nanoparlicles attd importance of

characterization techniques to analyze Nanoparticles and

the advantages of nanostructures for the sustainable

environment.

development of nano technology and sustainable environment

, optoelectronic devices.

Nano means small size ranges between lnriandl0Onm.Due

to the reduction of a size of particles into Nano level, they" ,a,,,,,

exhibit novel propefiies when compared to bulk materials. 
.=:;:

.Nanoparticles create a great interest in researchert 4r. 1s i,

their small size, they can exhibit large surface area to ,.,,

volume ratio, quantum conlinement eff'ect r.vhich changes

dramatically their physical, chemical, magnetic, electrical, ,. ,1,,,

optical properties. .In recent years production of Nano ,t,,..

particle5 with various nanostructures plays a challenging i.
role for the scientists in their Basic science and technical

and industrial research activity. Various techniques have

been developed to fabricate nanostructures such as ball i ' '

rnilling, plasma arcing. sol-gel, chemical precipitation

methods, hydrotherrnal synthesis, chemical vapor

'G. S.i Devi,2Sandhya Cole

lDept.of 
Physics, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Nagarjuna Nagar, A.P., II\IDIA

2Dept.ofPhysics, 
PVP Siddhartha Institute of Technology, Vijayawada, A.P., INDIA

2 
s andhya. cole@gm ail. com

Abstract - Nowadays Nanoscience and Nanotechnology play an important role to increase The efficienc,v o{ energy

storage devices due to their size-dependent properties. Materials with nanometer size of small dimensions can exhibit

high chemical, electrical, optical, mechanical thermal prnperties. Synthesis of nanoparticles rvith various techniques plays

the key role to control 'l'he morphologi, size, structure of nanoparticles to produce tlifferent nanostructures in various

dimensions like quantum dots, nanotubes, nanowires, nano belts to meet the industrial requirement to enhance the

elliciency of optoelectronic devices.

. "i+el:'iffiffi;}:Y'''"",;'
Keywords 

-Nanoscience, 
Nanotechnoloffi'=Sff,t

=r. rNrRoDUCTrOr{= TANCE OFNANOMATERIALS

Nano exhibit Two basic principles

chaqge ia size properties of bulk materials.

FIano ts efficient physical, chemical

important aspect is quantum

co-+fre ;1.e,,,ffi6t. Nano partiiles how quantum
't t-:1,!:4:tiltllllt

iiiffiir€''ffect which changes optical, . electrical

To Synthesize nanoparticles in an effective mamer

fabrication techniques plays a vital role. during synthesis,

we can control the size, struchrre, and morphology of
particles and produce different forms of nanostl'uctures

which fulfill the industry requirement.

Generally, there is two basic method to produce nanoscale

particles.

Top-down method

Bottom-up method.

TOP-DOWN METHOD: In this method, we can produce

large Scale structuro particles into small-scale structures.

*Ball-milling

*Erosion

413 lrMC18906 @ 2018, IJREAM All Rights Reserved.
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Ribavirin, a synthetic nucleoside """|ffi
reagents namely Alizarin Red dye, p-chloffiih

n-acceptor p-chloroanilinic acid and,,foqiis a chargi transfer complex. Further, the drug forms an orange coloured

chromogen with 1,10-phenanthrolin[, aid ferric chloride. f[ orpdon maxima'bf tfrilew complexes formed are found to
. :-ut:a: :

shown in figure l. It is an antiviral drug that is indicated for

different infections like severe RSV infection, hepatitis C

infection and other viral infections. Ribavirin is a prodrug.

When this drug is metabolized, it resembles purine RNA

nucleotides. In this form, it interferes with RNA metabolism

required for viral replication.

o-(L*,
*{C}- 

(**tN

H}
J* J"

Figure 1: Chemical structure of Ribavirin

Many analytical methods [6-18] have been reported for the

forms. To the knowledge of the authors, only two visible

spectrometric methods 16,7) have been so far reported in the

literature for the determination of ribavirin in pharmaceutical

dosage forms and this fact prompted the them to develop

accurate and inexpensive UV-Visible spectrophotometric

methods for the determination of ribavirin in pure and tablet

dosage forms. The present study describes three new visible

spectrophotometric methods, which are based on reactivity of

the functional groups of ribavirin with three organic reagents

to form colored species which have good stability, showing

the feasibility for spectrophotometric assessment of ribavirin

in pure and pharmaceutical dosageS)

Development and Validation of Spectrophotometric

Assay Methods for oRibavirin' by Using Three

Effective Reagents
lN. Murali Krishnar 

2C. 
Rambabur 

3M. V. Satyanarayana

rDepartment of Chemistry, V. R. Siddhartha Engineering Collegeo Kanuru, Vijayawada, India.

zDepartment of Chemistry, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Guntur District,India.

3Department of Chemistry, P. V. P. Siddhartha Institute of Technology, Vijayawada, India.

lnmkchem2g@gmail.com, 2rbchintala@gmail.com, 3mvsku@yahoo.com

Abstract- In the present study, three simple spec are developed and validated in order to determine

are of low cost and effective. Three

ne are used in the development of the methods.

The drug is a base and hence forms an ion-

nitrogen of ribavirin donates electrons to the

be 510, 528 and 440 nm for the .ffi1it"t*S with 1,10-piiffi'dil$rtil'fr'e, p-chloroanilic icid And Alizarin Red respectively. The

.:
'lH-1,2,4-triazole-3-carboxamide is a syntheti0r r

I i llrjflnl$.liiN: 
j,,:I,::: 'il I ir l'#Uilr

analogue. The chemical structure of ribavi

labeled amounts of the drug ir,frl.f"a*rlation as well-as the restlts obtained in cr." of the n"rnty proposed methods are in
.-,#f :l:'.";ji (.

agreement. The results outained,HfiLltfil.-.iiresent study ifu; imt,11N,$"proposed mffiffi3,,15"oviae simple, low cost and quick
+ ,",ft ,,.1 *a-.,

process lbr the quantitative aetermiriatton of ribavirin using visffil$pectrophotometrisanalysis.
a:;:' .tu ;,'u. ,t7;

Keywords 
-Ribavifin, 

Visible spedtrgphffiryetry, Parachloroaitilic acid, Alizarin ned, l;lO-pnenanthroline, vslidotion

ffifl,.W,f|r, .,,.,' i:-., ,,_;-,. -,,-.'
t**= '-"**r- a.,"*6*io*$-iffi.:L n in various biological fluids and a

r. INrnooucrrdi{ 
r;tr'' 

-'a*u,lw,!il;$*u,, very 
"f-9..y'',,'!g 

n[9' """ti"al 
dosage forms' This motivated

Ribavirin[l-5]withchemicaloumet--ffi-;.qE..,.u.itr,p1u:.to.u:,"lo|inexpensive.,']',:1:, "t$g,l. atitffir to develop inexpensive visible

,lr,,.spgpttoptotSmetric method that may be considered for

"?ili(i:S..',.S#ffi-'aetermination 
of ribavirin in pure and tablet dosage

8lrMC[8CHEM602 @ 2018, IJREAM All Rights Reserved.
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'l'he irigher strength in consrete coLrld be achieved by
Lrsin!. olte o1- the ftillotvirrg tl;etitorls or a cornbination
o1'sLrnre or ntauv o1 the lbllor,vltg:
. I ligher cement rrontent

. Reduciug u,ater cernent ratio

. fletter rvorkability and l'lcnrre better compaction

"l ligh-Perlbrlr-rance Concretc" has bcen intr-odLrcecl

into thc construction irrdLrstrl. Thc Arnerican Concrete
lnstitLrte (ACl) defines lriglr-periirrmauce conc:rete AS

concrete nteeting special cornbinations of petfoilnance
iintl Lrnilbrrnity reclrriretnents that cannot always
be achicvcd routinely when using conventional
constitLtcnts arrd norrnal mixirrg. placing and cLtring
pract;ces.'l-he specilica1ion ol high-strenutl.r c:oucrete

genrrlrll_r resLtlts itr a true perlbrmancc spccilication
in u hicli tit,-r perfornrance is specified tirr the intcnclcd

applir-ation, and the perlbrrlance can be r.ncasurecl using
a uell-acceptecl star.rdald tcst procedLrre. lixposed to
c'Iei. a1e.l 1enIperalLlre causes ph_vsical changes incIucling
lalgc r olunte changes due to lherntal dilations. thennal
shlinl,age and creep rclatecl to waler Ioss. 'l hc volunte
chauges can lesult in lar.ge iuternal slresses aurl leacl

1o nriclo-cracli.ing and fiacture. Elevateci telrperatlltes
also carrse chernical ancl r.nicro-strLrctural changes such
as \\atcr ntigration. incrcased dehydr.ation. irrtc.rtacial

thcrnr al i ncompatibilitl, and tlre chernical dccornposition
ol harclened cement past ancl aggregate. ln general,

all these chlinges decrease the still"ness o{'concrele
ancl increasc the irrecoverable defbnnation. VarioLrs

invcstigations indicate that the strength and stitlness

No.43-T2

of concrete decrcase with increasing teluperatLlre"

cxposLlrc tirne and lherrlal c1.,clcs.

Firc is one of thc most scvere couditit.rts r.r,hcn tlrc

strllctures are erposed tbr it. Mechanical plopcrtic'
sucl-r as compressive. split tensile iurd flexulal strengths

are considerably reduced dr-rring exposrlre. potenlialir

resulting in r"rndesirable strLrctural IailLrres.'l'here{br.e.

the lesidr-ral properties of conc-rete are stili intporrant irr

cleternrining the loaci carrl,,ing capacill,, anci the fufilrer
Lrse of lire damaged structures. Plevious investigations

have sho'"vn that concrete type, concrete slrerrgth.

aggregate types, test ty,pes, maxinrurn exposLtre

tetlperature. exposLlre time, tvpc and atnount of'
mineral aclntixtures trnd t1,pe ancl anrount ol fjbres
all'ect the resiclLral properlics o1'concrete alter cxposLrrc

to high tentperatures. Wltcn the concrctc is sub.lccted

to clcvatccl tclnperature. thc inconrpatibilitl of'thcrrnal
deforrlatiorrs ivithi n the constiI Lrerrts o fcoucrete i rriI iates

oracking. Ilased on the lirnited alnorutt ol'experinrental
data available to da1e. it has been lbLrncl rhat 1he efl'ecrs
of clcvated tentperatLtrcs on tltc rnechanical propt-r.tie:

o1-lriglr strength concl'ete vat1, lvilh a urrmtrer o1'lactur.s

including tlre test ntethocls. pe-rnreabililr. of concrele.
the types of aggregate used and rnoisture contenl.

0bjectives

'l'he objective ol' this r.vork is to pr.oilLrce \4 100

c:oncrete and to unclersland lhc pcr'lbrrnancc o[' N1 ]0lr
concrele rvlren erposeil to eiei,ated tentpcratru.es. 'T'hc

expelitnentation rvas carried orrt to stuc11., the changes in

An experimental study on the performance of Ml00 concrete at eleyatetl
temperature

A. SreenivaSUlu*,::. and K. Srinivasa Rao**
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ABSTRACT

Tlrc tteed of ,'valer is inCreu.sitlg t'er.\: rtrpicllt, clutt to urtc'onlro/letl pgpLtltttiprt.
urbania'tttirtrt, grow'lh in industriul .seclrtr untl uclt,uttc'ed upplit,rtlion,s irt ,,g,:ic,r,lr,,,.r,l
prttc'tices v'hich shows direc:t influence on both qucrlit:,ctnd tlLtcuttitt ctl Grotmtlu..utet.,
trtt cttntrolled atntospheric tentperatLtre reduces oJ'ruint,seasotT ctntl irtc,rect.s.es .vunnl(r
'\eusot't, clinrulit: change.s like redttt'etl vvttter r'upor in rtttrtosphere (.4Ltse.t cli.;tttrlttrnt,e.s.
irt h.tdrological c..t'c,le, inc:reu.sirtg t.tlrofl dttt,ttt ttr.brttri:trtion trnrl clc.f-or.t,.trtrtion ttl.sr.t tltt,
ollter reu.\'otts Jttr lhe clentttnrl of r rt/e r. llt,ttt a, it i.s ttttntt:dittlt, t-crlLriran.t(nt to .\4\.(,
quulin'o.f grourtdtvttler w'itlt trr.-t:eJttttblc qLttttrtitt ley't,lt trt /lte lttte.y like ltlttck (,(),o,
sttil's Jbr drinking Pury)ose tts vv'ell cLs ctgricultura us(lge to ne€t tlte scarcitt.gl ryurr:r
tlatnancl Jbr Juturc generutiotr Ltt ,\ttdt ctrea. Kaeping thi.s irt viau', yt,( htyta cl6rtt, rt
model 'studl' at black cottort soil area to Jintl otft the qualitt, antl tlte pottem ol
groLtndvraterfor the sustainubl.e welJtrre oJ'the people. The pre.ten( s.tLt(1.\, w(t.\' c.trt.rietl
rtul in capittt I t'cgiort o.f Anclhru Prtrdc.sh. lJt c:rtllctrin,q tt'(tt(,r.sttrtrytlr'.s fitttn lttrltl
putllps, bore putttp.s. crnd y,ell.s rrl s.ttttl.t.urctt, trrrttl),.si.s.rrtr.s tlrtttc ltv tt.sing.sltrrrtltrt.tl
unolvtit'ttl tnethods for wuter tluttlitt'ttnrl tlrut rltt,results v.(r( corr(:lttrctl t.(tt(t.
q ua I i tt' .s tct n da rcls.

Key rvords: Ground water pattern. Soil, Vapor.
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ABSTRACT

Thermal Power plants are the major source of generation of electricity for any

developing country. Around 60% of electricity generation in our country is met by

thermal power plants. Fuel is blovvn into the combustible chamber of the boiler where
it k burnt at high temperature where Heat energt converts water into steam, High
energt steam is passed through the turbine and the steam creates force on the turbine
cawing the shaft to rotate at high speed. A generator is coupled at one end 9f the

turbine shaft which generates power. The thertnal power plant has serious impacts on

land , soil, air and various social impacts the thertnal power plant are also said to
ernit large amount of mercury and generate large quantity of fly ash which destroys

the surrounding environment. These plants also consurne a large amount of water.

Due to these problems they require a proper environmental impact assessment before

commencement of the project which is not done judiciously in our country. Yarious

mitigation measures for the control of pollution caused by thermal power plants along
with some new technologies are discussed..

Key words: Environment Quality Assessment, Thermal Power plant, rnitigation
measures Heat energy, Turbine shaft. Environmental Clearance.
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ABSTRACl'

Tlte pollution in.urrface v'oter hLtclie.s inr:rea.sirtg cru.t; b),cltl,cltre to rupil
irrc:rectsittg oJ'populatiou, ttrboni:crliort, intlu.rrricrl groy,lh oncl modern crgr.iurlturctl
prac'(ic'es. In additittn to all the abot'e t'c.a.\ot1.\ \.ater is getting c,ontcrttrinaterl bet,art.se
o.f c:limtttic' changes, inc'reasing runoff'ctncl rlef orestatietr. The lev,els ,f c,tttatrtincttirttr
itt ttt'ban Y'oter bodies cli.sturbing ctclttalic'Ec:o.s-t,slern ot,er lhe ),ecu.,\. Henc.e. it is rrtrt.s,l
e'ssetttial to protec:t u:oter boclie.s in urbctn Ltreos lo meet fi.tture trulet-tlerncrnd.s ol
urban oreas cts well as to prolect grottrttl watcr conlaminutiort, Keepittg tlti.s in t,it:rr,
v'e huve tlone u ntotlel stucl.\; k_t idenli/.\,the erttt,t contlitiott r,tf'v,ttler irt the luke v,i llt
re.\pect lo lhe level pollutcutl c'oncenlrution lo iclenlift,the potential .s,ot.tt-c,e.s gf rvrlLtt.
cottlamirtatiort os we/l ct,s /o Jt/.qgc.sl pt'opet'<onlrolling me(lsure.r lct bring dov'n lltt,
pctllutirtn levels in the lake to pt'ortote .;t,tstainuble det,elopmettt. The p,-orn,rt sfrlrl-1. rr,cr.r

c'orriecl out.fbr hussctitt sctgor lttke o/ h)derobatl cil,, Telangona Stote. W'e httt,c
ident('ied.five v:aler sampling lo<:511i5111.e b), t:.tctltining the topogrcrph.r; o/ rhc lal;c
Seasonal ossessment v,cts done b1'c'ollec:tiug.ttrmltles at identilietl loc,arictn.:. litt.
cttntinues three mctnths. The resulletl vulue',s v,ere c'uL'relatetl u.,itlt.stttfltc,e trtrtet.
qualin 'stont{ard,s to,\Ltgge.tl proper;trec'crttliort.\ to pt"untote.st.t.:lcrinuble tlet'elopmertl
in ard ttrcturtd the stucly urea.

Key rvords: Contamination. Urban areas. AclLratic Ecosystem. Controlling rneasurcs.
S r-rstainable development.
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AESTTTACT
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ABSTRACT

The obiective of this research work was to procluce a carbon tlioxide emission free cementiotts
material. The geopolymer concrete is sttch a vital and promising one. In this stttdy, geopolymer is
prepared from 'Ground Granulated Blast Furnace Slag' (GGBS) a powder fro* grtnding the by-
product of slag waste from blast furnace of steel plants and metakaolin from injLtsiry,. The-Atkaline
liquids ttsed in this study for the polymerization process are the solutions of soditm hydroxide
(NaoH) and sodium silicate (Na2Sioj).A B Molarity and l0 Molarity soltttions was taken ti prepare
the mix. The cube compressive strength was calculatedfor dffirent mixes. The cttbe specimeni are
taken of size I50 mm x I50 mm x I50 mm. Ambient curing of concrete at rooru temperatyre was
adopted. In total 180 cubes were casted for their compressive strength at agi of 2g days
respectively. The test data indicate that on exposure to 57o Soclium Sulpiate, Sttlphuric Acicl ancl
Sodium Chloride, the losses in weight, and strength of geopolymer concrete (GpC) are
signiilcantly much less than those for cement concrete. Thus the-geipoiy*r, concrete is consiclered
to be an environmentally pollution free constrttction tnaterial.

Key words: Geopolymer concrete, GGBS, Metakaolin, Alkali Activators, Ambient curing, Sodium
Sulphate, Sulphuric Acid, Sodium Chloricle
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1. INTRODUCTIOI..{

concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world due to its low cost, excellent
durability, easy availability of its constituent materials, easy formability to any shape, etc. Arnong all
constituents of concrete ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is thi main ingredient which binds the ugg..iot.,
together. However, the manufacturing of OPC is'an energy intensive p*."r, and the production of OpC is
responsible for almost 57o of total global Coz emissioni, which is the main .uu." o6 global warming. In
another estimate it was found that the production of one tone of oPC releases approximateiy one tone of
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Concrete usage around the world is second onlvto water. Ordinary portland cement (OpC) is
conventionally used as the primary binder to produce
concrete, The environmental issues associated with the
production of OPC are well known. The amount of the
carbon dioxide released during the manufacture of OpC
due to the calcinations of limestone and combustion of
fossil fuel is in the order of one ton for every ton of OpC
produced. In addition, the extent of energy required to
g_19duce OPC is only next to steel anO atumlnium. 1+,S1
When used as a partial replacement of OpC, in the
presence of water and in ambient temperature, fly ash
reacts with the calcium hydroxide during the hydration
process ofOPC to form the calcium silicaie hydraie (C_S_

f) ee]. The development and application of high volume
fly ash concrete, which enabledihe replacemeit of OpC
upto 60%o by mass, is a significant development [4].

The extensive research works carried out by
several investigators corroborate the potential ofGpC as i
prospective construction material t2, 3, 6 - l0]. The
development of alternative concreteJ is of great relivance
to Indi4 where the corstruction industry isln a boom and
large quantities of industrial wastes are being generated by
the allied industries Il].

. The use of GpC is slowly gaining acceptance,
especially for chemical resistant structures aid research in
this area has gained some momentum to extend the range
of application. In fact, considerable amount of
experimental work has been already carried out in
Australi4 US and Spain. The previous investigators were
mainly engaged in identifring suitable source materials for
GP_C,- the! processing, mix design, mechanical properties,
and durabilify aspects [1I - l3]. The GpC wai found to
have a high degree of durability when it had inorganic
binder based on alumina and silica containing matirials
like fly ash and GGBS. But, as in conventionaireinforced
concretes, the GPC also needs to be reinforced with steel

www.arpnjoumals.com
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ABSTRACT

Geopolymers are showing great potential *d 
-t:y.,rul 

researchers have critically examined the various aspects oftheir viability as binder svstem' GJo[oryri...o"..et s.(Gpcs) *.;;;;i;;;iuuitaing materials that have emerged as analtemative to ordinary Portland cemeniconcrete. In this paper, $;i;r .r"i;Jo* or rG behaviour oiamuient temperaturecured reinforced GPC flex3Tl memlers are reported. hiota 
"f 

;;i;;-b;s were tesred in flexure having varyingcombinations of GGBSdMetakaolin in the binder phase were .orrlo.r"a. rrr. reinforcement was designed consideringa balanced section for the eipected rh*;;t ,iJi; r;;.irg,r.flr ,r,. il;;;, ;* rested under two poinr staric loading.The studies demonstrated ttrai ttre load carryinj cup*i5, of *ort of tfr. CpC U.u* was in most cases marginally morethan that ofthe coresponding conventional op6 u.urnr.-rne deflectionsaiJrr.rgrl rlug.s including service Ioad and peakload stage were higher for GPC beams. The studies showed that the ,orr"nmnur RC theory could be used for reinforcedGPC flexural beams for the computation of moment capacity, d;fle;i;r-*ltilir."*""able limits.

Keywords: flexural behaviour. reinforced concrete, geopolymer concrete, beams.

INTRODUCTION
The construction industry forms a vital sector of

the nation's economy. Utilization of the industrial
byproCucts in this sector could become an important route
fbr largescale safe disposal of the industriai wastes and
reduction of construction cost [l].

In this regard, direct alkaline activation of
industrial rvastes, such as fly ash and GGBS, can be
employed to produce Geopolymer cements which can be
gainfully utilized to manufaoture novel concretes for
constructions [2, 3]. This can be considered as a
sustainable approach to construction since the internal
energy content ofthese new concretes are much less than
that of Ordinary Portland cement based concretes (OpCs)
and by this process portland cement, one o.f the largest
contributors to green house gas is completely eliminatecl
[3]. OPCs are found to be less durable in somi of the very
severe environmental conditions; Therefore there is a need
for development of alternative concretes.

The fact that the production of cement adds to the
pollution of environment is well known to civil engineers
and environmentalists. The large scale produciion of
cement is posing environmental problems on one hand and
unrestricted depletion of natural resources on the other
hand. Each ton of Portland cement production r.esults in
loading about one ton of COu into the environment and in
3 decades, it is expected that the demand for cement in the
world will be doubled. This is because of need for
infrastructure in developing countries with large
population and rapid population grou.th. The major.ity of
Fly ash produced from thermal power stations in India is
disposed in landfllls, ponds or rejected in river systems,
which may cause serious environmental problems for
future generations. Some of the other waste materials that
are being utilized are bottom ash, blast.flrnace slag etc.

l4l.
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Abstract-Construction industry is dominated by new materials which are ecologically violable and
feasible solution for ever growing architectural industry. Effort are in progress 

"it 
or"i the world to

develop environment friendly construction materials which minimlzes tne utitity of natural resources and
helps to decrease green house gas emissions in to the atmosphere. The green house gas releases in the
atmosphere is increasing day by day due to ordinary Portland cement production. ln ttris connection,
Geopolymer is in need, where the binders used in the production of geopolymer concrete is inorganic
polymers. Geopolymer concrete wiII be introduced as an alternative concrete which did not use any
cement in its mixture and used Metakaoline and GGBS as alternative cement. NaOH and Na2SiO3 were
used as activator solution. The fixed ratio of sodium silicate to sodium hydroxide is 2.5 and the
concentration of sodium hydroxide is 8 Molar. The geopolymer concrete specimens are casted and tested
in the laboratory for compressive strength, Split Tensile Strength and Fiexurat Strength for 3 Days, 7
Days and 28 days and cured at ambient temperature. This study hetps in gaining t<nowteage aboui the
morophological composition of geopotymer concrete which might result in paih-breaking trends in
research and construction industry.

Keyrvords - Geopolymer Concrete, Alkali Activators, Compressive Strength, Split Tensile Strength, Flexural
Strength.

I. INTRoDUCTI0N

Concrete is one of the most widely used construction material. Portland cement prc.rluction is a major
contributor to carbon dioxide emissions. The global warming is caused by the emission of greenhour" gur.""r,
such as carbon dioxide, to the atmosphere by human activities. Among the greenhour" grr.i, carbon dioxide
contoibutes about 65Yo of global warming. Many efforts are being made in oider to reduJe the use of portland
cement in concrete. These efforts include the utilization of supplementary cementing materials such as fly ash,
silica fume, granulated blast furnace slag, rice-husk ash and metakaolin, and finling alternative binders to
Portland cement. In terms of reducing the global warming, the geopolymer technology iuld reduce the carbon-
dioxide emission to the atmosphere caused by Cement about 80% J1].in this pup"., i-h" effort was made to study
the strength parameters of geopolymer concrete with GGBS and Metakaolinejz-:1.
There are two main constituents of geo polymers, namely the source materials and the alkaline liquids. The
source materials for geopolymers based on alumina-silicate should be rich in silicon (Si) and aluminium (At).
These could be natural minerals such as kaolinite, clays, etc. Alternatively, by-product materials such as fly-ash,
GGBS' etc could be used as source materials. The choice of the source materials for making geopolymers
depends on factors such as availability, cost, type of application, and specific demand of the ind users. The
alkaline liquids are from soluble alkali metals that are usually sodium oi potassium based. The most common
alkaline liquid used in geo polymerization is a combination of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium silicate
[4-71.

I.I Originof term 'Geopolymer'

The term "Geopolymer" was first introduced to the world by Davidovits of France resulting in a new field of
research and technology. Geopolymer also known as 'inorganic polymer' has emerged u, u !r""r' binder with
wide potentials for manufacturing sustainable materials for- environmental, rifracto.y 

"*a 
constructioh

applications [8].

1.2 Needfor the Study

o To find an alternative for the ordinary portland cement.
r To reduce CO2 emission and produce eco-friendly concrete.
r To provide high strength concrete than ordinary portland concrete.
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A,bstract

Coal is thc only natural resource and fossil fuel available in abundance in lndia. Consequently, it is used widely as
a thcrmal energy source and also as fuel for thermal power plants producing electricity. India has about g0,000 MW
instalied capacity for electricity generation, of which more than 70% is produced by coal-based thermal power plants.
l-lydro-electricity contributes about25%, and the remaining is mostly from nuclear power plants (Npps). The problems
associated with the use of coal are low calorific value and very high ash content. The ash content is as high as 55-
60%, with an avcrage value of about 35-40%. Further, most of the coal is located in the eastern parts of the country
and requires transportation over long distances, mostly by trains, which run on diesel. About 70% oil is imported and is
a brg drain on India's hard currency. This paper evaluates an Environmental ImpactAssessment (ElA) using the Rapid
lmpactAssessnrent Matrix (RIAM). lt considers all 4 components: physical / chemical, biological / ecologi-al, social /
cultural, economic/ operational. These are then evaluated using universal criteria common to all impact consideration.
Figures and tablcs made comparisons much easier. This Matrix was applied to the EIA of the future Coal baserj
thcrmal power plant at Sompeta village in Srikakulam District, Andhra pradesh.

Iienyorcls: r\nclhra pradesh; EL\: po.u.er plant; RIAN{; Srihakularn

Lrtroduction

\.rrliLrjLuta Construction Company has proposed to set up a 4 x
660 \11\' (Phasc- I: 2 x 660 IvIW and Phase- II: 2 x 660 Iv{\V) coal based
porrr.r pliurt at Scinrpcta villagc ar-rd N.Iandal, in Srikaliulam district of
AlL.1h rr. Pradesh. Tb e cost of th e total project is Rs/- 12,000 Cjrores lr,hich
iltci,:tlc: lls, 1 171' Llrores for environrncntal protection treasures. 'Ihe

lanrl Ll..ntitred ibr the proposed project site is 762 Irectares. 'ltc pr.oject
sire js qenerlllr. plain r,vith an avertlge site elevation ofabout 2.0 rn above
rr... ...,1,rcl lt,.

Details of proposed project
-lhe 

1,r'6po5.6 porver plant l.ill be operated on coal as main fuel to
qelrcrrte 2640 N{\\r ofporver. Pulverizecl coal lired boilers rvith super
critical t..cli..Jog1, r.r,ilI be installecl i, the project. the details .f the
pr ofnsc.l porvel project are given belorv in Tablc 1.

- 
Environmer:rtal base line datir

lhc i0 knr ladial distancc lronr the plant bounclary has been

eonsid.e recl as slr-rr11.area for En\,ironlnental Impact Assessntent (EIA)
baseli.e studics. E,\,ironmcntal rnonitoring for r.arious attribute like
t)r(,-oroloq\', artrbienL air qualit1., sur-face and ground water quality, soil
.hara.tcristics, troise levels ancl f.lora and fauna have been conducted
itt spe.ih. locartions and the secondary data collected from various
(lolerirntent irnci Semi- Government organizations.

I-anrl use

Thc land use pattern ofthe str.rdy area has been studied by analyzing
thr er ailable secrrrdary data p.blishetl in the District prir,ary census
irbstract oi thc r.ear 2001.

As pcr tlte Census records, the l0 km study area admeasure to
aboLLt l,:51'0-iia. hr thlt total area consists of irrigation land of 7293.22-
h.r (26.169i,), un- irrigated lancl about 12458.40-ha (15J9%), cultivable
*.ste la,rl o1-rt)'15.3.:r ha (3.79ilo), ancl 1a,d not available lor cultivar-ion
is abor:t 6,70.69 ha (24.56%) [2].

. 
Soil quirlitl

'; <pJA ,\ L, ,t.rl ,rf Ltn srmples.rvithin 10 knr radius of the plant site rvere

J C!l Envrof t:ng

ilSN: 2165-784X .lCEE, an open access journal

collected for assessrnent of soil quality. 'Ihe baseline environmental
monitoring studies rvere carried out fi'om 1,,March 2009 to 31.rl,Iay
2009. The sampling rvas carried out study period. The pFI of the soil
extracts r.aried fron'r 6.7 to 7.7 ir-rciicting neutral to slightiy alkaline. 'Ihe

electricdl conductivity rvas observed to be in the raig., of 232 pS/cm
to 336 pS/crn. The nitrogen r.alues range betr.r.'een 321.1 kg/ha to 55.4

kg/ha. The nitrogen col)tent in thc study arca falls in verr. less to ferr,er

categories. The phosphorus values range betrveen 12I.4 kg/ha to 172.3

kgiha, indicating that the phosphoms content ir-r the study area fa11s

in more tharr sufficient categor).. The potassium values range bet.n'een

63.4kgl ha to 109.8 kg/ha, rvhich ir.rdicate tl.rat the soils have verv less

quantity of potassium.'Ihe chlorides rvere found to be in the range of
69.9 mg/kg to 236 rng/hg of soi1.

Meteorology

On-site n-ronitoling was undertaken for- var.ious n-reteorologicll
var:iables in order to generate the site specilic data. Data r.r.as collected
every hour continuouslv from 1., N{arch to 3 1., NIa,v 2009. 

-fhc 
maximum

and minirnum temperatures recorded during the stucly period ate
34.3'C and 22.8'C. the relative humiditl.fourrd varl.ing from 76.396 to
81.2%. Tle pr:edominant rvinds arc lrostl). fiom sor-rth u.est (25.5%) and
south (13.7%) directions. fhe rainfall recorded cluring thc str-Lcly pcriod
lr.as 15.5 mm [3].

Arnbient air quality

To establish the baseline status of the arnbicnt air cpality in the
study arca, the air clualitywas rnonitorcd at 8 locations. The summary of
the ambient air quality monitored is given belorv in Table 2.
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I. I\TRODT]C]TION
I ADDITI\/E MANtIFACTURINc: Additive N'laltufhcturins relbrs to a process b-r *hich cligital .iD rlesig, tlurrr i: rrsctlto build Llp a component in lay'ers by depositine nrate.ial. Tlic terrn "3LJ printing" is i.cr.easirrqll userl as . s\ rr()r\,r li,r

Desicn or cAD). nrachin^e equip.rert arid la-rerrrrr 
'rareriar. 

()rce. c cn';k"i.n'ir',,1;..;..:i i,,.'ooo,,,,e \rarrrthcrurirqequipr,ent reads in data flor.ll the cAD frle and lals dor'rrs or adds sLrccessi'e layers ol-tiqgi,t. pnrJJer.'i..,'r,,.,":u,,'.=
other" in a layer-upon-layer fashion to fabricate a 3D ob.ject.
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ABSTRACT

Noise is cttt utttvcuted ,sound in unwctntecl pluce crl unvt,onted timing and tlrc rote of

noi.se is keep on inc:reasing clue to the rapid clevelopntettt ctf urban (treos, increo.s'itrg

u.suge of'veltir:les a.s well a.\ the det,eLc-tpment in industrial sectors by adopting lntest

trend.t in .sci.ence and techn.olo,q.t;. The (tbot,e rea.\on,\ are nrujor source,s oJ noise in tlte

urban utmo.splrcre (t)en ot unt' plut:t:,s. 7'he. inr:reosing t,olunte tfi'noise uJJect.s clualih'

oJ liJb drasticalh, and .s'hou*,s' its signiJicant intpcrct on the lit,ing stctnclorcls urban

people. B), keeping this in t,iev' vve have cctrried out ct stud)' at cttpital region uJ

Andhra Prade,sh stote to ey,uluote the intensitt, oJ noise ot voriou.s zones ofthe cit\^ und

also to.frame proper guidelines to bring tlovvn the noise levels at respectit,e areos

where the people ctre being inJluencetl b.:, high noise level.v, For thi,v we have selected

.si.r difterertt ploces oJ' dffirent z,ones like sr:hools, hospitals, temples, commercinl,

intiLt.striul, re,siclential se('tors to find out the exoct rea.\ons und ul,so t:ontrollittg

nTeostlres te it't.creose the cluctlitv- oJ ltJe-

Key rvords: Unwanted sound, Vehicles, Industrial sector. Diff'erent zones, Quality of
1;+,-
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Ihe effect of oge on mechnnie*i

properties o{ M I 00 concrete

A. Sreenivosulu ond K. Srinivoso Rqo

These doys, ihe concrete is being used for wide vorielies of purposes lo moke it suitoble in different conditions. ln these

con\-./ons, ordinory concrele moy foil to exhibit the required quolity performonce or durobility. High strength concrele hos

proved ils superior performonce in engineering opplicotions. Ml00 concrete hqs been produced by odopiing ACI method of

mix design. The mix proportion wos derived os 1:0.664:1.66.l:0.25. The mechonicol properties such os compressive, split

iensile ond flexurol strengths for M1 00 concrele ore studied ol 1,3,7,28,56 ond 9'l doys of curing in ihis work. The effect of

size on compressive strength is olso studied.

Keywords: Compressiae strength; failure load; split tensile strength; admixtures; flexural strength; higfi strength concrete; normal strength

concrete.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, high performance concrete has become

a suitable solution for various applications from both

durability and high strength point of view. Cracking at early

ages is a serious issue that sho'uld receive full attention in

order to design durable structues. To reduce or prevent

the( :urrence of cracking during the hardening process, it
is very important to understand how concrete mechanical

properties evolve with time.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The following literature gives an idea on various design codes

used for design mix proportioning of high strength concrete

and the advantages for the use high strength concrete.

Said Iravani [1] (1996) carried out a test programme to

develop information regarding mechanical properties of

high performance concrete of 56 day compressive strength

of 65 to 120 MPa (with or without silica fume). Results

and discussions were presented regarding compressive

strength gain with time, specimen size effect, static modulus

of elasticity, Poison's ratio, tensile, splitting strength and

modulus of rupture. A modification of the ACI 318-M

equation for modulus of elasticity of normal weight high

performance concrete was recommended.

Flyod slate et al. [2] (1985) carried out an experimental

investigation of the mechanical properties of high strength

light weight concrete subjected to short term loads. Tests

pertaining to compressive strength, strength gain with age,

specimen size effect, static modulus elasticity. Poisons ratio,

modulus of rupture, splitting cylinder strength and drying

effects were conducted on concrete having compressive

skengths up to 59 MPa. It was concluded that at early ages,

moist cured high strength light weight concrete shows a

higher rate of strength development than corresponding low

strength light weight concrete.The Indian Concrete Joml, November 2015, Vol. 90, Issue 11, pp. 3944.

The lndion Concrele Journol November 2O1 6
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ABSTRACT

The need of water is increasing very rapidly due to uncontrolled population,
urbanization, growth in industrial sector and advanced applications in agricultural
practices which shows direct influence on both quality and quantity of Groundwater,
un controlled atmospheric temperature redwces of rainy season and increases summer
season, climatic changes like reduced water vapor in atmosphere causes disturbances
in hydrological cycle, increasing runoffdue to urbanization and deforestation also the
other reasons for the demand of water. Hence, it is immediate requirement to save
quality of groundwater with acceptable quantity levels at the zones like black cotton
soils for drinking purpose as well as agriculture usage to meet the scarcity of water
clemand for future generation at study area. Keeping this in view, we have done a
model study at black cotton soil area to find out the quality and the pattern of
groundwater for the swstainable welfare of the people. The present study was caTied
out in capita; region of Andhra Pradesh. By collecting water samples from hand
punxps, bore pumps, and wells at study area, analysis was done by using standard
analytical methods for water quality and then the results were correlated water
quality standards.

Key words: Ground water Pattern, Soil, Vapor.
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Abstract
Wrile earthquakes occur on all continents of the plant Earth,
the susceptibility to these disasiels differs fiom one area to the

._other'. With unstable landforms, proliferation of unplanned
/unscientific growth, poor constructions nrake the disaster_
prone areas more vnlnerable. Lack of disaster adaptability,
tardy communication / disaster preparedness and poor or ncr
budgetary allocation, developing countries suffer more or less
chrorrically by earthquakes. Asian continent tops the list of
causalities due to earthquakes. The destruction and loss
caused by earthquakes can be almost beyond cornprehensior.r
in case of an impact in and around uban/city environr.nent.
Though it may not be feasible to control the developrnent of
natrual phenomena, efforts, however, coulcl be made to
rninimize the potential r.isk and alleviate their effects on
hnman lives, infrastructure and property. Therefbre, the
activities designed to provide permanent protection frorn
seismic hazardous assume utmost sparse. It includes
engineeling and other physical protective measures and also
legislative measures controlling lancl use and urban planning.
The planning in turn is to be basecl on terrain analysis, soil_
st-ructure interaction, seismic hazard mapping and
r,ulnerabilitv assessment. The geospatial technologies ioupled
u,ith seismic analysis play a crncial role in the evaluation of

-,/arious 
terrain characteristics and identifying the seismically

sensitive zones. Hence, an attempt has been made in the
present study to evaluate various parameters that will have a

direct bearing on soil-structure interaction and seismic
influence on newly developing high rise complex structures in
the western urban environs of Hyderabad, capital of
Telangana state.

Keylvords: Geospatial, Terrain analysis, Seisn.ric, Urban
environs, Lineaments.

Introduction
Earthquakes are one of the world,s most catastrophic
phenomena as they occur without waming and bulk of
destruction takes place in few minr-rtes. The earthquakes have
been r.varning and bulk of destruction takes place in few
minutes. The earthqr-rakes have been occurring since the
fbrmation of Earth and they continue to occur in fllture ancl
cause deep anguish in the minds of the people. Most of the
loss of life during an earthquake colnes from the total or

Terrain analysis of exponentially sprawling urban environs of Hyderabad,
Telangana, fndia - an integrated geospatiai and Seismo-tectonic approach

Sunil
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partial collapse of the buildings. However, it is very
interesting to note that the ground movement itself causei
little direct harm rather it is the effect of ground shaking on
man-made structures that create disasters (Rajendran k,
Rajendran C.P and Tuttte M.p. Z0O1) lZ). Though the
earthquakes are caused by natural o. rnun-rrud. disturbances
within the earth, their effects attribute mostly td man_made
activities on the surface of earth. Unfortunately, in India, not
much awareness has been created about the importance of
construction of earthquake resistant structures and is not
practiced even in the major cities, which are located in the
proximity of seismically active zones.
Aftermath of earthquake is felt more in urban areas and it is
estimated that half of the population in the world lives in
urban areas by the end of this decade. Though the seismic
history do not support the occurrence of any malor earthquake
of > 6 magnitude in the proxirnity of Hyderabad ancl keiping
in view of the modification of earthquake codes as ad when
they occur, one should not remain complacent without
considering soil-structure interaction and ionstruction of
earthquake resistant structues (Reddy SRK and Brajesh
Chaadra 1977) l3l. Hence, it is contemplated to carry out the
evaluation of various terrain parameters that influence the
soil-structure interaction and then the structure as a whole
using remote sensing and GIS techniques and also to analyze
the seismo-tectonic environment in the region using
conventional data sets.

Study Area
The city of Hyderabad is subjecting to huge urban migrations
due to various socio-economic factors and resuliing in
rapid/enormous urban sprawl by constructing high rise
buildings of residential, industrial ancl commercial coriplex"s,
infrastructural facilities, amenities etc, in the last three and
half decades. The study area confines to the recently
expanding urban environs of western part of Hyderabad ani
lies between 17021, to 1703 1'N latitudis and 7gb16, to7g026,
E longitudes. The location map of the area is shown in the
fig.1a&fig 1b.

The construction activities are so intensive and unscientific,
even highly vulnerable valley fill zones, tank-bed area, hill
which are sensitive to the soil-strucfure interaction are not
spared. Some ofthe buildings are proposed to be constructed
beyond forty storied structrues. Many of the tanks and strealns
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Mechanical and Durability Properties of Mortars
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Abstract

This paper presents an investigation which dealt with the performance of control cement mortar and

metakaolin modified mortar along with addition of cerafiber-mix. Metakaolin was replaced by 0 to

30o/oby weight of cement with same water binder ratio of 0.46. Cerafiber-mix was also added to the

MK modified mixes. The flow of different mixes was tabulated. The flexural strength, compressive

strength and split tensile strength were found for the specimens. The flow of different fresh mortar

mixes was determined using flow table instantaneously. Water absorption for every specimen after

28 days was also recorded. The resistance against acid (H2SO4) was also investigated.

The results indicate that the mortar with 25o/o replacement shows higher performance when

compared to other samples. The flexural strength, compressive strength and split tensile strength is

maximum al 25o/o metakaolin replacement and beyond 25% strength start reducing. Sulfate attack

was observed with O.TYo, O.5o/o, 1.Oo/o of sulfuric acid at different ages, weight loss was observed and it

results that strength decreases beyond 20o/o of metakaolin replacement.

Keywords: Meta kaol i n, Ceraf i bermix, du ra bi lity, Stren gth, flow, m orta r

lntroduction

Higher usage of Portland cement has an impact on

the environment and manufacture of cement is

responsible for about 2.5o/o of total global emissions

from industrial sources [1]. To reduce the impact on

environment the effective way is to use alternative

materials as a partial substitute for cement. This will

reduce costs, save energy and reduce waste volumes.

Metakaolin (MK) is such one mineral admixture

which is produced by thermal treatment of kaolin

can be used in cement and concrete. The use of MK

for mortar and concrete has received considerable

attention in recent years due to its high pozzolanic

reactivity [1].

Replacement of cement with flash metakaolin in Concrete and mortar suffer a loss of workability due

mortars, showed better performance than control to addition of metakaolin hence there is a need to

mortar, particularly in terms of mechanical add a superlasticizer. Compressive and flexural

properties. Saving upto 40% of clinker reduces strengths were improved both at long term [3].The

energy consumption and amount of Co2 emissions to use of MK improves long-term strength and

atmosphere [16]. durability. ln addition, it is also possible to obtain

early strength enhancement through the filling effect

The pozzolnic activity of metakaloin is its ability to t5l.
combine with calcium hydioxide to form

cementetious compounds. The silica and alumina Research related to the effect of MK on the

contained in the metakaolin are active and react with performance of concrete is in progress due to the

O 2016 Satish Sajja et al. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.orgllicenses/byl4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the

original work is properly credited. 501

free lime to form C-S-H and alumina-silicates which

greatly improve the strength and also reduces Alkali

silica reactions t1 51. The amount of calcium

hydroxide must be able to react with the silicates and

aluminates of the metakaolin [2].

The cementing materials that are widely used,

concrete constituents, are fly ash, granulated blast

furnace slag, and silica fume [4].Metakaolin is a

white, artificial pozzolanic product obtained via the

calcinations of pure kaolin clay in temperatures of

approximately 65G-800 "C. As a result of calcinations,

deformation in the alumina and silica inherent in

metakaolin takes place. Metakaolin gains an

amorphous, highly pozzolanic structure [10,1 1].
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ABSTRACT

. Energy saving in building technology is among the n.rost oritical problems in the lvorki. Thus it is a need to
develop sustainable alternative to conventional concrete utilizing more environmental friendly ntaterials. One of the
possibilities to work out is the massive usage of geopolymer concrete to turn them t6 useful environmental tiiendlv and
technologically advantages cementitious nraterials. ln the present study metakaolin and Ground Granulated gfast iur;;
slag (GGBS) is used to produce geopolymer concrete. Geopolymer concrete is prepared by using alkaline solution of
sodium silicate mixed with sodium hydroxicte in the ratio of- sodium silic:ate to sodium hydr6xide is 2.5 anrl the
concentration of sodium hydroxide is l0M is considered in this experimental investigation. Tie geo polynrer concfete
specimens with diff'erent proporlions of Metakaolin and CGBS u,ere cast and tested tbr con.rpiessive strength, Split
Tensile Strength and Flexural Strength fbr 3, 7 and 28 ilays and curetl at anrbient temperature.

Kel'rvords: geo-polymer, metakaolin. ground granulatecl blast flrnace slag, alkali activator. ambient curing.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Concrete is the most rvidely used mar made

construction material in civil engineering rvorld. As the
demand fcrr concrete as a construction material increased,
the rvorld production o1'oement has gr.eatly increasecl since
1990. The global u,arming is caused by the emission of
greenhouse gases such as COz to the atmospher.e by
human activities. An-rong the greenhouse gases. C02
contributes about 65% to global warming. The cement
industry is responsible for about 60/o of all CO: emissions.
because the production of one tonne of Portlancl cement
emits approximately 0.9 tonne olCO: into the atmosphere.
Although the use of Portland cement is still unavoidable
until the anticipated tuture, many ef-fofts ar-e being made in
order to reduoe the use of Portland cement in concrete.
Tl.rese ef'forts include the utilization of supplenrentary
cementitions materials such as f'l1,ash, silica firme.
granulated blast furnace slag. rice-husk ash and
lvletakaolin, and iincling alternative binders to portlancl

cement [1].
Pozzolanic materials including silica furres. fly

ash. slag, Rice Husk Ash anci Metakaolin have been used
in recent years as cement replacement material fbr
developing Fligh strength Concrete with improved
rvolkabilitl, strength and dur.ability, rvith reducecl
permeability. Metakaolin. r.vhich is a relativelv ncu,
n.raterial in the concrete inclustrT, is ellbctive in incieasing
strength. reducing sulphate attack and improving air-void
netrvork. P ozzolanic leactions chan_ee the microstructure
ol concrete and chemistry of hyclration products by
i:onsuming the released calcium hydroxide (CI,l) ancl
production of aclditional calciunt silieatc h;,clrate 1C-S-H),
resulting in an increased strength and reducecl porosity ancl
theretbre improved durability. Tl.re use of Metakaoiin in
High Strength Concrete is discr,rssecl in this paper. Ltse of
Metakaolin in constructiorl industry as parlial rcplacement

of cement started in the 1960's and the interest in this
material has considerably increased in recent years.
Metakaolin has pozzolanic properties bringing positive
effects on resulting properties of concrete. pozzolanic

properties cause chemical reaction of active components
with calcium hydroxide (portlandite), which is formed as a
product of cement hydration. This reaction leads to
formation of binding phases of following types: [2]
secondary C-S-H gel, C4AHI3, C3AH6, and C2ASHS
thereby increasing strength [2].

Davidovits (1988) proposed that an alkaline
liquid could be used to react with the silicon (Si) and the
aluminium (Al) in a source material of geological origin or
in by-product materials such as fly ash and rice husk ash to
produce binders. Because the chemical reaction that takes
place in this case is a polymerization process, he coined
the term Geopolymer to represent these binders.
Geopolymer concrete is concrete which does not utilize
any Portland cement in its production. Geopolymer
concrete is being studied extensively and shows promise
as a substitute to Portland cement concrete. Research is
shifting from the chemistry domain to engineering
applications and commercial production of geopolymei
concrete.

There ale two main constifuents of geo polymers,
namely the source materials and the alkaline liquids. The
source materials for geo polymers based on alumina-
silicate should be rich in silicon (Si) and aluminium (Al).
These could be natural minerals such as kaolinite, ciayi,
etc. Alternatively, by-product materials such as fly ash,
silica fume, slag, rice-husk ash, red mud, etc could bL used
as source materials. The choice of the source materials for
maliing geo polymers depends on factors such as
availability, cost, type of application, and specific tlemand
of the end users. The alkaline Iiquids are from soluble
alkali metals that are usually sodium or potassium based.
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Abstract

Cost and physical constraints in the engineering applied problems obligate finding the
best results that global optimization algorithms cannot realize. For accurate and faster
optimization, switching between known multiple local/global solutions is necessary.
The current work proposed a social group optimization (SGO) for solving multimodal
functions as well as data clustering problems. For solving global optimization
problems, the SGO inspired by the social behavior of human toward solving a complex
problem was applied. The SGO is a population-based optimization algorithm using
solution population to reach global solution. The simulation results compared its
performance with eight particle swarm optimizer variants. The results demonstrated
good performance of the SGO.
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Abstract

Multi-level thresholding is a helpful tool for several image segmentation applications.
Evaluating the optimal thresholds can be applied using a widely adopted extensive
scheme called Otsu’s thresholding. In the current work, bi-level and multi-level
threshold procedures are proposed based on their histogram using Otsu’s between-
class variance and a novel chaotic bat algorithm (CBA). Maximization of between-class
variance function in Otsu technique is used as the objective function to obtain the
optimum thresholds for the considered grayscale images. The proposed procedure is
applied on a standard test images set of sizes (512 × 512) and (481 × 321). Further, the
proposed approach performance is compared with heuristic procedures, such as
particle swarm optimization, bacterial foraging optimization, firefly algorithm and bat
algorithm. The evaluation assessment between the proposed and existing algorithms is
conceded using evaluation metrics, namely root-mean-square error, peak signal to
noise ratio, structural similarity index, objective function, and CPU time/iteration
number of the optimization-based search. The results established that the proposed
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Abstract Social group optimization (SGO), a population-

based optimization technique is proposed in this paper. It is

inspired from the concept of social behavior of human toward

solving a complex problem. The concept and the mathe-

matical formulation of SGO algorithm is explained in this

paper with a flowchart. To judge the effectiveness of SGO,

extensive experiments have been conducted on number of

different unconstrained benchmark functions as well as stan-

dard numerical benchmark functions taken from the IEEE

Congress on Evolutionary Computation 2005 competition.

Performance comparisons are made between state-of-the-

art optimization techniques, like GA, PSO, DE, ABC and

its variants, and the recently developed TLBO. The inves-

tigational outcomes show that the proposed social group

optimization outperforms all the investigated optimization

techniques in computational costs and also provides opti-

mal solutions for most of the functions considered in our

work. The proposed technique is found to be very simple

and straightforward to implement as well. It is believed that

SGO will supplement the group of effective and efficient opti-

mization techniques in the population-based category and

give researchers wide scope to choose this in their respective

applications.

Keywords Optimization · Evolutionary computation ·

Benchmark functions · CEC 2005

B Suresh Satapathy

sureshsatapathy@ieee.org

1 ANITS, Visakhapatnam, India

Introduction

Population-based optimization algorithms motivated from

nature commonly locate near-optimal solution to optimiza-

tion problems. Every population-based algorithm has the

common characteristics of finding out global solution of

the problem. A population begins with initial solutions and

gradually moves toward a better solution area of search

space based on the information of their fitness. Over the last

few decades, numbers of successful population-based algo-

rithms have been emerged for solving complex optimization

problems. Some of the well-known population-based opti-

mization techniques are comprehensively cited below, and

readers can refer details in the respective papers. Genetic

algorithms (GAs) [1], being the most popular ones, are based

on genetic science and natural selection operators. The dif-

ferential evolution (DE) [2] is based on similar concept of

GA but it offers all solutions an equal chance irrespective

of their fitness to get selected as parents, unlike GA, and

has found to be recently very well known to optimization

researchers. Bacteria foraging (BF) [3] based on the social

foraging behavior of Escherichia coli, shuffled frog leap-

ing (SFL) [4] inspired by natural memetics providing beauty

of local search and global information exchange, simulated

annealing (SA) [5] based on steel annealing process, and ant

colony optimization (ACO) [6] motivated from the manners

of real ant colony. A technique based on swarm behavior

such as fish schooling and bird flocking in nature known

as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7] has been widely

researched and applied to various fields of engineering-allied

subjects. Artificial bee colony (ABC) [8] algorithm based

on the intelligent foraging behavior of honeybee swarm,

the gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [9] based on the

law of gravity and notions of mass interactions, cuckoo

search [10] inspired by the obligate brood parasitism of
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Breast cancer is one of the common cancers in women community and the early diagnosis of breast cancer will

improve the survival rate. Thermography is one of the non-invasive and most efficient screening modality for the

breast cancer detection. Extracting the cancerous region/tumor from breast thermal image is widely preferred

to have a clear idea about the disease and the infected section. The success of disease prediction and analysis

depends mainly on the segmented tool considered to analyse thermograms. In this work, a two stage approach

combining the Firefly Algorithm (FA) assisted Kapur’s thresholding and Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF)

based segmentation is proposed for the extraction of the region of interest from breast thermal images. The

results obtained from the HMRF are then validated with the results of Distance Regularized Level Set (DRLS).

From the result, it is observed that, HMRF provides better tumor mass compared to the DRLS with better values

of image similarity index.

Keywords: Breast Cancer, Thermography, Kapur’s Entropy, Markov Random Field, Level Set.

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is one of the life threatening diseases for women

community. The mainstream of breast cancers commence in the

regions of the breast tissue that are made up of glands for milk

creation, known as lobules, and ducts that unite the lobules to

the nipple. Mostly the breast cancer is due to the abnormal lump

in the breast tissue called a tumor.1

The accessibility of the latest medical technology can help the

women community to detect the abnormal cell growth in the

breast region during the screening inspection process. When

the nature of breast cancer is identified, it is possible to provide

proper treatment to cure the disease.

In recent years, mammograms and thermograms are the vital

imaging tools widely adopted for the initial screening of the

breast cancer. Compared to the mammograms, thermal images

are widely adopted in medical discipline because of its risk-free

and contactless nature. In this method, infrared radiation emitted

by the skin surface is recorded as a thermal map using a special

camera. These thermal patterns are then analysed to identify the

existing disorder.

The imaging literature offers a number of procedures to exam-

ine the abnormality using the Breast Thermal Images (BTI).

Procedures, such as texture feature extraction and analysis,2�3

wavelet based approach,4 and level set method5�6 are widely

proposed by the researchers to segment and analyse the BTI.

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

Other related procedures such as temperature histogram pattern

based analysis on various breast mass conditions7 and tumour

depth detection8 are some recent techniques discussed in the lit-

erature for BTI analysis.

Gonzalez proposed a thermal map analysis to compute the

size, depth and thermal score of breast tumors obtained with the

infrared image. The results were compared with mammography9

and concluded that, thermal images also offer better detec-

tion similar to mammography. Work by Mahmoudzadeh et al.

reported that, BTI segmentation based on Hidden Markov Model

(HMM) offered better result compared to K-means, Fuzzy C-

means, Lloyd–Max, and self-organizing map based approaches.10

Recently, heuristic algorithm based approaches are also adopted

by the researchers to segment and analyse the BTI.11�12

The objective of this paper is to develop an automated segmen-

tation scheme for the extraction of tumor/suspicious region from

the BTI using Firefly Algorithm (FA) assisted Kapur’s thresh-

olding and Hidden Markov Random Field (HMRF). Segmented

tumor mass is compared with the ground truth in order to vali-

date the efficacy of the proposed image segmentation procedure.

The thermal images considered in this work are obtained from

Visual lab13�23 and DITI India.24

2. METHODOLOGY
This section presents the details of the methodology adopted in

this work.

J. Med. Imaging Health Inf. Vol. 7, No. xx, 2017 2156-7018/2017/7/001/005 doi:10.1166/jmihi.2017.2267 1
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Melanoma is one of the deadliest form of skin cancer widely which affects human beings. Due to its growing

occurrence rates, it is essential to develop an assisting methodology to support the present clinical detection

procedures. Digital dermatoscopy is a clinically proven process to record and analyse the suspicious regions

of skin. Extracting the uncertain region from dermoscopy image is generally preferred to have a clear idea

about skin infections. The success of skin infection forecast relies primarily on the chosen image segmentation

and analysing tool. In this paper, heuristic algorithm assisted multi-thresholding and Active Contour Snake

Model (ACSM) based segmentation is proposed to extract the cancerous section from the image dataset. The

experimental results obtained with ACSM are then validated with the segmentation results of Localized Active

Contour (LAC) and Regularized Level Set (RLS) approaches. The results confirm that proposed approach offers

better values of image similarity index and statistical measures compared with the alternatives.

Keywords: Skin Melanoma, Dermoscopy Image, Otsu’s Function, Active Contour Snake Model, Statistical

Measures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Skin melanoma is one of the common life threatening cancers

in humans. The availability of the current therapeutic technol-

ogy can support the human community in early detection and

elimination of cancerous regions of the skin layer.

Premature stage detection of the skin melanoma may help to

diminish the morbidity and mortality rates.1 During screening of

skin cancer, the suspicious skin regions are visually inspected

by a general medical practitioner. Later, these skin regions are

further examined by an experienced dermatologist in order to

confirm the disease.2

Most of the dermatologists will analyse the doubtful skin

regions using the well known ABCD metrics.3 During the visual

inspection procedure of a subject, if it is true positive, the can-

cerous region is recorded using the digital dermatoscopy. It will

be useful for further investigation and treatment planning. Der-

moscopy images are RGB (colour) in nature and are widely

considered in the literature for automated detection, boundary

extraction and investigation of skin melanoma.4�5

In the literature, a number of procedures are proposed and

implemented by the researchers for automated analysis of skin

cancer. Xu et al. proposed a boundary based segmentation

of skin lesions for RGB skin image dataset.1 Amelard et al.

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

discussed about the intuitive feature extraction from dermquest20

and dermis21 image datasets.2�4 Silveira et al. presented a detailed

comparative analysis on various segmentation approaches using

dermoscopy images and confirmed that the adaptive snake based

segmentation and the expectation-maximization level set offers

enhanced result compared to adaptive thresholding, gradient

vector flow, level set method and fuzzy-based split-and-merge

algorithm.6

The aim of this paper is to propose an automated segmentation

methodology to extract the cancerous region from dermoscopy

images existing in dermquest20 and dermis21 database. A two step

procedure with Teaching Learning Based Optimization (TLBO)

algorithm assisted Otsu’s multi-thresholding and Active Contour

Snake Model (ACSM) supported segmentation is implemented.

Efficiency of the proposed approach is validated with Localized

Active Contour (LAC) and Regularized Level Set (RLS) based

segmentation approaches.

2. METHODOLOGY AND EXECUTION
This paper mainly focuses on developing an computerized tool

to segment the cancerous region of dermoscopy images. The

proposed work is segregated as the pre-processing and post-

processing sections. This section presents the implementation of

the proposed procedure.

J. Med. Imaging Health Inf. Vol. 7, No. xx, 2017 2156-7018/2017/7/001/004 doi:10.1166/jmihi.2017.2265 1
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Abstract—Communication and network protocol designers consider trust as an important factor in order to optimize the 

system performance indicators.Embedding of trust is necessary among participating nodes within a network to achieve 

the better performance. The trust is defined by ‘a set of relationships among nodes that participate in an event’. These 
relationshipsdepend upon the facts generated by the earlier communication between entities within a protocol.  Trust 

accumulatesin the nodes, when the exchanges have been reliable to the protocol. The trust isthe degree of faith about the 

behavior of other entities. The trust level is specified as the faith probability ranging from 0 (complete distrust) to 1 

(complete trust).In this paper, a trust model is presented without requirement of third party trust.The established trust by 

trust model is maintained trust in the MANET. The trust is established in MANET without any superfluous assumptions, 

requirements and cryptographic mechanisms.The existing routing protocols establish the required trust level by 

presenting trusted third party. Trusted third party can be realized by adapting cryptographic mechanisms in the routing 

process between nodes. The proposed trust model is used to acquire required trust level even in the absence of third 

trusted party 

 

IndexTerms—MANET, Trust Agent, Reputation Agent, Trust Mixer. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The trust development between nodes is very much needed to compute the dependability of other nodes.The endurance of a 

wireless sensor network is relatively depends on the supportive and trust environment of its hops.The proposed trust model is 

represented by three layers of trust and shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1:  Structure of the Trust Model 

 

Situational trust is an entity, which can be placed in another entity depending upon previous transactions. The trust agent 

weighs up the good factors in all situations by considering the utility of prior knowledge available.In layer 1, the trust agent resides 

at each node of the network. The trust agent refines the trust values, which are derived by a node. In layer 2, the reputation agent 

accumulates the trust value of each node by transmitting Route_Req and Route_Rep packets. In this layer, the direct trust 
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1.  Introduction

Bug reports are common to each and every software 

project because of some complexities. These reports are 

generated from various testing and debugging activities. 

Software bugs caused loss of billion dollars. In an airplane 

crash 294 people lost their lives because of a software bug. 

Fixing bugs is one of the most important maintenance 

activities which are up to 70 billion dollars in United States 

alone1. Generally bug reports are issued to a bug tracking 

system which is analyzed by a bug triager. Bug report 

contains certain fields like product, version, component, 

severity, priority, title, summary and description. Each 

field specifies its own information. Bug triager is a person 

who is having knowledge about the system. All the 

reported bugs are stored in a bug repository.

Testers and end users submit bug reports regarding 

various issues of the system. Many of the times two or 

more bug reports correspond to the same bug leading to 

a duplicate bug. As number of bug reports increases the 

process becomes tedious. For example almost 300 bugs per 

day are represented for Mozilla in 2005. In order to solve 

problem of duplicate bug triager needs to label duplicate 

bugs as duplicate and has to attach them to master bug 

report. Bug repository contains two groups of reports 

Master reports and duplicate reports. Each duplicate must 

have a corresponding master and have to make sure that 

both address the same bug. Detecting duplicate bugs saves 

time and effort of triager in fixing the same issue. 

Table 1.    Example of master and duplicate bug

Master Duplicate

Issue: Email App clears to field 

when contact name contains 

Non-ASCII characters 

Status: Released 

Type: Defect 

Priority: Medium 

Component: Application 

Version:1.5 

Description: I received an 

E-mail from an IMAP account 

in app E-Mail. This e-mail 

includes 1.3 Mb file. When 

pressing e-mail I pressed 

menu & select forward.

Issue: E-mail app cannot 

process contact names with 

special characters in it 

Status: Duplicate 

Type: Defect 

Priority: Medium 

Component: Application 

Description: I have created a 

contact with name Test and 

E-mail. Now I am trying to 

write e-mail to test.

Abstract

Background/Objectives: The aim of this paper was to explore various information retrieval approaches applied for 

detecting duplicate bug reports. Methods/Statistical Analysis: We have determined Data pre-processing, Textual Analysis, Similarity measurement, classification and clustering methods applied on bug reports of various open source 
browsers for detecting duplicate bug reports. Findings: Information Retrieval Approaches provide an efficient way of 
detecting duplicate bug reports. The result of our study states that Recall and precision are the two important aspects of 

performance analysis of duplicate bug detection methods. We can achieve a precision of 99% and recall of 98%, by using 

both textual and categorical similarity measurements. Application/Improvements: As a consequence it decreases the time and effort spent on fixing the same bug repeatedly.
Keywords: Duplicate bug, Information Retrieval, Precision, Recall, Similarity Measures
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AbstrectrThis paper examines the perforrrance analysis of
adaptive Minimum Mean Square Enor (MMSE) in Direct

Sequence Code Division Multiple Access @S-CDMA) system.

Multiple access interference (MAI) limits the capacity of Direct

Sequence Code Dvision Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) systems

due to direct sequetrce of users. Multiuser detection is going to
be key role to reduce the MAI in DS-CDMA systems. Multi-user
fuecnors are classified as optimal and suboptimal. The main

drawback of the optimal multi-user detection is computational

complority so ttat suboptirml approaches are being sougbt.

Much of the prrsent research is aimed at finding an appropriate

tradeof between complexity and performnce. Simulation
results shows tiat the Adaptive MMSE is betto performance

than conventional MMSE-

Keywot&: DS-CDMA" MAI, MMSE, Adapilve MMSE.

Lbrrrooucrrox
ln DS-CDMA sommunicatiotr system, users are

muhiplexed by distinct codes rather than by orthogonal

fuquency bands or by orthogonal tims slots. A
convertional DS-CDMA detector follows 6 5ingle user

detection strate$/ in which each user is filterjust treat tbe

MAI as additive white Caussian noise (AWGN).

However, mlike AWGN MAI has a nice correlative

structure that is quantified tneated separately as a signal,

while the other users are considered as either interference

or noise. Multi-user detection is a technolog5r that

spawned in the early 80's. lt has now developed into an

full-fledged field in multi'access

communications. Multi-user hection (MUD) is th
intelligent estimation / demodulation of transmitted bits

in the presence of Multiple Access lnterferene (MAl).
MAI occrns in multi-access commrmication systems

(CDMA/ TDMA/FDMA) where simultaneously

occurring digital streams of information interfere witb
each otler. Conventional detectors based on the matctpd

by the cross-correlation matrix ofthe signatrre sequences.

Hencg detectors that take into accoutrt this conelation
would perform better tha[ the conventional matched

filter-bank [-7].

II SYSTEI}I }IODEL

A synchronous K user DS-CDMA model is shorrun in
figure l. From this model the bit soeams of K

synchronous users antipodally modulafe with K sigrature

sequences which are transmitted through an Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel.

Recent Advances in Microwaves, Antennes and Communications ^
Department of ECE, PVPSIT The lnstitution of Engine"t= 

@

The baseband received signal is given by

I

r(t)=).4-(r)s-(r\br(t)+n(t) (r)
t=l

wbere ,4(f) , .*(r) and Dr(r) are the amplitude,

signatrre code waveform and modulated data of the lS

user respectively and a(r) is Additive White Gaussian

Noise (AWGN), with a two sided power spectral density

ofNJ2 Wllz [8].

Figure l: D$CDMAModel

' D Conventionel single user detector
The Mdched filter is a conventional single user detector.

This deector is the simplest suboptimrm detector used in
DS-CDMA [3]. It follows a single user detection strategy

in which each user is treated seprately as a signal, while

the other users are considered as either interference or

rcise [8]. lt is shown in Figure 2; the matched filter is

rsed to generate sufficient satistics for sipal

&tection The sampled ou@ut of the ke matclred hlter
is given by

,1,

y* = lr(t)sr(t)dt

- = i[,i 
Arhsi{t)+n(tr}-rru,

Where p,' =lsr(t)s'(tfit
0

pa is ttre cross correlation of the spreading sequence

betrreen rhe kI md jt user. The decision is made by
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..{&$rro16- lnugr Fudnn lr n procodure of comblulng
lp$ruprlilt( hrformallon fronr r *ct of lnug*s of rlnrlhr prorpert,
lnto r rlnglc inragc, rthctcin cnsulng furcil lmrgc trlll hc more
rcrtaling and conrplclr ihan rny {rf lilpur lmuger. lt lnrprovcr
supcrlorl..'- of lurrgc hy rrmove nohc anrl blurrlness of tnrrgr. A
r-lrlcty of lnrrgc F'urlon nrtthodi rrcrc projcrtrrJ ln thr llhrlturc
to dcrrmsr bhrrrhrg cffmr snd nrosl of thr nrcrhodr are on blrh
of post.pro(csrlng ldtn. Onr' of llrr goulr of lntrge fuslon lt to
gcttcrutc inrprorcd lm*gc rtrorr Juihbh. for purposc of huuron
vlrud pcrscptlon, obJr.tl rllscovcrl. lr rtcll cs tlrget rccog[ltlon.
Thc ruelrch rctlons lrc [tollt), ln rrtn of rlcrctrplng furton
algorithms lhrl pru*rc$r thr hfururlllon contmt of ronrporltt
imrgrry, rl wdl rrs fur nuhing s]Taclrr roburt to rrri:rtlons In l[s
sclne. for instoncc dust or lntokt. ar trell os rntlrcnnrcntal
sonditioug This puprr addre$e rhe curvcy of Yrriout lungc
fuslon t*hnlquci thrt lfc prrctlul to goucr:rle u rlnglo entlnccd
inrrgc morr opproprhlc for the purpolo of hunun vlrud
pcrcrption, objfct dclcrllotr ar rrcll os tlrgct rrcognltlon rrcrc
conridrrcd, Thl Wlrcht lrNnsforilr ls rn ertrrnrrly good method

for lmlgr f!slon mrkr nrdluble rr hlgb quality speetrtl conlcnt

Indcx Tcnas- Iarage Flrloa, Hunrao vlsurl pcrcrptton,

$pr{el domrlu, \Trvtlct tranlfornr, Fuscd imrgc,

l. Inrrnoouc"noN

\Yith the latcsl rapid cxprmsion in the orcns of sensing

technology, multiscnsory gystsrns havc rum out to b€ rcalism

in r rising number of fields for in$tance Nmote sensing,

medical iruaging, nracilnc vision as rvcll as militsry
applicotions for which tley rvert initiolly dweloped. The

rcsult of usugc of thesc techniques is o hugc enhance in
quutiry of drta offcred. Irnagc fusion mskes avuil$le ln
etlecual woy of rcducing rising volume of information rvhilc
0t siuoe timr extncthg all useful informltion from sowre
images. Lnagc Fusion is a pmcedun of combining nppropriate
information fronr a set of irnagcs of similar prospect, inlo a

singlo irmge, wherpin ensuing frrscd irnage rvill be moro
revealing and complete than any of inpur images [{]. Input
imagcs might be nulti sensor, multinlodrl, multifocll or elsc
multi tcmporal, Onc of rhe gouls of imogc fusion is to gerrcmtc

improved imuge morc suitablc for purposc of human visuat
perception, object discovery as rvell as targct recognition. One
of rigaificant pre-proccssing steps for fusion procedurc is
imagc rcgisfatioD, spccifi cslly coordinstc talsfonnotjon of
one imagc regarding other. Fusioo algorithms are input relimt.

The purpose of imogc fusion is to msrgs in[ormedon from

nrultiplo imogcs in order to construcl en image thut eonveys

only usetirl infornrotion, rcduce omount of datt dufing

nrlnvork trrnsmissions, and gr0crst6 sevrr imsgcs that are more

opproprirtc for purposes ofhunran or els6 milchine poccption

[EI, lnrngc Fusion is uscd expansivcly in image pmccssing

systcnls. A voricty of lmogc Fusion methods werc projccted iD

the literature to decrcosc blurring effects. Many of thc

ncthods are on bosis of post-processing idca. Imrgc fusion

impmves superiority of image by remove.noiee and blurriners

of image [l]. Thc evolution of reteanch effort into 6cld of
inruge fusion can be broadly pul into tluce stagcs such as

Sinrple Image Fusion. Pyraruid Decompasition bascd fusioa,

and Discrctc Wsvelet trsnsforms based fusion I l].

II, CLASSITICATIoN oF IMAGE TUSION METHODS

thc sctull fusion procedure can tlke plrce !t various levqls

of information depiction. Image fusion olgoritlms are

considered into diflerert levels such as: Low or else pixel

level: Thc me0rod of pixel-levcl rvorks eitber in spotial dom*io

or iu Eanshrm domain. Inrage frsion at pixel lcvel amourts to

incorporation of low-level inflormation, in the majority cases

physical mecsurements such or intensity IlJ. Middle or feshue

lcvell The feahrre-level nlgorithrns normally segmeut imrgc
inlo neighboriug regions snrl fuse regions togother by means of
tlwir pmpertiBs. Feotures uscd might bc cslculatcd

indcpcndcntly from each imsgc or they might bc obtaincd by
instunlrneour processing ofall images. High or dccision lcvel:
Decision levcl fusion mskes use of outputs of initisl objcct

rccognilion and crtegorizotion os iuprits iri'fusion rlgorithm to

corry out the dirtr integratioo It4].

III. APPR0ACHES oF IMACE FUsIoN

In Image Fusion technique the good informction fronr euch

of spccilied inrages is ftiscd togcther to fomt an cnsuing inrage

whosc quolity is ndvamcd to $ny of input imagcs. lmlgc
firsion techniquer ore generally classi{ied into nvo groups such

os spllial domuin t'rrsion technique ond Trrnsform domlirr
fusion [9]. Sprtial domoin techniquee, deal rvith pixcl valuc of
on image rvhich art manipulated to rttcia rcquired rcsult. ln
frequency domrin meens tls pixcl vrlue is initillly transfcrnd
to- domlin mcfiods and further irnag* is impmvetl by

changing frequency componont of imcgc [7J. Thc ftuion

978-r-{673{207€
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Abstract- Medical imaging devices are being used to scan

diffcrent organs of human being and. are used in different stages

of diagnostics. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
' 

Computed

Tomography (CT) are some of the imaging techniques adopted

for acquiring images to diagnose most of the diseases. In brain

medicat imaging, MRI irnage shows structural information of the

brain rvlthout any functional data, rvherc as CT image describes

functional inlbrmation of the brain but with lorv spatial

resolution especially with low dose CT scan, which is useful to

reduce the radiation efl'ect to human body. 'fhus' fusing varlout
modalities of images in medical field into a distinct image with

more dctailed anatomical information and high spectral

information is highly desired in clinical diagnosis. This paper

nrainly introduc0s two aspects namely. enhancemont of lorv dose

CT scan images using Histogram Equalization, Adaptivc

Histogram Equalizatlon(AHE) and Contrast Limited AHE
(CLAHE) rnd fusing the MRI and cnhanced low dose CT scan

images. This paper introduced pixel level based lusion

algorithms like Averaging fusion, Principal Component Analysis

and Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT) fusion algorithms. The

proposed algorithms are implemented using MATLAB.
Simulation resutts for both MRI and low-dose CT scan image

l'usion and MRI and enhanced low-dose CT scan image fusion

were compflrcd using the performance metrics MSE, Entropy

and PSNR.

Keywords- lmage fusion, Image Enhancement, MRI, CT,

Averaging. PCA, DWT, MSE. ENTROPY, PSNR,

I. INTRODUCTION

Different medical irnaging modalities replicate different

inlbrmation of hur"nan organs and tissues, rvhich are used tbr

medical diagnosis. Medical imaging plays a major role in

large number of applications such as diagnosis, research and

treatment because of the developmellt irt technology and

modern instrumentation. For exarrple structural images like

Magnetic Resonance Irnaging (MRI) and Cornputed

Tonrography (CT) etc., provide good resolution images with

anatomical intbrmation. MRI shows that the low density soft

tissue such as blood vessels and the image of the lesion

clearly, while CT shows the bone tissue clearly and can

provide the relerence for the location of the lesion. CT scans

are not recommended for the patients rvho suft'ers kom

claustrophobia and pregrlant mothers because of the lisk of
high radiation. When the cancer cells are exposed to radiations

P Rqi.gsh Kumar

Department of ECE

AU College of Engineering

Visakhapatnam. India
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they get multiplied, there by increase in tumour cells' In

response to conccrns ahout the increascd risk 0f cancer

associated with CT antl othcr inraging proccrdurcs lhal

-use.ionizing radiation. se\'cral organiz4tiorrs attd govclrrtrlcnl

agencies have developed guidr'lines attd reconttnendations

rcgarr.ling thc appropriutc usc oIthesc procedttt'cs.

In 2010" the t.l.S. Footl and Drtrg Adnlinistration (tDA)

launchc(l the Initiatrvc to lle clrrcc Litrneucssut']' Radiatron

llxposure fitrnr lVcdical lnmgirrg. This rnitiatirc tbcuscs otr thr.'

,safb use oi nrcdical irrraging der'.ict'5," informc'ci elecisrott-

making ubilut u'hcn to use spt:cific imagirrg pnrcr"tlures. and

incrcasing paticllts' awarcncss of theil radintittlt cxposurs

So. it is better to apply low radiation for children, pregnant

ladies and cancer patients which reduces the radiation

exposure by 40 to 60 percent[8]. But the images acquired

-using low radiation are in low contrast gpd rtlore prone to blur

and image artifacts. hnage enhancement techniques are used

to iu"rprove the contrast and reduce the artifacts caused by the

low dose[8]. This paper presents two image enhancemsnt

techniques namely Histoglam Equalization and Adaptive

Histograrl Equalization applied on various low dose CT scan

.irnages to inrprove their conrrast and.hrightness.

Though these irnages are enhanced, a single medical intage

model is unable to neet the requirement of medical

diaglostics[4], because each image is captured with different

radiation power. In order to overcome this drawback, it is

required to get the infornration fuom multiple modalities rvhich

II. IMAcE FusloN

A proceclure r:f tbnning a fused image which is rnainly used

lor discase diagnosis [8] from diff'erent irnage modalities is

illustrated with good results including many performance

.uretrics. . Fused image detects the changes"in the nature ofthe

disease, especially changes in body tissues and organs [14].
Multirnodality nredical image statistics which are obtained

tj'orn MRI and CT helps in irnproving the image content and

in obtaining useful information, used for rnedical diagnosis

and treatment.

Qualitative Anlysis of MRI and Enhanced

Low Dose CT scan Image Fusion

Rajesh K Panakala

Department of ECE

PVP Siddhartha lnstitute of
Technology, Kanunt

Vijayawada, India
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Abslrncl:
In this paper design of Spiral

Antenno bocked by Electromognetic Bond-gop

(EBG) structure is presented, The antenna is a 2<trm

Archimedean spiral It radiates Bi-directionally. To

elfectively rlirect lhe radiation in the upper half space

region, the spiral antenna is backed by EBG

strudure. An EBG sltudure allows antennos to

rorliate fficiently by erhibiting o surfoce wove hontl
gap wer some limited frequency range. Utilization of
an EBG stucture reduces lhe nntenno size by more

than 650A compared to nomal cavity brcked spiral
antennas. , The various parumeters of the

Archimedean Spiral Antenna with'EBG were studied

antl optimizerl through utensive simulations using

A nsoft H FSS El ectromagn dic sima lotion softwo re
The VSIIR of this design is 2.65 ond Axiol Rotio is

2:1, The gain oJ'9,5 dB is achieved. The size of the

proposed stracture is 2.75 an X 2.75 cm. The

comporison results oJ'cavity bocked ontl EBG backed

spiral are presented in this paper,

Ke-ywords: Archimedeon spiral, eleclromagnetic

band gap (EBG), circular polarizutiotr, low profile,

c o nfo r m.ab le, di rectiv e ga i n.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of wireless

communications, it is desirable to design small

size,.lorv profile and wideband planar antennas.

ln airb:orne plattbrms the size and weight of the

antennas should be kept as minimum as possible.

Thc antennas should be compact in size at thc

same time maintain the rerluired eleotrical

characteristics over wide liequency range.

Wideband antennas are widely used in nrany

applic.rtions such as grouncl penetrating ladars,

trackffi. sensing. imaging and direc,tion lincling

syste;.6p,.,,[ihc spiral antenna is an antenna with

Iow l p*etlle, and ciloulal polariz.ation with

widebahd characteristics. 
-['lrc 

tietluuncy bancl ol'

a spicaFarntenna clctlnes the physical dinrension

ol'fheiiffftdAna Il l. tlowevel thcsc spiral antennas

areligefUiftlty used tbr rlcfence in<Iustry. ln

military applications ivideband antennas with

t(*l+

I't & 2"d Jttly,; 20 t'6

:' :,i.
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unidirectional pattern is pret-erred. A spirat

antcnna is usually backed by a conducting plane

or cavity to obtain a unidireotional beam, where

the antenna height (the spacing between the

spiral and the conducting plane) is chosen to bc

one-quarter wavelength (7/$ of the operating

centre frequency [2]. Generally spiral antennas

are a class offrequency independent antenno$ [3]
i.e.. the tiequency of operation and. antenna

parameters like impedance etc. are completely

described by angles, The spacing required

befween the ground plane and spiral .is, in tefins

of 2. This disturbs the tiequency independent

nature of spiral antennas. The above-mentioned

conducting plane (reflection plane) ::has 
a

ret'lection coeft'icient of I = -1. If the_retlection

.plane can be replaced with a plane that has a

rel'lection coet-ficient ot f = +1, the spiral oan

radiate a unidirectional beam with an antenna

height o1'much less than one-quarter wavelength.

To realize such a sma[ler antenna height,' this

paper proposes the use of an electromagnetic

band-gap (EBC) material [a-6] fbr backing rthe

spiral and invcstigates the resulting radiation

characteristics. With the use ol EBG the spiral

antenna gain has also improved by 3 dts. . 
.

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF

SPIRAL WITH EBG r;r i' l

,']

Archirne<Iean oonfi guratiori ; iis, tchose"

for spiral circuit because of its iwruenancl

opcration and complementary i'i'$frubture

oompared to Equiangular spiral confr'$irrttthn

since the dual arm Archimedean spiral:)poBs0Sspb

the gleatest symmetry. I '; ::ir '"'

Archimedean spiral is a ,frequUncy

independent antenna which operates on;-Rumsey

principle [ ]. When excited tiom a balancBtl'f,w0-

wire transmission line. this configuration exh:ibit

broad band characteristic' with respect,'to input

irnpeclance, radiation pattem, 4pd. ' 111:urular

polurization ol' the radiatcd field. :.tsasioally

Arohintedean spiral is a planar tlruoturer'1liat :is

fabricatecl by photcl lithographio techhiqrlei6ri,a

DUpartment of ECE, PVPSI'f
I L' o mmun tcairlol?s' ii,.:.;j; i4 1i
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A Survey of Reconfigurable Service Robots
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Abstacl-A methodical understanding of design principles of
autonomous agents and strategy attainment is required to foster
intelligence in mobile Robotics. The low powered

microcontrollers and the reconfigurable FPGAs are being used
for implementation of algorithms related to Mobile robotics. In
particular this paper presents the broad seope of service and
assistive robots. The paper also focuses on the technologies used
by the mobile robots. The sale of professional service robots has
increased rapidly since last three years. In tots of applications of
mobile robots it is required that the functionality shoutd be

flexible.

Ikywords-semice: asslstive; robot; FPGA;

I. INTRoDUCTIoN

The use of a single or multiple robots for performing
various tasks like human is an area of research in Robotics.
The number ofservice robots sold in year 2014 has increased

by a ll.5o/o as compared to the year 2013. The professional
service robots of wotlrrd 24,207 units were used for both
domestic and many industrial applications in the year 2013

[]. It is estimated that by 2018 the global sales of personally
used service robots is going to increase around 35 million
units as stated in a press release by International federation of
Robotics. And among them a 25 million units may be used for
domestic applications like lawn mowers, vacuum cleaners etc.

[2]. This emphasizes the importance of research in the above
thrust field and requirement of various technologies to cater
the need ofabove services.

One of the area in service robots is Assistive robotics,
which has the potential to improve the quality of life for wide
range ofusers: the elderly, those in rehabilitation therapy and
people with cognitive disorders [4]. Yongguo Mei et.al
presented techniques to reduce the energy consumption of
mobile robots during motion planning, so that there would be
increase in operating time of mobile robots [3]. The socially
assistive robots is defined as the junction of Assistive Robot
and socially interactive Robot. It provides assistance to
humans tlrough social interaction for the purpose of achieving
quantifiable progress during the period of recovery [5]. The
survey of various areas in assistive robotics technology for
signifring the domain-specific means and evaluating their
performance was presented by Katherine M et.al. 16].
Assistive robotics might encompass healing benefits for
elderly persons with autism disorders to post-shoke
rehabilitation. Smart wheelchairs used by people with
disabilities will improve their quality of life. Research has

been carried out by companies and institutions focusing on
autonomous impact free navigation and contact less human

Lot {" \{
International Cj!["fen.e on Research Advances in lntegrated Navigation Systems (RAINS - 2016),

April 06-07,2016, R. L. Jalappa Institute of Technology, Doddaballapur, Bangalore, India

machine interaction. The activities of daily living such as self-

care and pick-and-place tasks can be accomplished by robotic
arms in unstructured scenarios. A survey showed that some of
the specific tasks like personal cleanliness, eating, selecting
things off a shelf or up from the floor are rated highly among
the services to be performed by robots [7]. As the goal of
assistive robots is to perform like normal systems and make
the job easier, but the challenge is the time taken for
performing the field trials is longer.

There has been research in leader follower robots like the
problem of maintaining the arrangement of multiple
nonholonomic robots. Formation maintenance controllers
were developed bV [8] for the follower robot's motion
traiectory tracking tasks using P3AT type mobile robots. A
binary logic based person following DaNI robot using an IP-
camera for capturing the character on his uniform was
presented by [9]. The authors also presented an algorithm for
processing the data from the IP-Cambia and the ultrasonic
sensor to control the robot movement. They also developed a .

fuzzy logic based control for the smooth motion of the robot
following a person [0]. The early days mioocontrollers were
not suitable to be used in robotics when complex
programming tasks was involved. The alternative approach of
a full ASIC implementation could.be very expensive. The
introduction of FPGA then do had become alternative in some

context [l]. But in the present scenario because of the rapid
growth in the technology there have been introduction oftiny
low powered microcontrollers / processors which can be used

to perform complex tasks.

The communication between robbts can also increase their
capabilities and efficiency [3]. Even if a little communication
is done then it would enhance the performance of system. The
reconfigurable system had been extensively acclaimed for its
efficiency in many applications ever since it was evolved. The
typical example is the SplasM which was developed by the

. Super Computing Research Center I l]. -The robot tecinology
have been used in the fields ofdisaster reliefwith explosion-
proof, factory automation and for house service. Ifthe number
of modules are more then the design of a robot becomes extra
complex. Many researchers paid a keen interest on the reusing
of the firnctional component either hardware or software
which could reduce the difficulty in fobqt design and ofcourse
reduces the cost [21. To perform various tasks in an industrial
environment a shortest path algorithm for FPGA based robot
was presented bv [l4] in which the authors overcome the

tracking path issues and improved the effective localization
using RFID based land mark determination. A outline on
Network Plug in Actuator and "econo-vehicle" a outdoor
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Design of a Wide-Ba4d Blade Monopole Antenna

in 135-]T5MHz Band

Bandhakavi S. Deepa[l' 
*, 

Khumanthem Takeshore2,
Panakala R. Kumarl, and Chandana Sairam2

Abstract-This paper presents the clesign qf a wideband blade shaped monopole antenna with a

horizoltally *orrrrt"d aluminium tube on top qf the blade covering 135-175 MHz frequency band using

Electroma[netic Simulation software (CST Micrpwave StudioTM) alo.tg with a qatclrllS network whose

characteristics have been evaluated by the Olitimal Matching Network Identifier (OMNI) algorithm'

OMNI algorithm is a search technique .,r"d it computing. to find the optimum solttion. The

corrventioial quarter wavelength rnonopole uni:on.ru is a narrow band antenna with bandwidth of the

order of 5% 6 lO% at its centre freqr.rency. In grder to increase the bandwidth of the antenna, a proper

matching network has been incorporatei alo4g with it. Toroidal inductor based matching networks

have beJr {esigned, and their chaiacteristics aft evaluated using Optimal M-atching Network Identifier

(OMNI) prog.irn in MATLAB software. By donsolidating MA'ILAB and CST simulated results, the

ar,t"n.ru prottyp" along with the optimal mptching network has been practically implemented, ?"9
.o...,rpor,,lirig results haie beeu verified. The ditails of sirnulated and tneasured results are also irlcluded'

The proposecf antenna finds numerous applications in various wideband cornrtunication svsterns.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the modern day communication system6 demand wideband antennas for almost ail applications'

Howevt,r, tr.aditiolal monopole [1] and dipole itrtennas are narrow band antennas b;' natrlre, and t]rey

only offer bandwiclths of tne ordli of 5% io 70lp Ot their centre frequencies. Using an efficient wideband

. rlaiching network [2-6] the narrow band antellpa can be converted to a wideband antenna. For this

to happin, the main parameters such as anlenna input impedance (Zo), characteristic impedance
\- (Zo;, irut"fring network impedance (Zn,), reflegtion coefficient (f) and the voltage standing-wave ratio

- iVHWnl shouid be charactlrised. Eiy irsi"g tdeo" parameters and their mutual relations, the VSWRs

can be calculated over the frequency Lanawldtht of interest. All those antenna matching configurations

for which the VSWR is within the required spppification are segregated. Later the efficiencies of these

corifigurations a,re calculated in the form of a,ritenna ga,ins. Thcn thc ura,tchiug corrfiguration which

p.uuil.". better gain is chosen and finally impltiirlented with the aritenna. Depending upon the required

bancL of frequeniies for operatiorr, the ciraractdristics of uratching networks gets changed. The chartges

in matching networks may be in terms of netwgfk elements, network topology, type-of elements used,

type of coribination (parallel or series), etc. :!ihe design of these matching networks and evaluation

of-their characteristics can be done in the MATLAB software [7-10]. For identifying the optimum

rnatching network for the antenna to operate ip the desired frequency band, the Opti,mal Matchi'ng

Netwo'rli, kle'ntifter program is written in MATLAB software'
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Design of Line Source Antennas for the Generation of Shaped
Beams without Side Lobes and Ripples

C.Subba Raol and A.Sudhakar2
rDept. 

of E.C.E., Prasad V Potluri Siddhartha Institute of Technology, Vijayawada
2Dept. 

of E.C.E., RVR & JC College of Engineering College, Guntur

Abstract: A Radiation pattem o/'linear antenna arrays consists of one main beam with side lobes. These arrays usually
rqtliate either broad side or end fire direction. The shape, width of the main beam and side lobes depencl on the
e.tcitation oJ' the antenna array. Generation of shaped beams is useful in man.y applications. Array antennas ure useJul

for the generation ofnarrow beams and desired beam shapes. Usually arraysfor the generation ofshaped beams are oJ'

large in size. Shaped radiation patterns generated from small arrays consists oJ'more side lobes and the main beam is

oscillatory. This paper presents an amplitude control methodfor the generation of shaped beams with low side lobes and
reduced ripples of the main beam using small arrays.

Key words: shaped beam, ripples, aruay, sector

lntroduction: Array antennas are preferred for the generation ofshaped beams as they provide excellent gain
and high directivity. Aray antennas may be designed to introduce nulls in the desired direction or to generate

narrow main beam with low side lobes. Variety of beam shapes [ -7] is produced by array antennas and is
useful in several applications. Typical beam shapes are narrow, sector, cosecant and so on. The narrow
beams or pencil beams [8, 9] are widely used for point to point communications as well as high resolution
radars. Sector and cosecant patterns are used for wide angle coverage. It has been possible to generate the

optimized beams from well designed array Antennas. Optimization is achieved by using amplitude
distribution [10-13], spatial distribution [17-18], phase distribution [17-18] or their combination. A periodic
signal with discontinuities if reconstructed by adding the Fourier series, overshoots appear around the edges.

These overshoots decay outwards in a damped oscillatory manner away from the edges. In the present work,
an amplitude distribution function is designed by using Fejer's method for the generation of sector pattems.
The Fourier series allow us to represent complicated periodic function as simply a linear combination of
projections on to a basis. This representation has been proved to be useful in the analysis of real time systems
that work on periodic phenomena such as propagating waves on a string and oscillating currents and so on.

Fourier transform

Fejer method

Fig. 1 Sector Pattern with length L:5

! C.Subba Raor and A.sudhakar
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Recent Advances in Face Detection
Techniques: A Survey

M. V. Ganeswara Rao*, Rajesh K. Panakala** and A. Mallikarjuna Prasad***

Abstract: Hrxnanface detection has been one of the important research areas in digital image processing for lfuman
Computer Interface (HCI). The automation of various processes plays'very vital role in addressing the security
issues. These processes require a computer program which vefifies the presence ofhumanface inhr image. Until
the recent past power consumption and requirement of more computing power were the bottle necks to use image
processing for automation, with development of FPGA and ernbedded processor technologies,'qesearchgrs'are
developing advanced image processing algorithms for more efficient and high perfonnance real timeaiiiometion
systems. Human face detection is a computational tool that finds tle presence and location of a frce in a given
image. In the beginning fape detection techniques arebased on identification of anterior h-pnran-facB, however in
recent times advanced techniques like feature invariant techniques are enabling us to deJect face in the ex.istence of
pose, structural objects or facial expressions etc. In this paper we presented a survey ofvarious face detection
techniques with focus on face detection using skin tone, which is one. of the invariant features of the human face.

Keywords:Human computer interaction; VlSl;Processor Technology Face detection; Automation

I. INTRODUCTION

The human face detection plays avitalrole in extensive ringe of applications in image processing such as,

face recognition, personal identity, Content Base Image Retrieval (CBIR) etc. According to Keren,
M. Osadchy, and C. Gotsmanthe aim ofhuman face detection is to find whether an hu.man face is present in
the given image or not and if present, further find its location and size. [1]

The difficulties with the face detection are associated with pose, presence of structural objects, facial
expressions, imaging conditions, Occlusion, and Image orientation. Figure l(a)-(d) shows images with
different poses, illumination, facial expression and occlusion respectively. According to Yang and

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Images with (a) Different pose. (b) Different illumination. (c) Different facial expression. (d) Different Occlusions
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ogonalfrequencydivisionmu1tip1exing.To.avoidIntercarrierInterference

and Inter Symbol Interference the cvcric rl'ry i'ffi;;:'":*:::::::l'*': *:il:'":'.:lJ;*'?ilt?ililJJ.lllTi;
rij$.;:,#ffli*f:'fi:Jfi;'."1t",fi:ffiilJTfr: r#"r*"iii orrsets. For frequencv serective rading channers Bit

error rate (BER) performance or .FDM ,y;; has been .ia"u*i. sttaking the.fading factor into consideration'

Simulation results reveal that BER for cuur*iun .t *ner is more i-pro*J i.rated i'o Rician channel and Rayleigh channel'

r)erformance of the system under Rician 
"rrunr-,"ir. 

.onsiderabre related to Rayleigh channel in real time scenarios'

- K"yrrordrt Hur*oni'

I.INTRODUCTION

From the history of few years orthogonal frequency-

aii-i", multiplexing (OFDM) systems have procured a high

exertion[l]. In Europ.uo digitai broadcast radio system the

ii-rortr 
'i't 

used[2]-. The role of OFDM in mobile

communication systems and digital broadcast television are

;;;;t being eiplored [3]' While-Receiver need to consider

t*o prott.rm into u..oont when OFDM is considered' The

i;;;ilt ;i the oscillators in the transmitter and receiver is

or.'unJ otn r is unknown time instant to start sampling a

;;;.i- orort'r symbol. The timing offset in multi carrier

ryo"*t is high when compared with single carrier systems

and we have to ,".ogott it' The attainment of symbol

t urmoniration may be dJcreased if the signal is demodulated

;ffi;ii;;li" ttt" carrier frequencv' A design of time and a

fr*u"o.v offset estimat" -uy be achieved at the receiver

=';-*;;;'n.rp of pilot symbols known to the receiver' by

-""*J"g t[" u**g" iog-tikelihood function' The joint

il;t-; Likelihooi (Mi) estimation of the timing and

"".i"i-a"qr.ncy 
offset i" CjfnU systems is to be evaluated

in this paPer.- 
ILSYSTEMMODEL

A. Signal Model of OFDM--- 
iz." the channel is assumed to be non-dispersive and the

transmitted signal s(k) is determined by complex' additive'

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) n(k) (i'e''hk = 1'Vk c

0,...,M - 1 only' Hence, the received data is

r{k} : .s{l{ - g} srarorcrx + n{IrJ' (1)

Apart from spaced M samples, the correlation between parts

"t;;tt 
of sumple, yielded by cyclic prefix' The timing offset

www.ijsetr.com

ffi

<o and carrier frequency offset o information

because it is not a white process or due to tts

structure.

is with r(k)
probabilistic

i. A*ur.n"rs for Timing and Frequency Offset
--- iil phase shifts geierated by-symbol-time delays and

ctrannetareundistinguishablebyasynchronizer[4].The
Range of time error requirements may be from the order of a
-r-r*pi.," 

ifr. part of a iample' lf there is no frequency offset'

the frequency response ofeach sub channel is zero at all other

;t;;t frequencies, i.e., the sub channels do not interfere

;il;; ottrer 1S1. The orthogonality between the tones is

U"ing dumug"d aJ u 
"or,,.qot*" 

of frequency offset' 
-The

obtained inter carrier interference (ICD has 
,been

scrutinized[6]. The useful signal-to-noise ratio (SNR") due to

Ltlfr raOitit. noise and ICI ii shown to be low bounded by

srvn*(o)=ma#,,*" tT:i' (2)

slvx:nj lof,
Where

r,! a r{s(Ic)l} atud o*r g e{(lt}r}

A measure of frequency offset ( o) is the variation

between the SNR anO ttre (SNR")'To gain (SNR") of 30 dB- or

higher in absence of additive noise the frequency offset

(o) must be < 1.3 x 10-2. Degradation SNR' D6'o due to

frequency offset is comParative as

Dy.*e = ffifitfrl"ft

tw+; Copyright @2016IJSETR. All rights reserved'

(3)
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Abstract— The production of multiphase system was a 

challenging task in earlier days, multiphase means more than 

three phases and very much popular now a days due to eminent 

features compared to conventional three-phase counter parts. In 

order to obtain the multiphase machine, it requires same phase 

input with respect to the no. of phases at the output. This paper 

mainly focuses on five phases because even after failure of one 

phase, the performance does not degrade much. Therefore, to 

attain a five phase supply a multiphase transformer connection 

is proposed. The induction motor is (five phase) fed by the 

output of the proposed transformer connection scheme. The 

performance of the motor is analyzed by an experimental 

investigation through experiment set up and MATLABR@, the 

simulation results are presented in the form of computer traces 

and high traded performance of the machine are discussed, 

under balanced as well as unbalanced supply conditions. 

 

Keywords— Multiphase Transformer connection Scheme, 

Star-Star, Star-Polygon, Delta-Star, Delta-Polygon, Five Phase 

Induction Motor, Balanced and Unbalanced Power Supply; 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The Induction machines are used in the industry due to 

their simplicity of the design, low-cost, low maintenance cost, 

ruggedness and direct connection to A.C power source, 

compared to D.C. Maximum total power consumption in the 

industrial sector is from “induction motors” only. Usually 

multiphase induction machines applications are mainly 

concerned on aircrafts, electric ship propulsion, and hybrid 

electric vehicles (HEV) etc. 

In order to large loads, the number of phases of the 

induction motor must be increased to reduce the torque 

ripples. By using multi-phase [1] over the conventional three 

phase the output torque is high and even with the opening of 

one or two phases the motor performance will not degrade. In 

a squirrel cage induction motor the stator is excited by source 

and the rotor bars are short circuited. Accordingly, there is a 

flexibility of increasing the number of phases in the stator 

side. This can be done through multiphase transformer 

connection scheme. The rotor phases get automatically 

adjusted. A multiphase transformer connection scheme is 

employed [2], the reason it is named multiphase because it 

takes three phase conventional supply but it transforms three 

phase grid supply to five phase system.  

Three multi-winding single phase transformers, i.e. 

Transformer I (T-I), Transformer II (T-II),  Transformer III 

(T-II) are considered for implementing this transformation. 

The primary side of multi-winding transformer consists of one 

winding. But secondary side consists of two or three windings 

each depending on the type of connection. In this paper 

primarily different types of transformer connection schemes 

are discussed, later five phase induction motor modeling is 

also elaborated. The output of the transformer can be varied by 

using auto transformer at the primary side [2]. Fig.1 represents 

the multiphase transformer connected with three phase supply 

as input and five phase supply as output to  multi phase 

induction motor, i.e. five phase induction motor as a load.  
 

 
Fig.1 Three Phase to Five Phase   Conversion by   Using Multiphase 

Transformer Fed to Five Phase Induction Motor 

 

2. THREE PHASE TO FIVE PHASE CONVERSION 

This type of conversion obtained using three single phase 

transformers are connected in four different ways like Star- 

Star; Star- Polygon; Delta- Star; Delta-Polygon. 

Phase differences between the two consecutive phases are 

72° and this exact phase difference obtained by properly 

selecting the turn’s ratio [2]. By considering three multi-

winding transformers T-I, T-II, T-III, each primary winding of 

transformer has only one winding. Secondary side of T-II and 

T-III transformers have three windings and T-I transformer 

has two windings in case of star connection and three 

windings in case of polygon connection. Here phases are 

labeled  as “A”, “B”, “C” of the input supply and “a”, “b”, 

“c”, “d”, “e” are output supply respectively. The Proposed 

transformer connection schemes of primary and secondary 

windings are shown in Fig. 2.a, 2.b and 2.c. Fig 2. a represents 

the star connection and delta connection of the input supply is 
This work funded by Science and Engineering Research Board
(SERB-DST), Government of India Ref: SB/EMEQ-320/2014.
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Abstract— This paper explores on experimental investigation 

of Shunt Hybrid Active Power Filter (SHAPF) for mitigation of 

harmonics and reactive power. In the present work, a Fuzzy 

Logic Controller (FLC) is implemented for generating desired 

harmonic reference currents and for regulating the DC side 

voltage of SHAPF. To efficiently utilize DC side voltage, Space 

Vector Pulse Width Modulation (SVPWM) is used for generating 

desired pulses required for Voltage Source Converter (VSC) in 

shunt Active Power Filter (APF). Experimental analysis has been 

carried out to assess the proposed control scheme.  The control 

algorithm of the SHAPF is realized in digital domain using 

Spartan 6 Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) controller. 

The fundamental necessities for the application structure require 

careful selection and configuration of elements of SHAPF. The 

hardware design of components of SHAPF is exhibited in this 

paper. The outcomes of this paper confirm the viability of 

SHAPF through 150V/1.5kVA experimental setup. 

 

Keywords— Fuzzy logic controller; Indirect current control 

scheme; Space vector pulse width modulation; Shunt hybrid active 

power filter;  Spartan 6 FPGA controller; Total harmonic 

distortion (THD).  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Power quality is a very important issue to all levels of 

electricity consumers. Widespread increase in renewable 

energy generation, power electronic equipment’s and 

commercial applications increases the harmonic distortion 

levels at the end use services and on the overall power system. 

Alternatively, the requirement for clean power supply is 

increasing for sensitive loads such as electronic equipment 

used in medical and automated applications. This demand has 

led to the advancement of various harmonic mitigation 

techniques [1]-[3].  

The most basic method of harmonic mitigation is to use 

passive inductor-capacitor (LC) filters. These tuned LC filters 

are connected in parallel to harmonic generating load/source. 

Passive filters are tuned such that at/near dominant harmonic 

component, resonance of passive filter occurs. So that the 

harmonic component choses to flow through passive filter 

instead of source, consequently reduce the harmonic content 

in the source current.  But passive filters are bulky in nature.  

Installing passive filter for each and every dominant 

harmonic component is difficult and rigorous. Multiple 

passive filters connected to utility might cause series and 

parallel resonance in the power system [4]. In the literature, to 

overcome the aforementioned issues, active power filters are 

proposed. To mitigate the harmonic components, active power 

injects equal and opposite components there by cancelling 

original harmonics. For current harmonic mitigation, shunt 

active power filter (APF) which is connected in shunt with 

load is used. The shunt APF is operated in closed loop, such 

that to force the source current to be free of harmonics and to 

be at unity power factor (UPF). But they are restricted by high 

maintenance, high cost, low power to volume ratio and 

difficulty in operating under high voltage conditions [5].  

Hybrid Active Power Filter (HAPF) is the better solution 

for mitigating harmonics. HAPF incorporate compensation 

characteristics of both passive and active filters. The control 

strategy of SHAPF is the key element for its successful 

performance in improving the power quality and is 

implemented in two stages. First stage is generation of 

reference compensation current signal and the second stage is 

to track the current signal to generate switching signals to 

drive the converter [6]-[7]. In literature, numerous control 

techniques have been reported for active and HAPFs. 

Instantaneous reactive power theory based reference current 

generation is one of the most used methods because it avoids 

park transformation. However this method uses a high pass 

filter which creates delay in the reference current,  and to 

nullify this delay a phase lead or phase lag compensator need 

to be used [8]-[9]. While the other method based on 

synchronous reference frame theory using park 

transformation, doesn’t require low pass or high pass filters. 

These conventional reference current generation techniques 

use linear controller which need accurate model of the system. 

These linear controllers fail to work satisfactorily in parameter 

deviations, nonlinearities etc. The above-mentioned problems 

can be effectively overcome by intelligent control methods 

like fuzzy logic controllers and artificial neural network 

controller [10]-[12]. The second stage of control is current 

control. Among the various current control methods, two 

methods are often used. One is nonlinear current control and 

another one is linear current control. Nonlinear controllers 

such as hysteresis controllers are used to regulate the 

converter current through saturation limit for the current 

signal. Hysteresis controller doesn’t need additional pulse 
This work was supported and funded by the Science and Engineering

Research Board (SERB)-Department of Science and Technology (DST) under

grant SB/EMEQ-321/2014. 
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Abstract

The environmental effect of pharmaceuticals and personal care products(PPCPs) is largely

speculative. PPCPs are substances used by individuals for personal health care or cosmetic reasons

and these products used in agribusiness to boost the health of livestock. During the last three

decades, the impact of chemical pollution has focused almost exclusively on the conventional

"priority" pollutants, especially those are acutely toxic/carcinogenic pesticides and industrial

intermediates displaying persistence in the environment. Pharmaceuticals and personal care

products (PPCPs) include numerous chemical classes. Pharmaceuticals are used primarily to prevent

or treat human and animal diseases, whereas personal care products are used to improve the quality

of daily life which including products like moisturizers, lipsticks, shampoos, hair colours, deodorants,

and toothpastes. PCPs are main concern for potential ecological and environmental impacts because

they may be active at extremely low concentrations & are wide spread and continuously released in

large quantities which have unpredictable biochemical interactions when mixed, and at times may

concentrate in the food chain and especially affect aquatic organisms. There are many ways for

these drugs and personal care products to enter into ground water and surface water, which include

water that we drink and use for recreation. Which shown effect on human beings. Federal guidelines

for safe disposal of medicines aim to prevent unintentional poisonings, misuse, and diversion of

discarded drugs, and to keep drugs within engineered landfills, instead of into the water supply.

Keywords: PPCPS, priority, Pharmaceuticals, Aquatic organisms, Surface water, Ground water

INTRODUCTION

Like organic food, many people are now looking towards organic cosmetics. However, the

lack of appropriate standards for organic cosmetics has enabled many manufacturers to take

advantage of the situation and mislead consumers. The definition of organic should be modified

fororganic body care products with a different set of standards. Therefore, many cosmetics in which

the active ingredients are strong chemicals can be labeled as organic with minor modifications in the

less active ingredients, or adding them with mild organic agents. Floral waters and water extracts and

infusions from botanical products are listed as the prime organic contents in most of these

supposedly organic cosmetics. However, on the contrary, they hardly have anything in them. Floral

waters are hydrosols that are basically water byproducts obtained during the distillation of essential

oils. There is hardly an iota of essential oil in the actual floral waters. Many companjes chemicals

which are not good for health. However, the manufacturers manage to label their products as organic

because the current rules enable them to do so. Some companies go a step further in misleading the

consumers. When you purchase organic cosmetics, you intend to buy the cosmetic products that

have ingredients made from organic means without the use of any chemicals. However, there are

Phormaceuticals ond Personol Care
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Abstract

Agricultural development continues to remain the most important objective of lndian
planning. ln the process of development of agriculture, pesticides have become an important tool as
plant protection agents for boosting food production. Contamination of water bodies by these toxic
chemicals has become commonly recognized as an environmental concern in the world. With this
view an attempt was made to assess the quality of Krishna river canal network in penamaluru
Mandal rural areas of vijayawada, to check the suitability of water for human consumption. Reports
of water samples have indicated the presence of Aldrin, Alpha HCH, Beta HCH, Delta HCH, Atrazine
and DDT pesticides. Almost all the pre-monsoon water samples analyzed exceeded the Bls
permissible limits.

Keywords:Aldrin, Alpha HCH, Beta HCH, Delta HCH, Atrazine, DDT.

!ntroduction

Pure drinking water is a luxury in lndia. water quality is important in our lives because it is
essential to support physiological activities of any biotogical cell. Most water sources are
contaminated. Water borne diseases such as diarrhea, dysentery, typhoid, jaundice, and
gastroenteritis are legion in our country. Even the municipal water supply is not free of
contaminants like pesticides and heavy metals, According to a report published in 1990 from the
Environment Protection Agency (EPA) more than 50% of the water pollution of streams and rivers
occur due to leaching and mixing of chemicals from the agricultural practices. Not only the farmers
in rural areas but also the people in urban areas use more than half of pesticides in their homes and
home gardens in and around the schools, business areas and hospitals.

Pesticides belong to a group of chemicals used to control pests, weeds and diseases in
agriculture and also for growth regulations. The positive aspect of application of pesticides render
enhanced crop productivity and drastically reduces the vector- borne diseases. However their
vigorous uses have raised serious problems in entire environment. Despite ban on applications of
some of the environmentally persistent pesticides in many parts of the world, their use is ever on
rise. Even at the low concentrations several pesticides are persistent, bio-accumulated, bio-
concentrated and mobile in environment. Cook et al. had mentioned that pesticides enter to surface
waters through drainage, surface run- ofi microbial activity etc. since exposure to pesticides
through drinking water has potential health effects. All pesticides are subject to degradation or
metabolism once released into the environment. A study was undertaken to assess the-quality of
Krishna river canal network waters in terms of pesticide levels.

Study area

Vijayawada the third largest city in Krishna district of Andhra Pradesh is chosen as the study
area. Vijayawada and its rural areas are situated on the bank of the river Krishna along NH5.
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ABSTRACT

fteleasing *f Fhantaceutlcals, Per**nat cers prod{,Jct* by human actlvitles in to water $our{€s
agf nollut*s the envirunment Multl dinecti*nolly. 5o, €nvirsnment b*eoming a thr*at to human
&agu*tic [ife" The repsrts of Analysis of Edupugaltu lake water reveals thar ',Eriupugallu l*ke wrler
contained different types of Phannaceuticais, Personal care products"" After bioremediation ',The
r*psrts of fidupu&allu lake water reveals d*crease the concentration of Toxieity uf Fharr*aeeutiealsn
Ferso*al rare produ ct$'.

K*pa*rrds: Pharmaeeuticals, Fersrnal care produrts, rnxicity, f,laarral Remedles.

INTROBUCNON

pqltutsnts Bre thnse rnaterix*s that *r* prg$ent i* s*il, water. of *ir in rnor* thmn the nsrmat
c$ncentr'at}afis pre$eRt under natural virgin conditions. While t}nere is a natura} 6$$imilatio* cap*(ity
of these vital resources of life, there is a limit for the quantity that {aft be assimilated. polluted

rgt&urc* l: af no tJs* s! it is and c*rtaln r*rn*dial rneasures are needed bef*r* thess f;frrr b* *f r:*e
f*r p*op[a. ln view of thp continaled failur*s c,f rrsns*sr rainr there is drastic d*pleti** of fresh
uu&ter resslJr**s. Almast ell surfaee ramt*r aRd gro*nd 

'a&ter r&$$urs*s ane p*l]ut*d i* greater *r
*esser exteilt" lt ig therefore esrential to prote{t the water bsdies in *rd*r rftaintain the eeol*girai
bxl*nee and provide prsper man*gem*ltt ptams for csn$eryatisn and rn*nagemerrt of u*ter.

Tabl*: Surface \w:er qufility classificaiion

Parameter

C*rdritioraaf wat*r

f,xcellent Acceptable Sligiltly

Psltuted

Folh,rted Srossly

Follutsd
pH s.5-&$ 6"S8.s 5.&9.S 3"9-1S.1 <3.9+1S"1

B0Dms,ll 1.5 3.0 6.$ 1r.0 >L?..*

eSSm#l 10 2g 40 80 >E*

Su*pended sCIlids

rn6$
?0 40 5.0s I78 sAlS

Ammotia m8fl 0.1 s.3 s-$ 2"7 >2.7

Nitrate mgfi c| 22 5B 1*& >tr0&

Chloride mgfl 50 15S 300 630 362CI

lron m6ll 0.1 s.3 na >2.7

Manganese mgfl 0.05 s.t7 CI.5 1.0 >1.0

r#
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*:l;f:X:;::f;; !?:iied Btudv ,o ,u",o,,,f,u'!f#ff ,ootlan atsebras and Atnosr Bootwn rings. ,vainty,esitrrsn,;';o;;;;;:""{j::"';lf#tean atsebi ,h;;;;;;;;;;;;1t Bootean ings rorm @tesories and we

f:{";:i!:;";*:?i:::"'tttive ta$ice (ADQ, Atmost Eootean atsebra (ABA), Atmost Eoorean i*g (ABR) and

AIbIS Subject Ctascifrcuion e000: 06Dgg,06Dt j.

1.II{TRODUCTION

The concept of an Almost Boolean Algebra (ABA) was.introduced by u.M. swamy aad !.cxao [6J, while sMying acommon abstraction of several lattice theoretic generalizatio* or 6ooi* algebra and other extensions of BooleanIattice Theory (N.V subramanyamn [2], 131 aia rafr.-eu s*".y-*i-n irot rr"r. r"rrrc*Ja ring rl*orsticgeneralization of Boolsan ring and called it an Almost boolean riog resu

I1 is well knowr that there is a duality bctween Booleanalgebras and Boolean rings. In this paper we discuss in derail, a
categorical equivalence betweeo ABA's and AfR's. In_section 3, wB grve;q"i*il';;;i;i'ro, * Almosr
distributivc lattice A with a maximal elcmcnt to be-an Almost Bootean atfefra *a a"nn" i Ot*! 

"**1ion 
* on an

ABA(d, 4 v,0) and discuss properties of it interrelation to A and v. In seition 4, we make 
" 

aer.iicU'saray on ABRs.
In section 5, we extend the notions of morphism and congrurnce on ABA's f,nrt ABRt and provc that tb;sc coincidc
whether we vicw it as an ABA as well as an ABR. Io section 6, rvc observc that the class of ABA.s is equationally

definable and hence a variety (that is, it is clssed under the formxion of pmducs, srbalg$ras and hooomorphic

images); on the othsr han4 it is a category in which the objects are ABA's and the rnorphisms arc rhe homcmorphiims.

Similarln thc class of ABR's is also a variety as well as a catcgory. Finalln we establisb an equivaleoc bclryren tlc
categories ofABA's and ABR's,

2,PNELIMINARIES

Defiaition: z.l An algebra A=(A, A, v-,0) of ryN (2,2,0)is called an Aknsst Distributive Lattice (ADL) if it

*,itno the following conditions fot all a'b and c in '{'
(t) 0na=0
l2l oV0=a
bi "n(bvc)=@ 

ab)v(a^c)

lal tov tl tv = (? Ac)v (b Ac)

tsi i, @nc) =(avb)a(avc)
(6) (c v b)ab = b

AltuerWRof -
, Depafrnent oI Wtneertng iadwntu"ifiti tfi,t*g* W'@tu@s itfrua ktadesfr,' ,rdta-

a
hlemstbrol totrntol al Moth',,,r,t'al A/f,,'ht?'Fzt' E -fr6
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ABSTRACT
A stabilitv indicating analyti hod was developed,for the determination of ritonavir enantiomer in ritonavir
drug, gub,9!ance,,by, qhiipl I

\ Ritonavir is of the protease inhibitor class. It is oftett

. used to inhibit the enzyme that metabolizes othe?

,.rotease inhibitors. This inhibitioll leads to higher

cbrcentrations of these latter nredication.

Ritohpvir first came into use in 1996. It is on the World

Health Organization's List of Essential Medicines, the

most important medications needed in a basic health

system.

Ritonavir is chemically designated as 10-I{ydroxy-2-

methyl-5 -( I -methylethyl)- 1 -[2-( I methylethyl)-4-

thiazolyll-3,6-dioxo-8, I I -bis(phenylm ethyl)-2flY ]2-
tetraazatridecan-13-oic acid, 5{hiazolylmethyl ester'

metallic taste. lt is freely soluble in methanol .and'

soluble in isopropanol and practically insoluble

in water Ritonavir is a peptidomimetic inhibitor of the

HIV-1 protease. Inhibition of HIV protease renders the

enzyme incapable of processing the gag-pol

M. Subbarao*, M. Ramakrishna, D. Mogilireddy, M. Yanadhirao and Y. Pavani

rtograppy. The chronratogfphic ieparalj.oll.rtdas,,aclieved on chiralpak lC
tris-(3;5 dichlorpphqpylcarbamate) phase c-oated. on silica m"atrix. The

l.p,,rp,has*,'ggnpi_itti"i,.o,&#,I.-c. -B*qfianisiid,u;#.e.ffi,Jsnjus.,,qe

leads to production of non-

les.

EXPERIMENTAL
Chemicals

Active pharmaceutical ingredient standards, Related

impurities and samples were supplied by Mylan

laboratories limited, Hyderabad, India. The HPLC grade

n-Hexane purchased from Rankem chemicals limited and

, HPLC grid" Ethanol and Diethylamine wers purchased

iit from Merck Chemicals lirnited

5

;*thromatographic conditions and equipment

LC was carried out on a Waters Alliqnoe with 2487 as

detector module. The output signal was monitored and

processed using Empower Software. The

chromatographic column used was an Chiral PAK IC

Structure of Ritonnvlr
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ABSTRACT

Inthepresentstudyl0medicinallyimportantplantspecies.werescreened'fortheirphytochemicalsbyusing4
dffirent solvents, aqueous, Acetonl, Pitroleum'Etherincl Chloroform ancl sibiectecl to anti-bacterial activity' All

the extracts showetr high to moderate entounts of anti-microbiar activity against serected gram positive and gram

negative bacterial species.-The aqueous ona or[inf" s;olvents extracts fi:om l0 selected plants showed highest zones

of inhibition on gram positive bicteria fion S,rnt "iioti've 
species' ih' g'o* bacterial species B'cereus' S'aureus

and S.epidermidis showed. highest sensitivity n i'a' thise four exiacts' The gram negative bacterium P'

aeruginosa showed nignis,t ,";itivity to mrr" uiriit, and Shtgilla Jtexeneri showed highest category of resistance

to these extracts. The Woodfordia fruticosa stem aqueous, aitoni oncl extrqcts showed the best inhibition zones

against these gram nus,oiii ii"triiot species- il,i i'"po*oria' fruit pericarpic extrqcts showed the best zones of

inhibition against alt the bacterial 
-species 

testecl. All the A.squamosi seeds cotyledon extracts showed

unsatisfactory zones ofinhibition when comparecr to the other prants extracts against these grant positive and gram

negative bacteria.

INTRODUCTION

plants have an almost lirnitless abitity to synthesize aromatic sttbstances, most of which are phenols or their oxygen-

subsdtuted derivatives [1]. Most are secondary *.,uuoti*,,, of-which at least 12'000 have been isolated' a number

estimatedto be ress than l0% of the total t2r. il;;;;;ases, these substances serve as planr defense mechanisms

against predation by microorganisms, inseits, and heibivores. Some, such as terpenoids, give plants their odours;

others (q*inones and tanninsf are responsible f"t pi"i'f pigment' Many compoond' ut" responsible for plant flavor

(e.g., the terpenoid *pr;i;i;'f; chilli p.ppersi,;; ;; of the same herbs and spices used by humans to season

food yield useful mediciir"i'""-p"""ar.'plii".(;;icat studies regarding acetone, petroleum Ether and chloroform

extracts in indigenous medicinal plants of corrrnio indica, Jatropha clrcas, Nig:eila sativa, Levisticttm olficinales'

Dracacetonena loureiri, woodfordia fruticosa, 
yacciniwn mcrcrocarpotl,'FoJniatrttm uurgare (stem), sapindus

saponaria(pericarp), A;r;;;;;qrrruosa.(seeds) ;;;iy. so,.the stucly was take,,p for the evaluation of plant

secondary metabolites i" irr.r" pr*ts ancl screened for their anti-bacterial activiry'

Pelagiu Resmreh l-ibrurY
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e*titnatl*n t*f relst*$ r**b*taneex {r$ ll&voxate }IffI ir* ,br*k axd it*

Blru rrxac*xticxll $irmmuls#o:r*

fat*ni feddit*i Tl lt*i* **Je,xnr**.i} *uS tr&*m*na e*r{dy GrulJi*

'llrpt..t{Clwrnl'rtry', FV? S;r/$+rrrl&s.{a*{rf}x*i *l'?bc&a*fcrgrr YiSttp*w*d**52ff#}*, ladi*
'Readw in th,rnisiry.., ilt,,, . A{Chett:i , ;'t , {iovt- Collegefar Wamen, Guxtur

' flepr. *,1' {-"&*}r?is; r;:. de*r+ry'*,\'r:;;xryxrc {*1xn,,*}xrun jn*fi*

:tit*TB&CT

J:sr;rvrr:#irr a.!'xtlr,tu*l srrb.rrursr"er$ hy uiiri:, l*gh-pwfonnt;ttr liquid e&rortafogf*plrk wahad w* dew!ryed and
r..,'jrJ<rrrj{J liv th* t}et**tittlttksn t4'F!*rt,, ,: H)tdntc}tl*ri;*'.'the methad* simpte, high4,.rtntitire, arnd'selstfitg

,:;.;iiiir:n# lrr irysr:ring J$pj, sr**n ril.r*lr.'r?:r qf f/*r*:;,+, lly*ach{oride inta ltPLC.ry,rreal wdrli PttA dst*{t&r
r;:;ir41.* #l.,p**sf{ #i.3fi }ltnr ff"5# *r,{"di ,}ii;r r*r.#trir, lJi{ ;;;t-'j.,jJ:.Ipl6,ys *Zn*ist* a.{pH 2.?5 bu{er and Acetonitril*.
Jjr::.Jirt*r#fs.r,.tr$sstrxJ.t.i{r$irrrix.}r'i.#r 'd$txwgrtlssti,i.ll.efttrr{}e'rixfurwal 2S't a*x{*nr6ie*trespacd*rtycad
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l.r;".r;'r'{3'.rrqstc,elness, str.tlsili4;a{ar,lrll}'tia,l soiaiionfificlrrtt,v1i772p**.

{r:-ln*rr*ri: {:l*t:+x*t* llldirxirl*r,ide, i,iqrri* *lrrnn:*t*gr,r;:lr. K*l*{+d$utrst**ces.

Ilil'R(}llt r {'lt}i$

:.. 
',r;;li:l't*Ii*e 

rSe&tior* in clx,liuergicallr irrrr+nated ar;g;ri:ri. (,hwni*ally Ft*Voxate l{cl in 3-{l-pipqridyl) erhyl 3-
ri;;iiryl",i'*x*.3- p&*r5'l*lirrir**rl'p$-r'rirl', r1.l*tr. lra'rixg r**,i*cut*r fulrnnl* *s e?all25t',104'HCl snd moleculaf

!;i:i$*l n$ *??.S?. Fl*varxriru Flcl is rligi'riy rmluble ig !\:a,rer *lrd *draosl on* rp* -ingiy *olrrbl* in Metltytrene

{.1;i*rj**. Tlr* pKa Y.*}ue rrf I'iuven*{e t }r, ii 7.J. The strii',rrir+rl,f{rl*}t*la sf fi*sfrxate Hcl *qs sho$r in Figur* I "1"

Ir{ii,urity profiling ui irrtivc ph*uner*tuti,'rl irrgredients tAi'ti in both b,ulk material anrt fmrnulationr is ofie of the

rt:i=r +lralle*Sng *rskr. 1"lr* presence ,rl r :rrvafltcd or iu r'+rx.aitr"*a*g$,t$!k{tqt{,n,*tre*lif*}s, gran ir tma}l ampunt*,
r. iy ruliuenn;e aot only th* rlrrrapeutlc ;tl t..{cy but atsa tL,.' ;rrf'ety of ttw phamraceutir;*l pr&ducts, for these ffs$$n$,
ri:; lrli:i$t ir*enratirmal pharrr$c$p$$rtili lii,i,s sg&i1i$t.:{i rlr,\in'rufir allowrti lir*i* for rclatcd compourxls for bOt}r
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ABSTRACT

Estimation of related sttbstances by ttsing high-performance liEdd chromatographic method was developed and

validatedfoi the determination of liendairtsti-ne hydrochloride. Reversed-phose chromatography was petfotmed on

Waters 24g9 Uv 2695 pttip, Waten 2gg8 PDA'2695 punlp Sofnvare Empower2 photodiode array detector using

ACE Cl8 (250 mm , i.6 *., 5 pm particle size) colirn with pH 7.0 buffer: methanol as mobile phase at aflow

rate of 1.0 ntl/mitt. with UY'detiction at 235 nm. Linearity was observed in the concentration range of

Monohyclroxy impurity 0.05-1.16 pg/ml (N : g.ggs), the concentration range of BN? 
ry,impurity 

0'06-l'18
';;;/*''ii-'='iSial| 

the c.oncentrorion range of Bindamus-ti:: H9! 0.08-0.79 pg/mL (k = 0'997) and the

coficetilration rctnge of Isopropyl ester 0.T5-t.ISimL (R2 = 0.ggS). The limit of quantitatio" (L?9 and limit of

cletection (LOD) ieri foria ii be Monohydroxy impttity 0.05&0.02 lr:C/!L' BND-VI impurity 0'06&0'02pg/mL'

Bendamustine HCI 0.05&0.03pg/mL and isctpropylister 0.05&0.02pg/mL respectively' The ntethod was validaled

;;;;;;eii ;riiiirrt. The ni6for intra-ctiy (ri.iq-o.sz) anct inter-day (0.47-0.66) precision were found to be tess

than I %o. The percentage rec'oyery was in good agreement with the labeled amount in the pharmaceutical

formulations a,ti the 
^inoa 

is siiple, ,p"ri1", prriit" and accurate for the determination of Bendamustine

hydrochloride in pharmaceutical Jbrmulations'

Keywordsl Bendamustine HCl, Estimation of related substances, liquid chromatography'

INTRODUCTION

Bendarnustine hydrochloride (BMH), (Figure: 1.1) chemically known as (a-{5-[bis-(2-chloroethyl) amino]-l-

methyl- lHbenzimidazot-2lyl)'Uutanoic uJl,t; ir an active nitrogen mustarcl [l]' It is used tbr the treatment of

p.ii""t, with chronic tymintcytic leukernia [2]. It contains a mechlorethaurine group and 
-a 

benzimidazole

heterocyclic ring with u Uutyi. acid substituent. Mechlorethamine and its derivatives form electrophilic alkyl

groups.'These gioups form covalent bonds with electron-rich nucleophilic moieties, resulting in interstrand DNA

crosslinks. The bitirnctional covalent linkage can lead to cell <leath via several pathways [3]. Bendamustine is active

against both quiescent and dividing celk. Eesides_biotransfbrmation [4-7], Bendamustine, similar to other nitrogen

nrustards, undergoes degradation by hydrolysis. Two hydfolysis products of Bendamustine have been detected'

namely monohydroxy and rJihydroxy derivativ-es (+-1-S-112-ctrtoioethyl)-(2-hydroxyethyl). aminol-l-methyl-lH-

benzimidazol-2-yl) butanoic aciO ind 4- 1S-1tis-12-iryOioxyethyl) iminol-1-methyl-lHbenzimidanl- 2- yl1.

butanoic acid) [g]. Because of the hydLolytic degradattn in uq.,Lo,rt solutions, nitrogen mustards-are often supplied

for administration in a fvoptriiir"o tbrm that ,rqiir", reconstitution, usually in water. Literature review revealed that
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ABSTRACT:

Communication is the means on which the

business runs. The ability of the

communicator to communicate effectively

verbally, non- verbally and in writing is a

KEY WORDS: Communication, writing skill, relationships.

pre- requisite for organizational and

business related success. Good Business

relationships are must for the continued

success of any organization. It is

communication that provides the means for

building and nurturing mutually beneficial

relationships. These relationships are both

internal and external. They may be among or

between employees, supervisory, staff, top

management, customers, suppliers, press

and other media. These relationships

demonstrate that they are a sharing and

caring organization. All this is achieved

through well-organized communication

strategies. People in any business

organization have to be motivated to pursue

goals and achieve higher levels of
performance.

This paper throws light on how Effective

written Communication provides the means

to keep the motivation levels at high.
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caste',sistem And Tradition in Bhabani

BhattacharYa's Novel

He:Who'Rides A Tiger

Dr. B.Poly Reddy, Mr.M. Krishna
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Hffi ,S**.ie pressures,on history.runs through all the Bhattacharya noveis." 1

as a poetieian Pleads:

1u*', "Art must teach, but unobtrusively by its vivid interpretation of life. Art must preach,

:, but only by virtue of its being a vehicle of truth. If that is propaganda, there is no needtl

He, however, puts fonrard his theoretical assertion that art is not a pulpit or a platfonr

which one may uphold and denounce. Literary art is not just to be black and white. He

strongly advocates that even the heroic character $rust have his feet and root ou common

earth. In the hub of creative writers of the older,generation ghaUani Bhattacharya has

earned world repute and his works have'bebn .translated into different European and

other languages of the world :--"------:-* ;::Y- ':::^'1--- -
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Quantitative phytochemicar anarysis of serected
medicinal plant species by using various organic

solvents

M Madhu, V Sailaja, TNVSS Satyadev, MV Satyanarayana

Abstract

In 
the.present study, l0 medicinally important plant species were screened for their phytochemicals(quantitatively) by using 4. d^ifferent sorvent lwitei laq1, acetone 1aa1, netroleum Ether [pE] andchloroform [cF]) extracted from their selectid prni trii"*, ,t"-,'p".il*f oi1,. rrolt and seedscotyledons)' All the plants which are selected for the study contains phytochemicals like alkaloids,

9"Y9id:, steroids, phenols and saponins. The highest concentrations of alkaloids are observed inL'officinale leaf and F.vulgare stem extracts by usini eo. The highest amounts of flavonoids are seen inAQ and PE exkacts of G-indica, D^.loureiri, i. sopinorio. The moderate concentrations ofphenols arereported in AQ and PE extracts of J curcas and i.saponaria plant species. The high concentrations ofsteroids are reported in S.saponaria plant fruit pericarpic extract with pE. The concentration ofphytochemicals varied, when different oiganic solvents are used for the extraction procedure.

Keyr'vords: Phytochemicals, medicinal prants, bioactive compounds, flavonoids, saponins.

Introduction
M.edical plants are p.lants containing built in active ingredients familiarized ro cure disease andrelieve from Pain ttl. The use o1 traditional medicines and medicinal plants in mainly
developing countries as remedial agents for thb maintenance of health has been broadly
observed I21' Modern-day pharmacofreia however contains at least 25% drugs derived from
plants and many others, which are synthetic analogues. built on prototype chemical substances
isolated form plants. Involvement in medicinal p"l*t, * a re-budding health assistance has
been fuelled with the rising charges of prescription drugs in the safegu"arding of personalized
health and wer being and rhe bio prospectin! or r.*"fmt;.;;d d*;rir. ilG;;
development recognition regarding- rniai"inu] phnts is due to various reasons; include
increasing faith in herbal medicin" tol. on the top of that, an increasing dependence on the useof these medicinal plants in the industrializei organizations has been traced towards the
extraction and developrnent of drugsand chernotherapeutics frorn these plants as well as from
conventionally used herbal remedies t5i. The therapeuiic properties ofplants could be based on
their anti-oxidant' anti-micrgbial, antipyretic eflBffis oi the phytocn.*i"uir constituents in
them t61' According to World^Health (irganization, medicinal plants would be the greatest
source to obtain an array of drugs. Thus, such plants shouid be investigated to- b"tt".
understanding for their properties. safety practices in addition to us"n tn.rs til
ln hdra, the ayurvedic system has features a numerous of such medicinal remedies on plantsor plant products and the determination of their morphological, pharmacologicar or
pharmacognostical characters can provide a better understandiflg'r:o.ltheir active principle and
mode of action' However a large number of tropical ptants rruGhot ,"..rtr, been studied in
detail for their chemical constituents. So, in this reg*l ;. fo;r;J", prry.J.rr..ical aspectsinjo selected indigenous plants ofIndia: l)Garcinia indica [Gll(leaves); z) Jatropha curcas
[cJ fleaves);3) Nigera ,ryr" t.NS]^ (leaves);. 4) Levistic)m'ifiic,iiii-(tol (leaves); 5)Dracaena l"y::i:! [DL]. (eavei) q; Wooafoiin fruticosa [Wet frt".l;7) Vaccinium
macrocarponfvMl(leaves) B) Foe_nic-urum vurgare [FV] (stem); \ s'rpira", saponaria lssl(pericarp) ; l})Annona squamosa [AS] (seeds)I

Materials and Methods
Collection of Plant material
Ihe plants were collected from their natural habitat, form different parts.pfsouth and north
India The plant material was identified and authenticated in the'Depaiment of Botany,
P.B.Siddhartha College. Vijayawada" A.p. India.
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ABSTRACT

The decisiort making with rapid development in computittg has become more importrurt and needed in
rheprescntsc'etrarioofinformationteL'htrclogyand iti this sector, theGeospatiat iechnotogy lrase*erge,t
strungly with various applications. Gcospatial tc<'hnology (also known as Gcomatit,s) is a iuttittiscipliiary
sector that inclttdes disciplines sttc:h as photogramntett?, retnote sensing, geographic inJbrmation iystens
rGlS). sut'vcf ing ctc. lt is a ncw itrtcgrcttctl acadcnricfietd that has multiplc altplications. Geomatics can bc

- dpplied in the .fields of agricultut'e, urban planning, .facilities management, water resortrces manctgemeyt,
v securit.y and intelligence, autonxated mapping, land use planning, environmentql management, 

-disaster

rnttnttgemertt, telecommunicatiott, minercrl exploratiort, civil engineering and so on. Geographic information
tetlttnlogies are oJ' nrajor intpot'tattca Jbr rhe implementcttiot't oJ' Infornntion ond Comitunication
T,'thnologies (lCTsl in the Sntart Cin. They ntal'be uscd as clat'ision-naking rupporr rcols because of their
t.'tttt'ttl rolc. Startinrgfront the cotrcap116n, icsigi anrt devclopntcnt to sustainiani'a conrotiAorar:i irlorko,iion
s|stetn basecl on GIS proviclcs a conccptualized fi'anteworkwhich includes everyt a5pss1 of a smart'ciN. Some
of the kev cotttponents of any smart city are smart planning, transparency in governofice, smart energy, smart
itt.fi'a57n1c.1ttr., snrurt buildings, smctrt sLrrveillance, public safety, intetligent trffic management, smart waste

I tlisposrrl and smart service deliver.v nlcL'hanistns. GIS intetJi:tces all aspects of citt,ptanning and management
r'ttt i,littg ct commott operating picture to all. In this papcr we explore the rile i|'G"otpntiol technoligies in
'ryLtr! ciN witlr utt insi.ght itr vuriotrs upplicutions und the upc'onting trends in Geosputial tec,hnologies.

Ker.Words: Gcospatial technology, Smalt city, Inlbrmation, Communication, Applications.

l.Introduction
Geospatial Technology (GST) includes
Geographical Information Systems (GIS),

Global Positioning Systems (GPS), Remote
Sensing (RS), and upcoming technologies
that assist the user in the collection, analysis

and interpretation of spatial data (U.S.
Deparlment of Labor, 2005). Remote
Sensing is always viewed as a fleld that
integrates with many other disciplines
ri hile GIS is a mathematical tool for
processing and presentation o1'spatial data.

Integration of satellite based Rernote

Sensing with Photogrammetry and GIS, has

enhanced its capabilities in the area of
resource management and solving
environmental and spatial problems very
rapidly and efficiently in con"rparison to
othcrs (Kanniah and Hashim, 2000). In
coming years, tlie application of this
technology is expected to grow and become

more diversified. Due to growing urban
population cities are facing significant
challenges. To make this gowth
sustainable, Geospatial Technologies are

important. They can help connect people

and businesses and enable innovations and

new solutions that will improve the

efficiency of physical infrastructure,

including roads, water supply, wastewater

and emergency services. To improve the

services that support urban operations and

services (ex. transport, power supply,
entertainment) the Smart City movement
has emerged from this vision of sustainable

cities making better use of Geospatial

Technologies. Though more cities are now
adopting smart city objectives, there is still
a lack of clarity about the core technologies

to develop it. There are numerous

interacting components that evolvo over
multiple spatiotemporal sgales in a city. To
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cradual development of human requirements and economic impose strong presslrre on sources baseand environment' The situation is rather alarming..in capital n.gi"r, Rndhra praclesh. a coastal statewith low per capita land and resource araltuuiilty. rr-,. quuiiii or' ,,rr"tur", depends up on thereplacetrent of alternate,raterial with natural sand may b. p;;ily o,..orpt"t"ty. The availability ofnatural sand in capital city like Amaravathi is undoubiedly'difficuit.-'lii. utro cliscussed on crushingprocess followed in all the quarries' Quarry dust which i. u *urt. p.oauct from aggregate crusherscould replace sand' construciion of pur.*!ni.'in expansive r"ii;.;;;, a lor of problems for civilengineers' stabilization with industriai waste like quarry dust gives results. The stLrdy discuss about thezone classification of quarry dust compared to codal p-ririorl rir" all.ni c" varues are anarysed liomsieve analysis and presentei. The present .,raf ui..i t" i,r.riiry tn. firr,""r properlies, geotechnicarpropelties and corr.rparative studies of .iver sani and quarry arrt *rrl.rr".in be used as alternative to thesand as fine aggregates.

KEYwoRDS: Nutu.ul sand, euarry dust, capitalregion, physical properlies, Alternative.

capital city of'Andhra Pradesh will develop enormously within a decade or rrore. It is importantto understand the rapid growth in construction activity to lriiJ'ir-,. major infrasrrr.irr. fbr capitalcity' The a,airabirity of naturar sancr in und 
T:r.l.d'th. ;;;;ui city becomes shorrage. Recenrrygovernr.nent banned the usage of sand as the.avairabirity of 

";;;"i,.r;#; ';;;,,iiri'Jilrrrrr.o. 
,n.quality of structures depends up. on the replacement or ur*.nur" material with natLial sand may bepatially or completely' The uuuilobility of natural sand in capitar city like aru.rruirrils uncloubtedrydifficr-rlt' The process of rnining is offensive dueto increase in 

"orrtru"tion 
activity (palaniraj,2003).This rvill result in a complete d-ependency on alternative materiars. er-rarry dust is one of the materialsrvhich can be used in replacement of sand.

Quarry dtrst is the ma-ior source to replace sand in all the construction activities and is available inand alour.rd the Ap capital region.
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Abstract 

Energy efficient Data Aggregation Scheduling is essential in Ubiquitous sensor 

networks. Optimal communication distances between the nodes and the base station 

improves the network lifetime. Clustering improves the efficiency of the data aggregation 

problem. Many clustering techniques exist to find the optimal number of clusters in the 

network. The computation complexity of the methods to obtain optimal number of clusters 

is fair when genetic approaches are employed instead of the classical approaches. Since 

nodes in USN are dynamic, finding data aggregation schedules is difficult in a USN. 

Concurrent transmissions improve the throughput of the network, but the SINR perceived 

at the receiver should be greater than or equal to a certain threshold value for a 

successful transmission. Also the cluster heads and the member nodes dissipate energy. 

This power dissipation is more when there are more number of cluster heads. The noise 

and the power dissipation play a major role in decreasing the network life time. Hence in 

this paper we designed an efficient energy dissipation algorithm for data aggregation 

scheduling using the principles of Genetic algorithm and SINR. Since the battery power 

and bandwidth are the limited resources for the nodes in the USN our data aggregation 

scheduling algorithm gives equal priority for all of the following while electing a node as 

a cluster head. They are (a) Total power dissipation from all cluster heads in the USN, (b) 

The total power dissipation from the nodes at each cluster heads, (c) The SINR perceived 

at the cluster head should be more than a threshold value at each cluster head for the 

transmission to be successful, (d) The optimal schedule for the nodes in the USN so that 

all the nodes transmits their data finally to the base station quickly. 

With the application of the genetic methods our algorithm proved to be efficient when 

compared with the existing algorithms in obtaining maximum network life time with 

minimum number of clusters.  

 

Keywords: USN, SINR, GA, DDPA  

 

1. Introduction  

In [1] we proposed a DDPA dynamic distributed power adaptive protocol with optimal 

node degree and energy-efficient. In this paper we wanted to apply genetic approach for 

solving the data aggregation problem. A GA will typically have: (1) a representation of a 

chromosome, (2) an initial pool of chromosomes, (3) a fitness function, (4) a selection 

function and (5) a crossover operator and (6) a mutation operator [19]. Several algorithm 

like LEACH, SPAN, ASCENT and STEM were proposed earlier which are used for 

topology control. C. Zhang, F. Liu and N. Wu, proposed a Distributed Energy-efficient 

Unequal Clustering Routing Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks in 2014. Hyunjo Lee, 

Miyoung Jang, and Jae-Woo Chang proposed a New Energy-Efficient Cluster-Based 

Routing Protocol Using a Representative Path in Wireless Sensor Networks in 2014. 
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ABSTRACT 

A hybrid Super Resolution (SR) algorithm is proposed to deal 

with the Low Resolution (LR) images degraded by Mixed 

(Gaussian + Impulse) noise. The algorithm adaptively 

estimates and removes the impulse noise from the input LR 

images based on edge, geometrical & size characteristics. The 

fuzzy based impulse noise removal algorithm is along with 

adaptive sharpening filter based SR using steering kernel 

regression are used to obtain a HR image. The experimental 

results confirm the efficacy of the algorithm for different 

types of images at various noise densities. 

General Terms 

Super Resolution, Mixed Noise, Surveillance applications,  

Keywords 

Geometric features, Steering kernel regression, SIFT based 

registration, Interpolation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Image processing applications like surveillance systems, 

forensic sciences, medical imaging, pattern recognition, 

remote sensing, video transmission, High Definition Tele 

Vision (HDTV) and web applications require images at High 

Resolution (HR) for their efficient quality and functioning. 

The resolution of the image depends on the image acquisition 

system. The improper lens adjustment of the camera and the 

focal distance will also limit the resolution of the acquired 

images. The images are further degraded by the noise due to 

external environment and the blur introduced through the 

moment of the camera or object. The camera manufacturing 

technology could not meet the requirement due to the cost 

efficiency and other practical limitations like shot noise. 

These limitations gave rise to the development of signal 

processing based techniques to apply on the acquired LR 

images called the Super Resolution (SR) Image 

Reconstruction Techniques.  SR Reconstruction is a procedure 

of attaining High Resolution (HR) image from a set of Low 

Resolution (LR) observations [1].  

A single image SR requires a large database to reconstruct the 

image. Multi image Super resolution algorithms include the 

stages of image registration, Image fusion, Image 

interpolation and restoration. The multiple images with sub 

pixel shifts are registered to align the LR images onto a 

common geometrical plane [2]. The accuracy of the 

registration method will decide the efficiency of the SR 

algorithm. The registered LR images are applied to fusion 

algorithm to integrate the sub pixel information in them [3]. 

The fused image is then interpolated to improve its resolution 

and is applied to restoration process for the removal of blur 

and noise.  

In real time applications, the acquired image quality is 

predominantly affected by noise sources, internal as well as 

external. Usually the additive noise component in LR images 

is modeled as additive white Gaussian noise, but when the 

image is transmitted through a communication channel, image 

transmission noise, atmospheric disturbances and 

imperfections in transmission lines will contribute to 

impulsive noise. Thus, noise corruption process in simulated 

scenarios is modeled using additive Gaussian noise, impulsive 

noise, or mixed noise. Further, the continuous improvement in 

the optical resolution will result in the improvement of noise 

levels and graininess in the original image due to the 

increased sensitivity to noise and hence the reduced Signal to 

Noise Ratio (SNR). The denoising process of images requires 

accurate noise estimation i.e., if the estimation is too low, 

noise will be large and if the estimation is too high then many 

image details are erased from the image. There are many noise 

removing filters available in literature for Gaussian noise, 

impulse noise as well as for mixed noise environment [4]. The 

selection of the restoration process should not affect the other 

stages of SR reconstruction. Hence, an optimum solution is 

required to estimate and remove the noise from images while 

improving the resolution. 

In order to deal with SR reconstruction in mixed noise 

environment, the proposed algorithm employs a fuzzy based 

adaptive impulse noise estimation and removal algorithm 

followed by Adaptive sharpening filter based SR algorithm 

[5]. In this paper Section 2 describes the problem formulation 

and observation model. Section 3 explores the proposed 

algorithm and Results & discussion are depicted in Section 4. 

The concluding remarks are explained in Section 5.    

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The process of image formation includes degradations like 

image translation or rotation, blur and additive noise. Due to 

the optical distortions like out of focus or diffraction limit, 

there will be a natural loss of spatial resolution. Limited 

shutter speed of the camera and noise cause blur and 

insufficient sensor density will cause aliasing [2]. Hence to 

reconstruct a HR image an observation model is formulated 

that relates the HR and LR images as shown in Fig.1.  
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Fig: 1. Camera Observation model relating LR and HR images 

Consider the HR image X and the low resolution images as 

Yk. Where k=1……..p and p is the value of number of low 
resolution images. From the observation model [2], the LR 

image can be represented as    

Yc,k = DBkMkXc+ Nc,k    for color images            …(1) 

Here D is the down sampling matrix, Bk is the blur, Mk is the 

warping matrix and Nk is the additive mixed noise. Xc is the 

cth color component of unknown High resolution image,      

is the kth Low resolution image of the Xc. Super Resolution 

will become an ill posed inverse problem as the HR image X 

is obtained by applying the inverse of all the degradation 

functions on a set of low resolution images and in this process 

if the degradation function kills any of the high frequency 

components, then the solution to get the HR image will not be 

unique [1]. 

In multiple SR reconstruction algorithms, Registration stage is 

used to compensate for the of various displacements that 

occur during image acquisition process like moving and tilting 

camera or the object. [6].Image Fusion is to combine the new 

information existing in the LR images due to their sub pixel 

shifts [3]. Interpolation is to compensate the effect of down 

sampling of original object due to the distance from the 

camera, insufficient sensor density and lens adjustments 

during image acquisition [2]. Restoration is used to recover 

the original image from the blurred and noisy images [7]. All 

these stages are applied sequentially or simultaneously 

depending on the required applications. 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
In the developed multi SR algorithm mixed noise (a 

combination of both impulse and Gaussian) is considered. [4], 

[8]. The impulse noise elimination is achieved through the 

Adaptive Geometric Feature based Filter (AGFF) restoration 

algorithm [9] and all the LR images have to undergo this 

process prior to registration. In high noisy conditions the 

AGFF based restoration algorithm may introduce blur into the 

system. Hence to preserve the edge information and to remove 

the zero mean Gaussian random noise, the SR algorithm using 

adaptive sharpening filter based on kernel regression is 

utilized. The algorithm is also well suited for removing the 

color artifacts. 

In this proposed algorithm, Feature based registration using 

SIFT algorithm is applied for registration [10-12]. The 

registered images are fused by the Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) based fusion [13] which is an optimal 

fusion algorithm. The resolution of the fused image is 

improved by the Bi-cubic interpolation algorithm [14] and 

adaptive sharpening filter restoration [15] is employed for the 

removal of Gaussian noise and blur component if any. The 

proposed algorithm is illustrated in the Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Adaptive Geometric Feature based   

        Filtering (AGFF) algorithm 
The impulse noise is two types: salt & pepper noise and 

random impulse noise. The uncorrupted portions of the colour 

image always exhibit a certain degree of smoothness, where 

as the corrupted noise regions will be represented either by an 

isolated point, a short line, a cross of two short thin lines or 

other small round shaped blocks as shown in the Fig.3. The 

intensity values of the corrupted pixels always change 

gradually in all its 8-neighbour directions or in at least one 

direction [16].  

The criteria for identifying the edge feature around the pixel is 

based on two types of derivatives Ga & Gd, which are 

approximated by pixel differences in digital colour images. 

For a vector color component x(c) = [xR(c),xG(c),xB(c)]T of the 

colour image, the derivative Ga is ðx(c)/ðca at c=(i,j) and  is 

Kthobserved  
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Fig: 2. Proposed SR Algorithm in mixed noise environment 
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evaluated by taking the  difference between the pixel and its 

4-neighbors for each component of the color pixel. 

          

 

 

 

The following equations are used for finding four neighbours 

of the  central pixel [9] 

G1
a(n1

a)=x[i,j]–x[i-n1
a,j]                                                …(2) 

G2
a (n2

a) = x [i,j] – x[i,j-n2
a]                                          …(3) 

G3
a (n3

a) = x [i,j] – x[i+n3
a,j]                                        …(4) 

G4
a (n4

a) = x [i,j] – x[i,j+n4
a]                                        …(5) 

Where na =[n1
a, n2

a, n3
a, n4

a]T, nk
a >0 Default value of nk

a is 1 

for 1≤ k ≤ 4. 

When the derivative alone is considered in the diagonal 

direction, ðx(c)/ðcd =Gd, the difference between the pixel and 

its 8-neighbors, for each component of the colour pixel [104] 

are given by 

G1
d (n1

d) = x [i,j] – x[i-n1
d,j-n1

d]                                    …(6) 

G2
d (n2

d) = x [i,j] – x[i+n2
d,j-n2

d]                                   …(7) 

G3
d (n3

d) = x [i,j] – x[i+n3
d,j+n3

d]               …(8)                                                               

G4
d (n4

d) = x [i,j] – x[i-n4
d,j+n4

d]                                 …(9)    

Where nd = [n1
d, n2

d, n3
d, n4

d] T, nk
d >0 Default value is 1 for 1 

≤ k ≤ 4. The two special derivatives, Ga and Gd, will be used 

to measure the edge feature and other geometric properties to 

determine whether the center pixel at c=(i,j) is corrupted or 

not.In detecting and removing impulse noise, a filter may 

make three main types of mistakes. Type I error (miss) occurs 

when there is a corrupted pixel which the filter does not 

detect. Type II error (false alarm) occurs when the filter 

detects an impulse noise pixel which is actually clean. When 

the filter removes an impulse noise and replaces it with a 

value determined by a certain restoration strategy, Type III 

error (over- or under-corrupting error) is defined as the 

difference between the resultant value after the restoration 

process and the true pixel value as the noise-free pixel was. 

3.2 Adaptive Geometric Feature based 

Filtering (AGFF) method 
AGFF technique is a novel impulse detection scheme based 

on the 2-D geometric information of the corrupted pixels. The 

corrupted pixels are classified into four sets S1, S2, S3 & S4.  

Set S1 includes individual impulse pixels, slant noise lines 

with one-pixel width and the pixels of the lines adjacent to 

each other only in diagonal direction within the defined 

length. In terms of the pixel coordinates of a colour image, C, 

a set of corrupted pixels is defined as 

S1 = {c| ((Ga< (-Te)) & (Gd < (-Te)>))) V ((Ga>Te) & (Gd>Te)) 

when  nk
a=1 for 1≤k ≤4, nk

d  ={1,2,3,. . .Tm} , 

 Tm =(Tl+1)/2}               ...(10) 

where Te is the edge-feature-identification threshold that 

represents the value of a derivative to distinguish the sharp 

step edges from other types of edges, Tl is the  length 

threshold and may be defined according to the noise ratio and 
Tm is used to define corrupted pixel-sizes in S1 and has a 

default value of 2. 

A set of corrupted pixels, which include individual impulse 

pixels, straight noise lines with one-pixel width and the pixels 

of the lines being only 4-neighbors to each other with the 

defined length of Tl, is defined as set S2 and is given by  

S2 = {c| ((Ga<(-Te)) & (Gd<(-Te)>))) V ((Ga>Te)&(Gd>Te))                   

  nk
d=1 for 1≤k ≤4, nk

a  ={1, 2,3,. ..Tm}, Tm = (Tl+1)/2} 
              …(11) 

Where Tm is used to define the corrupted pixel-sizes in this set 

and has a default value of 2.  

Next, a set of corrupted pixels that include noisy 

pixels/regions within 3-pixel width in any direction except the 

noisy pixels already present in S1 and S2 i.e.,  

S3 = S – (S1U S2)             ...(12) 

where S={c|((Ga<(-Te))&(Gd<(-Te)))) V ((Ga>Te)&(Gd>Te)) 
and   nk

a=nk
d=L, L=2 or 3, 1≤k≤4.                        ...(13) 

The two partial derivatives Ga & Gd  have magnitudes greater 

than the preset threshold Te. 
 

Finally, according to observations and analysis of a variety of 

natural images corrupted by the impulse noise, a protrusive 

point in the border area with high possibility of being a 

corrupted pixel is defined as 

S4 = {c| ((Gk
a< (-Te))&(Gvd <(-Te)))) V ((Gk

a>Te) & (Gv
d>Te)) 

  nk
a=nk

d=nv
a=nv

d=1.                      ...(14)                                                                                       
If the two partial derivatives Ga and Gd of a pixel have the 

same sign while their magnitudes are greater than the preset 

threshold Te, with the partial derivatives indexed by k 

containing only three out of the four distance settings, and the 

partial derivatives indexed by v being either {2, 3} or {3, 4} 

of {4, 1} or {1, 2} and equal to k. Then the pixel belongs to 

S4. 

 The proposed definitions of the corrupted pixel sets in color 

images are tested by experiments using typical test image 

including real-life images [9]. The shape and size of the 

corrupted pixels depend on the noise ratio, and the restoration 

of the corrupted pixels requires statistical information about 

the noise density.  

3.2.1 AGFF Implementation 
Impulse noise reduction can be possible by the application of 

median filter but it may cause artifacts to the uncorrupted 

pixels. Hence, to avoid the drawbacks a detection scheme is 

utilized before applying median filter. As a result, the 

Fig.3:  Geometrical Features of Impulsive Noise 
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proposed restoration method based on the restricted median 

can keep the image unchanged when the filter processing 

window moves across the uncorrupted image details. It is 

expensive to perform a sort on pixels within a large 

rectangular window. If the width of processing window is 

larger than three, a modified median filter [16] can be applied 

alternatively in the AGFF technique. Restoration using 

median filter may cause destruction of noise-free pixels i.e., 

Type II error becomes increasingly severe with an increase in 

the processing window size while it is less likely with the 

increase of the edge feature threshold Te. Hence, the design of 

the processing windows has to depend on the shape and size 

of corrupted pixels/pixel regions in order to achieve the best 

performance, in terms of both visual quality and objective 

measurements. 

At each coordinate c € C, a square filter processing window 
centers at the coordinate c and contains N pixels, where N is 

an odd number. The width of the window is represented as √N 
and must be a positive integer, i.e., 3, 5, 7, and so on, in the 

recommended implementation. The operations for removing 

impulses in S1, S2, and S4 are implemented by a 3X3 

processing window, and the operation to remove impulses in 

S3 is implemented by a 5X5 processing window. Each 

processed pixel in colour image is at the centre of the 

symmetric window. 

The threshold to discriminate the corrupted pixel and its 

neighborhood is usually set to less than 20 in magnitude for 

the filter, in order to improve perceptual image quality (i.e., 

reducing Type I error). However with the decrease of 

threshold Te, the filter removes more and more uncorrupted 

details of the image during its operation. It is important to see 

that the Type II error is also under good control in order to 

preserve the uncorrupted details, structures, and features of 

the image as much as possible. A balance between noise 

removing and preservation of the details must be made based 

on the optimization of objective measurements. In the 

following implementation, the threshold Te is chosen from a 

range adaptive to the size of the processing window. The 

value of Te is set at 15 for detecting the pixels in S1 and S2, 

40 for S3 and 35 for S4 pixels.  

3.2.2  Image Noise Estimation  
Estimation of impulse noise ratio and the type of corrupted 

image are obtained by analysing the ratio and values of S1 or 

S2 detected from the image, through a fuzzy rule based 

approach. The estimation results by S1 or S2 are similar to 

each other and, therefore as an example, the estimation by S2 

is described as follows. A set of membership functions are 

given for noise free (µ free), low noise ratio (µ low), medium 

noise ratio (µmedium), high noise ratio (µhigh) and very high 

noise ratio (µvery-high) of the fuzzy set.              

μfree  =  1 ,         Rs2<0.0001 

=  (0.002-Rs2)  /0.0019,  0.0001≤RS2 ≤0.002   

 μlow  =  (Rs2-0.0001)/0.0019,          0.0001≤Rs2 <0.002 

= 1,                                         0.002≤ Rs2 <0.006 

= (0.02-Rs2)/0.006,                0.006≤Rs2≤ 0.012  

μmedium =(Rs2-0.006)/0.006,           0.006≤Rs2<0.012 

=1,     0.012≤Rs2<0.042 

  =(0.048-Rs2)/0.006,              0.042≤Rs2≤0.048     

µhigh =(Rs2-0.042)/0.006,          0.042≤Rs2<0.048 

=1,                                        0.048≤Rs2<0.074 

=(0.08-Rs2)/0.004,                 0.074≤Rs2≤0.08        

µveryhigh =   (Rs2-0.074)/0.004,         0.074 ≤Rs2<0.08 

     =1,     Rs2≥0.08   
                 ...(15) 

Where Rs2 is the ratio of S2 (except S1   S2) detected from 

RGB channels of the image to the image size, i.e., Rs2= (the 

number of pixels in S2 (expect S1   S2))/ the total num of 

pixels of the tested image. 

The number of fuzzy membership functions associated with 

each variable depend on the denoising operations and the sum 

of fuzzy membership values where functions overlap is 

recommended to be one or less than one because the AGFF 

can tolerate the estimation deviation of the noise ratio. A 

simple trapezoidal shape is used as a function in the 

fuzzification process and the maximum method is used in 

defuzzification.  

The design principle of operations, which are adapted to 

different noise ratios and types [17-20], is to use the size of 

the window as small as possible and as less number of the 

passes as possible, as long as the impulse noise can be 

removed. The number of pass is determined for removal of a 

noise region based on the worst case scenario within the 

estimated maximal size of the noise region.  The operations 

designed for removing impulses from different corrupted 

pixel sets in natural digital color images, are to be applied on 

R, G, B channels separately. The flow chart of the restoration 

algorithm is depicted in Fig.4. 
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Operation-1 consists of a median filtering operation to restore 

the colour images with a low noise ratio. In the first pass, it 

restores the impulse corrupted pixels in S1& S2. 

Operation-2 consists of two pass median filtering. Operation 

2 is designed to restore colour images with medium or high 

noise ratio. 

Operation-3 Consists of operation 2, edge preserving operator 

and one-pass median filtering to restore pixels in S3. It is 

designed to restore the images with very high noise ratio. 

Excellent convergence is observed by using the AGFF. Two 

passes of the operations may lead to a zero response for 

further repetition. That means, as an alternative, the 

operations in the above algorithm can be applied iteratively 

until reaching the stop criterion of zero response, without 

causing too many artifacts to the images. This property of 

operation is very useful to ensure perceptual quality and at the 

same time to minimize the risk of causing type 2 errors.  

Although the filter implemented by the above algorithm deals 

with noise ratio within 50% using the noise model defined to 

ensure good perceptual image quality, a large processing 

window size can be considered with the increase of noise ratio 

in color images, in order to remove all impulse noise which 

can be detected by the human eyes. However, this may result 

in destruction of finer image details, in terms of objective 

image quality measurements.  

3.3 Automatic feature based registration 

      using SIFT  

Registration is the process of bringing all the shifted versions 

of low resolution images into a single plane with respect to a 

reference image. Feature based registration comprises of 

feature detection, feature matching, optimum transformation 

and up-sampling and provides better results in many 

applications. Automatic Feature based registration using Scale 

Invariant Feature Transform [10-12] is used for registration. 

These algorithms extract the distinct features from different 

images and are called as control points. The location and scale 

of these control points are determined by Scale Invariant 

Feature Transform (SIFT). The detection of location of the 

control points (SIFT keys) should be invariant to scale 

change, translation or rotation, since these keys can be 

repeatedly assigned to different views of the same object. The 

detection of the SIFT key locations is accomplished by 

searching for stable features across all possible scales, using a 

continuous function of scale known as scale space and can be 

determined only by Gaussian function [10].  These SIFT keys 

are obtained by using the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) filter 

[12]. 

Hence, the scale space of an image is defined as a function 
M(x,y,σ), which is produced by convolving a variable scale 

Gaussian function G(x,y,σ)  with the input image I(x,y). 

M(x,y,σ)= G(x,y,σ)  * I(x,y)                         ...(16)  

Where * is the convolution operator, x,y are the coordinators 

and σ is standard deviation of Gaussian Function defined by                            
             …(17) 

To detect the key points effectively in scale space, the 

Difference of Gaussian function is used to convolve the input 

image. The DoG function DoG(x,y,σ) is computed by taking 
the difference of two Gaussian functions with different 

standard deviations, separated by a constant multiplicative 

factor k. i. e.   

                                          

                                                   ...(18) 

The normalized Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator,       

[7], which has close approaximation to the DoG is required 

for the scale invariance. It is found that the maxima and 

minima of        will produce the most stable image 

features. The relationship between the DoG function and 

Laplacian function       can be understood from the heat 

diffusion equation. 

               
          

σ       σ
          σ        σ                                σ        σ       σ          …(19)

     

The DoG function has scales differing by a constant factor (k-

1) over all scales and therefore does not influence extreme 

location. The approximation error goes to zero if k=1 but the 

approximation has no impact on the extreme detection or 

localization in practice. The maxima and minima are obtained 

by computing the pixel to its 26 neighbours in 3x3 regions at 

the current and adjacent scales. Maxima and Minima are 

selected only if it is larger than all of these neighbours or 

smaller than all of them. Most of the sample points will be 

eliminated in the first few checks. Hence the cost is 

reasonably low [10].Based on each gradient direction of each 

key point, the location will be given in one or more 

orientations. After assigning a consistent orientation to each 

key point based on the image local properties, the key point 

descriptor can be represented relative to this orientation and 

therefore achieve invariance to image rotation. 

Towards a more stable local orientation, the scale of the key 

point is used to select the Gaussian smoothed image with the 

closest scale, so that all computations are performed in a scale 

invariant manner. For each image sample M(x,y) at this scale, 

the gradient magnitude m(x,y) and orientation ϴ(x,y) are pre 

computed using pixel differences [11].                                                  
 

                                                               ...(20)  

An orientation histogram is formed from the gradient 

directions of sample points with in a region around the key 

point. The orientation histogram has 36 bins covering 360 

degrees. Each sample added to the histogram is weighted by 

its gradient magnitude and by a Gaussian weighted circular 

window with a    that is 1.5 times that of scale of the key 

point. The peaks in the orientation histogram correspond to 

the dominant directions of local gradients. First the highest 

peak in the histogram is detected and then any other local 

peak value that is within 80% of the highest value is used to 

create a key point with that same orientation. Therefore, for 

locations with multiple peaks of similar magnitude, there will 

be multiple key points created at the same location and scale 

but with different orientations. Although, only around 15% of 

the points are assigned multiple orientations, they will 

significantly contribute to the stability of matching. Finally a 

parabola is fit to the three histogram values closest to each 

peak value to interpolate the peak position for better accuracy. 
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Feature matching establishes the correspondence between the 

detected features of an image. The regular approach is to build 

local descriptors around the feature point and then match 

them. Euclidian distance matching, invariant moment and 

nearest neighbour based matching are the usual methods of 

feature matching [10].  

RANdom  SAmpling Consensus (RANSAC) [13], a  strong 

feature estimator, classifies the matching features into inliers 

and outliers, where inliers are the features that hold on the 

model while the outliers will not. The RANSAC algorithm 

starts by randomly selecting the set of corresponding points. 

For each possible set of four key points in the reference image 

and the corresponding match in the target image, a mapping 

transform is found. The transformation matrix is estimated 

using 

                              ...(21) 

Where       ↔ (       ) are the coordinates of the matching 

points in the target image and reference image respectively 

and T is the transformation matrix. The symmetric transfer 

error                                            is 

calculated for every matching point and the inliers that are 

less than the threshold are counted. Here                     is the Euclidian distance between pixel 

points with coordinates       and (      ). The same procedure 

is applied to the rest of key points in the reference image and 

the spatial coordinates of transformed key points are 

compared with the coordinates of the respective key points in 

the target image. The optimal model is one that supports the 

maximum number of key point pairs within the transform 

model. 

3.4    Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

         based fusion 
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique is 

mainly utilized in facial feature extraction and recognition and 

is used in many SR reconstruction problems for effective 

identification of features in LR images [13]. The SVD of any 

image of size mxn is represented by 

I=USVT                 ...(22) 

where U and V are orthogonal to each other. The columns of 

U are eigen values of I*IT and the columns of V matrix are 

Eigen values of IT*I. U is called left singular vector matrix 

and V is called right singular vector matrix. The diagonal 

elements of the nxn matrix S represent the intensity 

information of I and is called singular value matrix. The grey 

scale representation of any image is a two dimensional matrix 

and can be decomposed into SVD. 

The highest singular value has the greatest amount of input 

information and the highest SVD lies at the upper left corner 

of the S matrix.   Hence, let us represent the two input images 

I1 and I2 in the form of SVD as                                       ...(23) 

For the colour images, decomposition is performed in each 

color plane separately. Let the maximum values of S1 and S2 

are β1max  and β2max  respectively. If β1max > β2max then S1 is 

used in the reconstruction of the fused image otherwise S2 is 

used.                               ...(24) 

Where Smax=S1    if β1max > β2max  & 

 Smax=S2   if  β2max > β1max  

3.5 Bicubic Interpolation 

In image processing, when speed is not an issue bi-cubic 

interpolation is often preferred over the nearest 

neighbourhood or bilinear interpolation [14]. Bi-cubic 

Interpolation is an application of cubic interpolation on 2-D 

and attempts to reconstruct the exact surface by extracting the 

sixteen pixels of image information from the closest 4x4 

neighbourhood as shown in the Fig.5. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5: Pictorial representation of Bicubic interpolation 

The bi-cubic interpolation kernel is  

                                                                                                                                           
               …(25) 

Here, the closer pixels are assigned a higher weighting in the 

calculation. Bi-cubic produces noticeably sharper images than 

the previous two methods with negligible artifacts and is 

perhaps the ideal combination of processing time and output 

quality. For this reason it is a standard in many image editing 

programs, printer drivers and in-camera interpolation [21]. 

3.6     Adaptive sharpening filter restoration 
The images acquired in real time, are usually corrupted by 

noise and blur. Many denoising filters are proposed in 

literature [22-23].  The filter has to switch from denoising to 

edge sharpening according to the local image characteristics. 

In this method the slope of the edges gets enhanced 

effectively but the sharpening strength is limited for the other 

image detail and for texture information. Hence, an adaptive 

steering kernel regression based sharpening filter algorithm is 

employed for restoration which takes the local structure of the 

image into consideration and effectively combines the 

sharpening and denoising processes. This approach can 

remove the chrominance artifacts in color images.  

3.6.1  Steering kernel construction 
The approximation to HR image is obtained by applying the 

sharpening filter ‘S’ on Y as 

           = SY =S [HX + Nk]                              ...(26) 

Since ‘S’ is a sharpening matrix used to avoid blur and Y is 

the low resolution image degraded by noise and blur. The 
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matrix SH ≈ I [identity matrix], i.e., S has to invert H globally. 

But unfortunately the second term SNk, amplifies the noise as 

Nk is a high frequency component. One of the possible ways to 

avoid noise magnificently is to design a sharpening filter 

adaptive to the local image statistics. In other words, there is 

no need of inverting H globally. Instead of that the action 

should be locally controlled to respond to the signal 

characteristics of the measured image. If there are flat areas of 

the image where the effect of the blur is not felt, there the 

sharpening filter should only concentrate on noise reduction 

and if any region contains an edge, the filter should sharp the 

image only in the edge direction. Although, many adaptive 

denoising filters are available [24], filters applying a steering 

kernel (sk) are robust to noise and other degradations. The 

steering kernel obtains the local structure of images by 

analyzing the estimated gradients and uses this information to 

determine the shape and size of the canonical kernel [15]. 

 Assume that the pixel of interest is at xi = [xi, yi], the steering 

kernel is represented as 

)}ixl(xlcT)ixl(x{lc)ixlsk(x  exp     ...(27) 

Where xi is the center of the steering kernel window, lx is the 

given location inside the window and Cl is the covariance 

matrix estimated in the analysis window from its gradients. 

From Eq.(5.4) it is clear that the steering kernel is a simple 

Gaussian function. However, all the resulting kernel values 

will not have elliptical contours as the covariance matrix will 

change at each pixel location. Hence a richer set of shapes can 

be obtained for the resulting weights. Normally for a flat 

region in the image, the steering kernel will be flat and 

isotropic. It basically indicates that the area does not contain 

any directional structure. If there are any edges in the selected 

window, the steering kernel will describe the edge out line 

and the resulting values indicate the similarity of pixel 

intensity with respect to the pixel in interest. The steering 

kernel shrinks to smaller regions if the image region contains 

small scale image details. Even for high level of noise the 

steering kernel is robust.  To compute the steering kernel (sk), 

the procedure for finding covariance matrix should be clear.   

The gradient matrix of the window ‘Wl’ at the pixel center lx  

is described as                                                 ...(28)  

Here D is described as the image gradient at position [      ]. The gradient matrix ‘D’ is decomposed using SVD to 

estimate dominant direction 
1v  and its perpendicular 

direction 
2v  in the window Wl. 
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Where 
1s  and 

2s  are singular values and they represents the 

energy in v1 and v2 directions respectively. 

 The covariance matrix Cl of the window Wl is estimated as                                             ...(30) 

Here Cl  can be written as 
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  and 1  are the elongation and scaling parameters 

respectively. ' and " are the regularization parameters that 

reduce the effect of noise and prevent   and 1 from 

becoming zero. M is the number of samples in the window Wl. 

  is the structure sensitivity which controls how strongly the 

local structure can affect the kernel foot prints. Normally the 

value of   lies in between 0 and 1.5 i.e., 0≤  ≤1.5. The 

moderate value of   is 0.1 and if the noise is severe then the 

  value will also be large. 

The sharpening kernel ‘S’ is given by      

S=Sk+ΥL*Sk            ...(32)       

          Where Sk is steering kernel, L is the Laplacian operator, 

* denotes the convolution operator and Υ represents the 

degree of sharpening depending on the local structure of the 

image. The restored image can then be computed by using 

weighted average formula (local regression) as follows 
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Where y(x)  is the noisy and blurred image window located at 

xl. 

If an edge pixel is considered at this instant, due to the 

negative values on both sides of the edge outline, the 

sharpening process will be in a direction perpendicular to the 

edge orientation and if there are positive values along the edge 

outline, then the kernel smooths the edge. But when it is the 

case of a flat region, the kernel is viewed mostly as a 

smoothing filter even though some negative values exist 

across the region. In practice due to the limited depth of field 

of cameras, there is a variation of blur component. Due to this, 

a global sharpening filter will over sharp the regions that are 

already in focus, resulting in ringing artifacts or overshoots. 

This may happen with the adaptive approach, if a high value 

of Υ is fixed. To avoid this, the sharpening parameter Υ must 

be adaptive to the local image content sharpness. An image 

sharpness metric based on singular values are already 

calculated during the construction of steering kernel. Hence 

the local metric Q for the pixel located at Xl is defined as 
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           ...(34)                   

If the image has more blur, then the Q value will be very low. 

To avoid overshoots at the edge pixels in the local structure of 

the image, the parameter Q is taken as a function of sharpness 

metric   as  
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Then the sharpening process can be depicted in vector form as  

yQSkLSkDSyDf sksk )(11  
                       ...(36) 

Where S is the steering kernel sharpening matrix, steering 

kernel is (Sk) and Dsk is the diagonal matrix of row sums of S 

which act as normalization factors. Q=diagonal (Υ1, Υ2… Υn) 
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will assign, sharpening parameters to each pixel. The steering 

kernel sharpening filter can also be used as chrominance 

artifact remover while it deals with the colour 

images.Normally the digital colour images are corrupted by 

chrominance artifacts and luminance noise.  The chrominance 

artifacts may not be white noise and may contain visually 

annoying structures for the viewers. Steering kernel can 

reliably recover the object structures in a grey-scale image. 

These estimated kernels can be used for both chrominance 

and luminance channels also. As the human visual system is 

less sensitive to colour variations, the restored chrominance 

channels need not be as sharper as the luminance channel. 

Hence to restore the chrominance channel the sharpening 

filter can use small constant .  

The algorithm for color image restoration includes the 

following steps. 

1. The given colour image is converted from RGB to 

HSI model (Y,Cb,Cr).where Y is the luminance and 

Cb & Cr are the Hue and saturation which provide 

the chrominance information. 

2. Restore the luminance channel by constructing 

steering kernels with an adaptive Υ according to 

local blurness. 

3. Construct steering kernels for the luminance 

channel with small Υ and restore the ycb &  ycr. 
4. Combine the restored luminance and chrominance 

channels to estimate the high resolution colour 

image. 

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Two data sets are applied to eliminate the mixed noise in case 

of low, medium and high density noise conditions. Fig. 6,7 

&8 are the low resolution data set-1 at 10% (low), 20% 

(Medium) and 40% (High) of impulse noise density. Here the 

additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance of 0.02 

is considered along with different impulse noise densities. The 

restored image is shown in the Fig.9(a), (b) &(c).  Fig 10,11 

&12 are the low resolution data set-2 at low, medium and 

High density of impulse noise. The restored image is shown in 

the Fig.13(a), (b) & (c). The reconstructed HR image quality 

is measured by using quality metrics like Peak signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR), Correlation Coefficient (C.C), Universal Image 

Quality Index (UIQI), Mean, Standard Deviation (S.D), 

Entropy and Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM). 

Table.2.provides all these quality metrics for the reconstructed 

image when compared to the restored output with no noise 

input. From the results, it is clear that the proposed algorithm 

provides almost similar results, approximately equal to the 

output of no noise input at all the noise densities of the mixed 

noise. 

  

Fig. 6: LR Dataset-I with Low density mixed noise

Fig. 7: LR Dataset-I with medium density mixed noise 

 

Fig. 8: LR Dataset-I with High density mixed noise 

 
                     (a)                                              (b) 

Fig.9 (a)SR output Image for low density mixed noise of 

Dataset-1 

           (b) :SR output Image in case of medium density 

mixed noise for Dataset-1 

 

Fig.9 (c): SR output Image in case of high density mixed 

noise for Dataset-1 

 

Fig. 10: LR Dataset-2 with Low density impulse noise 

 

Fig. 11: LR Dataset-2 with medium density impulse noise 

 

Fig. 12: LR Dataset-2 with High density impulse noise 

    

            (a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig.13 SR output Image of Dataset-2 in case of 

(a) low  (b) medium (c) high density mixed noise 
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Table.2. Quality metrics of the reconstructed image in case 

of Mixed noisy inputs 
 

 

Quality 

Metric 

SR output image  

Considering Mixed (Gaussian+ Impulsive) Noise  

Low input  

 Noise 

(0.02+0.1) 

Medium input 

Noise 

(0.02+0.2) 

High input  

Noise 

(0.02+0.4) 

No 

Noise input  

Data 

set1 

Data 

set2 

Data 

set1 

Data 

set2 

Data 

set1 

Data 

set2 

Data 

set1 

Data 

set2 

PSNR 40.527 45.597 42.088 45.044 41.738 43.838 46.866 47.694 

C.C. 0.827 0.9314 0.8094 0.8776 0.778 0.8464 0.8487 0.8622 

UIQI 0.821 0.9314 0.8017 0.8775 0.7636 0.8453 0.8526 0.8617 

Mean 118.49 125.58 118.10 129.03 117.50 131.16 118.865 120.077 

Entropy 7.1885 6.210 7.2556 6.641 7.3009 6.812 7.2123 6.7072 

S.D. 46.336 54.66 47.503 50.033 44.926 46.669 46.669 47.0181 

SSIM 0.7329 0.6267 0.5996 0.5954 0.5313 0.5623 0.7861 0.5782 

 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 
A hybrid algorithm using AGFF technique and Adaptive 

sharpening filter based SR is proposed to handle the Low 

resolution images corrupted by mixed noise. From the results 

it is found that the proposed algorithm reconstructs the image 

with the similar quality metrics as that of the restored image 

in case of no noise input LR images and thus can be utilized 

in the surveillance and forensic applications. 
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Abstract

Robotic systems perform various tasks using image processing techniques. This paper proposes a fuzzy logic controlled 

robotic system for person follower behavior in an indoor environment. The robot platform used here is from National Instruments which has 120 degree rotating ultrasonic sensor and a Single-Board Reconfigurable Input-Output (SBRIO). The board has a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device and real time controller which is interfaced to an Internet Protocol (IP) camera. The robot motion is controlled using a fuzzy logic based algorithm. Higher momentum and soft control are some benefits of using fuzzy logic controller when compared to binary logic, as it assigns variable speeds to wheels. The image captured from the camera is processed using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) method and the ultrasonic sensor is used to measure the distance, avoid the obstacles. The design is done using NI-LabVIEW and the 
experimental results of this approach shows fast response of the robot to follow a person in a smooth manner.

1. Introduction 

The problem of person following autonomous mobile 

robots using optimal paths through environments clut-

tered with obstacles has attracted much research interest. 

The use of Fuzzy control for smooth motion of mobile 

robot avoiding the erratic effects while taking intelligent 

decisions is a well known fact. Also the usage of image 

processing techniques for person following can be found 

in literature. The important capability that needs to be 

possessed by a service robot when required to complete 

some human-allied tasks is person following. The ability 

to automatically determine clash-free paths in the pres-

ence of obstacles is a vital one for a mobile robot. 

The design a fuzzy logic system for an obstacle avoid-

ance algorithm for a path planning in unknown envi-

ronment for a mobile robot is proposed in2, an angular 

velocity control for left and right wheels was implemented 

by a fuzzy logic system. A binary logic OCR based per-

son follower is proposed by1. A fuzzy inference system is 

developed and used as a controller to provide decisions 

achieving smooth and safe person-following behavior 

using laser range finder10. A simple fuzzy logic control-

ler is presented in4 which searches target and plans the 

path with obstacle avoidance. The robot following a tar-

get person robustly using a laser range finder is discussed 

in5. An algorithm for mobile robot path planning to move 

in a freely spaced self-service canteen environment is 

presented in6. To solve the robot navigation, a priority-

based behavior fuzzy logic control was proposed by7. 

Vision-based person following with a mobile robot using 

the Binocular Sparse Feature Segmentation algorithm is 

presented in11. A new reactive planning algorithm was 

proposed by8 for mobile robot navigation in unknown 

environments. For object based navigation a real time and 

robust recursive line extraction algorithm was introduced 

Keywords: FPGA, Fuzzy control, Robot, Ultrasonic sensor
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by9. The design and simulation of fuzzy-logic based 

algorithms for mobile robots for avoiding obstacles and 

reaching a pre-defined target point in an unknown envi-

ronment is presented in3. The different methods were pre-

sented in12 for mobile robot tracking and following of a 

fast-moving person in outdoor unstructured and possibly 

dynamic environment. 

The major problem for the real-time hardware imple-

mentation of intelligent robots is the requirement of fast 

and complex computations. The alternative approach is 

using an ASIC implementation, which is very expensive 

and does not have reconfigurability feature. The intro-

duction of the powerful Field Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA) does have become alternative in some context. 

It proved to be an effective tool for real-time hardware 

implementation of complex tasks and played a key role in 

a variety of engineering fields such as image processing, 

control, signal processing, and the like13. 

Robotic mapping in dynamic environments with 

regard to hardware-efficient schemes for autonomous 

robotic exploration and planning is discussed in14. The 

important issue for a robot exploring in unknown envi-

ronments is active map learning. The learning of accu-

rate map models in practical is limited by many factors. 

A fuzzy logic controller for mobile robot path control for 

shooting action of soccer robot was presented in15.   A 

humanoid service robot for following people using the 

Continuous Real-time Partially Observable Monte-Carlo 

Planning method was proposed by16.  An agent with full 

perceptual capability and limited auditory for human-

human interaction along a given path is proposed by17.   

A computationally intelligent control algorithm proposed 

by18 in which the recognition methods use segmentation 

and classification of detected regions of interests with a 

thermal vision camera.

This paper proposes n algorithm on FPGA based fuzzy 

logic control for the person-following case in order to 

achieve smoothness in motion of the mobile robot. It 

uses a IP Camera mounted on a DaNI Robot platform 

to perceive the characters on the person’s uniform and 

follow them in a smooth motion while keeping a safe 

distance from that person. The remainder of this paper 

is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of 

the parts of the Robot platform and the fuzzy control 

based proposed algorithm. Section 3 presents the fuzzy 

membership functions. Test results carried out using NI-

Embedded FPGA Robotic platform are described in Sec-

tion 4. Conclusion is given in Section 5.

2.  Proposed Algorithm-Robot 
Platform

2.1 Main Thoughts

The Single-Board Reconfigurable Input-Output (SBRIO–

9632) based robot is equipped with one steering ultra-

sonic sensor in the frontend without affecting echo errors 

from multiple obstacles, like reflection of floor and top 

of the indoor environment. The mobile robot motion is 

assumed to be in an indoor environment. Ultrasonic sen-

sor is used since they have a cone-shaped beam angle of 

approximately 220. 

An Axis made IP camera is placed in appropriate 

manner at a suitable height on the Robot front as shown 

in Figure 1 and is connected to a wireless router. The 

camera captures the lower side real time images of the 

person to be followed, sends to the SBRIO, also to a lap-

top through the wireless router. The captured image pat-

tern is matched with the standard images using OCR and 

the output character string is sent to the controller unit 

designed for navigation of Robot. A minimum distance 

is kept between the mobile robot and the person to be 

followed.

Figure 1. IP camera interfaced DaNI Robot platform.

The mobile robot periodically explores the environ-

ment starting from image pattern detection, following the 

person based on the commands from the FPGA and also 

checks the status of the sensor if any obstacle is detected. 

The hardware implementation of robotic exploration is 

done in the FPGA. The template characters which are on 

the person’s uniform are ‘HL’, ‘L’, ‘R’. The template HL is 

used for forward movement, L for turning left and R for 

turning right.
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2.2 Flowchart 

The algorithmic flow chart of person follower behavior 

is shown in Figure 2. A fuzzy control based approach 

for autonomous robot follower is developed and imple-

mented on NI’s SBRIO which is a two wheel differential 

drive mobile robot. The ultrasonic sensor mounted on a 

servomotor which can sweep through a 120° frontal area, 

can sense the obstacles up to a maximum distance of 3m.

The images captured from camera on Robot are com-

pared with the character images stored in the memory 

using OCR. The Robot follows the person if the image 

‘HL’ is detected. The speed control is based on the input 

and output fuzzy sets discussed in section 3. If the person 

takes right direction, then right template ‘R’ is matched, 

the robot takes a right turn based on fuzzy sets. And if 

the person takes left direction, then left template ‘L’ is 

matched, the robot moves forward for the minimum dis-

tance and the wheel rotates left as per fuzzy rules. 

Figure 2. Algorithmic Flow chart.

3. Fuzzy Control

The main problem in robot navigation is the need to han-

dle with the large amount of improbability. The advantage 

of fuzzy is its ability to use the common sense reason-

ing to describe complex systems.  The response of a very 

complex system in a simple manner can be instinctively 

described by creating a range of fuzzy sets for input-out-

put variables and generating a simple rule based matrix 

by using fuzzy logic. 

The design of fuzzy controller uses four input vari-

ables for rotation and speed control of motors as shown 

in Figure 3. Here X is the distance from the sensor and 

HL/L/R are the discrete value inputs.  These inputs and 

outputs variable fuzzy membership functions are given in 

Figure 4.

The input values on x-axis for L /R /HL are normalized 

to the range of -10 to 10 and 0 to 3 for the ultrasonic sen-

sor. Similarly the output values on x-axis are normalized 

in the range of -10 to 10 for the direction of rotation of 

Figure 3. Fuzzy controller.

R/ L/ HL-variables

Sensor values

Wheel Rotation direction

Velocity of motors

Figure 4. Input/Output membership functions.
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wheels and 0 to 3 for the speed of motors. The figure 6 

shows the graphical design developed in LabVIEW using 

various modules.

The graphical design shown in Figure 6 is first simu-

lated in LabVIEW and then implemented on FPGA. The 

image capturing is set using live feed from camera. The 

initialization of image references is done using the loaded 

OCR character set and is stored in the memory.

The Fuzzy Rules set are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Fuzzy rule sets.

4. Test Results 

The test results are shown as sequence of snapshots taken 

during the experiment in Figure 7.  They represents the 

movement and the directions of the robot. Here the per-

son to be followed is considered as a patient. The Figure 

7 shows the initial position of Robot and once the OCR 

string ‘HL’ is  detected, it follows the person. It takes right 

turn based on the fuzzy rule set, when ‘R’ is detected. The 

wheel rotation is smoother when fuzzy control is used. 

Thus it follows the person avoiding obstacles using the 

ultrasonic sensor which rotates +60 to -60 degrees.

5. Conclusion

The lower processing time is achieved using the devel-

oped fuzzy logic based algorithm for person following 

and is intelligent in processing sensor data, matching 

the character in image using OCR. The fuzzy controller 

Figure 6. Graphical Design in Labview for Fuzzy 

controllers.

 

            

Figure 7. Start position and OCR output, Robot takes a 

Right turn for ‘R’ and  then following ‘HL’.
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does parallel processing in terms of collision avoidance 

and template recognition. The mobile robot avoids jerky 

effects when fuzzy logic is used. The experiments con-

ducted shows that the soft control and higher momentum 

are the benefits of fuzzy logic when compared to binary 

logic.
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\;, Abstract - A finite length biconical antenna has

..'t*d;; waves existing dui to its abrupt discontinuity

il;;#.i* on.t...ilts'in baud width limitation' An

,rrt"rti",t temrination of these teirninals can enhance

ffiffi;tdilri; a considerable extent and make it truly

*iit irra. A finite biconical antenna with its edges

i"t**t.a in thick loop (circular) is prop-osed.and its

*Ji"ii", trr*"cteristic's are analyzed for different

;'ffi'ffi"PIauhe,e'B' is the wave number and'r' is

the lensth of the antenna' Compact antennas for ultra

t"td; bird Cu*ul and above are in demand for tnodern

;;;;;iAi"ns and the proposerl antenna meets the

*1a" U*O reqnirement at UWB ancl above such as X'

Ku, K bands lvith very lorv retum loss'

Index Ternts - Biconical' discontinuity' loop' retum

loss, termination.

I.INTRODUCTION
The ..r"u..l, paPer proposes' investigates and

*utrr", a biconicai antenna *'ith its edges terminated

;, ffi;i.;.."ii""p' The antenna provides wide band

*joii- *o is appropriate 'for the use in present day

wJ;i;.o,r*uni.uiion applications' The addition of

;;h11i. loop of appropriaie radius at :lt t:ryT1:

makes the edges smoothly curved'. rlt 
. 

tntnrmrzes

*ri.Ji""t and results in enhanced bandwidth and

t.Jr..ir retum loss' Biconical antenna was first

;""tr.U UV S. e. Schelkunoff.who stated-that the

;;;;;t. enclosed in a sphere with its center coinciding

;;; il; 
"pex 

of the biconical antenna' Input irnpedance

;;;11 *[!i. ui.ori.ul antenna has been presented and

it if* t*i. t.ir fuither investigations of the element' A

trft.ti*f bounclary surface has been used for

.li"uir,i.,n of fiel<li il-21. smith [3]' 
"l'ai [4-6]' Papas'

Kins l7-81 have proposeti splrerically oapped biconical

il'J;."'Badii una ro*iyama have.reported the

,.,*..i.tf *"lysis of biconical antenna in transmitting

,roJ. unA obtained solutions to near and far fields'

Nonnalized complex powel for electrically long

Liconical antenna is presented t9l S' q'- Sandler and

*r*'ii'of, il ."..ot ii*"s S' N' Samaddar and E' L'

il;i"i;-iirl, n. Ghosh aud r' K'sarkar [12]'.have

pr"p"tta'"r,i investigatecl the wide angle spherically

caooed biconical antenna' Radiation characteristics

#t-;t il;' input impedance' retLrm 
J9ye,s 

and

*rti"r, I".p"r* of the eiement are established with

' i:"tt"rf",i""t. A, srnall biconical antenna using .shorting

;j;;'1;; b.." designed bv Amert and whites. that

i|;;t uEto UWBll3l' Lu, et al'' have presented top-

i*a.A ti.oniral antenna for UWB indoor base station

uooilcations. But this antenna is complex to fabricate

;i";";;;;. Rndiution pattem 
-and 

retum loss

.t*urt.risti.s exhibit osciliations [14]' Jacobs and

orG, pr"r"ored a truncatetl asymmetric co-nical dipole

i". *a! band applications up to l7 GHz-[15]'

Smith [3] is the first researchOr to propose

.ntu*r..oi of U*O width in wide angle c-onical

;;r.* *itt ,t 
" 

edges terminatecl properly' lle has

;;il;;.J.on", *iti angles 6l'8' and 101'2' with

tdfi i.rgrh. Tai has 
-presented the analy^sis of

fr.rti*r *6nru, with smalt cone angles and also the

iitrs-ii",r,"a of analysis for the spherically capped

conical antennas.*T,,fi; 
nupu, t'o" reported the determination of

inout im"nedance'and expression for the radiation.from

trri-ti."ii, ."roetl conical antenlla fecl by coaxial line'
'""--i-*J[t 

uni ring have proposed biconical antennas

of different lengths for opttoiion fro* 20.MHz to I GHz

i"*rJo.. and-Mokole itave repofierl th9 
-anllryis 

of a

io ii',.t.* witle angle torr"* up to l0 GIIz [10]' They

t n . utro establi;hed the direction of maximum

radiation in cones with unequal angles'-

Ghosh and Sarkar have t*t"ntltd the analysis of

*l,r"lun"gr. 
-iiOo 

i" an<l 140) spherically capped

;;;"i antennas' The height of eac{r cone is 56 mtn'

The spherical cap terminatircn at the end of each cone

*ini"iir.t the reilections due to sudden discontinuity at
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ABSTRACT: A Nonlinear Gradient Descent algorithm (NGD) is an iterative method that is given an initial point and
follows the negative of the gradient in order to move the point towards a critical point, which is hopefulty the desired
local minimum. Nonlinear gradient descent is a populgr algorithm for very large scale optimization problerns, because

it is easy to implement and can handle black box funciions []. In Smart Antennas (SA) both Half Power Beam Width

GPBU| and Side Lobe Level (SLL) are low values tg get good performance. However to design smart antennas with
minimum side lobe level, and HPBW, Nonlinear gradi[nt descent algorithm gives the good performance on HPBW and
SLL. This NGD algorithm is used for adaptive array qipprt antennas, because these arrays allows the antenna to steers

the beam pattem in order to enhance the reception qf g dssired signal, while simultaneously suppressing interfering
signals through complex weight selection. I

KEYWORDS: NGD algorithm, IIPBW, SLL, step sizg parameter, smart antenna.

I. IH'rRooucrroN

A Smart antenna is a system that combines multiple antenna elements with a signal processing capability to optimize
its radiation and reception pattern with respect to the qignal environment. Switched beam smart antennas and adaptive
beam arrays are the two basic types ofgmart antennas. [n this paper the nonlinear gradient descent algorithm is used for
design of adaptive array smart antennas, because thesg arrays allow the antenna to steer the beam to any direction of
interest while simultaneously suppressing interferencq gignals. The NGD algorithm is used for adaptive array smart
antennas, because these arrays allows the antenna to |;1pers the beam pattem in order to enhance the reception of a

desired signal, while simultaneously suppressing interfgiing sigrals through complex weight selection [2]. However the

weight selection is a critical task to get the low SLL dnd low beam width. It needs to have a low SLL and low beam
width to reduce the antenna's energy radiation/receptifil'ability in unintended directions. The weights can be chosen to
minimize the SLL and place nulls at certain angles. A yast number of window functions are available to calculate the
weights for smart antennas. From the analysis of maqy of these algorithms, it is observed that there is a compromise
between I{PBW and SLL t3]-t41. But in case of smarfl4gtennas, both of these parameters must have low values to get
good performance. The earlier work it is proposed NQp algorithm in which more control parameters are used thereby
optimum values can be obtained for HPBW and SLL. ffre Butler matrix is a type of beam-forming network. Depending
on which of N inputs is accessed, the antenna beam fl steered in a specific direction in one plane. The basic smart
antenna system with butler matrix as shown in figure 1j

Copyright to IJIRCCE DOI: I p. 1 5680/IJIRCCE.201 5. 0309146 8779
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1l.-;is paper, a parabolic reflector antenna was analyzed with an Orthomode iiirniii,;;;; (OATIU 
^ ,

feedingelementfortwo Kubandfrequencies t3 - 13.5 GHz and 17.1 - 17.2GH2. Thedesignspecifications

for OMT included better than -40d8 isolation between the pofis, return loss better than -20d8 and

transmission loss of 0. I dB. Two topologlt of OMT was investigated and designed using 3D EM tool. Further,

a jm reJlector antenna was simulated with the designed OMT. One of the OMT topologt designed was a

turnstile junction OMT which is very complex in construction hence dfficult to manufacture and also has

relatively large size for many applications.

An'other topolog,t considered is of classl type (taper OMD which is small in size and easy to manufacture.

The designed OMT werefound to meet the requirement. Both the OMT was simulated in.AfSS. Further, the

radiation pattern of a tm/jm parabolic reflector was simulated using the classl type (taper OMT) in CST

Microwave Studio. The simulated results include gain of 40.5d8 and 50.8d8 for a lm/3m antenna

-,_zctively

Key Words- Orthomode Transducer, Parabolic Reflector, Turnstile Junction

resolution.SAR is typically mounted on a moving platform such as an aircraft or space craft and it is

originated as an advanced form of Side Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR)[].The distance of the SAR device

travels over a target creates a large synthetic antenna aperture. To achieve high gain and high directivity, a

Parabolic Reflector is designed at l3GHz - 13.5GHz frequency range to detect an object. A point source of

,rhio *uu.s at the focal point in front of a paraboloidal reflector of conductive material will be reflected into

A Synthetic Aperture Radar is a form of Radar which is used to create images of an object, such as

landscape.SAR uses the motion of the SAR antenna over a target region to provide finer spatial

N. Venkata Priyunka et aI,IJSRE Volume i Issue I August 2015 Page 4300
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lmage Processing using FPGAs:
A Framework

M. V. Ganeswara Rao, Rajesh K Panakala and A. Mallikarjuna Prasad

ABSTRACT

L INTRODUCTION

In recent times, image processing has become central tool for many applications including high performance

and large data processing applicaiions such as face detectitn, face recognition etc. under numerous conditions

(lighting variations, orientation, expression etc). Until FPGAs were introduced, Digital Signal Processors

are the only computational platforms to implement high performance image processing. Some of the

advantages are lager flexibility and less time to prototype make the FPGAs alternate for DSPs [1;]J' The

key deference between DSPs and FPGA is their hardware architecture, FPGA does not have fixed hardware

architecture and it can be configured according to user requirements using hardware descriptive languages

such as VHDL, Verilog HDL etc,, In contrast, DSPs have fixed architecture with memory controller, data

path and instructions executed sequentially according software program L{-JJ.

Image processing algorithms has to process huge amount ofpixel dataathigh speed and for this type of

applications FPGAs are exceedingly suitable, because of their parallel processing capability. However, this

is not possible with DSPs because of their processing power and data transfer with fixed width data bus

such as 8bit, 16bit, 32bit,64bit etc. Manyresearchers also reported that the pipeline techniques and more

chip area make FPGAs power efficient than DSPs in image processing applications. There are many

approaches to implement image processing applications on FPGAs. This paper presents a simple approach,

which uses MAILAB and Xilinx core generator to implement image processing algorithms on FPGA

t5-71

This paper has 5 sections, section 2 introduces overall framework for image processing using FPGAs,

which includes conversion of .jpg image into .coe file, generation of Block RAM (BRAM) using Xilinx
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Abstract

In today's world life the use ofrobot is going on increasing -Robot can able to carry work efficiently and effectively that man can
do. trn this paper one such application of robo can do is leaf diseases Detection. Inthis paper we review the need of simple plant
leaves diseases detection system. that would facilitate advancements in agriculture through by using the Firebird V Robo up to
the range 30cm.This techniques will improves productivity of crops. This paper includes several sleps viz. Image acquisition,
Image Pre-processing, Segmentation, Feature Extraction. -

Keywords- Fire Bird V Robo, Plant Diseases, Image acquisition, Segmentation, Extraction
\/

L INrnoouprroN

Like human beings & other animals, plants are subject to diseases in order to maintain a sufficient food supply for the world,s
population. India is an 

_agricultural 
country where in most of the population depends on agriculture. It plays a uitut rote in the Indian

economy ovet 70Yo of the rural households depends on agriculture.fi0].Thire ur" -*:y branches of science that control plant
diseases .Among them are bio chemistry of breeding meteorology ,mycology (fungi),nematology(nematodes), irology
(viruses),Bio technology ,soil science ,genetics & plant need science. The- study of plant diseases is called plant
pathology.[2]Research in agriculfure is aimed towards increases of productivity & food quality at reduced expenditure with
increased profit .Diseases are impairment to the normal state of the plant that modifies 

-or 
intemrpts its functions such as

photosynthesis ,transpiration,pollination,fertile I l,l2] &due to adverse environment conditions. -
This objective ofthis paper is to concenlrate on the plantleafdisease detection based on the texture ofthe leaf. [6].Leaf

presents several advantages over flowers and fruits at all worldwide the basic procedure of the proposed vision based detection
algorithm in this paper is organized in to the following sections. In section Firsfgives an introductory part includes importance of
leaf diseases detection, plant leaves analysis,. various types of leaf diseases and its symptoms. Section Second presents a detailed
discussion on receni work carried out in this area .Section 3 includes basic methodoiogy for leaves diseases detection which
represents a brief review on image processing techniques.
The objective ofthis paper is to concentrate on the plant leafdisease detection based on the texture ofthe leaf.Leafpresents several
advantages over flowers & fruits at all worldwide.

\--.
A. Plant Diseuses Anolysis and fts Symptoms

The RGB image feature plxel counting i""irriqu", is extensively applied to agricultural science .Image analysis can be applied for
the following purposes:[3]

1) To detect plant leaf stem, & fruit diseases.

2) To quantifu affected areaby diseases.

3) To find the boundaries ofthe affected area.
4) To determine the color of the affected area.
5) To determine size and shape of fiuits.
Following are some common symptoms of fungal, bacterial & virual plant leaf diseases.
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Ahstract - A finite length biconical antenna has
standing rvaves existing due to its abrupt discontinuity
at the terminals and results in band width limitation. An
appropriate termination of these terminals cau enhance
its bandrvidth to a considerable extent ancl make it truly
wide band. A finite biconical antenna u,ith its edges
tenninated in thick loop (circular) is proposed and its
radiation characteristics are analyzed for different
values of 'Br'. Where .8, 

is the wave number and .r, is
the length of the antema. Compact anterutas for ultra
wide band (UWB) and above are in d.emand tbr moctern
communications and the proposerl antenna rneets the
rvide band requirement at UWB and above such as X,
Ku, K bands with very lolv rehtrn loss.

Ittdex Tenns - Biconical, discontinuity, loop, rehun
loss, tennination.

I.INTRODUCTION

. 
The research paper proposes, investigates and

analyzes a biconical antenna with its edges Grrninated
in circular metal loop. The antenna p.oui-d", wide barul
width and is appropriate for the use in present day
wireless communication apptications. The additi<ln of
rnetallic loop of appropriate radius at the tenninals
rnakes the edges smoothly curved. It mioimizes
reflections and results in enhanced bandwidth and
reduced retum loss. Biconical antenna was first
analyzed by S. A. Schelkunotf who stared that the
cones.are enclosed in a sphere rvith its center coincitling
with the apex ofthe biconical antenna. Input impedance
of small angle biconical antenna has been present".t *A
is the basis lbr fluther investigations of the elernent. A
spherical boundary sur{bce has been used for
calculatior of fields [l-2]. Snith [3], Tai [4_6], papas,

Ifing [7-8] have proposed sptrericaity .upp.O biconical
antenna. Badii and Torniyama have ieported the
numerical analysis of biconical antenna in tiansmitting
mode and obiained solulions to near ancl lar fiekls.

Suhmitted On: Septemlter 30, Z0l4
Accepted On: Jutrc 4, 2015

Normalized complex power for electrically long
biconical antenna is presented t9l. S. S. Sandler ancl
King [10], in recent times S. N. Samaddar anct E. L.
Mokole [11], D. Ghosh and T. K.Sarkar [12], have
proposed and investigated the rvide angle spherically
capped biconical antenna. Radiation characteristics
such as pattern, input impedance, retrun losses and
transient response of the element are established rvith
formulations. A small biconical anterura using shoning
pins has been designed by Amerl and Wiites that

lpeiat-e1 
up to UWB [13]. Lu, et al., have presented top-

loaded biconical antenna for UWB indooi base station
applioations. But this antenna is complex to fabricate
and is heavy. Radiation pattern and rerurn loss
characteristics exhibit oscillations [14]. Jacobs and
others presented a tnrncared asymmetric conical dipole
for wide band applications up to l7 GHz [15].

Smith [3] is the first researcher to propose
enhancement of band width in wide angle conical
al'lteonas with the edges terminated properly. He has
considered cones with angles 61.g" aod l0t.Z" with

lgduced length. Tai has presented the analysis of
biconical antennas rvith small cone angles and also the
E.Y.F. method of analysis for the splerically capped
conical antennas.

King and Papas have reported the determination of
input impedance and expression for the radiation from
spherically capped conical antenna fed by coaxial line.

Sandler and King have proposect biconical antennas
of different lengths for operation front20 MHz to I CHz.
Samaddar and Mokole have reported the analysis of a
20 inches wide angle cunes up to l0 GHz Jtb1. fney
have also established the direction of maximum
radiation in cones with unequal angles.

Ghosh und Sarkar have extended the analysis of
wide-angie (106.2' and 140") spherically capped
biconical antennas. The height ofeach.on" i* 56 mm.
The spherical cap termination at the enrl of oech cone
minimizes the reflections due to sucl<Ien discontinuity at

I054-4887 0 Z0l5 ACES
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Gontrast Enhancementof Low Dose

GT Scan lmages
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I. INRODUCTION

scanned images arecontiguous'

l;.i'-.'i",io,Lu,,.,.":rtuT:': 1, l'Y:"11:1i::":"$;::'f #,:f:H"i.1'tJt:n.ff:l:
ffi ,:'JIffi Tl;ilffi J',#','jlt"r,il;:?::i:"::1,::::i'"ffi :'::l:3',1'"1ffiTffi,11;
ilx??Ixl'Jffi ff ffi ffi #.'J#;iili*::T":::::',i:i:J*:;:;:'::::lT.i
::Yff,[*?ii3Li1'ii;;tffi;".ffi;y, to rocate masses.and t,.,mois 

Tr.dry.::"cer 
and to studv

c-^+ ^aa ic r-nnrrpntlonal CT scan takenan infection at the rtght area ourmg a uruPr)' !v rvv*lv ' ,nal CT scan taken

bloodvesselsIl].TherearebroadlytwotypesofCTscans-The,firstoneisConventto.^ +r,^ -ovi- "lice The other one is SpiraV

:lx:ilT[l#iJ:::l,il'J::H'.,iilu.iii-1;;";::,::*,i3:t.l']T"]?""#ffi::i*"i*
#n:llJ+':.::1::'J"?-Hff#.YilH"i,"#; ".pr'ur 

i"'nion it is a much rasterprocessand the

er and h'ng cuncer screening to identifu the

stage of cancer in meaicaii'mulirg ,y.ir*r. cts can-creates detailed pictures of tte body which involves the use of

x-rays, a form of ionizing radiation'.1:poY':lllTf.t:1*"Tl::ff:Xt*'Ji:ffinT:H::X*:ffi;
x;i11i;i,lil1;iJ"#iH::T1:;,il',#1!;i:;-;;;;;; 

these f,oblems Low Dose crs can has been

introduced. It minimizes th-e.rJi.,i", effects, u* tt't itugt' acquired by this process are in low contrast and more

Drone to blur and image artifacts. lmage contrast .nr,un.J*"n, iechniques can be utilized to improve the contrast

and brightness levels or it.r. irnagel and thus ;;;;.-6e perceptualaspectssuch as image quality index'

inteligibility and visuat upp.u.un.". Tlr,, 
h.1p.,,1-.;h;;i;i"tlettei dlagnosis' Moreover' the spatial hltering

operations can reduce tt"," 
"rrect 

of blur ,ra l*\g',. 
".iiru.t. 

,o : luiqt extent' This paper presents two

sirnpleandeffective image enhancement techolqut', iliJnittt' r"to'ing Bi-Hittog'um Equalization (BBFIE) and

Adaprive Histog.urn nquuiiruii* fnner i" .o,i,ur.Ji"-"*iit the spatiar ilrers rttJse tvtrid techniques divide the

image histogram into two parts based on input mean and median ,nd th.n equarization process is performed' These

techniques are applied ori 
"uriou. 

Low dise cr ..., it""!t' u"a tt.'t eniranced images are compared by both

subjective and oujr.tiu" Luiyrir. it 
" 

suu:.r,i* ;;;il;i$y visualqualitv and the o6lective analvsis is bv Peak

sign alnoiseratio(psxr),l;in-ffi. o.oo, (Md):iil;#*.1i u1'er,,"-"" 
"tot 

1nvtBE)' Signal tonoiseratio

(SNR) and computationai,t"r.;;il;" *",r,"a, *.r. co*pu.uo u.r*: *o uter applying different linear and

nonlinear spatial fllters to nnO tt 
" 

uoi.. pt'fo't**' ;;;;;;tt"lts it is clear ttrat itre urigtrtness preserving Bi-

Histogram equalization technique performt U"tttr it't" compareO witir *no-'In":: 
::ntlltt:^t:::llntq"tt' 'lif\/ mefrics.

ffi;;;;;;; ;.;., ;t,;";..-" q..1',,,1.

CT scans are not recommended for pregnant mothers and Patients-:"T.,:*:f:#Jlil:f::,f:I

0,.:J.':iil.'i,lo1"ul'*!,':ffi;:?.--6i.#i;:J;::l:i:'i*Y::frJ+i:T;f ;:[31
:ffi:::::1i::lf#f; :Jl?,[J;ll]#lr,:;."*;ffi ;::l*n::"::"T.T#il:3lJ]:h::,ffi ffi I
::#:::J:.:ffi#:fffi#;;;;;A;; rti' u*'n.'?1'" 

:111'lt ::::lli' 
radies and cancer patren'1s

i:ffiffii|i rr"";;iation is very high compared to low dose cr scan[2]'

rhe image enhancement is a transformation applied:i--i,ry1-Tifl:lilf:::.':ffi["Jil[::i:

".J|;Jffi';H,XX;:;if$:ffi;;i,#i;; ',;;;i?,ug". 
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Abstract

Medical imaging is placing a major role in diagnosing the diseases and in image guided surgery. There are various imagingmodalities for diflerent applications giving the uriuto,n;Jat and_physiological conaiioni oiih.;;;;. Magnetic Resonance Image(MRI) a'e used to analyze the human orgairs without surgery. rjetection-of the tumor is the main objective ofthe system. Detectionplays a critical role in biomedical imaging .Brain imagJsegmentation is one of the most i.po.tari tools and hence need by theclinicians' However an accurate segmentation is a significani task and cruciar for exact diagnosis. In this paper, MRI brain imageis used to tumor detection-process' This systern includes test the brain image proc€ss, image filtering, skull stripping, andsegmentation by using orSU and watershe-d, morphological operation, catcutation of the tumir area and determination of thetumor location.

Keywords- Magnetic resonance image, skull stripping, segmentiition, morphological operation, detection

I. IrvrRoouc.rroN

Radiation oncologists and rnany other rnedical experts currently spencl a substantial portion of their time segmenting medicalimages' and in particutar, labeting brain tumors and associated eal,oa l, My Jhl taueilng is.rp..iutty important when planningradiation therapy' and new treatment techniques such as Intensity-Moduiated Radiation Therapy will soon drastically increase thesegmentation workload Il l' 'l-he introduction and acceptance ithese tyf., ot r.* technology will thus depend on reducing themanual time associated with detectiug and segmenting tunrors. o"., irr" plrt I 5 years, an immense amount of research has focusedon semi-automatic and fully automatic rneth6ds lor ietecting 
"rdr";;;;.ntatlon brain tumors in MRI scans, but the tools usedin practice still rely on significant manual interaction. There have been nrinually engineered automatic systems designed to performthis task' but even the nrost eff'ective ofthese address simplified 

"ur.. frr.r, 
us th-e high-contrast fenhancing, 

pixels [2]), do notachieve sufficiently accurate results for difficult cases [3], and depeni highlt ;; rd i".rl 
"il;ging 

hardware available to thedesigner' This is primarily due to the complex nature of the data, and the, d-ifficutty ln transtafficomplex anatomic knowledgeinto a series ofoperations that have good generalization properti"s. rn..e-t a, been significant exploration ofthis problem from aMachine Learning (ML) perspective, uy drmulating the protlem as a pixel classification task (illustrated in Figure 1). A MachineLearning solution would remove clependencie, on tlr. specifrc l,nugirg hu.a*ure used t^ it .oriJ u. trained on images producedby any system)' and could potentially have better 
.generalization" 

pioperties than manually engineered systems for this task.However' Machine Learning approaches applied to this problem have had limited success. tiis is-a result of the pixel intensitiesviolating the'independent and identically distributed'liid) assumption *it6n ana between images, and of the observation thatsome normal pixels look very similar to some tumor pixels. The iid ;;;umption is violated due to tfre spatial nature of the data, andthe co*uption of MRI intensities by inter-slice intensity variations, an intra-vorume intensity bias field, and differences in theintensities recorded for identical tissues betwee, volu,nes. The lafte;'prouii* is the most severe, and proposed ML methods oflenrequire training data from the image to be segmerrted (terrned..puii.nisp.clnc ffaining) [4]. Sorne recent ML systems haveincorporated techniques to.correct 1or reduce) iiese effects to allow inter-patient traini"ng'[s, 6, 7], making the methods fullyautomatic' However' disambiguating normal aird tumor regions with similar or identical intensity properties+emains an unsolvedproblem In the medical field, magnetic resonance image (uRt) is widely used in,,'uny..r.i..h [l]. MRI techniques is a
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Abstract Single Cdgljlgquency Division Multiple Acccss (SC-I'DMA) is currently arlopted as r i
LongTenn Evolution (LTE) etandard for the uplink due to its irigi', ilaia rate ancl Iow peak to Aver.,.r

I9*"1 Ratio (PAPR), In SC-FDMA, two methods are ci'roosing srrbcarriers for transmissiong are us,i
Djstributed FDMA (DFDMA) and Localized FDMA lfronrni.'In r!:is paper, we proposed Interlear :

FDMA (IFDMA) technique' By using this technique, the i'Afltr is ..,Arrceci .o*pir.d to DFDMA ;rrr
LFDMA techniques. Simulation resuit sho*s that the red,.:riit;n oi :)ApR for IFDMA decreased ni. r

1S q dB compared with OFDMA, Now compared subcarricr irial;,-iing ii:chniques such as DI;DI\r "

TFDMA with IFDMA, the IFDMA has better PAPR reductiorr tharr LIri)MA and DFDMA.

Index Terms: SC-FDMA, PAp& LTE, IFDMA, LFDMA' DFDMA.

I. INTRODUCTI0N

The Third Generation Parbrership Project (3GPP) is ar., inicrnarior.ral srar-rdarclizaHon work on ,r
specification of the 3G Universal Terrestrial Raclio Access f'lerrvork (lllRAN). The final specificatior,
reviewed and developed as in advancecl 3G radio accesse.s anri is knorvn ;rs LTE. In LTi, Orthogr,, ,

Frequency Division Multiple (OFDMA) and SC-FDMA havt,be.ln ;rrioptecl in the ciownlink ancl tipl, ,

respectively [U. SC-FDMA can be considered as DFT-spread ()FI]i\lA (l)F'f-S ()FDMA), since it transfpr i,,
time domain data symbols to frequency domain by DFT befort going rlrrough OFDMA moclulation [2, 1 )

Each user occupies different subcariers in the frequency clo,,ralr',, c,r',u it carr achieve gooci performarr r

low-complexity and high quality of channel equalization in rhe f'rt:qtrt,r-icy cir.r-nain. SCFDMA also ust,.
hybrid format that combines the low peak-to-average ratio olf()rrrl by sub-calrier systems with multi-p. r

interference resilience and fl exible sub-carrier frequency a lloca t i o n

Trmsins

t"_l r:1 ffi,l=, . .

i{ tupor,uro* l_-+l DFr F-+i *r+ l__i "-_-_. j.!..:}^ r_ ".l-" I t*l Li-' i

:

Figure 1: The block diagram of an :iL-illl\{.,\ systr:rn

__ IC-JDMA supports frequency Division Duplex anc-l Tinit. i)rvii;ion Duplcx. therefore the form of : .

FDMA looks like the QAM modulation. Figure l below shou,s a blo,-:k diai;rarrr of the SC-FDMA transmir.
and receiver. This design of the SC-FDMA diagram is similal to rhe oFDN4 clragram except that it has tr,,
DFT blocks. SC-FDMA contains many orthogonal carriers, r'r,hich are callecl subcarriers. These subcarrr, r

carry symbols that ca1 
!-e 

modulated by different methocls sri.i'r ;rs Quaclratrrrr: Amplitude Moclulation
Phase Shift Keying. SC-FDMA is considered as DFT-sprcacl (;l;i)lv1A.; rliis syr;it:m rrinsforms time donr. i

data symbols into the frequency domain by DFT aftei wiricir rhi' t1ara goes rtrrough the clomain by Di r

SCFDMA sends symbols similar to Time Division Multiple Ai.i:.,:rri slsi.'rrr.'ii',: syibol rate is faster in r.r
time domain than in the OFDMA system, and therefore the cvclt,, l,rcirx (Cp) is acjded periridically so t],.,
the need for guard bands between different users can bc ,ivoi;tr.:d. C-P is Lrseci to prevent inter-Bl,, r

interference (IBI) between two successiveblocks and provicles a guartl tirrre br:trveen two successive Blo, ,
[3].The advantage of CP is that it avoitls the Inter Carrier inttrlr-.rence (it l) between subcarriers. r i

disadvanta$e of CP is that it cloes not carry any new infonnaritrri, antl so it rvill lower the efficiency of r r

kansmission. The advantage of SC-FDMA over OFDMA is tli.rt tlit S( ,liL)Mi\ has the ability to removr :

(lnterSymbol Interference) between two symbols, and uses riitlercrit r,r'[irogt,,ral subcarriers to transmjr :

parallel; and has lower PAPR (Peak-to-Average Power Ilatiol il.rari C)Flll\44 
.l'he 

Ileceiver is desig.e; I

deal with inter-symbol interferencg but because the cyclic prt:iix plevenrs inter-symbol interfere.,,--
between a block of symbols, so there will be inter-symbol irrterlerencc betn,i:en the iyclic prefixes. I ,

24 TcchscriJ; i
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Abstrach siqa-l f'dTq can drastically affect the performance of terrestrial communication systems.Fading caused by multipath propagation can degraie the bit-error-rate (BER) performance of a digitalcommunication system resulting data loss or dr-opped calls in a cellular #;;. ;; it is esserrtii- iounderstand the nature of muttipith fading phenoienon and how to anticipate when such phenomenon
occurs in order to improve performance. A nonlinear companding algorithm is used, that transforms theoFDM signals into the desirable statistics f9r1lefined by a rir,irr"pi*"*il ili] il1;.j}ffii;;calculating noise variance in the target probauility l""rifu rri"uor, obtaining more flexibility in the
"o1P11$"s 

f9r1at and bit-error-It p"*oq-"t."" *ui r.hi"rud. perfor:rr-ar,"u of the system for
lodul{igl technique was M-QPSK and-various noise channets tike Rayleigh;;;"g du*"i;o".t;channef 

.T:Y$"T, channel were used. The mathemuu.ii-L"rr"uu.*"iirr3-ry-"r";'r" 
"Li"; o.|ibyusing MATLAB sirnulations

Index Terms: Nonlinear companding transform (NCT), orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

I. INTRODUCTION

oFDM has various. significant properties due to which it has tum into one of the ideat technique for theimplementation of 4G systems. Multipath fagaq} small Impal on oFDM and it provides high spectralefficiency which makes it u prop", technique foric systems tl].'t;" to these properties 9FDM has also beenused by 3GPP trE for downlink transmission. However thijtechnique also s*fe* lro*"ro*Jffi;";;;;
drawbacks such as high ICI and PAPR. High PAPR may furtter a;;;i;;;;*"i ,p"#t re growth.

Due to this reason fu Tpl P:ry:, Amplilers (HPA) required in the'oFDM rignut g"nurun"or, rr".*o *
be higily Iinear which is diflicult. uigh rAnn may also teai to in band distortion due to various subcarriersused{2l.This- p?:. a_"1t";rith the niajor probtem of high pApR b;;il;;il;; ffiffiffi;::
the effect of high PAPR. The companding tecrr*que imllemented is nonlinear nature and can redistribute
the power in OFDM signal.

The oFDM is a multicarrier modulation where serial stream of data is divided into parallel and

T:j:lr,:d by orthogonal sub carriers *rti irmr-,J;G;;?uqr"r,.y bands as shown in fig 1. The
9FDM signals contains long time duration us 

"o*purud 
to ii"gre 

"*iiu" 
*oarlutior", with a narrowbandwidth. This results increase in the robustness against *"rfipu*, a;i"ri;;;;;;"a,a tess complexequalizers which helps in performing the channel equatiiation;rrr:

The main benefit inusing^the oFPM system is to raise the robustness against narrowband interference orfrequenry selective fading. Due to its important features rik rrigi aata #nsmissir";"r" Gi. bJ;;hefficiency, robustness against.less complex equalizer and murti;;n;;";,h" 
"#il 

tlJurro been used as

A. OFDM Signal Generation

Th" to*pi"* parallel data symbols are modulated by a group of orthogonal sub carriers, which satisfythe following condition of orthogonality is given by the 
"qruiior, 

^

f"f ""'* ""'t,' dt ={'; 
or=*',

The baseband oFDM signat triffsnqitted during m* bro!? J.G: written as 
0)

x(m,t) = !E*t*,k)sizilrr for oSr s { (2)
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Modern wireless commrmication systems are small in size
with.capacity to operate on multiple frequency bands. This
requirement demands smail antennas with iride 

- 
bandwidths,

Microstrip antennas are compact in size but are limited in band
width. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has
permitted use of 3.1 to 10.6 GlIz called as llltra Wideband
GfWB) for commercial operation with l0 dB return loss.
Amendment by Federal Commurications Commission (FCC)
of part 15 of its tirst authorization in Febmary 2002 has opened
a new era of wireless oommunication systems and devicei, in

. many areas of the society. This amendment has led to the

\-, development of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology that
operates using narrow, short duration pulses with a very large
bandwidth Il]. Printed monopole antennas are populaidue Io
their low fabrication costs and conformability to be integrated
along with other deyices [2]. Design of a tap monopole
antenna with notched ground plane and a slit is reported This
planar antenna has wide impedance band width. The feed line
and the monopole are connected by a tapered transition [3]. A
squale-ring microstrip antenna consisting of H-shape stoi ai its
center is designed for ultra wideband applications. The
parametric analysis of the antenna fed by a fork shaped
microstrip tuning stub is investigated for its time dornain
behavior with a pulse transmission [ ]. An Ulha Wideband
antenna with band notched characteristics at 5.15-5.g25 GHz is
ploposed. A circular patch with slot and L-ihaped branches in
the ground plane is proposed [5]. A rectangular slot antenna

(1)

(2)

I

i

I
I

An octagonal Monopole Antenna for Ultra Wide
Band Applications

C.Subba Rao

Dept. of ECE
PVP Siddhartha Institute ofTechnology

Kanuru, Vijayawada-520007, A.P.
csr949@gmail.com

Abstact---Nlodern wireless communication systems require
compact antenras with wide band width that can be integrated
with other circuit components. Microstrip antennas with low
return loss over wide band width are the correct choice. This
paper presents an optimized octagonal monopole antenna with a
rectangular slot in the patch suitable for Llltra Wide Band

r. (UWB) range. The proposed antenna is optimized with defected
v ground plane and a rectangular slot in the center of the radiating

patch. A microstrip feed of fifty ohms impedance is used to excite
the antenna. VSWR of the proposed antenna is less than two for
the entire range. This antenna is useful for WLAN, radar
imaging, remote sensing applications,

Keywords----+nonopole, microstrip, octogonal, rdurn loss,
r e cta ngular s lot, ullra wideb and,

A.Sudhakar

Dept. of ECE

RVR & JC College ofEngineering
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with two rejected frequency bands for WLAN/WiMAX
applications is designed, fabricated and rested. A C-shaped slit
is inhoduced in the feed link and inverted C-shaped slii in the
rectangular stub are desigrred to produce the tlesirecl band
notched characteristics [6].

II. ANTENNA CoNncunerioN

Ultra wideband range is 3.1 to 10.6 GHz with a band width
of 7.5 GHz. For desigaing the wide ban<l patch antennas the
dimensions of the antenna are determined from the lower eclge
ofthe Aequency band but not the resonant or center ti.equeniy
of the band. Design of this antentra involves an ouragonal
patch with slot and rectangular microstrip fbed line. The
dielectric constant (eJ of the substrate is 4.4 with a loss
tan'gent of 0.02 and thickness of 1.52 mm as shown in Fig.l.
The length (L) and width (W) of the proposed patch antenna
are obtained from Eq. I &2 respectively. The low Aeqtrency fl
is 3 GIlz.

tcL= 
r,rl+

yat = ",lz|

Fig. l: Octagonal shape Monopole Antennu

r
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IilT&ODUCTIO!{

The Interrational Conference on Harmonization

{ICHJ drug $tabiliry tesE guideline QlA {Aa}
requirer that analysis of st*bility samplds should
be done rhr*ugh the use of validated stability -
indicating, analytical methods. lt provides
evidence on how the quality of drug substance or
drug product varies rryith time undrr the influence
of a sarietl, of environrnenUl factorS, :*ch f,s
humidity, lighq temperatur*. Stre*s festing of rhe
drug sutlstance providlng useful information
about the degladation pathways and degr*dafion
produets that eould forrn during storage. The
information thn* cbtained will facilitate
pharmaceutiral development in areas such ils

ldt I lmoyations Phaffl $ci

AB$TRACT

zolmitriptan [$ 0 tryptafirirre - based drug us*d e$ *{r]*crive medicarion in the
trL,atment of ffigraines and cluster headaches. The ch*mical structure of
solmitdptan is Slrsrsptthle i0 degradstion therefore in this wqrk forr{rd
degradaticn studies were car;ied our by a developed anri validated stability
liquid chrom*tograyhit ru*thod, $tr€sg trsting w{s perforrned on dnrg subst*nce
under hydrolysis {t.t l,{ HCl, $ater ard S.1 l{ l,{aSH}, r:xi*tqtion [39S H#r], heat
{600 CJ. and photolysis {UV aud VIS radiationJ. The elnrg was degraded trnder
acidic" fieutral. alkali$e, oxidation and t}errnal stress condltlofis b$t it was.ritairle
inder ph*tolyrir. Chr*mat+graphic separatlon sf ?{}l{rilitript*n fr{rnr i$
degradatio*prrducis was attains ou a shimrdzu crrl'oltunr" using a rn*bi!* phaso
crn$i$ting ofa(etonitrile: urethanol: orrrhcplrosphoric aeid *9; 19: Z {vlvlv} at a
tlor* rate of 1..0 rnlrlrnts anrl tlY detmlion at 310 nnr. TII* a$say was .li$ear ,.Or

tormitrip,tafi {on.er*atiorrr of 0.f959 - S0 lg/ml. The d*vr}op*d r*eths* was
stabiliry indicsiiog; speelflr, accurate, and precise for zolnitripts$ dpter$lirlsrion.
The otlrer optica, chara(terikcs such as sandeil's sensitivtty, limtt$ of detrrtiorl
{tOI}} and qoantiliration {tOQ} values are *lso reported. fhe acrur*ry and
preci$ioil of the $*th{rd$ were eualu:rterl ba**d on lntr?-day ancl inter-tlay
varietion*. This meth*d used to quantiiy zulmitript*n in tablers. The rsstlt.s
showed that the rnetiod dese ribed herfl is $ilitable for qrlantitalive determlnarion
and the stability study o{ r*la:itripran.

;;.-.*.,.,,

formulatirn, developrnent, manufacturi*& and
packing where knowledge of chemlcal behavior
can be used to improve the quality of th.ug
product.

Zol$litriptarl {fig. 1} is a selercfive ag*rrist ol S.
HTIB/B reseptsr$l. ?he therapoutic activily nf
zolmitriptan for the treatnient af migraine;
headache ran m{rst tikely be altributrd to ths
agonist et?ects *t the S.HTIBID reeeptors on
intracrani*l bluod vessels and sensory nerves of
tht trlg*nrinal system, w.hich rcsult in cranial
vessel cunstriction, and inhibition cf prn-
i'nflammatory neuropeptide release. Due rc
prs*enee af fhe tndole nroiety it is srrsceptible to
underg$ d*gradatiso.

A.P

\,,

L

Key Words; Uolr*itr,ptsn. l{ple, Strers testi$g. Stability- iurlica$ug, ;rcidic,

llgu{i,ll 4katine, ozidation, photulysie tablet$, degi"darion *turiy.
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Abstract: In this paper we introduce the different types of the Fractional f)rder PID controllers and presented some of its
application to Industry and robotics

Key-Words: l:ractional Order Calculus, Differintegration, Fractional Order Controllerg Control 'I'heory, Control
Systems, PID controller, tuning, auto-tuning.

I. INTRODUCTION

"In-between" thinking. e.g.. Benveen integers there are non-integers, Between logic 0 and logic 1. there is the trzzy
logic. Between integer order splines, there are "fractional order splines", Between intege high order moments, there
are non-integer order moments, Between "integer dimeirsions", there are fractal dimensions.

lJre Fractional Order Calculus (FOC) constitutes the branch of mathematics dealing with dift'erentiation
and integration under an arbitrary order ofthe operation, i.e. the order can be any real or even complex number, not
only the integer one UI, [2], [3]. Although the FOC represents more than 30O-year-old issue [4], [5], its great
consequences in contemporary theoretical research and real world applications have been widely discussed
relatively recently. The idea of non-integer derivative was mentioned for the first time probably in a letter from
Leibniz to L'Hospital in 1695. Latet on, the pioneedng works related to FOC have elaborated bypemonalities such
as Euler, Fourier, Abel, Liouville or Riemann. The interested reader can find the more detailed historical
background of the FOC e.g. in Il].

According to [4], [6], the reason u'hy FOC remained practically unexplored for engineering applications
and why only pure mathematics was "privileged" to deal with it for so long time can be seen in multiple definitions
of FOC, missing simple geometrical interpretation, absence of solution methorls for fractional order differential
equations and seeming adequateness of the Integer Order Calculus (IOC') tbr najority of problems. However,
nowadays the situation is going better and the FOC provides efficient tool fbr rnany issues related to ftactal
dimension, '1nfinite memory", chaotic behaviour. etc. Thus, the FOC has already came in useful in engineering
areas such as bioengineering. viscoelasticity, electronics. robotics, control theory and signal processing [6]. Scvera\
control applications are available e.g. in [7], [8], [9]. \
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lurced 
degradation is a.process t}ar involve* degradatio* oldrug producs and drug substalces at corditiors

rftirs severs than awelerated conditions and tlru^r generates degradarion pnodu.rf rnar cag 
-ui- 

-;-d;";;
deterrnirc the 

,srabilirv 
of -rhc morecute. ctremrcat ,rtiritiry -f ehil;;;;;di;h",,il'tu;'***,ffh;l

ctrncer$ as it alfetts the safby arrd efficacy of tl*e <lrug pmcluct. %mitrlpran ir o d*g ;;; ror mfiirnilon in ttu
treatnr*rit rf mlrylnil ana-slg$r€r t -qd*{&q, T},fi-fi ]b;il;ffi,l"ilg f*re*d etesirids{iun *uut *-r- ;;
Zol*ritripton and validated tht *mbitily cf th* flhhnitriprnrr u**er d ffrfr15i kxung ss;dirid: ,;;';d$
obtained lrom the stress tesling show ihat eolmitriptan ,irng *t*raa*e-" pur*.ut iy u,[il1.. -ffi ;;ffi;
fr$rglr$c, allaline, oxid*tive, plotolyic contlir.ronr *nd afro rhg{msl *igrud*xi* ri*o*i" rln* [**f* au,
inrJicere *rst the. de*cribed rnethod is suiratrle f*r qu*elitarir.e *rrurr*ilurioi --d ;ir;-;-hil{il;;';
aolmitriptan.

$v ]vftr:,,e-$fulr1arip{a$". fipLc, st e-*s fe.$rlng, $rabiliry- furd:i*arilrg, aeidic, neurral, alkaline, oxid*rion,
photolyslr, ablets, degadation study,

ItYTRoIlUfrr{}s

Zoimitripraa is a *ele*tivs aga*i*t of S.}ITIBII)
receptorsl. The therapeutic ocrivity of zolrrririplan
for the trestrnent of migraine2 headeche .an ,ir*sr
likely be armaured ro the agonisr effeils ar the S-
HTlso recepors on intracranial bloCId vexels and
.s*nsory nerves crf rhe trigrrninal syurern, which
resnrlt in cranial lesset conslriction" and inhibirion
of, prtr- inflarnmatory neuropepiicle relesse. Due to
sre$&afe cf t*e isdsle moie,ly- ir l* mr$$qplrbls rs
undergo degraclation. Its cirernical structure is
shown in Fig. l.

The tr{.lFAC name ix {$}-{-U}.f4.{dim**h}, amintr)
ethyll-trH-indnle-5-yll merhylJ-2-oxaeolidiaone.
Ths enpirteal fsrmxla i$ Cf st*rhh0r,lepreaenriag
a mcleuular weight tf 2*7.36. Ttrr I{}! guide}ifte
state$ thar firrss te$tiug is itrt*ltde-d tc ids*1tify thr
likely degraderi*x product* x&ish fur&m helps in
deremritreriolr nl' the iurinsie *ability cf the
nrolecule and establixfu*g dcgrndatior'pr*kr*a,:*
and to vatidale the stxbil'iiy,i*i*o*C rr*J*ri*
used. ln rhe majority cf ca*q$, tl$q{ gxidelif,as $nly

apply to thc marketing appliearions for nerv
producls, i,e they da not apply <iuring clinical
rtrevelopnrenr. lu the lilerature, f,ew metliodr have
been reponed lbr rhe e*timorion ol'eolnritriptan by
spectrophotonretric rnethtxls" HPLC}-'. The main
otjectivr of the presenr work is to develop stress
degradadorr srudie* of zolnritripran unr,cr diflerenr
ICH reco*rnxnded stress condirions*',0. and ro
establislr o validarerl srobiliry - indicaring RP-
HPLC sreth*d for plrannaceutica{ dosage fbrnr.

*'ATqftIAL$ AfiIP *I fr TTTOI}S

Zalrnitripran was obrnined as a gifi sample from
Natco Pharnrs Lrd, lly&rabad, India. The bralded
formulation of zolmirriptan was procured lrorn lhe
local market. Analyicat reagsnr (AR) NaOH and
11102 rvere purchaser! from i.D. Fine-eheru. HCl,
acetonitrile. rnethanol. and orthophosphoric acid
\vas from l',{erk lndia (Murnbai). All r}rher
chertricals rvere of anat},tical grade.

lnstrumentation and chromatographic
condltionr: Chromarogrnphy nus performe-d by

L
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PERCENTAGE T{EPLACEMENT OF BITUNIEN WITII SUGAITCANE
WASTI' MOLASSES

K. Shyam prakashl, NI. phanirrdr.a2, S. Rarn Surya3, J. Naresha
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AIISl'Itr\CT

Ililutnen thc resiclue left ovcr fronr petrulcurn distjllation is throughout tlre worlcl the most
sistrifi':arlt bonding agent used for roacl way construction. Crude pekJleunr is a fossil nrineral
l'csolltces and fuel sotlrce that will be used up rvithin next 5Oyears. Increasing energy costs ancl the
sftotrs u'orldwide demand for petroleum has encorrragecl thc cleveloprnent oiirlterriative binders to
tttodil'r or replace asphalt binders. The benefrts of-using alternative binclers trre (hat they ca1 save the
tlatttt'al iesources attd reduce energy consunrl-,iiorr, r,vhile maintaining, ancl in some cases inrproving
I)aVel.Ilent perfortnance. Becattse ol'urgent neccl of infrastructurc, rchabilitatiol ancl nraintenance. t6e
ittttodttctiott and application of sttch sustainahlc and environmental frienclly rnaterials like sugar cane
wastc ttlolasses are required. And today the clernancl lies arouncl 200 million tons.

-i{e}'$0rds: Bitumen. Molasses, Altemative Birrclers, Mixing Iliturnerr an.l Moldsscs, Eco- Irrieldly.

IN'f IIODTT('TION

fl cuel.al

llnergy plays a crucial role in growth o1'clcveloping countries like Inclia. ln the context o[. low
availability of non-renewable energy resources ci-ruplecl with t.he requirenrents of large quantities oI
ellcrgy for materials like bitunten, the inrPoltauce of using inclLrstrial waste caitnot be uncler
cstitrtated. During the manufacturing of bitunren frorn the crucle oil lot much amount of benze ne,
sttlpllttr dioxide and nitrogen oxide are releasccl this gases can be contlolled to sorne extent in the
conlpallv. but during the transportation anrl alrplication process the bituurerr is lteated to higlr
tclllPerattlres then the harnrflul gas carbon dioxiclc (co:) is releasecl into the atlrosphere caLrsing lung
cliscases ancl serious threat to the environment. Irt the Backclrop. the scarch lor cheaper substitute to
ltiturnen is a ueedfirl one.
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Evaluation Of Seismic Vulnerability Of Multistoried Structures
Using Pushover Analysis

'G.V.A Pavan Kumar, 'Ch. Ra-esh Dutt, 'K.Vi.laya Kishore,
uDr. 

R. Harinadha Babu' tOe4qytment 
of Civil Engineeing, PYP Siddartha Institute of Technolog,t Vijayawada, India

' '" Department of Civil Engineering, Sir C. R. R College of Engineering Eluru,India

Abstract: Multistoried structures v,hich do not .follow the requirements of seismic design may be affected by
either damage or collapse due to severe ground motion which results in great loss of properly and life. The

purpose of this paper is to assess the damage and to evaluate the performance of the structures vhich are
already designed and analyzed using linear static analysis.for seismic loads as per the Indian codes 15-456, IS-

1893 and IS-13920. It is proposed to stu$t the petformance of the stnrcture before and after the linear state

using pttshover analysis which is a series of incremental static analysis. It is carried out on the l2-storied
building model vhich uas designed and analyzed.for the earthqtnke analysis using STAADfoT two seismic load
cases (Zone-3 and Zone-S) considering both are Special Moment Resisting Frames. Pushoyer analysis is

propotrnded to perfbrnr by SAP to get the extent ofdamage experienced by the stntcture at target displacement

by the sequence ofyielding oJ'components, plastic hingeformation andfailure ofyarious structural components.

Finally both the .franes which were analyzed by linear static anctlysis .for earthquake loading perforned well
and the damage iswithin the limits. Initially, yielding of the beams taken place then yielding of columns. This

dnntage assessment shovts that the both .frames behave as ductile .frames, even yyhen subjected to seismic

loading.

Keywords: linear static analysis; Non-linear analysis; pushover analy,sis; Target displacement ;plastic hinge,'

ductile .frame.

I. Seismic Evaluation
Pushover analysis is performed to assess the extent ofdamage in the structure. In pushover analysis a

pre-defined lateral load pattern which is distributed along the building height is applied. The lateral forces are

increased until some members yietd. The structural model is modified to account for the reduced stiffness of
lielded members and lateral forces are again increased until additional members yield. The process is continued
until a control displacement at the top of building reaches a certain level of deformation or structure becomes

unstable.

A performance level describes a limiting damaging condition for a given building with a specific

,ground motion. The performance levels as per FEMA, ATC 40 are immediate occupancy (IO), life safety level
(LS), and collapse prevention (CP).

In order to obtain performance points of structure as well as the location of hinges in different stages of
anal,v-sis, we can use the pushover curve. In this curve, the range AB is the elastic range, B to IO is the range of
instant occupancy, IO to LS being tl.re range of life safety and LS to CP being the range of collapse prevention

Wl.ren a hinge touches point C on its force-displacement curve then that hinge must start to drop load.

The load will be released Lrntil the pushover force or base shear at point C becomes equal to the force at point D.

If all of the hinges are within the given CP limit then that structure is supposed to be safe. Though, the

hinge after IO range may also be required to be retrofitted depending on the significance ofstructure.

Displacement

Figure I Typical Pushover Curve and Performance Levels tal
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Based Self-compacting Concrete

Vaishali G. Ghorpade, Koneru Venkata Subash

and Lam Chaitanya Anand Kumar

Abstract Concrete is the most widely used construction material because of its
mouldability into any required structural form and shape due to its fluid behavior at

early ages. 'lhorough compaction, using vibration, is normally essential for
achieving workability, the required strength and durability of concrete. Inadequate

compaction of concrete results in large number of voids, affecting sffength and

long-term durability of structures. Self-compacting concrete (SCC) provides a
solution to these problems. As the name si-{nifies, it is able to compact itself without
any additional vibration or compactive eftbfi. However, widespread applications of
self-compacted concrete have been restricted due to lack of standard mix design

procedure and testing methods. Self-cornpacted concrete is used as a special con-

crete in place of standard concrete due to lack of rnix design procedures. It is

gaining wide acceptability because no vibration is needed ard noise pollution is
eliminated thereby. The construction process is safer and more productive. This
paper presents the performance of self-compacted concrete by using ordinary

Portland cement, metekaolin (MK) as a mineral admixture and Gleniurn 8233 as a

superplasticizer. Metakaolin is produced by heating kaolin. one of the most

abundant natural clay minerals, to temperatures of 700-850 'C. The performance of
metakaolin in self-compacting concrete is not rvell documented, particularly over a

wide range of grades. In particular, the effects of metakaolin as a high surface area

mineral addition on the workability as well as mechanical properties of self-com-
pacting concrete need to be fully recognized. Therefcrre, the present study is an

effort to characterize the fresh and hardened properties of selt'-compacting concrete

containing metakaolin. Glenium 8233 is an admixture of a new generation based on

modified poly carboxylic ether. It is free from chloride and is compatible with all

types of cements. This experimental study demonstrates that metakaolin can be
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ABSTRACT 

Continuous prediction of closed frequent itemsets from high 

speed distributed data streams is an active research work, 

which is because of the conflict to the process time taken to 

perform mining consistent itemsets from current records and 

high alacrity transmission time in data streams. By the 

motivation gained from our earlier proposed models, here we 

devised a novel closed frequent itemset mining model for high 

speed distributed data streams. The said model is referred as 

Parallel Closed Frequent Itemsets Mining (PCFIM) over High 

Speed Distributed Data streams by Manifold Varying Size 

Windows (MVSW). The results obtained from experiments 

are significant to prove that the proposed PCFIM is scalable 

and robust on high speed data streams and miles ahead over 

existing bench mark models. 

Keywords 

Data Streams, Distributed Data Stream, Closed Frequent 

Itemsets Mining, Sliding Window, Varying Window. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
More recently, the need to process continuous and high speed 

data has motivated the field of data stream mining. The data 

streams are continuous, unbounded usually come with high 

speed in sequence. The data stream signifies the input data 

which happens with a sudden rate that is most likely absolute. 

Traditional data mining techniques can not be easily applied 

to data streams mining due to unique characteristics of data 

streams [23] such as continuous, high speed, unbounded, 

time-varying and sequence.   

Instances for channels to data streams consist of prospect push 

streams, system tracking information, telephone recording 

calls, sensor network, scientific data, and web pages and so 

on. Owning to huge number of in- succeeding information on 

data stream mining, information aspects should be read 

simply after having the constrained number of foremost 

memory inside the mining procedure [13]. Concerning each 

performs of information mining, consistent itemset mining [1] 

in excess of data streams appeals to a lot of desire into data 

mining group because it could show effective info to different 

programs. Moving pane is an absorbing replica for consistent 

itemset mining more data streams [6] [7] [8] [9] [14] [15] [16] 

[17] [19]. During this method, exclusively most in recent 

times appeared transactions tend to be viewed for that mining 

use. Sliding window method deals with notion substance 

inside and contribute information stream with getting simply 

current operations. Subsequently, that window usually consist 

latest approach. In consistent pattern mining crisis, the idea 

consults to a collection of consistent patterns. Generally you 

can find two various techniques in data flow mining, in 

managing model modify in the window. 1st, finding approach 

enhances as well as retrieving from it and the 2nd, changing 

that mining consequences towards newer approach when time 

proceeds. The 2nd strategy is much effective also commonly 

worn to sequence mining across data streams considering it 

won’t necessitate a self-governing method of alter 

recognition. An additional asset to sliding window is the 

restricted range in memory consumption as well as handling 

energy. In an order aware window, every sliding can managed 

with placing a fresh transaction also removing the earliest 

transaction. In that approach, executing single sliding process 

not substantially impact a window composition and mining 

consequences however requires the significant moment to 

enhance each of those. With enhancing an appliance of 

supplement and removal with a group of connections as better 

to splitting overlapping windows through separate panels, the 

sliding window procedure could carried out by window 

acquisition and removal. The splitting window improves the 

endeavor to sliding window that much longer when there are 

adequate connections for every window. That is because of 

utilizing a similar procedure in the window information and 

mining consequences for a few connections rather than single. 

Additionally, we will make a data construction to 

conveniently accumulate panes of the window.  

Within a time-varying data stream, the prevalence of itemsets 

might alter with time. This might remove many old frequent 

itemsets and also propose new ones. When adjustments are 

recognized (e.g., a spacious fraction of old frequent itemsets 

are noticed no extended valid over the test opposing new 

approaching data), the consistent itemsets desire to be re-

computed to replicate the specifications of new data as well as 

the result must be obtainable as soon as possible. 

In this paper, we investigate the problem of finding closed 

frequent itemsets in distributed high speed data streams from 

a different angle, which concentrates to minimize the required 

disk space and processing time and maximize the accuracy of 

mining closed frequent itemsets. It is well-known that finding 

accurate closed frequent itemsets needs multiple scans on the 

data. Our basic idea is distributed two levels approach that in 

initial level scans a window to track the locally frequent 

itemsets and then in the second level, updates the global set of 

frequent itemsets and their support. Especially, we use our 

earlier approach TIFIM [21] in first level of the devised 

model, which is a tree based incremental frequent itemset 

mining model for data streams. The BIDE [5] rule is used in 

second level to identify the globally closed frequent itemsets. 

A max-K clusters formation by Jaccard similarity [20] is 

personalized to define variable size and time windows. This 
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the mobile robot navigation using gnid mapping. The proposal is to introduce
dedicated Hardware scheme for robot navigation and it is deployed on Spartan 3E FPGA The
environment is divided into the grids, where landmarks are,considered as grid points. Landmarks
are RFID tags, among RFID syslem the reader ie,plaed on the robot and interfaced with FPGA
using UART protoco!. The proposed path planning is also developed with obstacle avoidance
mechanism to overcome the obstacles in robust environment. The robot navigation efficacy
improves with the landmarks and hardware scheme. The hardware scheme is developed with Nl lab
view. Simulation and experimental,results are fumished for proposed navigation algorilhm in our
laboratory.
Aim: Navigation of FPGA based Autonomous robot efficiently towards the target using grid mapping
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Abstract: In this paper, partial pre-coding method has been
developed to solve the Multiple Access Interference (MAI) and
computational complexity problems. This is done by selectively
pre-decorrelating users to destructive interflerence while
allowing interference when it is expected to contribute to their
signal. The resulting SNR improvement is achieved by making
use of energy existent in the system so performance
enhancement is attained without the need for increased
transmitted power-per-user, The proposed technique applies to
the downlink of cellular Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) systems. Theoretical analysis and comparative
simulations show that significant perlbrmance improvement
and computational complexity can be attained with the
proposed lsshnique.

Keywords: CDMA, pre-coding, multiple access intert'erence,
multiuser channeL

I.INTRODUCTION
CDMA is a digital cellular technology. It uses spread
spectrum technique. CDMA works on the principle of code
multiplexing and its advanced version, named as W-CDMA
is the candidate for future land mobile networks. Its detection
techniques, broadly defined as multi-user detection, differ
substantially from the conventional schemes. CDivIA
detector is used in CDMA systems design because the
complexity of these detectors is linear with the number of"system's 

users []. CDMA differs from the Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency Division Multiple
Access (FDMA) in the sense that all users transmit across the
entire fi'equency band (unlike FDMA) and many users can
transmit simultaneously (unlike TDMA). CDMA doesn't
design a specific frequency to each user. Each channel use
fully available spectrum. Individual conversions encoded
with pseudo random digital sequence [l].

Pre-coding techniques are gaining a prominent role in
modern wireless communications as they offer the best
potential 

for the simplification of Mobile Unites' (MU)
receivers. In Multiple Carrier Code Division Multiple Access
(MC-CDMA) these techniques are made more
complexity-efficient since by use of guard intervals and Inter
Symbol Interference (ISI) elirnination there is no need for
block wise- processing. A variety of pre-decorrelating
techniques for Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) has
been introduced but their application to MC-CDMA has not
yet been thoroughly investigated. In [5] the authors propose
transfering the channel equalization processing to the Base

Station (BS) which yields the pre-equalization technique.
This technique's main advantage is that the equalization
processing is removed from the MU. However, without the
use of Multi-User Detection (MUD) perfonnance is poor in a
multiuser scenario. The authors in [3] propose a system
similar to the conventional receiver-based decorellator
detector where the decorrelation procedure happens at the BS
prior to transmission.

The Transmitter Precoding (TP) method presented in [4]
investigated for DS-CDMA systems perform a complete
orthogonalization amongst all users. This results in increased
transmitted energy which calls for scaling of the signal to be

transmitted. An improvement is attained by applying the
Joint Transmission (JT) decorrelating procedure in [4]. This
optimization - again presented for DS-CDMA leads to the
use of a decorrelation scheme that also employs pre-Rake

processing [5]. This method offers both the benefits of
pre-decorrelation as well as the advantages of pre-Rake over
the Rake technique as explained in [6]. Equivalently, in
MC-CDMA, JT would apply pre-decorrelation processing or
a system using pre-equalization while TP would utilize
post-equalization. Both decorrelating methods introduced in
[3-4] involve the inversion of a square matrix which imposes
a significant computational burden when block wise
processing is required. Evidently, these techniques could
benefit in MC-CDMA from the fact that ISI and
consequently MAI from symbols of adjacent symbol periods
is eliminated and there is no need for block wise decorrelati
on.In the next section, we present about the multiuser system
description. In Section 3, analysis of pre-coding methods.
Section 4 proposed pre-coding methods. Section 5

provides some simulation results on the performance cornpa
rison of different pre-coding methods. The summary of ihe
findings is given in conclusions in section 6.

II. MULTI-USER DETECTION

Spread spectrum has been very successfully used by the
military for decades. DS-CDMA has a significant role
in cellular and personal communications. Comparing to
other multiple access schemes; DS-CDMA has been found to
be attractive becatrse of potential capacity increases over
competing methods, robustness to multipath, soft capacity
and soft handoff. There has been great interest in improving
DS-CDMA detection through the use of
multiuser detectors. Multiuser detection refers to the problem
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manipulation can be done such as obstacle avoidance, remote

control and automatic searching, and so on'[4].Self-organizing
multi-agent system solving the conflict between a central

planning algorithm and the autonomy ofthe agents [5].
The Path Planning with multiple robots is difficult, because it
combines two different aspects. The goal can perfonn two
different tlpes of motioq namely accelerating motion, and

non-accelerating motion [7]. The problem of a rendezvous

robot is a key step in Collaborative exploration and also

relative kinematic equations [8][ I 2].This Rendezvous concept

involves communication with sensors, autonomous navigation,
and path planning [9-1 l].
In the Implementation of robot algorithms we need the

parallel processing support with less power consumption and

reconfigurable features. Due to this many are preferred the

FPGA robots. Diflerent path planning's can be implemented

using hardware efficient schemes [13-16].The goal is

indicated by different approaches using landmarks [17] and

intensity based methods [8].This research work required

more number of Input output ports and also required to
perform parallel, so the FPGA's are chosen.
This paper is organized as follows .Section II describe the

main idea of the paper with algorithm steps. The next level of
the paper is mentions about the behavioral Control processing

and flowcharts in section III. The VLSI architecture for above

algorithm is discussed in section IV. Design of the robot is
represented with block diagram in seitioiiV. The outcome of
the paper is shown in section VI with simulation and

implementation results, followed with conclusion.

II. MAIN IDEA

We present the main idea in this pripei using sensor- based

construction for static environment. The robots in industries

reduce the employee work to a great level. An individual robot

can perform many jobs but for huge works, multiple robots are

considered for high accuracy. Multiple robots need

communication between them to accomplish the tasks. This

communication can be done by using simple sensors. The

robots are locally developed in laboratory for the

implementation of 1) Rendezvous and 2) Leader follower
methodology. The Basic idea of this algorithm is to implement
the autonomous navigation of two robots with behavioral
control. The robots start from the node (,9) with mutual

communication using sensors. One of.the robots is considered

as master or leader. It does the path planning to reach the Goal
(G) .The leader is built with IR seeker and the Goal (G) is

A l{ovel approach in Implementation of Rendezvous

behaviorol control between FPGA Robots

M.C.Chinnaqiaht, P Padmd,T Satya Sqvithri2 ,P Rajesh kumar3

tPadmasri Dr B V Raju Institute of Technologt ,Narsapur ,Medak(Dt),A.P,India
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Abstract: - In the cortext of multi agent robot path planning,

behavioral control exhibits its importance. This paper proposes

the new scheme and hardware design for key elements of
behavioral control between two mobile robots. Among two robots
one is considered as the leader and other es follower. Leader (IR
seeker) plans the path, it starts at .l and reaches the Goal (G)
based on the Intensity which is transmitted from the Goal (IR
Beacon). Every instant of timc it.checks the follower behavior
and takes appropriate action depending on its position. Follower
simply follows the lerdcr and checks the behavior of leader all
the way. The mobile robots have been designed using ultra sonic
sensors, FPGA and stepper motors. The control unit designed to
perform autonomous navigation for both the rendezvous and
leader-follower methodologies. The Design is developed using
verilog and implemented on Spartan 6 FPGA robots, the
simulation results have been shown and implementation done
successfully. This design very much useful in industry
environment

Keywords: - Uttra sonic sensors, FPGA, Robots, Behavioral
control, VLSI architecttrre.

I.INTRODUCTION

We can make our lives easier and automatic by using
Robots. Robots are developed with dynamic and parallel
processing algorithms to achieve better livelihood, same has

been influenced at work places in industry also. In this regard

robot mainly depended on navigation.

In order to perform ask the robot has to navigate after
considering the given environment. Different type robots are

used in industry and other applications like cognitive wheel
chairs are used to assist the human in indoor environment. The

robotic era started with multi robot system to increase the

assistance in above applications.

The navigation of the multi robot depends on tluee concepts
(l) Mapping [i.e. path planning]. (2) Behavioral Control, and
(3) Decision making. The first stage uses information from
sensors for creating a map ofthe environment. The second one
relates the map with the sensor information, allowing the robot
to self-localization in the environment. The third stage

considers the path-planning problem []. Time constraints and
resource constraints are very important factors for any robotic
application.

The Behavioral control approach for mobile robots which can
assist in industrial environment for various tasks has been
presented in the paper. A coordinated control scheme based on
leader-follower approaches is shown in [2] [3]. Even in
hazardous environments, multi-agent robots perform distinct
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Abstract

Robotic systems perform various tasks using image processing techniques. This paper proposes a fuzzy logic controlled 

robotic system for person follower behavior in an indoor environment. The robot platform used here is from National Instruments which has 120 degree rotating ultrasonic sensor and a Single-Board Reconfigurable Input-Output (SBRIO). The board has a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device and real time controller which is interfaced to an Internet Protocol (IP) camera. The robot motion is controlled using a fuzzy logic based algorithm. Higher momentum and soft control are some benefits of using fuzzy logic controller when compared to binary logic, as it assigns variable speeds to wheels. The image captured from the camera is processed using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) method and the ultrasonic sensor is used to measure the distance, avoid the obstacles. The design is done using NI-LabVIEW and the 
experimental results of this approach shows fast response of the robot to follow a person in a smooth manner.

1. Introduction 

The problem of person following autonomous mobile 

robots using optimal paths through environments clut-

tered with obstacles has attracted much research interest. 

The use of Fuzzy control for smooth motion of mobile 

robot avoiding the erratic effects while taking intelligent 

decisions is a well known fact. Also the usage of image 

processing techniques for person following can be found 

in literature. The important capability that needs to be 

possessed by a service robot when required to complete 

some human-allied tasks is person following. The ability 

to automatically determine clash-free paths in the pres-

ence of obstacles is a vital one for a mobile robot. 

The design a fuzzy logic system for an obstacle avoid-

ance algorithm for a path planning in unknown envi-

ronment for a mobile robot is proposed in2, an angular 

velocity control for left and right wheels was implemented 

by a fuzzy logic system. A binary logic OCR based per-

son follower is proposed by1. A fuzzy inference system is 

developed and used as a controller to provide decisions 

achieving smooth and safe person-following behavior 

using laser range finder10. A simple fuzzy logic control-

ler is presented in4 which searches target and plans the 

path with obstacle avoidance. The robot following a tar-

get person robustly using a laser range finder is discussed 

in5. An algorithm for mobile robot path planning to move 

in a freely spaced self-service canteen environment is 

presented in6. To solve the robot navigation, a priority-

based behavior fuzzy logic control was proposed by7. 

Vision-based person following with a mobile robot using 

the Binocular Sparse Feature Segmentation algorithm is 

presented in11. A new reactive planning algorithm was 

proposed by8 for mobile robot navigation in unknown 

environments. For object based navigation a real time and 

robust recursive line extraction algorithm was introduced 

Keywords: FPGA, Fuzzy control, Robot, Ultrasonic sensor
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by9. The design and simulation of fuzzy-logic based 

algorithms for mobile robots for avoiding obstacles and 

reaching a pre-defined target point in an unknown envi-

ronment is presented in3. The different methods were pre-

sented in12 for mobile robot tracking and following of a 

fast-moving person in outdoor unstructured and possibly 

dynamic environment. 

The major problem for the real-time hardware imple-

mentation of intelligent robots is the requirement of fast 

and complex computations. The alternative approach is 

using an ASIC implementation, which is very expensive 

and does not have reconfigurability feature. The intro-

duction of the powerful Field Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA) does have become alternative in some context. 

It proved to be an effective tool for real-time hardware 

implementation of complex tasks and played a key role in 

a variety of engineering fields such as image processing, 

control, signal processing, and the like13. 

Robotic mapping in dynamic environments with 

regard to hardware-efficient schemes for autonomous 

robotic exploration and planning is discussed in14. The 

important issue for a robot exploring in unknown envi-

ronments is active map learning. The learning of accu-

rate map models in practical is limited by many factors. 

A fuzzy logic controller for mobile robot path control for 

shooting action of soccer robot was presented in15.   A 

humanoid service robot for following people using the 

Continuous Real-time Partially Observable Monte-Carlo 

Planning method was proposed by16.  An agent with full 

perceptual capability and limited auditory for human-

human interaction along a given path is proposed by17.   

A computationally intelligent control algorithm proposed 

by18 in which the recognition methods use segmentation 

and classification of detected regions of interests with a 

thermal vision camera.

This paper proposes n algorithm on FPGA based fuzzy 

logic control for the person-following case in order to 

achieve smoothness in motion of the mobile robot. It 

uses a IP Camera mounted on a DaNI Robot platform 

to perceive the characters on the person’s uniform and 

follow them in a smooth motion while keeping a safe 

distance from that person. The remainder of this paper 

is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of 

the parts of the Robot platform and the fuzzy control 

based proposed algorithm. Section 3 presents the fuzzy 

membership functions. Test results carried out using NI-

Embedded FPGA Robotic platform are described in Sec-

tion 4. Conclusion is given in Section 5.

2.  Proposed Algorithm-Robot 
Platform

2.1 Main Thoughts

The Single-Board Reconfigurable Input-Output (SBRIO–

9632) based robot is equipped with one steering ultra-

sonic sensor in the frontend without affecting echo errors 

from multiple obstacles, like reflection of floor and top 

of the indoor environment. The mobile robot motion is 

assumed to be in an indoor environment. Ultrasonic sen-

sor is used since they have a cone-shaped beam angle of 

approximately 220. 

An Axis made IP camera is placed in appropriate 

manner at a suitable height on the Robot front as shown 

in Figure 1 and is connected to a wireless router. The 

camera captures the lower side real time images of the 

person to be followed, sends to the SBRIO, also to a lap-

top through the wireless router. The captured image pat-

tern is matched with the standard images using OCR and 

the output character string is sent to the controller unit 

designed for navigation of Robot. A minimum distance 

is kept between the mobile robot and the person to be 

followed.

Figure 1. IP camera interfaced DaNI Robot platform.

The mobile robot periodically explores the environ-

ment starting from image pattern detection, following the 

person based on the commands from the FPGA and also 

checks the status of the sensor if any obstacle is detected. 

The hardware implementation of robotic exploration is 

done in the FPGA. The template characters which are on 

the person’s uniform are ‘HL’, ‘L’, ‘R’. The template HL is 

used for forward movement, L for turning left and R for 

turning right.
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2.2 Flowchart 

The algorithmic flow chart of person follower behavior 

is shown in Figure 2. A fuzzy control based approach 

for autonomous robot follower is developed and imple-

mented on NI’s SBRIO which is a two wheel differential 

drive mobile robot. The ultrasonic sensor mounted on a 

servomotor which can sweep through a 120° frontal area, 

can sense the obstacles up to a maximum distance of 3m.

The images captured from camera on Robot are com-

pared with the character images stored in the memory 

using OCR. The Robot follows the person if the image 

‘HL’ is detected. The speed control is based on the input 

and output fuzzy sets discussed in section 3. If the person 

takes right direction, then right template ‘R’ is matched, 

the robot takes a right turn based on fuzzy sets. And if 

the person takes left direction, then left template ‘L’ is 

matched, the robot moves forward for the minimum dis-

tance and the wheel rotates left as per fuzzy rules. 

Figure 2. Algorithmic Flow chart.

3. Fuzzy Control

The main problem in robot navigation is the need to han-

dle with the large amount of improbability. The advantage 

of fuzzy is its ability to use the common sense reason-

ing to describe complex systems.  The response of a very 

complex system in a simple manner can be instinctively 

described by creating a range of fuzzy sets for input-out-

put variables and generating a simple rule based matrix 

by using fuzzy logic. 

The design of fuzzy controller uses four input vari-

ables for rotation and speed control of motors as shown 

in Figure 3. Here X is the distance from the sensor and 

HL/L/R are the discrete value inputs.  These inputs and 

outputs variable fuzzy membership functions are given in 

Figure 4.

The input values on x-axis for L /R /HL are normalized 

to the range of -10 to 10 and 0 to 3 for the ultrasonic sen-

sor. Similarly the output values on x-axis are normalized 

in the range of -10 to 10 for the direction of rotation of 

Figure 3. Fuzzy controller.

R/ L/ HL-variables

Sensor values

Wheel Rotation direction

Velocity of motors

Figure 4. Input/Output membership functions.
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wheels and 0 to 3 for the speed of motors. The figure 6 

shows the graphical design developed in LabVIEW using 

various modules.

The graphical design shown in Figure 6 is first simu-

lated in LabVIEW and then implemented on FPGA. The 

image capturing is set using live feed from camera. The 

initialization of image references is done using the loaded 

OCR character set and is stored in the memory.

The Fuzzy Rules set are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Fuzzy rule sets.

4. Test Results 

The test results are shown as sequence of snapshots taken 

during the experiment in Figure 7.  They represents the 

movement and the directions of the robot. Here the per-

son to be followed is considered as a patient. The Figure 

7 shows the initial position of Robot and once the OCR 

string ‘HL’ is  detected, it follows the person. It takes right 

turn based on the fuzzy rule set, when ‘R’ is detected. The 

wheel rotation is smoother when fuzzy control is used. 

Thus it follows the person avoiding obstacles using the 

ultrasonic sensor which rotates +60 to -60 degrees.

5. Conclusion

The lower processing time is achieved using the devel-

oped fuzzy logic based algorithm for person following 

and is intelligent in processing sensor data, matching 

the character in image using OCR. The fuzzy controller 

Figure 6. Graphical Design in Labview for Fuzzy 

controllers.

 

            

Figure 7. Start position and OCR output, Robot takes a 

Right turn for ‘R’ and  then following ‘HL’.
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does parallel processing in terms of collision avoidance 

and template recognition. The mobile robot avoids jerky 

effects when fuzzy logic is used. The experiments con-

ducted shows that the soft control and higher momentum 

are the benefits of fuzzy logic when compared to binary 

logic.
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Abstract: A Super Resolution(SR) algorithm that produces an
improved resolution image from a set of low resolution color
images, corrupted by impulsive noise has been proposed. The
algorithm utilizes Adaptive Geometric Feature based
Filtering(AGFF) for noise detection, that is based on geometric
characteristics and features of the corrupted pixels leading to
effective and efficient noise detection and estimation outcomes.
The restored low resolution images are then positioned to a
common spatial grid using the Automatic Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) based registration. The sub pixel
information in the registered Low resolution images are then
fused using Singular Value Decomposition(SVD) based fusion
algorithm. The experimental results shows that the proposed
algorithm significantly eliminates the impulsive noise and
improves the resolution.

Keywords: Adaptive geometric feature based filtering, Image
Fusion, Registration, Super Resolution Reconstruction

I. INTRODUCTION
The high resolution images provides not only better picture
but also finer details that are useful in many applications like
Medical Imaging, Satellite Imaging, High Definition
Television(HDTV), Surveillance and video applications[1].
The Super Resolution Reconstruction algorithms estimate a
High resolution image from a set of degraded noisy Low
Resolution (LR) images. In real-world scenarios, noise in
color images may result from many sources, such as the
underlying physics of the imaging sensor itself, sensor
malfunction, flaws in the data transmission procedure, and
electronic interference. Although many sources of sensor
noise can be significantly reduced, images are mainly
affected by the corruption caused by photon shot noise and
dark current shot noise resulting from the photo-electric
process. Due to the complex nature of the noise process, the
overall acquisition noise is usually modeled as a zero mean
white Gaussian noise. Aside from this type of noise, image
imperfections resulting from impulsive noise are generated
during transmission through a communication channel, with
sources ranging from human-made to natural. Thus, noise
corruption process in simulated scenarios is usually modeled
using additive Gaussian noise, impulsive noise, or mixed
noise. Real images are corrupted by real, non-approximated
noise which may be different in characteristics and statistical
properties depending on application. For example, television
images are corrupted by noise caused by atmospheric
interference and imperfections of the transmission channel.

Noise is introduced into the digitized artworks by scanning
damaged and granulated surfaces of the original artworks. In
secure imaging applications, the introduction of noise-like
information is essential to protect the content of digital visual
materials.

Color images may be contaminated by various types of
noise and impulse noise is the noise model frequently used
and reported in digital restoration literature. Impulse noise
corruption often occurs in digital image acquisition or
transmission process as a result of photo-electronic sensor
faults or channel bit errors. Image transmission noise may be
caused by various sources, such as car ignition systems,
industrial machines in the vicinity of the receiver, switching
transients in power lines, lightning in the atmosphere and
various unprotected switches. This type of transmission noise
is often modeled as the impulse noise. The impulse noise can
also be introduced into images during acquisition of the
images. For example, the impulse noise may be introduced
during fingerprint acquisition in real-life border security
check. The two most common impulse noise types are fixed
value impulse noise (also known as the salt-and-pepper
noise) and random–value impulse noise. Different types of
the fuzzy filtering techniques have been developed over the
years, achieving good performance in both noise suppression
and detail preservation. Similar to other well-known
benchmark techniques including switching filters and
fuzzy-based filtering techniques, the AGFF technique[3]
described in this paper consists of two components, i.e.,
impulse detection, impulse removal. The novel criteria used
by the AGFF for noise pixel detection are based on the
combination of the 2-D edge, geometric and size features of
the noisy pixel\region in the images.

In this paper a super resolution algorithm is developed
which utilizes the AGFF technique for the removal of
impulsive noise. Section II describes the AGFF in detail and
Section III provides brief description of the proposed
algorithm. Section IV discusses the Results and conclusions.

II. ADAPTIVE GEOMETRIC FEATURE BASED FILTERING
(AGFF)

The impulse noise can be represented by a joint probability
distribution describing the spatial distribution of the impulses
as well as their amplitudes. As is typically the case, these two
quantities are considered to be independent. A major problem
in restoration of color images to date is the destruction of
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Abstract
From times immemorial, women have been suffering. Either in private or

public life, women face a number of difficulties and are destined to cross a

number of hurdles in the journey of life. The Road to Success is not

smooth especially in the case of women. She is doomed to inherit loss,

losing everything including her own identity. She becomes a victim in the

existing societal conditions and suffers from the sense of Alienation.

History repeats and so is the case with women's plight. Times have

changed: situations have changed and the world is experiencing

globalization. But still, the conditions of women remain to be the same.

Who ir to be blamed for this? Is it the society or the socio-cultural

conditions, the man or the woman herself? The present paper is an attempt

to analyze the problems of women in real life through literary examples

and to arrive at a means for emancipation of women. Women need to

become really independent both in thought and action and should have the

courage to face the situation. She should turn out to be an embodiment of

confidence filled with the spirit of innovation. Kiran Desai has shown

different natures of women in her novel "Inheritance of LosS" and separate

Gorkhaland movement.

Key words: Emancipation, Identity crisis, socio-cultural conditions
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ABSTRACT

A new validated RP - HPLC method was developed for the simultaneous determination of
Thiocolchicoside and Ketoprofen in combined dosage form. The method developed produced
high sensitivity, precision and accuracy. An isocratic clg (Inertsil oDS, 250 x 4.6 mm, 5p)
column was used with mobile phase of composition Acetonitrile: phosphate buffer (70: 30 at pH
4'6) at a flow rate of l'0 mllmin with uv detection at)58.2nm for separaring Thiocolchicoside
and Ketoprofen' The retention time of Thiocolchicoside and Ketoprofen weie2.4min and 3.5
min respectively' The developed method was validated for specificity, linearity, precision,
accuracy, limit of detection (LoD), limit of quantification (Loe) and robustness as per ICH
guidelines' Linearity for Thiocolchicoside and Ketoprofen were found in the range of 2.0 - 12.0
pglml and 6'2-38'75 pglml, respectively. The percentage recoveries for Thiocolchicoside and
Ketoprofen ranged from 99.35- l}o.2l%and 98.66-9 g.zg yr,respectively. The proposed method
could be used for routine analysis of Thiocolchicoside and Ketoprofen in their combined dosage
forms' All the proposed methods for Thiocolchicoside and ketoprofenare simple, selective,
reproducible and specific with good precision and accuracy. The method was proved to be
superior to most of the reported methods. These proposed methods for estiination of selected
drugs were successfully applied either in tablet dosage form. More over the low solvent
consumption along with short retention time of 2.4 and 3.5 for both Thiocolchicoside and
Ketoprofen to be cost effective when compared to other developed method shown in literature
reviews' The proposed method can be used as altemative methods to the reported ones for the
routine determination of selected drugs under the study in tablet dosage form
Keywords: Liquid Chromatography; Thiocolchicoside, Ketoprofen, Combined dosage forms;
Simultaneous estimation, Validation
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ABSTRACT

A new' simple' rapid, selective, precise and accarate isocraric reverse phase high performance liquidchromatography assay method has iuo a*utop"a and validated io, ,'irirrn"ous estimation of rolperisone andParacetamol in tabletformurations. Thr;"p;;;;;nyas 
\c!t!ev9d by using c-r8 corumn (Hypersir BDS, r50 x4.6mm i.d.); in mobile nhase pH I ! rnorinqi" i:rq", +o.tu i"ii 

"-iiyi"orin" 
and acetoniirite in the ratio of700:300 v/v' The flow rate was La mL.;in-1 ,*?: ,"porocd i*liGre detected using tJV detector at thewavelength of 267 nm' The 

.retention times of Tolperiione ond p}or"to*ol were 4.65 and 2.39 minutesrespectivelv' indicative of rather shorter analyiis time. The method *o, ,o,tiir"i 
^ i, ici'Ua"fines. Thedeveloped method was iotidated i:; ;;""i;;;:'iinearity, precision, accuracy, limit of detection (LoD), limit ofquantification (LoQ) and,robultyess ys y9i dn guaiin. t i"*riuirriilp"riro* and paracetamol werefoundin the range of 500-1500 qslyt -ya1!o-lsop{tmt, ,espe"tiueii inl-o"r*rtage recoveries for Tolperisone andParacetamol mnged from c:s.o-too.z u ,ra i'i.at!0:i%, res;ec;;r6. i;" proposed method courd be used for

;:T:::XY;:#[:L:{;;:::#!"Po!?ceta*ot in thei*o*nn"i aoiog"fi,*,)rh" p,oposed method wasroind
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INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION

Ketorolac tromethamine (KETO) is a white
crystalline substance. Chemical name is (*)-5-
benzoyl-2, 3-di hydro-1 H-pynolizi ne-1 -carboxylic

acid, compound with Z-amino-2-
(hydroxymethyl)-1,3- propanediol (1:1).
Ketorolac tromethamine is a nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drug (NSAID) chemically relatbd to
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Abstract ln this paper, we presented a domain decomposition method via exponential splines for solving

singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problems with the boundary layer at one end (left or right) point. The

method is distinguished by the following fact: The original singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problem

is divided into two problems, namely inner and outer region problems. The terminal boundary condition is obtained

from the solution of the reduced problem. Using stretching transformation, a modified inner region problem is

constructed. Then, the inner region problem is solved as two-point boundary value problems by employing

exponential splines. Several linear and nonlinear problems are solved to demonstrate the applicability of the method.

Keywords: singular perturbation problems, inner region problem, outer region problem, boundary layer,

exponential splines

Cite This Article: P. Padmaja, and Y.N. Reddy, "A Domain Decomposition Method for Solving Singularly

Perturbed Two Point Boundary Value Problems via Exponential Splines." American Journal of Numerical

Analysis,vol. 2, no. a Q014\:128-135. doi: 10.12691 lajna-2-415.

l.Introduction

method for initial value problems is proposed by Ramos

[1i]. The more efficient, simpler computational

techniques are required to solve singular perturbation

problems.

Singular perturbation problems occur very frequently in In order to know the behavior of the solution of the

fluid mechanics and otlrer branches of applied singular perturbation problems in the boundary layer

Mathematics. The solution of the singularly perturbed region, it is always suggestive to divide the original
boundary value problems has a multi scale character. The problem into two problems namely the inner region

solution varies rapidly in some parts and varies slowly in problem and the outer region problem and solve them

some other parts. The numerical treatment of singular separately. The general idea of domain decomposition
perturbation problems is far from trivial, because of the process was originally introduced by Prandtl, which was

boundary layer behaviour of the solution. There are many later named as the methoil of matched asymptotic

physical situations in which the sharp changes occur expansions. For many singular perturbation problems, a
inside the domain of interest, and the narrow regions reduced problem is well defined and solution is known a

across which these changes take place are usually refered priori. Based on this concept we presented a domain

as shock layers in fluid and solid mechanics, transition decomposition method via exponential splines for solving
points in quantum mechanics, Strokes lines and surfaces singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problems

in Mathematics. These rapid changes cannot be handled with the boundary layer at one end (left or right) point.

slow scales, but they can be handled by fast or magnified The method is distinguished by the following fact: The

or stretched scales. A common strategy for dealing with original singularty perturbed two-point boundary value

this type of problems consists of dividing the domain of problem is divided into two problems, namely inner and

integration into two sub domains and then to apply o outer region problems. The terminal boundary condition is

different scheme on each sub domain [-l,2]. In recent years obtained from the solution of the reduced problem. Using
a large number of analytical methods have been proposed stretching transformation, a modified inner region

[cf. Bender and Orszag [3], Kevorkian and Cole t4l, O' problem is constructed. Then, the inner rqgion problem is

Malley [5], Nayfeh [6], Smith [7], Hu et. al [8]. Numerical solved as two-point boundary value problems by

methods based on initial value techniques and boundary employing exponential splines. Several linear and

value techniques are given in [9, 10. I l.l2]. Non linear nonlinear problems are solved to deinonstrate the

single step methods for initial value problems were applicability of the method.

discussed by Van Niekerk [12]. A non standard explicit
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Atrstract lnthispaper,wepresentaninitial valueapproachforaclassofsingularlyperturbedtwopointboundary
value problems with a boundary layer at one end point. The idea is to replace the original two point boundary value
problem by set of suitable initial value problems. This replacement is significant from the computational point of
view' This method does not depend on asymptotic expansions. Several linear and non-linear singular perturbation
problems have been solved and the numerical results are presented to support the theory.
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l.Introduction

Singular perturbation problem now is a maturing
mathematical subject with fairly long history and a strong
promise for continued important applications throughout
science and engineering. A singular perturbation problem
is well defined as one in which no single asymptotic
expansion is uniforrmly valid throughout the interval, as
tlre perturbation parameter e*0. Singular perturbation
problems arise very frequently in fluid mechanics, fluid
dynamics, elasticity, aero dynamics, plasma dynamics,
magneto hydrodynamics, rarefied gas dynamics,
oceanography and other domains of the great world of
fluid motion. A few notable examples are boundary layer
problems, WKB problenrs, the modeling of steady and
unsteady viscous flow problems with large Reynolds
numbers, convective heat transport problems with large
Peclet numbers, magneto-hydrodynamics duct problems at
high Hartman numbers, etc. These problems depend on a
small positive parameter in such a way that the solution
varies rapidly in some parts of the domain and varies
slowly in some other parts of the domain. So, typically
there are thin transition layers where the solution varies
rapidly or jumps abruptly, while away from the layers the
solution behaves.regularly and varies slowly. If we apply
the existing standard numerical methods for solving these
problenrs, large oscillations may arise and pollute the
solution in the entire interryal because of the boundary
layer behavior. Detailed theory and analytical discussion
on singular perturbation problems is given in the books
and high level monographs: Ref: tl-121.

ln this paper, we present an initial value approach for a
class of singularlj, perturbed two point boundary value
problems with a boundary layer at one end point. The idea
is to replace the original two point boundary value

problem by set of suitable initial value problems. This
replacement is significant from the computational point of
view. This method does not depend on asymptotic
expansions. Several linear and non-linear singular
perturbation problems have been solved and the numerical
rEsults are presented to support the theory.

2. Initial Value Approach

To describe the method, we first consider a linear
singularly penurbed two-point boundary value problem of
the form:

ey'(x)+ a(x)y'(x)+ b(x)y{x) = f(x),xe[0, t] (t)

with

y(0)=a,y(1)= 0 Q)

where e is a small positive.parameter (0<e<<l) and cx,, B
are known constants. We assume that a(x), b(x) and (x)
are sufficiently continuously differentiable functions in [0,
l]. Further more, we assume that a(x)>M>0 throughout
the interval [0, l], where M is some positive constant.
This assumption merely implies that the boundary layer
will be in the neighborhood of x=l .

The method consist the following steps:

Step l. Setup the two first order equations equivalent to
the equation (l) as follows:

z'(x)+lb(x)-a'(x)ly(x) = .f(x) (3)

and

e y'(x) + a(x)y(x) = z(xl (+)

Step 2. Obtain the reduced problem by setting e:0 in
equation (l ) with appropriate boundary condition

a(x) y'o@) + b(x)yo (x) = .f (x) (r)
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ABSTRACT

' An analysis is presented for the magnet<l hydrodynamics (MHD) free convection fluid flow past asemi-infinite vertical plate in a porous medium with heat absorption and chemical reaction wasconsidered' The non-dimensional governing equations ur" [ri"a *-riil"'r,"rp 
"ilil;i" dimensionressgoverningparameter' The-resultant coupled non dimensionrigor"rning equations are solved by a finite\-' element method' The effect of important physical pu.u,,-.,"r, on the velocity, temperature andconcentration are shown graphically und 

"lro 
discussed the skin-friction coefficient, Nusselt number andSherwood number are shown in tahies.

[ 
*o words: MHD, Free convection, Heat absorption, vertical plate, Chemical reaction.

I

INTRODUCTION

The present trend in the field of chernical reaction analysis is to give a mathematicalmodel for the system to predict the reactor performance. A rarge amount of research workhas been reported in this field. In particular, the study of hpat and mass transfer withchemical reaction is of considerable importance in chemical and hydrometallurgicalindustries' chemical reaction can be codified as either heterogeneous or homogeneous'processes' This depends on'whether they occur at an interface oiu, u single prrur. volumereaetion' Frequently the transformations proceed in a moving fluid, a situation encounteredin a number of technological fields' A common area of interest in the field of aerodynamics

a.-^, 
it the analysis of thermal boundary layer problems for two-dimensional steady and
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Soil is a major corrponent of land system which provides a medium for plant grorvth- T'he

potentials and lirnitations of a soil fbr sustained use under agriculture, horticultttre,

lry as well as its respottse to irrigation and other managernent practices

are controlled by its inherent qualities and characteristics. Keeping this in view The present

stucly ileals rvith the "preparation of soil lnap in part of Nagariunasagar colrlxalld area.Tlte

Studies Involves identifying the soil types by adopting Remote Sensing Technologies and

GIS tools.The study area is bounded on the North by vogaruvagu, East by Komtnatnur caual.

and South by GundlakammaRiver and West by Nagarjurrasagar Right bank canal. lt lies

hetiveel 160 0g'and 150 33'latitudes,790 5l'and 800 28' longitudes Survey of India

toposheets covered 56P/16, 57M/13, 57;Mll4, 65D14,

66A/1,66A12,66A/5 and 664/6 on l:50,000 scale IRS P6 LISS IV MX geocoded false

colour colrposite (FCC) Satellite data are acquired as prin,ary and secondary data for

alalysis. Interpretation techniques are used to identify the different types of soils classes

information by applying botli pre- interpretation, ground truthirig and post visuai

interpretation of the satellite irnage.

K*p,trVgrds: Rernote Sensing, Soil Taxanomy, Geographical Informatioti System (GIS)

.::' :-t.t./

t " {ru'}'H.#E}1r{l'e'}$:!

The quality ol the soil is a function of its morphological, morophometric. plrysical and

clremical characteristics. These characteristics are expressed a taxouotnic class as depicted on

ll S. Publication (rspublication.com), rspublicationhouse@gmail'com Page 13B
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ABSTRACT

Terrain refers to the characteristic features of a land surface landforms, elevation, rocks, soils, and

t'egetation. The study was undertaken to prepare an inventory of terrain characteristics.The study area is

located between norlh latitudes 17" 19' and 17" 46'and, east longitudes 82o35'and 83o10'and is covered in

the survey oiln<iia topographical map numbers 664llNE,NW,SE,SW,66AI2NE,NW. The IRS-P6. LISS-IV

geo coded Remote sensing Satellite data and the above top sheets from Survey of India (SOI) are acquired

for primary analysis. Using Visual Interpretation technique different thematic maps are prepared like base

map, drainage map, village Reference map, Physiography map, watershed map, Land use/Land cover map.

To prepare these maps field work has been condr.rcted to collect the information from various deparlments

like Agricultural, Irrigation, Ground water board, Bauer of statistics and sfudy of land use patterns ,cropping
* patterns, soil type information based on the all the above information final thematic maps has been

generated. These thernatic maps were scanned and digitized using AutoCAD and converted into GIS. Based

on the above data Topology is created by linking the spatial data file and attribute data file. GIS overlay

analysis derived map of Agricultural use and Capability map has been developed. This kind of studies is

very useful for preparation of Land resources Action plan and also useful for the planners decision makers

for management and monitoring of water and Land resources".

Keywortls-Thematic maps;land use/land cover; clrainage pattern; transportation network

.;tii::
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A STUDY ON THE GEOTECHNICAL PROPERTIES OF TANNERY EFFLUENT
ON BLACK COTTON SOIL

\ . \. I-axrna Naik..\ssistrriL l)rrrlr'ssor'. l).\ .l).\. i . \ rl.r.rarraeia^ Intlir. l;-nriiil: iii\ll.rri.ir rirLi.r?.!irri,L.!\,irl

Bali Reddr ^ llcserLre lt Se hLrlirr. lrrrliuir lnstitutc Lrl I echnolLrs\ ( lLr\\ ill)lti.
l. \ttfUlhinlll RU(), l,)r!)t.)i', l't,tttrr)t l);1,,;tr1t1,)l',t | \ti I't:,t,t,Lrrrrr,\ l

India. F,-rnail: s()d()nr (r iitp.crrrrt.in
I n n't r.s rA. I irultrttht

4BSTRA('T: (irouncl Pollution is perpetuated b1 humans due to manr reasons. Industrial acti\ it\ is necessarr lbr the socio-

economic progress ()1 a countrr. but at the same time. it generates large amount o1'solid and liquid \\'astes. Among \/arious

means a\ailable" disposal through larrd is simple and ri idely used. All t)pes of'pollLrtion hare either dircct or indirect efl-ect on

soil propelties. llehaviour o1.an\ conlaminant in soil depends upon the Phr sical and C'henrical properlies ol the contaminant as

uell as its iniurrrctir itr rrith that trf' soil. Ihe cl'tcct o1 li,rnncr\ ct'tlLrenl on compaction. Plasticity. Sr,r,elling. Strength

tastc and a pungent snrell.

I\TRODt]CTION
The index and engineerinB properlies o1' the grcunci gets

moditled in the r icinitl o1'the industrial plants rnainl\ as a

result ()1'contarrirration h-r the inelLrstrial uastes disptrsecl. Ihe

major soulces of sullace and subsurlace contanrinuLion ulc

the disposal ol indr.rstrial r,r'astcs and accidcnLal spillage o1'

chemicals during the coulse ol' industrial operations. Ilre

lcakap.cs ol'industrial ef'tluent irrto subsoil clirectlr al'le!'t the

..\ '.ii .":...1 .:.,\..,.\

f'.rtensir e tlltnrirge to thr' 1loors. It\ cntcltt\ lnd IirLrn.llrtirrrrs

ol a light indr-rstlill building in l.,eralu State riirs lci)(,r'tcJ ir-\

Sridharan e1 al, (lq8i). ,loshi ., u;, ilc)9zl)r'cp()ncd that sercrc

danrage occured to the interu()nnecting pipc rrl r phosphoric

lr'id sl()lirec llrnli in lrllrlicUli]r'lrrrcl llso 1() the ilLliacent

bLrildings cluc to dillclcrrtirtl rnorenrents belrreen prrnrp arrcl

ii,,i,.l tank Iriunrirrliorrs ol lcr-tilizcl pllnt rn ('lrlglrlr. ('lrnrrrl;r \
sirttilrtr eit:r: ,rl lruciulcntrtl :pillrgr rrl' hishlr r'()lretntliltc(l

caLlstic sodx solution as lr rcsult ol'spilllgc lionr clr.rul\url

drains in an industrial establishnrent in icrra. (lhanir caused

eonsiJerrble structulirl .1;Lnrugc to a lic.ht in,.lustlial hirilding

in lhe tactorl. in addition Lo localized subsideni:e oi the

at}'ected area Il(unraplar & lshola ( 1985 )1. l'herelorc. it is

bcttcr to start gr'(runcl nronituring fl'orn thc heginning ol a

prrriect instt'ad ol ir aiting lirl cor-r-rplctc lirilL.rrer ot tlrc glound

to support hurran actir ities and then starl the rerredial

acii()ns,

lt,,r!\ .,rlL\'1, lr.t\!' i.lllr , tl rt'r\.rrr' ,r rrl \\\!tillt'*

chalacLerrstics. ln gencral. thcse soils arc \ er) ntuch senslti\ e

tri ultangcs in .Jni ir',)nnreut. l hc cnr ilor.irncrtl irtcludcs thc

strcss s\stcll1. the ehenristlr ol porc \\dter in thc sislcnr. tlre

scasonal r a|iatl0ns iD gror:ni1 \\ atc| tablc irrrd tcilpcrutut'c

r ariations.

llcnc'^. an attenlpt is made in this inrcstigation to study the

cf'lect ot'Iurrncry eft]uent on the (ieotechnical Properties ola
hlltck e rrltotr soil.

MATERIALS USED

.lhe 
soil used for this inrestis.ation is ohtained from near

I ilLr|rrti t In,lirr) I he s,ril ir .llrrsilll'tl xs 'S(' as per I.S.
( lussillcatiorr inclicating thrt it is cla_rer sancl. lt is highly'

crpansirc as the ['ree Swell lndex is 254.5 o/0. fhe properties

o I thc soil ruc gir cn in 
.l 

airle- | .

Ianrrerr clllLrent is a crrlourlcss licluid and solublc- rn rrater rn

proportions. lt has sour taste and pungent smell. 
-l'he

e hcnriurl i)r'()pcrlics ol the clllucnt arc shoun in Iable 2.

PR(X Er)r RI.. FOR ( O\ I,\\'It\{ I'1()\

'l 
hc soil Irorl the site is drieci arrcl the pehhles ancl regetatire

nrdtte r prcscrll. if iinr. i:lrc' rcnr()\ ed h-r hancJ. lt is f'urther dried

and pulverized ancl sier. ed through a sie\c o1' ,{.75 mrr to

elinrinatc grar cl fiactioLr. il'an; . I his 
"| 

iod und siercd soil is

st()fecl in air - tight containers lbr use fbr contamination .The

:oil sarnple kept lirr contarlination is rnixcd vrith dilt-erent

pcrccntdge s ol tarrnerr elllurent. fl'om 0 tcr l()0 per cent. in

irrurcnrenl.: Lrl 2(.1 pcrcent. Il.rc conlanrinaLcd soil prcpired

l!rit\ i\ \t\rr'f!l lirr;r.iur in uil tig.ht !(rntainct\ lirr uniliirrn

uli:tlibLrlion ()l li-lnner\ uIllr-tent.
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Abstrsct: Conclete is generally an excellent fire prooting niaterial. As concrete is exposed to elevated

temperature in accidental building flre, an operating furnace. coke oven lratteries or a nuclear reactor, its

mechanical properties such as Corrplessive strength, Split tensile strength, Modulus of rupture and Modulus of
elasticity for Ml00 concrete may be decreased reasonably. Since Ml00 concrete is a relatively a ner.v type of
concrete, knorvledge about the peltbrmance of Ml00 sub.jected to flre is Iimited in comparison rvith conventional

concrete. The behavior of Ml00 concrete diflers iiom that olConventional concrete under the same temperature

exposure. An attempt has been made in this rvork to studl the ellect of elevated temperatures on Conrplessive

strength, Split tensile strength and Flexural strength (modulus of lupture). l-he cubes of 150 mm side" the beams

of 500mmx I00mrnx l00mmandthecylindersof I50rnmdiaand300rnmheightareusedforthisstudy.The1,
ri ere exposed to difterent temperatures of 50 to 2500 C in intervals of 500C tbr ditierent dulations of I h, 2h, 3h,
,lh and Shours. After these specinrens r.vere heated. they rvere tested fbr the above mechanical properties in hot

state. The effect ofelevated temperature on those properties u,as observed.

Keyportlt' Ultra strength concrete, Silica fttnte, Rheobuild, Modulus of rupture, Split tensile strength,

C o nve nti onal c onc rete.

I" INTRODUCTION
Exposed to elevated temperature causes physical changes including large volurre changes dueto thermal

dilations. thernral shrinkage and creep related to r.vater loss. The volume changes can result in large internal

stresses and lead to nlicro-cracking and fiacture. Elevated temperatures also cause chemical and micro-structural
changes such as *'ater rnigration. increased dehydration, interfacial thermal incompatibility and the chentical
decorrposition of hardened cement past and aggregate. In general, all these changes decrease the stifthess ol
concrete and increase the irlecoverable detbrnration. Various investigations indicate that the strength and

stiffness of concrete decrease rvith increasing temperature. exposure time and thelmal cycles. High strength

concrete is t1'picalll' made u'ith high binder contents, lou' u'ater'-to-binder rations. Supplementary mineral and
chemical admixtures. All olthese conrbine to fbrm a verv dense matrix that restricts the ability of nroisture to
escape fionr the concrete during a tire. As heating progresses, there is a buildup ofpore plessure in the concrete
that continues to increase until the internal stress becornes so great that explosive spalling results The present

paper rvhich tbcuses on the Flexural strength, Youngs modulus of Ml00 concrete and it gives the inlbrmation
about the behavior o1-M I 00 concrete under elevated temperatures.

II. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this rvork is to understand the behavior of Ml00 concrete rvhen exposed to elevated

temperatures. The experimentation rvas carried out to study the changes in Complessive strength, Split tensile
strength and Flexure strength ofUltra strength concrete subjected to elevated temperatures for dif'ferent durations
of exposure.

s
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Abstract:

The .pre,sent stt.tcly inve,s,tigcrtetl the q{fbcr c2/
elyryted tempct.utures rctnging fi,ottt 50 to
J)U"L' on tltc cottrytres.sive and splitting tens.ile
s'h'ength.r nf ultra strength concrete of Ml00
grade. Te sls were cotttl.uctecl on I50 n.ul,t
cubes, 150 mnt cliamerer and 300 mnt heighr
c_l,lindricul specinrcn.s. The specinlens v)arc
heuled lo tli./fer.cnt tentpet.(ttt.u.es. rl 50, 100,
150, 200 ttnd 250{'L' .lor (li/.lit.cttr clitn.tttion,s of-
l, 2, 3 crnr.l -l hottr.y ul errch le tTtperalLt.e A/ie::r
the hccil lrealnrcnl, lhe .tpecintan.e 14)ere testecl
./b,' both contpre.s.rive uncl .s:plitring tens,ile
.stt'cngth,s. '{he 

res,ult,s. v)ere. ctnr,,lyzeii and the
e./lec't,s of' elevutecl /emperutLtte on [hese nt,o
pl' ()p e r I i c.\, u, e r e pr e s e n te tl.

Ideyrvords : Ultra strength concrete. split
tensile strength, Silica furne, Rheobuild.
compressive strength.

l. lntroducfion:

Fire is one of'the most severe conciitions when
the structures are exposecl fbr it. Nlechar-rical
properties suclt as compressive strength, split
tensile strengtl'r arrcl n-ioclr-rlus of elaslcity are
considerabl-v redLrced clLrring exllosll.e,
potentialiv resr-rlting in Lrndesiralle stnrctural
lailLrres. l-hc'reIbre, the resicir_lal properties ol
concrete are still ir-nportant in detenliniLrg the
l_oad carrying capacitl, and the further use oi.

fire danraged struclures. previous
iuvestigations have sliorll that cor-rcr.etr) tvpe.
concrete str.engll-r, aggt.egate types. test types.
n'rilxinrunt exposLlre temperature. exposure
tirne, lype anci amorint of iriineral arhnixtures
and type and amount of fibres aflect the
residual propertics of concrete after exposLrre

to hich tcnlpet.aturcs. When titc concrete is
sLrb.jcctcd to clcr atcrl tentpcrature. the
inconrpatibilitr ot' thet,ntal clelblrnalions
u,itltin tlrc constituerlrs o1' concr.etc initiatcs
c lrtcL inu.

Iutcntal stress is also ctrr-rsecl b), nticr.ostr.uctllre
cltange ilrrc to cjehr tlrlrlitrn ;Uttl :rt-LilI ltrcssure
brrilrl up iri tlte ll()t.es. For.ccastinir iincl
obLliiitirrs irrlirr.n-xrtir.rn ui-roirI lltc phtsicai.
rnccitirnietri anri tr.lrnsporl propcrtics itl"
coltcl'cic is ct Lrci:rl 1or cletcrrrrinine thi-"
Lrsabiliti of tlr.c cllrnraqeci structLrres. I-.xrrosLrr.e
,:, elcr,lrte d tct-tlltcl.irtur.es ctrrises phr sical
clrarr!rcs irr Liltra st'ergIrr corc.ele inclLrcrirrg
illge lolLrnte chtrnge-r clrrc to tirernrir.l
sliliirlilgc uncl crccp r.cjritcrl lo rvllter Ioss. lhe
ulianscs irt roluntc rr.ill r.esirit in large iniernal
.sll'esscs thLrs lclrcling to urict.o cracltinq"
i'ilcvateci Ir:ni11",.,'r,,ae a]so s.eltcl.a[es s()n.]e
cltcrnical anil inict.o str.t.rctrinrl chtingc-. srrch as
tniglalion of' ljr.islr.n.u .,,,.1' thcr.nml
irrc,,tltittibilitr,1. i,tcrlitcc bet*,ccrr cL.t]-]cul

lriste lirrtl uugregatc. All tlrt-sc e ltiritllcs u iil
irar'e u bcur.inrr on thc strcngtir tnti srif]ircss of
c(ir.rct'etc. Illse rl ()n lltc liniitcrJ lntoLtnt ol.
c::1te'inrcntal tilLta lir,ailuirir: t, cjalc- it hls [rec,
ioLrliri lhll. the e l'1 ccts riJ'clcvlrtcci lcitrltcr.nturcs
iiri tIic rrtcclurnicaI f)t.t)llr'l.rirrS ol'l. IItr.ri strrnsti.l
cone rcie val."\ rr it]t lr rtrrrlbcl r)1' lirclor.s
inciLrtlitrg the lesi nrctlrocis. ltcr.nteai.rilitr o1,
C()llClctC. thc tr 1)g5 1,1' ltqgreg:tl!- irscri lr,cl
rncli sirrt'c uolt [c1tt.

trrl lll:,r . !' i jit,, :rir.;.irlii

i" r i.r i.. lliiIi11 1ta,r.
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Benchmark Algorithms and Models of Frequent Itemset Mining 

over Data Streams: Contemporary Affirmation of State of Art 

          By V. Sidda Reddy, Dr. T.V. Rao & Dr. A. Govardhan 
K.L. University, India  

Abstract - Data mining and knowledge discovery is an active research work and getting popular by 

the day because it can be applied in different type of data like web click streams, sensor networks, 

stock exchange data and time-series data and so on. Data streams are not devoid of research 

problems. This is attributed to non-stop data arrival in numerous, swift, varying with time, erratic and 

unrestricted data field. It is highly important to find the regular prototype in single pass data stream or 

minor number of passes when making use of limited space of memory. In this survey the review on 

the final progress in the study of regular model mining in data streams. Mining algorithms are talked 

about at length and further research directions have been suggested.   

Keywords : data stream mining; sliding window; training model; linear reparability; data mining, 
frequent pattern; combinatorial approximation; single-pass algorithms; bit-sequence representation.   
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ABSTRACT 

Data Stream Mining algorithms performs under constraints called space used and time taken, which is due to the 

streaming property. The relaxation in these constraints is inversely proportional to the streaming speed of the data. Since 

the caching and mining the streaming-data is sensitive, here in this paper a scalable, memory efficient caching and 

frequent itemset mining model is devised. The proposed model is an incremental approach that builds single level multi 

node trees called bushes from each window of the streaming data; henceforth we refer this proposed algorithm as a Tree 

(bush) based Incremental Frequent Itemset Mining (TIFIM) over data streams. 

Keywords 

 Data Mining, Data Streams, Frequent itemset, Frequent Itemset Mining, Data Stream Mining   
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Abstract 
Ever since the advent of World Wide Web (WWW) web sites 

and their usage has become part of day-to-day life. Enterprises 

reach global audience through web applications. People of all 

walks of life need to use web applications in one way or other. 

Performance of web applications plays a key role in attracting 

new users and retaining existing ones. In this paper, we 

investigate the design patterns that can improve performance of 

web applications. We propose a new architectural pattern 

comprising design patterns for highly scalable and interactive 

web application development. Our architecture is known as 

extensible Web Application Development Framework 

(XWADF). Our design does not reinvent the wheel, but 

explores possibilities to leverage the performance of web 

applications through the appropriate use of various design 

patterns within confines of MVC (Model View Controller). 

Particularly we throw light into the performance of web 

applications by improving response time and throughput. We 

use corresponding metrics to evaluate the efficiency of the 

proposed architectural pattern. The empirical results revealed 

that our approach to design web applications outperforms 

existing approaches.  

Keywords: Web applications, design patterns, architectural 

pattern, response time, and throughput 

1.  Introduction 

User experience that a web application provides is an 

integral part of the application’s performance. If 

customers of a commercial web site experience, slow 

responsiveness, it is unlikely that they prefer the web site 

irrespective of other excellent services it offers. 

Therefore in the best interest of the provider of web 

application, consistent and rich user experience always is 

an inevitable requirement. There might be many reasons 

for inconsistent responsiveness of a web site such as 

high load, component failure, and so on. However, from 

user perspective, these are not important as he looks for 

good service.  

 

This needs some sort of consistent and proven solution. 

Design patterns are such blueprints or proven solutions 

or industry best practices which can be used to improve 

the performance of web applications in terms of 

responsiveness or access time and throughput. Access 

time [41] is the delay or latency between the time when 

request is made and the time at which response is 

rendered. Throughput is used to measure the workload of 

a web application. In fact, it is best referred to as 

quantification of requests or responses in relation to  

 

 

 

time. In other words, it is the number of transactions per 

second.  

 

Technological innovations over WWW such as Web 2.0 

[35] facilitate designing web applications with rich user 

experience. For instance, asynchronous communication 

through AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) 

will let the servers push content to web browsers without 

full page refreshes. Thus with AJAX [30] rich internet 

applications can be built. Nevertheless, we believe that 

consistent performance of the web application can be 

leveraged by the appropriate use of design patterns. 

However, there is a fact to be kept in mind that resources 

associated with web server can influence the 

performance of a web application. Assuming optimal 

resource availability of web server, design patterns can 

improve performance of web applications in terms of 

access time and throughput.  

 

This is the motivation behind this paper which focuses 

on proposing an architectural pattern [42] for improving 

performance of web applications. Our future research 

continues with other parameters such as scalability [36], 

fault tolerance [37], availability [38] and maintainability 

[39]. Our work in this paper also assumes the usage of 

three-tier architecture, Java enterprise technologies like 

Servlets and JSP [33] (Java Server Pages) as web tier 

under optimal resources availability of web server. The 

proposed architectural pattern is based on Model View 

Controller (MVC) [19] architecture which is widely used 

in the industry for enterprise web application 

development.  

 

The proposed architectural pattern focuses on the 

appropriate usage of design patterns [40] in different 

layers of MVC (Model View Controller). We identified 

various services and design patterns that can improve the 

performance of web application in terms of latency and 

throughput. However, architecture is extensible to 

consider other performance and quality attributes such as 

scalability, fault tolerance, availability and 

maintainability in future. Before presenting our 

architectural pattern, we felt the description of basic 

MVC architecture is appropriate here. Figure 1 presents 

the MVC pattern which has plethora of advantages 

including maintainability, availability, scalability and so 

on.
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Abstract
In this paper' a robust tligit:l iltage watermarking algorithnt using the Discrete cosine Transform (DCT) is proposed for tltesecret h'essage Protection' Results.show that this ago:it*n is robist ro *ooy-iorog" attacks. various ttttacks b,ere tested on anumber of $'bit grayscale cover images of size 5121x512,-embedded witlt biitary walert,tark intages of sig 32x32 and 64x64.visunl quality of both watermarkedimage and exlracted watertnark is gootl. 

"Thte 
perlbrntonce oJ'the proposetl algorirhm iscalculated in terms of BSNR, NCC, BER ;nd SM.

Keywords: Digital watermark, Discrete cosine Transform, Robust, Jpeg compression and Attacks.

l.INTRODUCTION

In recent years digital watermarking is used to protect the secret data; it can be images, audio, video and documents.Digital image watermarking can offer copyright irotection of image daia by hiding copyright information in the originalimage Il]-[2]' Image watermarks may uovisitte or invisible, wher" a visibie watermark is easily detected by observation[3] while an invisible watermark is designed to be transparent to the observer and detected using signal processingtechniques [4]-[5].
Two different types of methods in watermarking they are spatial domain methods and frequency domain methods. spatialdomain algorithms are simple and data embedding capacity is more and wlnerable [6]. The u,atermarking of image isgood with frequency domain that is on Discrete cosine Transform (DCT) t7]-t9]. DCT converts data from spatial domainto frequency domain' An invisible watermarking scheme was designed with robust ancl oblivious DCT basedwatermarking process.

In this paper, an invisible watennarking algorithm is proposed in DCT domain which is robust a,d oblivious. Robustindicates that there is high possibility of ext;cting watermark with less error even the waterrnarked image is subjected todifferent attacks and oblivious indicates that coier image is not needed during extraction. The 
"or.ii,,ug. 

is firstlytransformed into DCT domain by 8x8 block DCT hansform. The watermark bits are embedded into the cover image byadjusting the relationship among a group of middle frequency coefficients. And the approach of ernbedding process isbased on swapping oftwo coefficients which are selected.
The Alignment of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes watermarking Requirements. In section 3, proposed
watermarking Method is explained. Section 4 provides simulation Results and conclusions are prbsented in Section 5.

2. WarBRuaRKrNG REeUTREMENTS

The main requirements for an acceptabre quality t10] tl r] of watermarking are as foilows.
a) hnperceptibility: The watermark should not L" eusity noticed by simple visual inspection.
b) Key uniqueness: Different keys should produce diffeient, statistically indepenrlent watermarks.
c) Non invertibility: It should.not be computationally feasible to find the watermark by possessing a watermarked image.

:lftffi: 
dependency: A single key produces a singie watermark; however, this watermark should be adapted to the image

?"::,lT[': 
detection: The watermark should be efficiently detected for any value of false atarm probability ,p to a certain

f) Tranparency: The watermark is not visible in the image under typical viewing conditions.
g) capacity: Ability to detect watermarks with a low probability of error as tlie number of watermarked versions of theimage increases. 

vr vyervturqrrsu \

h) Robust: The watermark can still be detected after the image has undergone some linear or non linear operations.

Volume 2, fssue 7, July 2013
Page 445
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Abstract

Face detection in image sequence has been an active research area in
the computer vision field in recent -years due to its potential
applications such as monitoring and surveillance, human computer
interfaces, smart rooms, intelligent robots, and biomedical image
analysis. Face detection is based on identi$ing and locating a human
face in images regardless of size, position, and condition.
An algorithm for skin tone Detection Accelector has been
implemented for colour images in the presence of varying lighting
conditions as well as complex backgrounds and it detects stin regioni
over the entire image, and then generates face candidates based on the
spatial arrangement of these skin patches .The algorithm constructs.
eye, mouth, and boundary maps for veri$ing each face candidate.
The proposed architecture of skin tone detection Accelerator for Face
detection has been designed using verilog HDL, simulated using lse
simulator and implemented in Xilinx FPGA module. Its performance
has been improved when compared with an equivalent software.
implementation

Keywords: Face detection, skin tone, Field programmable Gate Anay
(FPGA), Verilog-HDl.
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Abstract- Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) system is suffers from Multiple
Access Interference (MAI). Multi-User Detection schemes were introduced to detect the users' data in presence

of MAI. In this paper, we proposed a novel method is called Hybrid Interference cancellation (HIC)
scheme. It consists of the combination of subtracting and partial parallel interference cancellation
schemes. Here considering decorrelator for first stage instead of matched filter. Partial PIC is based

on multiplying the amplitude estimates with a partial cancellation factor. Subtracting PIC exploits the

multi stage character of PIC to avoid unnecessary double calculations of certain terms in consecutive
stages. The hybrid PIC scheme to achieve performance imp.rovement and complexity reduction compared to
conventional PIC in multistage multiuser environment.

Kelwords- Multi-user detection, MAI, Matched filter, Decorrelator, DS-CDMA, PIC. kasami odd
sequence.

WSEAS TRANSACTIONS on COMMUNICATIONS

I Introduction
Because of its many advantages compared to other
multiple access schemes like Frequency Division
Multiple Access (FDMA) and Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA), Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) is an access scheme for many
future applications []. Howcver, in CDMA systems

multiple access interference (MAI) arises because of
the non-ideal cross correlation properties of the

spreading signals and multipath propagation. The
detection of such CDMA signals using the
conventional single user receiver leads to
unacceptable perfbrmance degradations in terms of
the bit error rate (BER). This presents the need for
more sophisticated detection strategies, such as

Multi User Detection (MUD) to overcome these
performance degradations. An overview of different
MUD schemes can be found in [2].

Multi-user detectors have the potential to
significantly improve the performance and capacity
of a DS-CDMA system. The multi user detectors
classified as optimal and suboptimal detectors.

13- ttr

J. Ravindrababu, E. V. Krishna Rao, Y. Raja Rao

Optimal solutions with best possible

performance in Gaussian noise channels have been

investigated and developed. Unfortunately, when the

number of users increases the complexity of these

schemes increases exponentially, this type of
detector is not suitable for a practical application.
This problem can be reduced by using suboptimal

multi-user detection algorithms such as linear
detectors and interference cancellation detectors [3-
sl.

Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC)

scheme is one of the suboptimum interference

cancellation techniques introduced in [5] that can

be repeated in multiple stages. The concept of one

such stage is to regenerate the transmitted signals

based on the tentative estimated data from the

previous stage, emulate the distortions occurring
from the multipath channels and, finally, subtract all
regenerated interfering signals from the received
signal to obtain more reliable estimated data for the

user of interest[6-1 0].

E-ISSN: 2224-2864 459 lssue 9, Volume 12, September 2013
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ABSTRACT
The smart antenna is a technology and has been applied to the

cellular and mobile communication system. It is a

combination of multiple antenna elements with a signal

processing capability to optimize its radiation and/or reception

pattem automatically change in response to the signal

environment. The core of smart antenna is the selection of
smart algorithms in adaptive aray. In this paper, RLMS based

adaptive beam forming algorithm is used to improve the

performance of the cellular and mobile communication

system. Using adaptive beam forming algorithm, the

weights/coefficients of antenna arrays are adjusted to form
adaptive beam with the required characteristics to track

corresponding users automatically and at the sam€ time to

minimize interference arising from other users by introducing
nulls in their directions.

Recursive Least Mean Square (RLMS) algorithm provides a

comprehensive and detailed treatment of the signal model

used for beam forming. The performance of the RLMS
algorithm in the presence of Multi-path effects and multiple
nsers is analyzed using Software simulations. In the proposed

method, mean square error is reduced and Convergence is

improved in compared with LMS algorithrn based rnethod.

Keywords
Smart antenna, LMS, RLMS, Convergence Rate, mean square

efro.r

1. INTRODUCTION
In ftiture, wireless mobile commnnication systems will be

more sophisticated and wider spread. This growth has

triggered an enormous demand not only for capacity but also

better coverage and higher quality ofservice. Smart antenna is

one of the most promising technologies that will enable a

higher capacity in wireless networks by effectively reducing
multipath and co-channel interference. This can be achieved

by focusing the radiation only in the desired direction and

adjusting itself to changing traffic conditions or signal
environments. Smart antennas are also known as adaptive
array antennas. Smart antennas or adaptive arrays those are

dynamically able to adapt to the changing trafflc
requirements. Smart antennas are used at the base station,
radiates narrow beams to serve different users. As long as the
users are well separated spatially same frequency can be
reused, even ifthe users are in the same cell [1]. The process

of combining the signals and then focusing the radiation in a

particular direction is often ret-erred to as digital beam
forming [2]. It is rnainly used to calculate beam forrning
vectors and to track & locate the antenna beam on the mobile
target device. The antenna could be optionally any sensor.

smarl antennas can be used to achieve different benefits. The
rnost irnportant is higher network capacity. It increase
network capacity by precise control ofsignal nulls quality and

mitigation of interference combine to frequency reuse [3]. It
increases revenues ofnetwork operators and gives customers

less probability of blocked or dropped calls. Adaptive Beam

forming is a technique in which an array of antennas is

exploited to achieve maximum reception in a specified

direction by estimating the signal arrival from a desired

direction (in the presence of noise) while signals of the same

frequency from other directions are rejected.

In this paper, we propose a simple and novel adaptive

algorithm for smart antenna, Generally LMS algorithm is used

in adaptive filter due to its relatively low complexity, good

stability properties, and relatively good robustness against

implementation errors. However, the least mean square

(LMS) algorithm has slow convergence, which reduces the

system performance. In order to increase the convergence

rate, LMS algorithm is modified by recursively, which is

known as Recursive Least Mean Square Algorithm (RLMS).

In our work, we adapt the Interference, RLMS algorithm is

proposed to improve the convergence rate and error reduction.

2. SMART ANTENNA
Smart antenna is an array ofafltenna elements connected to a

digital signal processor; such a configuration dramatically

enhances the capacity of a wireless link through a

combination of diversity gain, array gain, and interference

suppression. Iricreased capacity translates to higher data rates

for a given number ofusers or more users for a given data rate

per user [3]. In addition, wireless communication systems

with interference due to frequency reuse. Research efforts
investigating effective technologies to mitigate such effects

have been going on for the past twenty five years, as wireless

communications are experiencing rapid growth [3].

2.1 Functions of Smart Antenna System
The smart antenna consists of mainly two functions

. Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation

. Beam forming
The smart antenna system estimates the direction of arrival of
the Signal.

Beam forming is the term used to desoribe the application of
weights to the inputs of an array of antennas to focus the

reoeption of the antenna aray in a certain direction, called the

look directiou or the main lobe. More importantly, other

signals of the same carrier frequency from other directions
can be rejected [4]. These effects are all achieved
electronically and no physical movement of the receiving

antennas is necessary. In addition, rnultiple beam formers

focused in different directions can share a single antenna array
one set of antennas can service multiple calls of the same

canier [6].

2'1
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ABSTRACT
An equalization technique based on nonlinear Hammerstein

type filters to combat the inter symbol interference (ISl) effect

is proposed. This technique is nothing but nonlinear

generalization of the linear equalizer. Liuear frequency

selective fading channels in presence of additive white

Gaussian noise is considered using DPSK and QAM
modulation techniques in this work. Simulation results shows

that the proposed technique is found superior compared to

when linear equalizer is used. Better BER perlormance at

moderate and higher SNRs is achieved for M'QAI4
moctulation. Results also show better MSE performance than

the linear structure.

Keywords
Channel Equalization, Frequency Selective Fading Channels,

Hammerstein Filter, QAM, DPSK.

1. INTRODUCTION
Generally in frequency selective channels, the input

sigual a1ler being transmitted suf'fer Aom inter-syrnbol

interlerence (ISI) and noise. In order to reduce these effects,

an optimnrn receiver based on maximtun likelihood sequence

estirration (MLSE) is designed. MLSE which is a non-linear

rnethod has high cornputational complexity that increases

exponentially with the chamel nemory length. Therefore in

frequency selective channels, MLSE is replaced by

suboptimum receivers. Linear and decision fbedback

equalizers (DFE) are the most coillmor technigues []. Linear

equalizer (LE) is simply a linear transversal frlter with a

limited number of taps. Linear transversal tilters are used in
DFE as feed-forward and feedback blocks. Many other

equalization techniques are presented in practice to reduce ISI

effectf1-3].
In this paper, discussion is on generalized nonlinear

structure for channel equalizatiou that is based on

Hammerstein type filters. Normally this technique is

perfbrmed on frequency selective firding channels.

Hammerstein filter is a nonlinear polynomial filter which is
used in many applications. Some of them are systom

identification t4l,t5l, modeling[6],[7], echo

cancellation[8],[9] and noise cancellation[ l0]. Hammerstein

decision feedback equalization (IIDFE) is used iu fiber-

t 3* rg
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wireless channel for compensation of nonlinear distortion in

the electrical-to optical converter Illl, [12]'
In the next section a system model is presented. Section III
introduces the nonlinear Ilammerstein equalization

technique.. Simulation results and discussions are presented in

section [V, befbre concluding the paper in section V.

2. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section the equivalent low-pass discrete time

model of the system is considered. DPSK and M-QAM

modulation techniques are employed in this system" A

. ftequency selective I'ading channel modeled by a tapped delay

line with Z taps is considered to be:

H =Lhth,........hri (1)

Where h; is the random gain of the ith tap' These components

are assumed to be rcal valned zero-mean Gaussian random

variables with variance or], Further, they are assumed

uncorelated and normalized to unity, i.e.:

ll-,a\r,,1']t=t (2)

The chamrel fading is assumed to be slow, such that the tap

gaius do not vary during one data &ame. It is also assumed

that the frequency selective fadiqg channel has a specific

power delay profile (PDP), which is the profile of the mean

square values of the tap gains. The received signal which is

corrupted by ISI and noise is expressed as

y(n) =1,=,1r11n-i +l)v\n) (3)

Where w(z) is a real-valued zero-mean white Gaussian noise

with variance o?, .nq. (3) can be expressed in matrix form:

y(n)= I{X(n)+W(n) (4)

Where H is the channel vector and X(n) is the received data

vector, defined as:

X(n) =lx(n) x(n -l)....x(n - ,.:r)' (s)

In sub-optimum receivers, the detected signal is obtained by

passingy(n) through an equalizer and a hard detector.
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A Secure Scheme for Multiple Images Transmission and
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ABSTRACT
Wavelet packet-division multiplexing (WPDM) is a high-
capacity, flexible, and robust multiple-signal transmission
technique in which the properties of wavelet packet basis

functions are used for orthogonal multiplexing. In this paper,

a new algorithm based on finite fleld wavelet packet division
multiplexing (FFWPDM) is proposed for secure orthogonal
multiplexing of images. Further, VLSI architecture of the
proposed algorithm is designed. The VLSI architecture is
implemented on images using XILINX ISE and ModelSim to
demonstrate the effectiveness ofthe proposed scheme.

General Terms
Security, Algorithurs.

Keywords
cryptography, wavelet packet division multiplexing, VLSI

1. INTRODUCTION
The advances in communication technology have seen strong
interest in digital signal transmission. However, illegal data
access has become more easy and prevalent in wireless and
general conrmunication networks. It is generally difficult to
handle image encryption by conventional encryption
algorithms such as DES, AES, IDEA, and RSA due to
inherent I'eatues of images, such as the huge data and the high
correlation among pixels [ 1].

Wavelet packet-division multiplexing (WPDM) is a high-
capacity, flexible, and robust multiple-signal transmission
technique in which the properties of wavelet packet basis
flinctions are used for orthogonal multiplexing [2]. Wavelet
transform over Galois fields are developed in [3]. VLSI
implementation of finite field arithmetic is discussed in [4].
Finite field wavelet packet-division multiplexing(FFWpDM)
provides orthogonal multiplexing of the images and encrypt
the images. Finite field Wavelet packet-division multiplexing
convert the input images data to a sequence similar to white
noise. Hence, in this paper a new algorithm is proposed for
secure transmultiplexer for images based on finite field
wavelet packet-division multiplexing(FFwpDM). In finite
field wavelet packet-division multiplexing(FFWpDM), the
synthesis and analysis filter coefficients work as keys for
encryption. Further, for the hardware implementation of the
developed algorithms for practical use, VLSI architectures of
the proposed algorithrns are developed and realized using
Xilinx ISE VLSI software.
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2. FINITE FIELD WAVELET PACKET.
DIVISION MULTIPLEXING

The wavelet system can be implemented using a two-band

analysis-synthesis filter bank. Fig. 1 shows the analysis and

synthesis banks ofa two-channel perfect reconstruction filter
bank. More specifically, the analysis bank performs the

wavelet transform and the synthesis bank performs the inverse

wavelet transform. r(z) is the input data and the sequences

labeled yu (n) , y,(n) ure the wavelet coefficients.

LetH"(z),G"(z) where s=0,1 , be the polynomial

representation of the filters h"(n) , g,(n) in Fig. 1. Suppose

that these polynomials have order 2N+lwith polyphase

components E",(z), E",(z),Ro"Q)and R,,(z)sothat

H"(z)= E"uQz)+z'E",(z') (1)

G"(z) = z-' 4"12'1+ R,"(r') 
\z)

Using the polyphase representation for the two-band

orthogonal filter banks, the following can be deduced:

H,(z): -r-t'*'t) Ho(-z-t) 
,

GuQ):11,1-r) , G,(r)=-HoGz) (3)

Any two polynomials A(Z) and B(Z) over a Galois lield

F(Z) that satisg the polynomial equation[2]

A{z)A'(z)+ B(z)B'(z) = /M (4)

can be used to generate the coetllcients of wavelet filter
banks.

The polynomials A(Z) md B(Z) over a Galois field

F(Z) are defined as

a,,b, eGF(p')

where M is a positive integer satislying M +N. In our

notation, the superscript c means the reciprocal of the

MM

A(z) =\a,z' , ao * 0, B{z) =lb,/ , bo * 0,
i{ i=o (5)
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Abstract
For the autonomous navigation of mobile robot, distance to target

is fundamental and very important information and often estimated

or measured by using ultrasound. Ultrasonic measurements are

rnostlybased on determination ofTOF. This paperpresents digital

signal processing techniques to calculate the time delay inreception

i.e. TOR for which a maximum similarity between the reference

and the delayed echo signals is obtained. To observe the effect of
phase uncertainties and frequency shifts (Doppler), this processing

is carried out, both directly on the actual wave shape and after

extracting the envelopes ofthe reference and delayed echo signals.

Several digital signal processing algorithms are considered and

the effects ofdifferent factors such as sampling rate, resolution

of digitization and S,A{ ratio are analysed. Result show accuracy,

computing tirne and cost for different techniques.

Keywords
Ultrasonic Sensors, Time of Flight, Digital Signal Processing,,

Moble Robots

l. lntroduction
Mobile robot has attracted intense research interest in recent

years due to numerous potential applications. For the autonomous

navigation of such robots obstacle detection is the primary

requirement. Anintelligent sensory system is essential foramobile

robotto detectposition, velocity, acceleration, and range to objects

in its workspace. The sensory systern of a mobile robot includes

ultrasonic sensors, infrared sensors, vision sensors, tactile sensors.

Ultrasonic sensors have been one of the widely used sensors for

measuring distance to the nearest obstacle from a mobile robot

because an ultrasonic wave is easily reflected by structure and

additional advantages include their low cost, small size, simple

. hardware and good precision.

Ultrasonic sensors are generally used for non-contact presence

and proximity measurements in all industrial areas. Ultrasonic

measurements are based on determination ofTime ofFlight (TOF)

i.e. the time necessary for an ultrasonic wave to travel from the

transmitter to the receiver thlough the target over which it is
reflected back. The distance ofthe object from the transducer 'D'
is estimated from the product of one half of the time measured

and the propagation velocity of the ultrasonic wave i.e.

p : (et)/2 (l)
Where C is the propagating velocity of the ultrasonic burst [3] and t
is the round trip time of fl ight (Fig. I ). Accuracy of the measurcment

depends on the knowledge of c and the correct estimation of
T. The sound velocity shows an almost linear dependence with
temperature [2] which can be easily compensated [4].
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Fig. I : Illustration of Ultrasonic Ranging

Time of flight can be determined by using Continuous wave

technique and Pulse echo technique [3]. The Pulse echo method

of ultrasonic sensing is popular because of its reliability and

compactness. In pulse echo method the echo is usually analysed

by using threshold method, where the detection occurs when the

signal crosses the defined amplitude threshold level.

Fig. 2: Reference Echo Signal

ln fact, the received echoes cross the threshold level after some

time delay (i.e. after the exact beginning due to processing delays),

as shown in fig. 2, making the target to appear slightly farther away

than it actually is. This eror could be avoided ifthe added delays

were constant, but the amplitude changes produce deviations. To

quantify this error, the e cho waves can be modelled as the damped

sinusoids [3-4].

v(t) = a111tir(wrt +0)

Where a(t): vot'e'vh [5] the values for "m" rqflge between land 3

and provide good approximations, "h" and the phase shift "0" are

transducer dependent constants and "co"" is the angular frequency

of the ultrasound. On the other hand, echo amplitude change with

distance "D" due to attenuation is given by [6]

v(D) = voe'(Do) lD
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Abstract
The period 1970-80 was a notable era that witnessed a substantial increase of interest in philosophy. Many 

.isms,

have been introduced and many movements t.r. u.* ,t"J.Jio enlighten the people und bting epistemological

outlook in ttre minds of p"opf"1 Er.r, nr* religious Utii"ft f-,*t 
"f 'o 

"b""n u'i"n in this period' The existence of

.God, and 
.Soul,, the philoiophy of 'Nirvana-',.r.f.;;;;;;;Jher earth. fi'om naturai calamities and hazards

becare popular notions i.it irtug.. w" ouserv"d .i,L?t t *""* or a prophet or a saint in every country who have

siven moral preaching to make tf,e people walk i' t#'igiip-'rt uoo 
"ttuuritrt 

iustice and peace in all the nations'

6v observing these philosophies and teachings, .;;;;d; declared that ihe ultirnate goal of philosophy is

.diing uenent, to the human beings but not.;i[il,-it.*' wt must also agree rhai philosophy has the

indubitable supremacy to inc.lcate .iasoning p"*";, !il;r+i,ti:.t Tl:-tnewal-of 
ideas people's psyche' The

oivotal role that philosophicat thought has played throughout the,centuries across all cultures of the world

loofirmed to its significance. Differlnt typ", or piliorrpf;ies entirety changetl the life style of the people and

unfortunatety these life .,vrl, 
"raung", 

iurnun-rii" also' At this juncture a great woman philosopher Iris

Murdoch has entered with her g'eat philosopf,V i' E"gfitftlit"*ty W'"tfa *i.th hei Booker Prize Novel 'The Sea'

The Sea'. This paper tells her philosophical *'troonlt'tt extraordinary depiction of varior'ts characters and her

."rog. to the sociery.

Introduction
The concept of'love' in each philosophy leads some people to get the wrong notions like 'over-possessiveness'

and 
.fanatic patriotism'. Affi;; ;";pi. *"r...uii.rii 6r}tt f,eopte who ilrad these fervent beliefs and wrong

notions. Again the philosophers, who w.e1e ,6*,ro.r"Jlv ii.r. piir*opt ies, were trying to mend their views and

spread the practice oro.iu'"t.n.nt. At this 
"*"iut 

tlm. iris Murdoch has presented her magnum opus novel rfte

sea, The.sea to the readers, which explain. .r.rrt^i*Jrp., 
egois., seli-consciousness' vengeance' solidarity'

power erc. Thro.gh ,o]i.'"tr.u",ers she hrr";;ll-fi; io expldin the difference between 'love' and

.possessiveness,. She "l;;ly-;h"*, 
her talent,to depict illusign1, 

opera, drama, love' lust' religion and

philosophy in tt is oouei.-ilui"o* sruou* y i" rh; i;;;rn British Novel writes that "Theatre and opera seem

heavily to have g.,iO"o i.if ti. ,iugingt i tte cit"monlal ofher latest books: there is also a clear new texfur€

ofshakespear"un uttrrrion uno u ."n-r. 6fart shaped by the laws ofhis later comedies'"(232)

H:TruHHff::i.*"fiTiH:;:i1Tffi:-*rar as the inn", th.uadfiii!fiorGdh has woven this psvcho-

analytical story very .fi."tiu.ty.if,ough sorne *ir"*".p11""s and misinterpretations test the patience of the

readers, the main .flurr.t". Charles Airowby makes the readers engrossed in his depiction' his relation with

women, his tb,cl fo,. f*Jiternr, and his 
"piiu"un 

U't'avior" Charles Arrowbv is the protago.ist who wants to

write his memoirs when he settles at Shruff End, t'pltt '"" 
t" sea' after his retirement from the theatre' He is a

director, writer arrd an artist. Murdoch l,u, p..r.ni.i-t im not in a heroic way but in an eccentric, detestable way'

As the sea have many images like wil<l, ,orr, *n*,-ioving, enigmatic, 
"*el, 

chaotic, peaceful, roaring' active

etc. Arrowby also has many perspectives.and emotions'

He has chosen a craggy atmosphere in t,i, qu.rt ior"i.ur. und ,"l."ts a solitary dilapidated peculiar house' Then

many twists and hrrns 
".** 

*lif. he is wriiing d.y ;--d.y ,".idents which reveal his real egoistic nature' Taking

up the moral a.r.topln"ni of the individuur in u ior.l rather than a philosophical tract might strike'sonre as a

hazardous project, on"-ttJcoutO mar both rt" .L.i,y of thought 
'o 

nt'""uty for good philosophy and the

narrative enchantment so integral to a good novet. And yet it was precisely in her novels that Murdoch so

successfully discussed the vitai-issues ofihe moral life. Allan Kennedy notes that "her work is often built around

allusion to the drama" (Kennedy 277)

CharlesArrowbywantstoleadaqrrietlifebutarowofvisitorsarecominganddisttrrbinghimandbecomea
showbiz to the dwellers of Shruff Enct. Hi. p"J""-i, quickly disturbed bv-a series of past flares' A theatrical

seriesofcontgmptror"r*"o..tohaunthirrfromLondon'Amongthem'Rosina\rarnburghisthetnainperson
who wants to take revenge on him as he has.cheai.a n"r *o provokid her departing from her husband Peregrine'

and spoiled her boominf married fiti..ai Cn*f"t ntto*by is alone in his house' he writes letters to his tbrmer-

|overLizzieinafriendlywayanclLizzierespondsinanamicablewaytoo.ThisbringsRosinairritationand



Psychological Traum a andMythical Images in

'A Severed Head'

A. Satya Phani Kumari,Waheed Shafiah

Abstract- It is arduous and somewhat complex thing to speak

about the works of writers who express their mu@rious views

in an extraordinory *ay in this empirical workl where our Sreal

writen are Tree laices.- Very few writets achieve the success path

i iiion itny*rights and-philosophical instigato.rs' By virtue of

iii it"nt'on7 uaiiety of hit work, the vigour and originality' her';fi;;;" 
in art, teiei, phitosophv and life, and the range anrl

'il*ri 
i n* ttyle, Iris i[urdoih entered the literary scene witlt

ner bboi Sartri: The Romantic Rationalist This paper deals with'ii*iiiii 
ia *alytical obsemation of A Severed Head in which'iuii*n 
prrr"nti incest, marital absurdity und extramarital

'riionsnips 
witnn the structure of enremely intricdte

Oitrlrolofl*, existential and Freudian views' The atrocities and
'iicest 

aie taken as common things in tl'e western society and no

otne dares to reveal those uncommon things to the world No one

thinks abour rhe future of those sufferers' But Murdoch hus

oresented her poiitive views in her book A Severed Head and

trniiri he, courage to the literary world by taking a weird

iiiiii, rnit papir elucidates her views about repressive social

iiiit, n* piilisopnical knowletlge, sentiments' humor and

sudden twists in the stoq),

Key l{ords: Freudian psychology, incest, adultery' severed

head, social sentiments, moralitY

I.INTRODUCTION

Freedom, love biography, diary, art and morality as the

main concepts of A Sivired Head, Murdoch has presented a

i*t-pu".a work with wit and humor' The imagery is much

more vivid and internal part of the plot and theme' She has

chosen symbol and characterization as the methods to depict

her story. For each novel she wants to present a new

descriptitn and a novel concept' An anthropologist' a

,nyrt..io.rt half-sister Honor Klein is the 'severed head' of

ttre titte. She offers the power and energy which are essential

to free the other character mainly the protagonist and the

narrator of the story, Martin Linch Gibbon' According to

e.S.nyutt, Linda Kuchl ancl R. Rabinovitz' "Moral behavior

is p.tc.ir.a differently by each proselyte in. the novel'

Murdoch shows that thl responsibility for moral action lies

lvith an inclivitlual's acceptarlce of love which frees him

from power as victim or victor." (347)

tvturdoch touches the question of Sigmund Freud's ideas'

Freud was interested in psychoanalysis, which is a scientific

method of psychology to analyze the human's. psyche" wits

anJ especially to fin-d- out the reasons of psychic or physical

problems. The method consists in or draws on the analysis

of hu*un dreams, their interpretation and using hypnosis'

Murdoch points out the result of such therapy' the 'patients'

are manipulated by higher power represented by a

psychologist.
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A Severed Head is partly a parody on this psychological

field of knowledge, *hi"h *ut new at the beginning of the

twentieth century. It seems that Murdoch does not believe in

.ffl"it "f*,. 
psychoanalysis and she impeaches them in her

noreft. fne issue of psyihoanalysis is not the only allusion

to Freud. The other important question Murdoch deals with

is Oedipus comPlex.

altowing Martin's experiences and voice to stand by

them, Muiloch gives life to that unique individual whose

,.".rru.y obscirity and unpredictability 
. 
have both

.rit*ff"A and threatened her imagination' Martin says' 'The

riory *tti"tt follows will reveal whether I will or no' what

sort of person I am' (12). The creation 
- 
is the man'

According to Byatt (1965), A Severed Head is seen as a

comedy ,iith moral themes (6). This impressive novel is full

oirr.p.it.t, manipulation and irony' The author touches

varioui issues suctras multiple falseness and incest' which is

illegal or social taboo. An anomalous human relation

betieen the psychoanalyst and his stepsister has scandalous

effect tbr mariy readers, but Murdoch demonstrates that

even this could happen in the society' The story sows that

nothing is clear and'lined. Things can happen unpredictably

and ari not as they seem to be' Love, hate' machination'

dependence, sexuai desires, hysteria and egoism are signs'

*fiitt ut. recognized in this excellent piece' A Severed

Head'was a har-[-,i,'tger of the Sexual Revolutior.r that was to

hii eritein in the l9@and 70s'" This novel 'is regarded by

many readers as the most entertaining of Murdoch's

,""Jft." lt was successt-ul and "together with J'B' Priestley'

Murrloch adapted the book for the stage'"

http:l/en.wikipeclia'org/rvikilA- Severed Flead

II.RETROSPECTION

The novel stal'ts with the conversation between the

protagonist Martin and his girl friend Georgie about

ivfurtil's wife Antonia. Martin maintains Georgie as his

mistress withotrt the notice of his wife Antonia' He

.o*put.t Georgie rvith his wife in every aspect' like their

behavior, age" their concern and love about him' their

tidiness etc.-He always presents odd gifts to Georgie which

she keeps in an untidy order all the time against the nature

of Antonia. "l loved to give Georgie outrageous things'

absurd garrnents and gewgaws which I could not possibly

have giien Antonia, barbarous necklaces and velvet pants

and pLple underrvear and black openwork tights which

a.or. *e mad" (4). He also admires Georgie's uninteresting

character in worldly possessions' her significant indifference

and her candid and naive nature. When he is about to leave

Georgie's room, she has given a straight glance which he

likes"very muc'h. In his words "Antonia would not have

sustained such a steady gaze for so long: warm' possessive'

and coqtrettish, she wouid not so have exposed herself'(5)'

Murdoch's opinion quoted by Peter J Conradi in his /ris

' Murdoch: the Saint and the Artist that "people are secretly

much odder, less rational, more often powere&by obsession

.\--,
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INTRODUCTION

Avitriptan is a second-s
ff ., d u ;; ;; ;;il;: i; i,. :u : i :::,il *l[r", il:l,l:i, r,:blocking a migiaine aftack that i, ,f r*jy 

-i, 
progress.

lJ;ff.rr;iffii,.+ljn -i':;'r*i ..''' 
* 

[rr-pin-6
s ri j : il r ! " 

ii,;H ;il",l 
"o 

:r,ffi Hi;rJ 
r 

" 
il YIJ, * x;:fiimass is,458.58g/mot. Formula or e"li.ipi nlr 

""
Cz l'{:oNeO:S. t1.31 In, ttr. e*irting'ii*r"*." severalanaty r:al methods ,u!1.^.", ,rii,"-;i''riil'rc r,r, uvSpect r:photometric, ls.t2t nrolorurrl." "iro 

andchror :Itographic t14-171 methods h;;;;;;ported for the
1:l:: ,,:rr,1:, 

of Avitriptan in formutatior;:;;. routine
:::lI 't, simpte, rapid 

. 
and .or, lli.iriuu visibrespect rphotomeLric methoar r." ..quii.d. 

"""""'

o

Figure 1i Structure ofavitriptan

Nevertheless, there still exists a need for developmentof sensitive accurate- and fl";ibl_ visiblespect-ophotometric methods for ,fr" i.,"ir,nation ofAvitri r;an in pharmaceuticat preparaii;r;;fi. work, an

ir,V'r'*!ii*xlm&

spectrophotometric Methods for the Quantitative

|;Jff*ination 
ofAvitripirn in the phirmaceuticar 

Dosage

N Usha Ranil*, R Sreenivasa Raoz, K Saraswathi3
-,Abstract: Five simple, accurate, sensitive, and econrsubsequenrry varidatei iu, tr," a"tu.,liilffi;;:;:il:T*.r-J[:.jl"1ffflT."fi!:lil;ff,if,.,llr.i;: 

*:il,i:ti"X."fl.::i
#i[*f tifiiltr*[ltl]ir::tr,T1tfT#l*i'n 

ain.,un"*[."i,li"i:,u,u.ua,.uti;r," ffila co,or conrprex is

hydrochrorrael:ffi';il;fl:-r:-;;"#',:;!ilffi':1"ffI-l::Iiifii'-'ffi1'J"r;';'":ilJT1;#",,1,""11;LH:*.Lj1,
awitriptan wiiir ;;;;,;ilx:"*:."T i:[:?ff*"[1:11.:T,fir,*:l,mi$i$]*rflr#n*#:]i1J:i:*","x:
Method c is based on the reactio.n 

"re'iiJpi"i,,iiit'rrcriuna ,,ib.pr,""5riil?rine tJrorm J;r#;;j:;ror.ed chromogen,

#iqif':FTr':::,ffi1'1 
at r'uax = e ro 

'"' r'i"r-,", n i, uu,i on;;;;:;", 
"r,oxid.ative 

coupring or drus with brucineMethod r ,, urr"i ,"'iilu 
rfleta periodate a purple red colored tp"l,"r',ri"r"o rno 

"rn,o,,rbsorption rnaiima at rnrax= 610 nm.
",u,r,oa. 

r,,,"lid;il'i;:,:':ff:ils:::;ffiH:lllj::.l]::r'#;d;';;;,;f'lf"o,^p,,o, ,naxima ar rma. = 620 nm A,, thesethe estimation orAvitriptan in riurr, aL-ug rn;il:#i:1',i:l#.T;r:ft *e proposed n.,"tt oa. 
","'.Jpiil;;" and sere*ive for

attempt i.s made in 
, 
this d_irection and succeeded indeveloping five methods uur"o on ii,"u'.#;r; berween thedrug and reagents.

, The proposed methods for Avitriptan determinationhave many aclvantages.over other anaiytical methods dueto its rapidiW, norl.al^cost, and .nrii.Lrrr.r,al safety,Unlike HpLC ancl HPLTC p*."or.ur,'iti,.inrr.r*un, i,simpte and is not *ruy. r.ono;;;;li,; tire anatyticalreagents are inexoensive_and avaitabie ,'*, analyticaltahoratory, The resutts or.anrtyris 
-oi;i;;;r. 

methods

;ffi:,,J:::?,T,",f 
statisticallv rorro'ing'-iiH QzA tRll

MATERIALSAND METTIODS
A_systronics UV Spectrophotometer Genesys 10 UV splitbeam Spe*rophotometei wirr, r .* ;;illi quarrz ce,sprocured from Thermo Scientific C""rp"ry ,"rketed byMerck were used for all ,p..tJ. 

"ria 
absorbancemeasurements. A svstronics digital pH *ui.. :Oi was usedfor pH measurur.ntr.

Reagents Used
All reagents and chemicals usecl were of analytical orpharnracopeia grade purity and croubry cristiiled water wasused throughout this work.

MBTH Method {A)
L. 0.2o/o MBTH solution {Fluka, g.55* 10{MJ is prepared bydissotving 200 me orlrasru i, iJo ,i riro'ofii,*r*.,2. 0.25o/o Fe (ilr) sojution {Witson Lrbr,:.#;'10* MJ iqprepared by dissolving iso mg 

"rp"'fiiU-ir'100 mL ofdistill water.
3. 0.40/o NaOH solutio.n-. 

!L_oba, lM) is prepared bydissolving 400 nrg of ruabH in roo'riofii;,,,, *.,..and standardized.
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A Nerv validated Stabilit-v indicating Rp-HpLC Method for
Simultaneous Determination of Montelukast and Rupatadine

Fumerate in Bulk and its Pharmaceutical ro.*ul"iio;;
safyanarayana MV'*, sa6,udev TNVSS 1Nu*".*ura Rao ru. arr*aha v r

l. Dept. offreshmran engineering, pttp Stddhartita iisti:ite of iechnologlr, Kanlurlt, Vijayawada,

2-PG Centre, P.B Siddhartha coltege iTertgAla,scii:nc,i, vijayawada,'Ardhro pradesh, India

ABSTRACT

A new RP - HPLC method was developed for the simultaneous determination of Montelukast

and Rupatadine fumerate in combined dosage form. An Inertsil Cl8 column(I00 x 4.6, 5pm)

was used with mobile phase of composition Methanol : Buffer(O.l%triethyl amine in water with

pH adjusted to 3.0 (70:30v/v at pH 4.6) at a flor,v'rate of 1.0 mLlmin and injection volume of
20pL with UV detection at 266 nm for separating Montelukast and Rupatadine fumerate. The

retention time of Rupatadine fumerate and Montelukast were 5.76 min and 2.86 min

respectively. The runtime of the analysis was 6 minutes. The specificity, linearity, precision,

accuracy, limit of detection (LOD), limit of quantification (LOQ), ruggedness and robustness of
the developed method were studied to validate as per ICH guidelines. The Linearity range for

Montelukast and Rupatadine fumerate were 5.0 - 30.0 pglml and 5.0 - 30.0 pglml,respectively.

The percentage recoveries were in the range for Montelukast and Rupatadine fumerate98.8Q-

l00.ll o/o and99.06-99.44 o/o, respectively. The developed method could be used for routine

analysis of Montelukast and Rupatadine fumeratein their combined dosage forms.

Keywords: Liquid Chromatography; Monteluk:ast, Rupatadine fumerate, Simultaneous

estimation, Validation
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SIMULTAIIEOUS DETERMINATION OF ACETAMTNOPHEN AND GUIAFENESIN IN
BY VALIDATED RP-HPLC METHOD

A rapid,,trighly sensftive, accuraie, precise
fur the simultaneous deterryinxliel 61 61

id jli'as developed

ARTICLE INFO

:*iiffiwulffiI.,,lT!ffiI
Ree€iyed 16ffi2:/20l4. :'. ;:'t.
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I_gr the simuttaneoqs deterryinarion bf Ace&ininophen (ACe and -Guiafenqsin (CFN) in
phapacgutical dosage form as per ICH guiaetinei. the mobitelpha"i 

""*tSt"O 
of water,pnarmaceu-ucal qosage rorrR as per ICH guidelines. The mobilg pliase consiistgd of water,

methanol anj Slacial acetic acid (g,O:40'J.5 o/o v/v) operatedron isocratio mode.. The flow rate
of the mobile phase was 1.0 ml/minute. Ctrromhographic separation of ac€taminophen and
Gliafuneiil was perforrnd,,or,.rn s!t,C;;.,.e6.i a:6tffiiE*#i:iiffiC.U".ti",
volumq. "F 19 -tL The retention tim" of aCr uno ciN *"r. io+ -a so roinrt",
respectivety and the'total run time of the analysis was I 

j minute* Tjlie deVeloped iuethod wasI{+srvords ' -

Acd1pry-inophea, . ,

G.iripffi4sin; :: .:

-160.8 fi$,,'E-Iuii6 ,, ,'
All,lip 

, 
nalgesre,

::'.:.ri,i,.,i:,::,:.ri : ::::, :.1

,i'::,,,,'11i11,t,,,,.:i:r.,:,q.,;,' 
r,:,:,.;:

*pectlvelJ and the total run time of the analyqis was l5 minutes" Tjlie deVelopediuethod was
validated for parameters such q5 accuracv,,piecisiou linearity ana:soiotiol stability. The
qropoged melhod had been iuccesfrtlly used forifie estimdion of the drugs in tatlet dosage
forrtr. The intraday and inter daypreciiion- waslfound to b" within the limid
Conclusibn: In this resea-ch pro.;ictwe,Uave reported a JaUitity inaicating-nf fnLC method
for the development as well as validafion forthe simultaneous istimation of ACII and GFN in
combined 

{osage 'form using simple mdbile phasi. The sample recoyeries 
lin 

fognulation
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NEW SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC METHODS FOR THE QUANTITATIVE
ESTIMATION OF ELETRIPTAN IN DRUG FORMULATION

Usha Rani N*., Sreenivasa Rao R. and Saraswathi K.

(Received 04 March 2013) (Accepted 08 November 2013)

ABSTRACT

Five simple, accurate, sensitive and economical UV spectrophotometric methods has been developed

and subsequently validated for the determination of eletriptan in bulk and pharmaceutical formulations.

The methods were based on the formulation of colored complex of eletriptan with different reagents.

Absorbance ol the formed color complex is measured against the reagent blank at the wavelength of

maximum absorbance. ln this paper, five spectrophotometric methods were proposed. Method A is based

on the formation of oxidative coupling reaction involving the use of iron (lll) - MBTH (3-methyl-2-benzo

thiazolinone hydrazone hydrochloride). The resulting green colored chromogen complex absorbs at 1.,*=

520 nm. Reaction of eletriptan with ferric chloride and ([Fe (CN)u] to form a green colored species having

absorption maxima at 1".*-790 nm is used in Method B. Method C is based on the reaction eletriptan

with FeCl. and 1,10 phenanthroline to form a blood red colored chromogen, exhibiting absorption at ),,*

= 620 nm. Formation of oxidative coupling of drug with brucine in the presence of sodium meta periodate

to form a purple red colored species is used in Method D which exhibits absorption maxima ot )".* = $pQ

nm. Method E is based on the formation of complex with acidic dye WF BBL having absorption maxima

at 1..*= 610 nm. All these methods have different linearity ranges. Siatistical analysis proves that the

proposed methods are reproducible and selective for the estimation of eletriptan in bulk drug and in its

tablet dosage form.

uG c-
,3-lL,

Keywords: Eletriptan, Spectrophotometric Methods,

MBTH, K.[Fe(CN).J, 1,10 Phenanthroline, Brucine,

WF BBL, Beer's Law.

INTRODUCTION

- Eletriptan is a second-generation triptan drug

intbnded for treatment of migraine. lt is used as

an abortive medication, blocking a migraine attack

that is already in progress. Eletriptan brand name

is Relpax and its structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Eletriptan is marketed and manufactured by Pfizer

lnc. Eletriptan was approved by the U.S. Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) on.December 26,

20021'2 for the acute treatment of migraine with or
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without aura in adults3. IUPAC name of eletriptan

is (H)-3-[(-1 -methylpyrrolidin-2-yl) methyl]-5-(2-

phenylsulfonylethyl)-1H-indole and its molecular

mass is 382.52 g/mol. Formula of eletriptan is

c22H26N2O2S.

Fig.1 Structure of Eletriptan

ln the existing literature, several analytical

methods such as HPLC4-7, HPLTCs, UV

Spectrophotometrice-l2, fluorometricl3 and

chromatogrdphl6ra-tz methods have been reported
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